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Although some studies have focused on human aspects of computer 

networking, gender has not been central to analyses of users of computer 

networks. In addition, virtually all studies of human interaction via 

computer have focused on the use of computer networks in business, 

professional or educational settings. They tell us little about issues which 

might arise in the use of computer networks for the discussion of women's 

issues, tr the use of computer net works for social change work. 

Through a discourse based analysis of four computer networks that 

have been used in the context of feminist social change, this thesis 

documents women's past use of computes networks in the context of feminist 

social change. By focusing on the social circumstances surrounding the 

development of computer networking systems, the relationship between 

computer network structure and message structure, who the participants in 

network discussions are and what they talk about, and the group processes 

on each sf the four computer networks, it becomes clear that social biases are 

reflected in the design and development of computer networking systems. 

Although computei; networks have been used successfully by women 

as a vehicle far personal change, material preaeiited here suggests that the 

adoption of computer networking systems by women's groups will present 

many challenges. Successful use of computer networking systems in an 

alternative organizational structure may require centralized decision making 

and job specialization, both of which are in cordlict with the normal practices 



of feminist collectivist organizations. 

Computer networking technology, as it exists is likely to be of limited 

use to women's organizations. In order for women's organizations to benefit 

from computer networking technology, they will have to engage in an 

iterative participatory design process, in which social goals and users' non- 

credentialed knowledge are valued equally along with technical efficacy. This 

design process can provide an excellent opportunity for women's 

organizations to clarify their operating procedures and social goals. 
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PART A: 

BACKGROUND 



PN~~orpucnro~ 

Public figures as diverse as Tony Benn (a former British Minister of' 

Technology) (Ruthven, 1983) and Timothy Leary (Leary, 1984) have argued 

that computer communications technology will provide the means for an 

effective, participatory, democracy. Benn argued that the emerging computer 

comunication technology could "be used to inform citizens about 

government activities, to allow them to exchange opinions, and to makc it 

possible for them to play a more direct role in decision making" (Ruthven, 

1983, p. 57). An advocate of open governent i  Bmn focussed on the ability of 

emerging computer networking technciogy to support a two-way Row of 

information between citizens and the government. Along with h a r y  (19841, 

Gabree (1984) and others, Benn argued that computer networks would widen 

the range of comment and opinion easily available to the gencral public 

(Ruthven, 1983). Computer networks were seen as having the potential to 

render political decision making more democratic (Gabrec, 1984). 

As the use of personal computers has increased and computer 

networks have become more widespread, so too have claims about thc 

iiberatory potential of computer networking technology. Computer nctwsrku 

were viewed early in their evolution as convivial and participatory, and 

antithetical to the dominant uses of electronic communications rnedia that 

were centrally controlled (Rossman, 1979). Described as a "communications 



medium that can be shared by alln (Knight, 1983, p. 123): some viewed 

computer networks as a challenge to conventional hierarchies of control 

(Rossman, 1979). 

McCdlough (1991) points out that as the cost of personal computers 

have declined, resource-poor community groups engaged in organizing for 

social change have become the unexpected beneficiaries of computer 

technology. Computer networks, viewed as having the potential to "make a 

horizontal cut through the standard vertical organizational chart" (Brilliant, 

1985, p. 174) are particularly appealing to social change organizations, which 

are frequently structured and managed nan-hierarchically. 

At the same time that they acknowledge that computer technology is 

embedded in political, economic and cultural structures of domination, 

Downing, Fasano, Friedland, McCullough, Mizrahi and Shapiro (1991) argue 

that computers "can now be appropriated into organizing for progressive 

social change" (p. 8). These assertions are supported by popular views of 

technology (Balka, 1986; Bush, 1983) which suggest that technology is 

neutral and value free, and that how it is used determines if i t  is good or bad. 

Popular debates about computer networking technology suggest that 

it ought to meet a diverse array of needs, including those of women's 

organizations dedicated to feminist social change. In theory, computer 

networks ought to be consistent with the democratic, decentralized, 

participatory structures of women's organizations dedicated to feminist social 

change. Theory suggests that computer networks should be accessib!e to a 

wide range of women, and that they can enhance the flow sf information 

between members of women's organizations, as well a s  between 

organizations. 

Even though the use of computer networks has become increasingly 



popular in the last decade and research concerned with both women and 

technological change and the social implications of computer networking has 

proliferated, neither the use of computer networks by women, nor the use of 

computer networks in the context of feminism have to date been subjects o f  

study. The research reported here addresses these omissions through an 

examination of the use of computes networks by women and men who have 

consciously pursued the use of this technology to com~nunicate about 

women's issues and feminism. 

TrmEomnca BACKGROUND 

Kraanarae (1988) points out that women's speech and technology are 

richly i~terconnected, and that technological processes have lasting impacts 

on women's communicatisns. She argues that all technological developments 

can usefully be studied with a focus on women's interaction, and points out 

that all technological practices (including the processes of innovation, 

creation, production, maintenance and use of technology) affect the ways, 

places and content of talk, writing and publishing in a feminist context, For 

Kramarae, social relations can be considered to be organized and structured 

by technological systems. Among the questions she poses are: what cultural 

assumptions about these technologies are present in women's interaction? 

How do our descriptions and understanding of talk differ once we con~ider 

technological practices? What are the technological fixes or solutions that 

women apply and that others apply tcl women's lives? In a broad sense, the 

research presented here attempts to address wfiamarae9s questions in 

relation to the use of computer networks hi- eommunieation about women's 

issues and feminism. 

Investigation of this topic is, by nature, multi-disciplinary. In 



studying women's use of computer networks in the context of feminist, s o c d  

change, several areas of theory that are seldom considered together are 

relevant. For example, theory concerned with technology as a social 

phenomenon is seldom considered in the context of f'erninist social change. 

Both bcdies of theory are essential to developing an  understanding of how 

feminists and social change activists have come to consider computer 

networks in their social change work, as well as  in explaining the processes 

that occur as  computer networking technology is adapted to meet these ends. 

In analyzing the use of computer networks for feminist 

communication not only are many areas of theory relevant, but in addition 

many theoretical conflicts are brought into sharper focus. Early theory about 

the interaction of technology and society (for example, Ellul, 1967 and 

Mesthene, 1970) introduced general concepts that were widely adopted in 

debates about the interaction of technology and society. Although these 

works played a significant role in the development of more recent theories 

about technology and social change, they were not grounded in lived 

experience. As scholars began conducting case studies of technological 

change (for example, Braverman, 1974; Noble, 1979 & 1984), alternative 

theoretical positions began emerging. As women begm to identify and assess 

the impacts of technological change on women (Benston, 1983a & 1983b; 

Smith, P983f, theory began to appear that suggested that technology plays a 

role in organizing social interactions in general, and gender relations in 

particular (Bush, 1983; Gay, 1986). This notion challenges popular views of 

technology and iocates technoIogy in a social context, and at the same time 

suggests that social values and social bias are built into the process of 

machine design. 

Franklin (1990) reminds us of the processes that produce social bias 



of techo!ogieal systems in her opening to the 1989 &:Insscy Tuc~ti~i.cs, where 

she develops the analogy of a house to describe technology: 

Technology has built the house in which we all live. The house 
is continually being extended and remodelled. More and more 
of human life takes place within its walls, so that today there 
is hardly any human activity that does not cccur within this 
house. All are affected by the design of the house, by the 
division of its space, by the location of its doors and walls 
(Franklin, 1990, p. 11). 

In much the same way that people design houses that play a role in 

ordering social interactions, Franklin suggests that technology contributes to 

the organization of social interactions. Although this position is gaining in 

popularity, there are few examples on which to base this assertion, and even 

fewer examples that show us how this occurs. The material presented below 

is theoretically important in that it brings the debates outlined above into 

sharper focus, and provides a detailed example through which theoretical 

claims about technology can be examined. In addition, t h ~  material prc .ented 

here underscores the importance of technology as a worncn's issue. 

Although there is still little data about how women's groups are using 

computer networking technology, the material presented below about how 

individuals have come together via computer networks to discuss women's 

issues raises important questions about the use of this technology within the 

alternative structures of women's organizations. Concern with how wornen 

communicate in groups has been a popular topic since the emergence of the 

contemporary women's movement (Bunch, 1934 & 1983; Egaii, Gardnei- & 

Persad, 1988; Freeman & Macmi!!ian 1976; Freeman, 1976). Althwgh there 

are surprisingly few written accounts that explore the extent to which theory 

about interaction in women's groups has been applied in practice, thiw imue 

is important both theoretically and socially. 



If technology plays a role in organizing social interactions as 

Kramarae (%988), Franklin (1990) and others suggest, then the adoption of 

computer networking technology by women's organizations may contribute to 

the complexity of social interactions in these organizations. Returning to 

Franklin's analogy, in adapting computer networks women's groups are in a 

sense remodelling their offices. However, in the absence of any information 

about the use of computer networks in the context of feminist social change, 

the processes that constitute remodelling are proceeding despite a lack of 

understanding of building design and construction. For women's 

organizations interested in computer networks, the material presented belo-w 

is comparable to a theory of building de-:ign and construction for architects. 

In order for worn 22's organizations to benefit fiom using computer 

networking technoiogy, additional information about how this technology 

organizes social interactions may prove invaluable. 

In a general sense, this research was undertaken with the intention 

of gaining insights that would be usehl to women's organizations considering 

the adoption of computer networking technology for group work. Although 

ideally this should have been addressed by looking at  women's groups that 

were using computer networking technology, the combination of few such 

examples and the ethical issues related to access to these groups prevented 

such an approach. In light of these limitations, this research began with the 

identification of compilter networks that were being wed f i x  disaissing 



women's issues and feminism.l Among the questions addressed bchw arp: 

how are women using computer networks in the context of feminism'? Who 

are the people engaging in feminist dialogue via computer networks, and 

what do they discuss? is there a relationship between the structurt. of 

computer networks and the types of communication that occur on-line? When 

discussing women's issues and feminism via computer, what does group 

process look like? Can individual women and women's groups use computer 

networking technology for feminist social change? 

These issues are addressed below through three types of material: 

introductory material (part A), data analysis (part B), and thcoreticd 

material (part C). Introductory material is presented in chapters two, three 

and four. Data is presented and analyzed in chapters five, s i x  and seven. 

Theoretical material pertinent to this study is presented in chapters eight 

and nine. Conclusions appear in chapter ten. Each chapter is described 

briefly below. 

Chapter two presents introductory and historical material intended 

to familiarize the reader with both how computer networks work, and thct 

historical circumstances surrounding the development of computer networks. 

The technical material in chapter two was collected through a combination of' 

personal experience, conversations, and computer books. Historical 

information about the social and technical environment that computer 

networking evolved from came from a combination of popt.ilas books, early 

comp'iter magazines, responses to queries ieR on cornpiiter iiictwiii.ki;, 

lThe criterion used to determine whether or not a computer network 
was being used to discuss women's issues and feminism was the 
identification of either a network or a group using a network as  fulfilling this 
end, by the participants of those networks and groups. 



cornpukr network promotions! material, and persona! corrYmmicztion. 

In reading about computer networks one seldom finds a conceptual 

overview of different types of computer networks and the different forxns of 

communication supported by this technology. Perhaps as a consequence, the 

relationship between the structure of computer networks and the types of 

communication each network structure supports has been left largely 
t 

unexplored. Novice network users often fail to grasp the notion that not all 

forms of computer mediated communications are possible given the use of a 

particular computer networking system. In using computer networks as  a 

case study that theoretical claims about the nature of technological systems 

can be examined through, a conceptual overview of computer networking 

technology is essential. 

Although many studies of technology are rich in technical detail, 

little attention is typically given to material that allows readers to construct 

an understanding of the social environment surrounding the development of 

technology. Without information on the social context in which technology is 

developed it is impossible to examine theoretical claims that social biases are 

built into technological systems. Although there is an  enormous amount of 

writken material available about computer networks, the socio-historical 

information presented in chapter two was very difficult to locate, and is 

undoubtedly incomplete. It is included because without it, it is impossible to 

examine what role, if any, social factors played in the development of 

computer networking technology. 

Chapter three begins to chronicle the use of computer networks by 

individuals and women's groups to discuss women's issues and feminbm. The 

material presented in chapter three comes fiom several sources. Participant 

observation was used extensively to collect data. Two types of infsrmation 



were col!eckd via computer network. First, bistQrica! infor~n~~tion about the 

origins of computer networks and network participants' characterizations of 

these networks were fclund in text on the networks themselves. Second, in 

cases where information was vague or incomplete, messages were placed on 

computer networks requesting clarification or additional information, that 

network participants voluntarily supplied. In some cases i t  was possible to 

communicate via computer network, telephone, or face to face with network 

founders, who readily supplied information. In many cases information about 

the use of computer networks by women's groups was gained through active 

involvement with those groups. that usually took the k rm of informal 

discussions of organizational plans to use computer networks, and included 

facilitating hands-on workshops for those groups. A small portion of the 

material contained in chapter three came from publications. 

Chapter three serves three fmctions. First, it provides an historical 

perspective of the use of computer networks in the context of feminist sociai 

change. Second, it introduces the computer networks and groups included in 

this study. Third, through brief discussions of computer networks that have 

both succeeded and failed, and that were either used or intended to be used 

in the context of feminist social change issues addressed in greater depth in 

part B are identified. Chapter four is the final introductory chapter. It 

provides an overview of this research, describes how this study was done, and 

why the particular approach presented here was chosen. 

Part B (chapters five, six and seven) discusses the networks and 

groups included in this study in depth. It presents data from the nctwork~ 

studied and contains the bulk of data analysis. It is based on two ttLypeet. of 

data: actual transcripts of computer network discussions, and empirical 

analysis of portions of those transcripts. The transcripts of communication 



that occurred via computer network arc p~esented exactly as they appeared 

011 the computer screen during data collection, with the exception that line 

numbers were added in the text for referencing, and the typeface that 

appears on paper differs from those one sees on a computer screen. 

Part B is organized around three related themes: the anatomy of 

computer network messages (chapter five), who the participants in on-line 

dialogues are (chapter six), and group function and process (chapter seven). 

In organizing material around these related themes we begin to gain a sense 

of how computer network structure is related to the structure and perhaps 

content of computer messages. We learn who the participants are and how 

they gain access to the networks they use, and we begin to gain a sense of 

what processes and themes bring these individuals together as groups. The 

material presented in part B begins t o  address the questions outlined above, 

and presents an extensive data set that accomodates the examination of 

theoretical claims outlined above. 

Part C (chapters eight, nine and ten) present theoretical material 

about feminism and social change, and gender, technology and social change, 

respectively. Chapter eight addresses the evolution of the contemporary 

women's mo,vement and its relationship to other social change movements, 

and explores a notion central to feminism: that theory and practice should be 

inextricably linked. Feminism is examined as a series of three related sets of 

relationships: those that occur on an individual level and between 

individuals, those that occur when women work for social change within 

groups, and the relationship of feminist groups to  the state apparatus. The 

mat.eria1 in chapter nine provides a theoretical starting point for identifying 

issues that might arise as women's groups increasingly utilize computer 

networking technology to meet group communication needs. 



Chapter nine addresses popular attitudes towcards technology, women 

and iechnological change, labour perspectives on technological change, the 

concept of social bias in machine design, cooperative design of technological 

systems, and the relationship of technology to co~nmunication and social 

change. The material in chapter eight provides the backdrop for an  in dcpth 

discussion of whether or not technology is socially biased, and considers 

pragmatic issues related to designing technological systems. 

In chapter ten conclusions are presented. Theoretical conflicts 

concerned with technological change are addressed with reference to the 

analysis presented in part B. Finally, issues related to the adoption of 

computer networks by women's groups are examined, drawing the data and 

theoretical material together. 

ME~~~SDOLSGKCAL OVERVIEW 

This work was begun with the intention of investigating the 

interaction between a group's communication needs, the group's process and 

the software and/or computer networking system selected to meet a group',.; 

communication needs. It appeared that such a focus would address the 

broader question of whether or not computer networks Lould efTcctively be 

used as an  organizing tool in the context of feminist social change. In light of' 

both theoretical material suggesting that technology was socially biased 

rather than neutral and value free, as well as  the long standing concern 

within the women's movement with group process, it seemed conceivable that 

in adopting computer networking technology women's groups might sorn~how 

be engaged in translating the theory that technology is socially hiamd into 

concrete practices. 

Although this set of issues remains the broad context through which 



this study of computer networks has been approached, the lack af attention 

given to women's use of computer networks in general, and in relation to 

sociat change in particular necessitated research of a more exploratory 

nature than had initially been anticipated. After it became apparent that 

very few women's organizations were actually using computer networking 

techndogy, the emphasis of the study shifted. It had become apparent during 

an initial period of exploration that computer networks were being used 

extensively for discussions about women's issues and feminism. Since it was 

not possible to investigate whether or not women's groups were incorporating 

the social bias theory of technology into practices surrounding the adaptation 

of computer networks, and it was clear that computer networks were being 

used extensively by individuals to discuss women's issues and feminism, the 

goals of the study were recast in terms of individuals. 

Built into the imtral focus of the project on group use of computer 

networking technology was an assumption that groups would have an 

explicit comunicative goal that in some way would contribute to the 

organization of interactions amongst group members. When the focus of the 

project moved from organized groups to individuals who came together as 

groups through computer networks, the assumption that an explicit 

communicative goal, shared by network users, needed to be questioned. The 

focus of the research shifted to determining what bound users sf feminist 

computer networks together as groups, and what processes (if any) related to 

the teclmoiogy they used came t o  bear on their comunic;ib:cr?n, 

Because so little was known about thz use of computer n e t ~ o r k s  in 

the coiltext of feminist social change the first task was to determine how 

individuals were using computer networks to talk about women's issues and 

feminism, and identify what they were talking about. Central to this task 



was the coZlection of transcripts that documented on-line interactionl of 

individuals that became groups through the computer networks included in 

this study. The transcripts were examined from a number of perspectives 

that yielded evidence of a comp:ex and subtle relationship between the 

processes surrounding the design of computer networks, the structure of 

those networks, and the form and content of communications that occurred 

via those networks. 

Based on the material presented below I will ar jpe that social bias is 

built into the process of designing technological systems, and that Chis has 

important social consequences. We need now to focus our attention on 

developing new processes for designing technology. In addition, if computer 

networks are to be used successfully by women's groups those groups must 

not only engage in new design processes, but must also make explicit the 

values they exist to promote, and incorporate these into the design o f  

computer networking systems. Among the issues women's groups will need to 

address are access to computers, group structure and the distribution of 

power within and between groups. 

In analyzing the transcripts of computer mediated communication 

included in this study the notion of discursive practicer; and an 

ethnomethodological approach were central. Ethnornethodologists undertake 

the investigation of the social organization of the world of daily life, as it i s  

encountered in mundane experience. For ethnornethodologi sst , the key to 

understanding social structure is in the precesses of canverting ?:&en fbr 

granted understandings of the social into their theoretical derivatiom 

(Sharrock & Anderson, 1986). Although a multiplicity of techniques arc? 

practiced by ethnomethodologists, Smith's ( 1987, 1990a & 1990b) analytic 
I 

approach that evolved in part from ethnornethodology was particularly well 



suited to investigating the use of computer networks for the discussion of 

women's issues and feminism. 

Smith (1990b) argues that text is a means of access to the relations it 

organizes. Texts are situated in and structure social relations, Treating text 

as a constituent of social relations encourages the researcher to investigate 

the social organization of its production, as it is a prior phase in the social 

relation. One can begin an inquiry where people are, and explore the actual 

practices that engage people in the relations that organize their lives. 

In conducting a detailed analysis of the practices network users 

engage in that constitute communicating via computer network, one can 

begin by analyzing the text they produce. From this text it is possibie to 

uncover the underlying assumptions of those who use these systems, and the 

limits and potential of their efforts. 

Smith (1990b) advocates looking beyond text for evidence of the social 

relations that resulted in the production of specific texts. In looking at 

computer network transcripts, an understanding of the social organization of 

computer networks is an essential component in developing an 

understanding of the taken for granted worid network users encounter in 

their everyday production of computer network transcripts. This is one of the 

reasons this piece begins with an account of how computer networks work. 

Additional justification for beginning this account of the use of 

computer networks for the discussion of women's issues and feminism is also 

found in Smith's 11998b) work. In discussing ethnomethodoiogy Smith argues 

that background knowledge of social stmciures brought to the research 

process by the researcher are typically treated as an unexplicated resource in 

standard sociological accounts. The researcher's understanding of social 

structures is "a1w:ays necessarily 'present' in the description, and the 



description depends upon it though does not explicate it." (Smith, p. 118, 

1990b). 

The process of describing social phenomena transforms the way a 

setting is understood. Readers can not easily discern which aspects of n 

description are inherent to the social organization of that setting, and which 

aspects me embedded in the understanding of social organization held by the 

describer. Only when the describer makes her background knowledge of 

social structures explicit does it become possible to track back through a 

description to that background knowledge of social structures. Smith (1990b) 

argues that it is this hidden presence that we are trying to find out. Inclusion 

of the material presented here in chapters two and three that explains how 

computer networks work and how they were developed is intended in past to 

make explicit the background knowledge of social structures that the 

descriptive analysis in chapters five, six and seven is based apon. 

The research cycle follows a circular path from theory to the 

construction of models, concepts and hypotheses that are tested in particular 

settings. Tools are developed, observations are made, data are collected and 

analyzed, results are described and generalized into explanations, that form 

the basis for predictions, policies and practices (Marshall & Rossman, 1989). 

Research both derives from existing theories and may, depending on the 

results, challenge existing theories. The theoretical material presented here 

in chapters eight and nine about feminism and social change and technology 

and social change provides a context for the analysis included here, and acts 

as a starting point for the articulation of new theoretical debates about the 

role of computer networks In the social change process, and the issues that 

may arise as women's groups begin to adopt this te~hr~ology. 



SBGNIFIC~CE OF RESEARCH 

The importance of this study lies in the contributions it makes in four 

areas. First, this is the first book length manuscript to address the use of 

computer networks for feminist social change. This work is unique in its 

focus on women. Second, material presented in chapters two and three begins 

to document aspects of both computer networks and women's use of computer 

networks that have to date been unchronicled. Third, this study is rase in 

that it is neither entirely pragmatic nor theoretical, but rather attempts to 

bring theory and practice about the use of computer networks together in an 

accessible format. Finally, this work makes important contributions to the 

expanding body of literature concerned with women's lives and technological 

change. 

The material presented below will be useful to anyone interested in 

using computer networks as a vehicle for social change. It will also be of 

interest to scholars and activists concerned with social dynamics related to 

technology, and particularly the interplay of technology and gender. Finally, 

the material presented here will be of interest to women's organizations 

considering the adoptian of computer technology in general, and computer 

networking technology in particular. 



CHAPTER 2: 

COMPUTER NETWORKS (I): AN INTRODUCTION 

C O M Z " ~ R  NETWORKING SYSTEMS DEMYS'FIFED 

When computer networks work properly, users can pass information 

quickly and inexpensively between geographically dispersed locations. 

Depending on how a computer network is structured and used, it can meet 

communication needs that are often handled by tdephone answering 

machines, the postal system, community bulletin boards, bathroom walls, 

board rooms, radio talk shows, and living rooms filled with friends. 

Computer networks, in a general sense arc a combination of 

hardware (the parts of your computer equipment you can see and touch), and 

software (also known as programs; a set of instructions, or recipes that tell 

your hardware what to do, but are intangible in the sense you cannot touch 

them), that are physically organized in a particular way. Computer networks 

can be accessed through a simple personal computer that has a modem (a 

special piece of hardware, that allows computer signals to travel over phone 

lines) attached to it, a phone jack nearby, and i s  using a computer 

communications program, that can be obtained free. 

At least one computer that is a part of a computer neiwork m u ~ t  have 



a special kind of communications program, that ailows it to act as a host 2 

computer, A host computer coordinates the activities of computer users who 

call into it. It receives mail and forwards it to the appropriate place, provides 

a place for a database to be stared, and so on. The host computer can be a five 

hundred dollar personal computer, a fifty thousand dollar computer at  an 

institution such as a university, or a computer that falls in b e t ~ e e n . ~  

Since the concept of computer csmmmications networks was 

introduced several forms of computer networking have emerged. Most forms 

of computer c o ~ u n i c a t i o n s  (e.g., electronic mail, computer bulletin boards) 

revolve around the idea of sending messages from one computer to another, 

or from one user of a computer to another on the same system. These 

applications use similar hardware and software, and, not surprisingly, 

overlap exists in the provision of these services. 4 

A computer network links two or  more computers in different 

locations. One computer sends signals to a device called a modem, that is 

attached to or inside the computer. The modem changes the signals so they 

% have used the term host here, as it is commonly used in literature 
about computer networking. However, in discussing feminist computer 
networks, hostess, or a non-gendered term may in fact be more appropriate. 

3 ~ o r e  detailed information about hardware and software required for 
computer i~etworking is available in Appendix # 1. 

'When computer networking first emerged, the range of services 
available on a given type of computer network was very much tied to the type 
of computer hardware (i.e. mainframe or microcomputer) that served as a 
node. However, as the price of computers has fallen and microcomputers 
have become more sophisticated, many early distinctions are blurring. Many 
of these terms are still in common use, although the distinctions on which 
they were based are no longer accurate. 



can travel over phone lines, and then sends the signals over phone lines to 

another modem. The second modem converts the signals back to computer 

signals and passes them along to computer number two. This process is fast, 

and if special phone lines designed for computcr cornrnunications (called 

value added carriers) are used to send out of town messages, it can cost less 

than long distance telephone calls. Figure 2.3. (p. 21) presents a graphic view 

sf the components of a computer network. Figure 2.2 (p. 23) presents a 

graphic view of the process of communicating via computer network. 

Computer networks can be put to several uses. Mail that would 

normally be sent through a postal system can be sent via computer. This is 

called electronic mail, or e-mail. Computer networks can be used a s  

community bulletin boards, where public notices of all sorts are posted. Along 

similar lines, computer conferences consist of messages or postings on a 

particular topic that, unlike early computer bulletin boards, are organized 

and linked. Another function of computer networks is document transfer. A 

document as small as  a letter or as large as a book can be created on a 

personal computer, and sent over a computer network to another location 

where it can be transferred to another computer, and read. Finally, data 

bases available through computer networks allow people in different 

locations to share resources such as bibliographies and mailing lists. 

AaPAnet (discussed below) introduced electronic mail, (Licklider 

1979 p. 112). In the stricit sense of the term electronic mail refers to sending 

mail from one computer to another, where it is received by ane or more people 

who have been specified by the sender. Like most mail sent through the 

postal service, it is private. Electronic mail was available only to subscribers 

of commercial computer networks and users of private (e.g., corporate) 

networks and networks that were not geographically dispersed until 1978, 



Figure 2.1: Components of a Computer Network 

Computer or Terminal: 
A computer can be used to perform tasks on 
its own (ie. word prscessing). A terminal can 
only be used for entering and receiving data in 
a comuglications system. 

Communications Software: 
A series of instructions which tells the computer 
what to do. Among other things, communications 
software teUs a modem what to do. 

Modem: 
A device that translates signals generated by a 
cornpukr to signals that can travel over phone 
lines, and translates them back at the other end. 

The Telephone System or a Data Carrier Network: 

Carries electronic -c. Regular phone lines or 
special lines designed for data transmission can 
bc u s d  

Pmp1e: 

Someone on the other end to communicate with. 
Of%n engaged in trouble shooting when things 

don" work properly. 



A pmon tells a computer to find the csmmmu~~ications software, and initiate 
contact with the modern. Next, through the software commands are sent t ~ ,  the 
modem, which r d t  in a call being placed. The modem converts the computwqs 
signals so they can nave11 over local, long distance or data lines. 

A computer in another location acts ;as a host, A b t  a modem 
receives the signals and converts them to computer signals, 

I 
the host computer (through communications sofaware) perfom 
tasks such as muting electronic mad, passing messages to alher 1 1-1 computer networics mi so on. 

A p o n  at the other end can read 
her mail when it arrives, or at a later 
time. 



when two computer hobbyists introduced the first computer bulletin board 

system (Christensen & Suess "178, p. i50). 

Computer bulletin boards (BBS) were designed to exchange messages 

and computes programs. Initially they were devoted t~ computer hobbyists, 

who 1eR messages about equipment for sale, technical problems and 

solutions, and exchanged "public don~ain"~ or free software. As bulletin 

beards have evolved, their uses have become more varied. A growing number 

of BBS are focusing on professional or business interests, and hobbies other 

than computers. Bulletin board topics cover everything from the sale of adult 

merchandise and dating, to posting the latest news released about AIDS. 

Unlike other forms of computer networks, using BBS is generally free of 

charge, The costs of starting and maintaining BBS are paid for by the sysop, 

short for "system operator" (Manning, 1984, p. 8). Though present day 

bulletin board systems often allow users to send and receive private 

messages, their primary fmction is for the exchange and dissemination of 

public information. 

Computer conferelwing was first developed in 1970 under contract to 

the U.S. Office of Emergency Preparedness, that was responsible for 

reporting and disseminating information about President Nixon's wage-price 

5~omputer  networks were introduced to the public in the seventies by 
two computer hobbyists, who set up a computer bulletin board for the 
exchange of technical information, hints, and the sale of used equipment. 
They developed the first cnmpster ~ o n m ~ i c a t i s s l s  p r ~ g a m  publicly 
available, and distributed it for free. In keeping with their spirit, as well as 
their concern for public access, several other c ~ m ~ i c a e ' l o n s  programs have 
since been developed by hobbyists, and circulated fkee of charge or on a 
donation basis. Computer programs developed in this manner are called 
public domain programs, shareware or freeware. 



freeze. The conference system that resulted consisted of the computer 

counterpart of the telephone conference call, and an "on-line filing system" 

that stored topic specific messages that could be read and commented on by 

everyone who had access to the system (Meeks 1985, p. 169). Although some 

computer conferences are carried on in "real time," (e.g., all participants are 

connected to the "host" or central computer simultaneous'iy, and messages 

are read and responded to almost instantly) this is less common than 

conference systems that allow participants to send messages to the host 

computer where they are stored, read, and commented on by others later. 

The term "computer conference" refers to a collection of messages 

related to a particular topic, that remain available for an extended period. 

Typically a computer conference includes information about who reads and 

contributes to the messages, and a brief description of the topic. One feature 

that seems to distinguish bulletin board systems from conferences is the 

extent that messages are organized and the communication is structured. 

Conference messages tend to be more topic specific than bulletin board 

messages, and tend to read more like a conversation. Conference messages 

are often linked or cross referenced. In contrast, bulletin board messages 

tend to read like a bulletin board of not-necessarily related information. 

Commercial communications networks available to the public 

typically include electronic mail, bulletin boards and conferencing, and on- 

line searching of data bases that contain a variety of newspaper and 

magazi~e  articles, reference materials and advertisements. In addition, one 

network allows subscribers to carry on individual and group  conversation^ in 

real time by simulating a CB radio. Subscribers also can review airline 

schedules for all airlines and book reservations on selected airlines, and 

order merchandise &om selected stores. 



TYPES OF COMPUTER NETWORKS 

As mentioned earlier, computer networks link two or more computer: 

in different locations. The way that these computers are connected can be 

called the physical structure of the network. Although a range of services 

(electronic mail, bulletin boards, conferences, document transfer, and data 

bases) can be provided through compclter networks, the specific services 

available on a particular computer network reflect social and economic 

decisions made about what hardware, software and physical structure are 

used to make up that particular network. In considering the use of computer 

networks for feminist community organizing, it is important to  understand 

how social decisions affect the type of computer network, the range of 

services available, and ultimately, what commu~cation and organizing 

options are potentially available. 

Computer networks can be designed to be local, primarily serving 

people in a geographic area who can make local calls to the host computer 

(see figure 2.3, p. 26). Computer networks designed to meet local needs are 

typically computer bulletin board systems, that are m m  out of someone's 

home or small business on a personal computer. They are most often free of 

charge, (except if you call one that is out of town). This type of system is 

called a single node local system. The computer acts as a central node, and is 

responsible for passing messages between communicators. 

Computer bulletin board systems are a common type of single node 

local network. Most bulletin boards d9ow users to 'post' and read public 

messages, send private messages (electronic mail) to one or more people 

specified (who also use that bulletin board), put documents on the host 

computer (known as  uploading) or get documents from the host 

(downloading). Many bulletin board systems allow users to search the host 



Figure 2.3: Local Single Node Netwofk 
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computer for names of other bulletin board users, and some bidletin boards 

allow users to search public messages for a phrase specified, allowing users 

to locate information of interest more quickly. Although recent devdrjpments 

have resulted in bulletin boards that are similar to conferences, in  general, 

computer conferencing is not available on bulletin board systems. Bulletin 

boards typically do not accommodate databases. 

Although most bulletin boards serve people in a local area, there is a 

growing network of bulletin boards that 'talk' to one another, exchanging 

messages between computers in different locations. This type of computer 

network is a multi-node system, where each node is responsible for passing 

on messages sent to i t  by an adjoining node. If one could see this happen, it 

might resemble the child's game of leap-frog. 

Perhaps the largest public (non-institutionally based) network of this 

sort is called Fidonet. It includes over one thousand bulletin boards 

worldwide. This makes it possible to call a bulletin board in  Vancauver, and 

put a message on it for someone in Ottawa. (To do this, one needs to know 

the 'address' of the bulletin board in Ottawa). In the middle of the night, the 

computer in Vancouver automatically calls the computer in Ottawa, and 

deposits the message there. If all goes well, the message can be read the next 

day by the intended recipient. I t  has been estimated that the cost of sending 

messages in this manner is about twenty two cents per message. To cover 

these costs, Fidonet bulletin board operators typically charge an  initial sign- 

up fee of five to fifteen dollars.' 

Although the first multi-node bulletin board system (caiied PCNet) 

' ~ r o m  Fidonet computer conkrence (#86) on the Source Information 
Network, entry if: 2, June 1988. 



became operational in 19'38, the idea fir f idonet  a i d  other kmllciin board 

systems that are part of multi-nade networks is usually credited to 

experience with a universitylinstitutionally based computer network callcd 

Usenet, developed in 1979. De7Marrais (1984) refers to Uscnet as an 

administrationless volunteer-maint,ainecf computer network of information 

anarchists. Thousands of multi-user computers (computers that allow scvc?ral 

people to use the same ~omputer simultaneously) located primarily in 

universities and scientific institutions use the same software (Unix), and 

regularly pass messages between nodes. It is possible to send mail from any 

unix system to any other unix system, providedz one knows the address of 

the destination system. Me~sages are sent in a leap frog fashion from one 

node to the next, until they reach the desired destination. O f  en calls made 

between twc adjacent nodes are local calls. When two adjacent nodes are 

further apart than a local calling area, the cost of passing messages between 

nodes is absorbed by the institutions where the nodes are located. 

To use Usenet and similarly structured systems, one composes a 

message, determines how it must be routed and sends the message. Ef the 

routing is wrong in any sense, the message gets sent back and the! ~ e n d e r  

must again attempt to determine how it should be routed. With thir; type of' 

computer network, a user at  any given institution may have access to a wide 

range of services such as bulletin boards,'' databases or computer 

conferences. However, users in other institutions who are communicating 

with someone through this type of network are not likely to have access to 

the full range of services that the local user does. These resources can only bo 

7 ~ e r e  I use the term bulletin board in its more common useage: a 
random rather than organized grouping of messages. 



used by people with direct access to that particular computer, Consequently, 

the only type of computer networking that can occur on a multi-node network 

such as Fidonet or Usenet is electronic mail. However, a few interesting 

variations of electronic mail have sprung from this type of system. 

Imagine four hundred people in different locations whc. have not met 

in person, but have a shared interest such as women's issues. If these four 

hundred people are all at institutions with computers, they could form a 

mailing list. A location would be designated as a central location, where all 

interested parties could send messages relating to women's issues. Someone 

at the central location would compile these messages (leaving them as is or 

editing them), and then send them out in a bundle to the other three 

hundred ninety nine people on the list (see figure 2.4, p. 30). Although 1 call 

this type of coiramunbcations "bundled electronic mail," in the context of 

Fidonet, it is often called "echo-mail." Bundled electronic mail can be public, 

in the sense that it can be read by anyone (the 400 people can send it to 400 

others, and so on), or it can be private: that is, distributed to a smaller group 

of people who agree not to forward messages. This is how some of the first 

feminist computer networks (many are still in existence) operated. 

A major problem with multi-node systems is the routing of messages, 

To send public messages, the routing to the central computer must be known. 

Private messages are sent directly to the desired individual, rather than the 

central address for the mailing list. Just to put this in perspective, when this 

study began, one friend's address was tekig4! kimh@tektronix.uucp; another 

friend's address was ehali%rondo@IEAND-UNIX.AR.PA. There was little in 

the way of convention when it came to computer addresses, and, if the 

address was wrong (capitalization, syntax or punctuation) the message was 

returned. Recent technical developments (Internet and new message transfer 



Figure 2.4: Wide Area Multi-Node Network 

Users connect to a local node md we the electronic mail software running on 
their local node to send and receive messages. It is possible to send messages 
between mast nodes. The address from one node to another reflwts pathways 
between those nodes. To rum a budled E-mail group, one no& (i.e. G) ir; 
dcsigmatcd as a host node. Mail h m  all nodeg is sent to that node, bundled 
and redistributed. Some nodes (k E and B) forward mad to other nodes. 



protocols) have fixed, but not eliminated addressing problems. To make 

matters more complicated, if one computer specified in the routing (address) 

changes its connections to other computers, (this sometimes happens ~ i t h o u t  

warning) a new address must be determined. The major advantage of a 

multi-node network is that it usually costs participants nothing to send 

messages thousands of miles away. 

So far, the types of computer networks addressed have been local and 

wide area computes networks that are low cost or free, but do not 

aceommadate computer conferences or databases. The computer networks 

that do accommodate conferences and databases are typically single node 

wide area systems, usually nun commercially for profit. People who use these 

systems can generally call a central host computer &om anywhere in North 

America, over special telephone lines called value added carriers, or data 

carriers (see figure 2.5, p. 32). Value added carrier lines are designed 

especially for computer use, and are billed at a lower rate than voice phone 

lines for long distance. To take advantage of value added camess in 

~anada ,8  a special line must be installed where the host computer is located, 

at  a cost of around $2,500.00 (Personal Communications, John Bradley, 

October 1988). 

Although local and multi-node bulletin board systems are usually run 

on small, relatively inexpensive computers such as those we are beginning to 

'1n the U.S., one of the major value added carriers began a service 
called PC Pursuit. The service was targeted towards microcomputer 
hobbyists, who can use the data carrier lines for an unlimited amount of time 
in the evenings for a flat fee of twenty five dollars per month. Canada's major 
value added carrier has begun making its services more accessible. It is 
possible that Canadians will soon have a service such as PC Pursuit 
available. 



Figure 25: Wide Area Single Node Network 

Usem aii si'ts PI= C& @kii@ 103g phoiit he GF d& 
bes) to node C. Once connected to node C, users at all sites use software on the 
computer at node C to send and receive electronic mail, participate in computer 
conferences, search databases and upload and downioad files. 



gee in women's centres, commercial computer networks are run on larger 

more expensive computers. One difference between the smaller and larger 

computers (these differences are blurred as personal computers become more 

sophisticated) is that the larger computers allow several people to use them 

sirnult:meously. They may also have the additional space for storing 

information that is required for computer conferencing and databases. 

'In addition to the types of services discussed so far, mainstream 

commercial computer networks also offer home shopping, stock market and 

sports information, electronic encyclspedias, newspapers and magazines, and 

a variety of other services. Network users are charged an initial sign up fee 

and a per minute usage fee, and occasionally, a monthly minimum. A 

computer network can be organized in this fashion (a single node wide area 

system), but run on a nsn-profit basis, as is true of PeaceNet. Information 

exchange is targeted towards a different population fiom the commercial 

networks, and non-profit operation substantially reduces costs. 

A BMEP HISTORY OF COWUTER @OMMUNICATIONS NETW~ORKS~ 

Although the first computer network was not operational until 1968- 

69, in some senses the development of computer networks can be traced back 

to 1959, when development of the world's first time-shared computer system 

began at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). Before the 

development sf time-sharing, large, expensive computers could only work on 

one task at a time. The result was that computer time had to be booked 

' ~ n  reading this section and the next, it is perhaps useful to keep in 
mind that microcomputers became available in kit form in 1975, and in a 
fully assembled ready to hook up form only in 1.977. The first commercial 
computer program designed for a personal computer and an inexperienced 
user was introduced two years later (Blissmer, 1985). 



ahead, and turn-around time for completed tasks was slow. Conmputer 

networking made no sense prior to the development of time-sharing, as tho 

act of sending or receiving information would have tied up the entire 

computer system. 

The project to develop time-sharing took place between 1959 and 

1962 and resulted in a working model of a time-sharing system known as the 

Compatible Time Sharing System (CTSS). The project was funded by the 

United States Office of Naval Research and the Advanced Research Project 

Agency (ARPA), that was housed within the Department of Deknse. 

Although other time-sharing systems were under development then, the 

CTSS development yielded new goals and standards for the development of 

time-sharing systems. In keeping with the military interest in this 

technology, the goals of the CTSS project included the developnlent of 

sophisticated control over user access to the system (including files on the 

system), and an automatic cost accounting system for billing customers 

(Denicoff, 1980). Before this time computer use had been informally 

restricted (if a t  all), and access to the work sf others on the cornputt.r w a s  

unhindered (Levy, 1984). 

In 1963, a decision was made to extend the time-sharing irefiearch 

project a t  MIT. The expanded project, known as MULTICS" had aH it* goal 

the explicit definition sf the desirable features for a time-sharing system, and 

the construction of a system that would incorporate these features. Be11 [,ah8 

with ARPA became both a fimder of and pwticipaxt in &he AVrJI,'I'!CS project 

that took place between 1963 and 1968. It yielded a reliable computer that 

"MULTICS stood for Multiplexed Information and Computing 
Service (Denicoff, 1979, p. 372). 



could simubtaneously support the activities of between forty and fifty users. 

The success of the MULTICS system helped prove the viability of time- 

sharing computers; by the end of 1968, over forty commercial time-sharing 

computer system were in operation in Washington D.C., in the United States 

(Denicoff, 1980). 

During the same period, Paul Baran, working a t  the RAND 

Corporation under contract to the US. military developed a method of 

transmitting data called packet switching. Packet switching breaks 

idonnation sent through a computer terminal into numbered packets, and 

transmits them in bursts over a web-like data network. The packets are 

reassembled as complete messages at the receiving end. Eack* packet can 

travel many different routes, and packets can be sent several times. Packets 

are sent over the first open path, which could be a straight line or  a large 

circle. The result is that messages can he sent over a computer network, even 

if over half the network is down (Baran & Emerson, 1979). Value added 

carriers (such as Datapac in Canada and Telenet and Tjarinet in the U.S.) 

are commercial packet switching networks. Although the concept of electronic 

networking is usually attributed to L.G. Roberts of MWA, who in 1968 

defined networking as a set of autonomous, independent computer systems, 

interconnected to permit resource sharing between any pairs of systems 

(Denicoff, 1980), it appears that the U.S. military may have been working on 

this project before 1968. 

The concept of electronic networking, as conceived by Robert-. :, was 

based "an the hope that science itself would profit, that real improvements in 

scientific achievement could result from greater human-to-human computer 

communications among researchers working in similar areas" (Denicoff p. 

373, 1980). However, in discussing packet switching (the first computer 



network developed, ARPAnet was also the first packet switching nctworkl, 

Baran and Emerson (1979) argue that the goal of packet switching "was not 

to improve the state of the art of computer communications networking, but 

to assure military survivability" (Baran & Emerson, p. 30, 1979). 

With the joint mandate of creating an ARPA network between ARPA 

sponsored university and think tank research centres that would enlploy the 

new technology for research concerned with furthering network development, 

and demonstrating that the global cause of better science would be enhanced 

through the networking philosophy, development of the ARPA network 

began. Staff fiorn a private firm (Bolt, Beranek & Newman), the Stanford 

Research Institute, Lincoln Labs (at MIT), UCLA, and the University of Utah 

joined to work on the ARPA network (Denicoff, 1980). 

The concept of an electronic network became a reality in 1968-1969, 

when four University computer systems were linked, producing the first wide 

area multi-node computer network. Electronic mail could be sent between 

individuals working on different computers in different locations. By 1975, 

the ARPA network had developed to a system of fifty host computers with 38 

sites in the continental United States and Hawaii, and connections in 

Norway and England. In 1976, management and maintenance of AWAnet 

was transferred to the United States Defense Communications Agency. The 

same year, more than ten commercial firms were marketing computer 

networking services to corporate clients (Denicoff, 1980). 

ARPAnet was not the only computer comrnunicaiion~ er?bri, to grow 

out of the United States military in the Sate sixties and early ijitventicij. At 

the same time that development and implementxition of ARPAnet wafi 

occurring, the U.S. Office of Emergency Preparedness (OEP) in the Executive 

OEce of the President formed a Systems Evaluation Diviaiorr (SED). The 



SED engaged in operatloris research, that was directed towards the 

development of computer tools far managing emergencies. One SED project 

involved the exploration and use of Delphi polling and forecasting, camed on 

between users in different locations connected to the main OED computer via 

computer terminals and phone lines. 

Without any formal authority to do so, a programmer working for the 

•˜ED (Murray Turoff) suggested to another programing group in the OEP 

that some changes should be made to the OEP computer system. These 

changes resulted in the possibility of implementing an on-line Delphi poll. 

Again, lacking formal authorization Turoff began to implement an automated 

verljion sf Delphi polling on the OEP computer system. The system was 

implemented in about six months, the work towards its completion being 

carried out between official tasks (Hiltz & Turoff, 1978). 

In the spring of 1970 an experiment with the camputerized Delphi 

system began. For seven weeks twenty people from around the United States 

engaged in on-line structured discussions, before members of the i)EP found 

that not only was their computer system being used for unauthorized 

pwposes, but it was being used by people outside the Washington D.C. OEP. 

Amidst organizational and political struggle, the experiment with the 

computerized Delphi system was allowed to run to its end, for a total of 

thirteen weeks. Turoff was publicly reprimanded, however his superior 

unoffaeially pro%lded him with the resources to continue work on the project 

(Hiltz & Turoff, 1978). This experiment appears to  have been the first 

example of a single node wide area computer network, where software was 

provided for more structured communications than electronic mail. 

In 1971, when the U.S. president instituted a wage-price freeze, a 

real need arose for a system such as the one on which Turoff had been 



working. Additional work was carried out on the previously developed 

computerized comunicat im system. The new system, called EMISARl 

(EMISARI stood for the Emergency Management Information System and 

Reference Index) was used to coordinate communications between the federal 

and regional OEP offices during thz wage-price freeze. Development of 

EMISARI continued after the wage-price f?eeze. New features includcd an 

incident reporting system called IRIS (used to alert branch offices about 

incidents such as  violence during a strike), and features that allowed data on 

the system to be interrelated. The system was used subsequently by the OEP 

for monitoring and managing crises, including the voluntary petroleum 

allocation program (commonly known to Americans as  the gas crisis), and a 

truckers' strike. The SED and OEP were eventually dissolved, and their 

functions were taken over by newly created departments, that still use the 

system to manage the American public (Hiltz & 'Furoff, 1978). 

Between 1968 when ARPAnet first began, and 1976, other computer 

networks were implemented in a variety of institutional settings. Notable 

among them was a system similar to the EMISARI system, designed by Bell 

Northern Research (a wing of Bell Canada), and implemented on their mini- 

computer. A unique feature of this system was its bilingual user interface. 

Upon accessing the system, users could indicate a preference for French or 

English dialogue with the computer. Subsequent questions or choices were 

presented to the user in the selected language. However, once text was 

entered into the system, it rernaiaed untranslated (Hiltz & Turofr, 1978). 

Also built on the early DelphiETvZiGARJ model was the Institute for 

the Future's FORUM computerized conferencing system, begun in the early 

seventies. The Institute for the Future initially focussed on real-world trials 

of computer conferencing and the development of methodologies fbr 



monitoring computerized communications. In addition, they engaged in the 

evaluation of the strengths and weaknesses of emergent computer 

communications tecbology (Hiltz & TurijE, 1978). By 1979, the system 

developed a t  the Institute for the Future was being managed by a corporakion 

as huljiness network (uiener & Davis, 1979). 

Finally, the Electronic Infixmation Exchange System (EIES) began 

operation in October, 1976. With funding from the National Science 

Foundation in the United States, EIES was organized by Murray Turoff, who 

left his previous military employer af3er departmental reorganization 

occurred (Hiltz & Turoff, 1978). EIES quickly gained a reputation as 

"probably the most influential [system] in developing social contexts in which 

people will find each other through computers" (Kliener & Davis, p. 1 1 Y 9  

1979). Access to the EiES system (EIES was the site of perhaps the most 

extensive analyses sf users of computer systems) was granted on an 

application basis. Limited funding was available for a three month trial 

period; otherwise, "people with a reasonable idea about using the system" 

(Wiener & Davis, p. 417, 1979) could purchase membership slots for sixty-six 

dollars a month, plus an hourly use fee. Or, for one hundred thousand 

dollars, groups could buy the hardware to create their own EIES system, 

with software and maintenance costs extra (Kliener & Davis, 1919). 

TAE USE OF COMPUTERS FOR SOCIAL CHANGE WORK 

Around the same time ARPAnet became operational, Lee Felsenstein 

met Jude Milhon and Efi-em Lipkin in Berkeley, California, A! three were 

both computer programmers and activists. Although they had differing 

belief's about the extent that computers could be used in the context of 

activism, they began a discussion on the topie that lasted for sever21 years 



(Levy, 1974; Interview with Lipkin & Milhon, June 23, 1988). By 1971, 

Felsenstein had begun working with a group called Resource One, that was 

part of a larger group called Project One (an umbrella organization of Buy 

Area groups involved in fostering community activism). 

Project One had been started by an architect-engineer to rnect tkseth 

social goals. First, it was to act as a rriechanism for giving unerryloyed 

professionals something to do with their &ills. Second, it would help the 

community, and third, it would contribute to dissipating the aura of elitism 

and mysticism surrounding technology. The Resource One collective (only 

one of several projects housed in the Project One warehouse in Sun 

Francisco) consisted of people who bdieved "that technological tools can be 

tools of social change when controlled by the people" (Levy, p. 164, 1984). 

Resource One had convinced the Transamerica Insurance Corporation to lend 

a n  unused time-sharing computer to the group, so the group could engage in 

a n  ambitious combinatiw of projects including gathering alternative mailing 

lists, conducting computer education, embarking in economic research 

projects, and demy stifylng computer technology for the public. 

Although the Resource One computer had been intended to serve the 

community, anyone wanting to use the machine had to plead their caw 

before the Resource One collective. This failed to promote the  hand^-on 

experience Fetsenstein had hoped for. At around the same time Felrienr-itcin 

became disenchanted with the bureaucracy of the group, Efrem Lipkin (who 

had been alternately working and living in New York and Califbrnia since 

initially meeting Felsenstein a few years earlier) resurfaced in California and 

got involved with Resource One. Lipkin shared many of Fclsenstein'x feelings 

about how ineffectively the Resource One co~nputer was being used. Hc 

began thinking about taking computer power to the streets, and got 



Felsenstein hooked on the idea. The result was that Rescmse One formed an 

offshoot of Project One with some f~nd ing  from that project (Levy, 1984). 

Initiaily, the computer remained at  Project One, and was accessed through 

terminals in Berkeley. Eventually the off-shoot project acquired its own 

computer in Berkeley, which became the Community Memory Project 

(Clement, personal communication, August, 1991). 

Community Memory advocated community based information centres 

rather than computer terminals in private homes. They also criticized the 

commonly found vertically organized computer systems (designed primarily 

for the delivery of pre-selected infomation) in favour of programs 

accommodating horizontal flows of information between users, as  well as  

system managers and system users (Creative Computing, 1975). In 19.73 a 

three terminal Community Memory system was implemented and kept 

running for fourteen months. Terminals were located in a Berkeley music 
s7 

store, a "hippy" hardware store, and a library in the Mission (a poor area of 

San Francisco). Anyone was free to place messages on the Community 

Memory system, or seek information from it (Athanasiou, 1985). Messages on 

the system were indexed accordirrg to key words by authors, and could be 

l~ca ted  by key words by subsequent readers. 

San Francisco's Co~nmunity Memory was not the only computer 

grqject of the time based sa activist ideals. A similar project (sometimes 

called INFACT) was implemented in Vancouver, British Columbia between 

3973-1975. Smilm to the Sara Francisco project, in Vancouver ixminais 

appeared ir? a pddic library and a c ~ m r r , ~ i t y  id'ormation centre. Udike the 

San E1rancisco project;, the Vancouver Community Memory was run on a 

university computer, with time donated by the university. Although tE  

Vancouver implementation was more problematic than the California 



implementation, the range and breadth of items entered into the system was 

similar to the U.S. implementation. Both experiments were ended b c c a u ~  of 

problems with computer support. In Vancouver, the donated computer time 

ran out, and project funding (that covered rent and personnel11 ended. In  

California, the project was halted1' because it was felt that the computer it 

was ai-iginally run on could not support the type of expandable, modular. 

inexpensive system the designers had originally envisioned (Emerson, 39781. 

Another project aimed a t  bringing computers to the people was the 

People's Computer Company. In October of 1972, a small "for profit" 

programing company in •˜an Francisco called Dymax published the first 

issue of The People's Com~ute  7 r Commnv N e w s s w ,  based on the model of 

the Whole Earth Catalogue. The success of the paper led to a non-profit spin- 

off of D p a x  called The People's Computer Company (PCC), that included 

the publication of the PCC paper, and the operation of a computer centre in a 

Men10 Park, California shopping mall. PCC ran classes and offered OK-the- 

street computing for fifty cents an hour to anyone who was interested. When 

mic~ocomputers appeared on the commercial market, YCC provided fi-ee 

information to prospective buyers. A group of volunteers connected with PCC 

developed and organized PCNet in 1978. PCNet was the f i r ~ t  wide area 

multi-node computes network catering to personal computer users. 

l l~epending on the source consulted, San Pranci~co's Community 
Memory either disbanded aRer the initial project in 19'75 iisthanasiou, i985i 
and reformed with many of the original members as well as  some new 
members "years later," or: never really ended (Emerson, 19'78). Independent 
of which is true, Community Memory, as of this writing, exists in Berkeley, 
California, with some of the original memhers. 



EXPANSC;IOM ';dF COMPIJTER NETVC'ORKSNG 

Turoff (1978, xxix) wrote that the first computerized conferencing 

system was created in 19'70, "and the use today is limited to tens of 

organizations and a few thousand people." Just over a decade later, one 

commercial computerized networking service alone reported five hundred 

thousand subscribers (Gerber, 1989). Clearly, computer communications and 

networking technology has been both rapidly diffused and adapted in North 

America. 

Although ARPAnet introduced electronic mail, use of ARPAnet was 

restricted to people a t  US.  military funded sites for many years. Electronic 

mail was available only to people a t  ARPA sites and subscribers of single 

node wide area computer networks such as EIES and users of private (e.g., 

corporate) networks until nineteen seventy-eight. The introduction of the 

first commercially available nraicrocomputer in 1975 (Levy, 1984), and the 

development and free distribution of computer bulletin board software in 

1978 (Christensen & Suess, 1978), hastened the adoption of computer 

networking technology. 

By the early nineteen seventies, a predominantly (if not entirely) 

male cultural phenomenon known as  'Illacking' had evolved in North America 

bhvy,  1984). Levy traces the tern to a student club a t  the Massachusetts 

Institute of Technology (called the Tech Model Railway Club, or TMRC) in 

the late nineteen fifties, referred to "a project undertaken or a product built 

not solely to f~!f;_ll some cnnstmctive goal, hut with ssme wi!d p!eas*;rr: taker, 

in mere involvement" (Levy, p. 23: 1984). 

During the nineteen sixties, many TMRC members shifted their 

attention away from hacking model railway equipment, and illstead became 

absorbed in the world of computer hacking. Many of these students became 



obsessed with computers (a common result of this obsession was to flunk out 

of MIT), and were hired to work on projects such as the deve'lopnent o f  timc- 

sharing computers and ABPAnet. Eventually students would be nudged out 

of MIT, relocating to other parts of the country (particularly California), 

where they kept in touch with fiiends at  MTT via ARPhe t .  As this 

happened, the term 'hacking' began to assume a universal meaning of sorts, 

referring to obsessive behaviour with computer equipment (Levy, 1984). 

By the early nineteen seventies, many people who had worked in the 

military, government, scientific, and engineering environments (izicluding 

academia) had been exposed to computers. Many of these people were 

anxious to have greater access to computers than their work environment 

afforded, and many of them were hackers. Before 1971, when the first 

microprocessor chip was marketed commercially, the cost of building or 

marketing a camputer for home use was prohibitive. Witk tile availability of 

nnieroprocessors (microprocessors are in a sense the backbone of 

microcomputers) the potential of building a small coxputm existed. 

Although many hackers experimented with building small computers 

for personal use between 1971 and 1975, it was a small company in New 

Mexico that produced the first successful commercially available 

micrclc~mputer. MITS (MITS stood for Model instrumentation Telemetry 

Systems) had begun as a model rocketry company, moved into kr;t 

equipment, digital clocks, and small microchip based calculators. When 

companies such as  Texas Instruments entered the calculator market and 

manenfactured their own chips, MITS was left close to bankruptcy. Arj MITS 

approached bankruptcy, MITS founder, who had worker with computers 

while in the Air Force, speculated that the introduction of a commercially 

available personal computer (in kit form) could gave hifi company. 



Simultaneously, an editor sf Po~ular  Electronicg magazine was looking for a 

cover story that would get him a raise; the two met, and an advertisement for 

MITS' Altair computer in kit f o m  (the Altais at the time only existed as a 

prototype) appeared on the January 1975 cover of P o ~ u l a r  E lec t ron i~  (Levy, 

1984). 

Although MITS expected to sell only four hundred kits in the first 

year (at a price of three hundred ninety seven dollars for a basic kit), within 

three weeks of the appearance of the article in PQ%)ula.r Electronics, MITS 

had repaid all debts and banked a quarter of a million dollars. Once an  Atair 

kit had been obtained from MITS (MITS remained back ordered for over a 

year), the user had to figure out how to put several bags of pads together. 

The parts were not pre-tested and sometimes did not work; soldering and a 

great deal of innovation were required. Once a kit was put together, 

computer programs were entered by switches in a base eight number system 

(there was no keyboard). If the program ran correctly lights on the front 

blinked back in base eight; there was also no display screen. Finally, when 

the machine was turned off, everything was lost (Levy, 1984). 

Although the Altair was a commercial success, several people realized 

its limitations. Almost as  soon as it appeared various people began designing 

rrlicrocomputers that would be more useful. One of the next computers to 

enter the market (also in kit form) was the Sol, designed by Lee Felsenstein, 

Unlike the Altair and others, the Sol was a complete comp~&er, with a built 

in keyboard and a display screen (Levy, 1,984). h 1,976, three compsmies 

(Apple Computer, Radio Shack and Commodore) either announced or made 

available completely assembled personal computers (Blissmer, 1985). 

Two months after the Mtair was introduced a meeting was held in 

California that resulted in the formation of the Momebrew Computer Club- 



the first computer user's grmp in North America. Its function was to britlg 

people building computers together to exchange information, ideas and to 

help with projects (Levy, 1984). Members quickly found that it was also a 

good place to exchange computer parts and software, that a t  the time west> 

not commercially available for microcomputers. Three years later, computer 

clubs had sprung up all over North America, alongside the growing 

microcomputer market. Although complete microcomputers werc available, 

their use was still limited very much to computer hobbyists and hackers. 

Each machine that came out required its own software. Software was often 

written by the end user, or obtained free from another owner of the? same 

brand of computer. 

To generate material for a computer club newsletter, Ward 

Christensen came up with the idea of creating a computerized bulletin 

board.'' Like the face-to-face computer club meetings, it was intended to 

serve the needs of hobbyists and hardware enthusiasts (Christensen & 

Suess, 1978). Before the advent of microcomputer bulletin board systems, 

computer to computer conmunications took place between two Barge tinae- 

sharing computers (ARPAnet), or betweer1 a terminal and a large tirne- 

sharing computer (such as EMISARI or EIES). Access to such systcme was 

restricted, and control of communications was cera tralized. A1 though 

decentralized computer comnunieations systems werc possible prior to thc 

development of microcomputess, with t h , ~  exception of Community Memory, 

1 2 ~ t h o u g h  Kleiner and Davis (1979) refer to an article about l'CNc?t 
(a network for Commodore PET computers), and Christensen and Ward 
(1978) also mention PCNet, Townsend (1984) credits Christensen and Ward 
with the first microcomputer bulletin board syskrn. 



none had been implemented. The introduction of microcxnputer based 

bulletin board systems accommodated the development of a non-profit non- 

inutitutionally based computer communication network. 

In 1977, an article in a personal computing magazine1' explained 

plans for PCNet; a personal computer network that would be decentralized, 

with no central switching computes. The author of the article explained that 

this was a political decision, as decentralized networks are harder to control 

(Kliener & Davis, 1979). Caulkins (who organized PCNet) saw it as  a way of 

"increasing the 'grassroots' co~municatims bandwidth-- the amouut of 

information flowing between people under their direct sontrol, unmodulated 

by iarger organizations with various axes to grind or sell'' (Athanasiou, p. 43, 

1979). 

The resulting network, PCNet, was a nationwide electronic mail 

system for Commodore Pet personal computers. PCNet appears to have been 

implemented sometime in 1978 aRer the introduction of Christensen's and 

Suess' computer bulletin board in Chicago.14 PGNet was run by a committee 

of volunteers through the People's Computes Company (Kliener, 1981). 

Kliener notes that by 1981, other programs had begun to appear that were 

built on the same model, but using different rules for moving messages 

1 3 ~ h e  article, by David Caulkins appeared in the October-November 
1977 issue of Personal C o m e ,  that appears to have been a short lived 
publication that didn't make it into many libraries. Mention sf the article is  
for;nd in Ktiener and Davis (19791, along xith axation of another article by 
Caulkins which appeared in Go-Evolution $Ibtprterhy, sometime prior to 1979. 

14very little information exists about PCNet. I t  appears to have 
ceased operation sometime aRer 1981. This was probably related to the fact 
that it was designed for Commodore PET computers, which saw a decline in 
sales as other personal computers were introduced co~nrnercially. 



between computers. Although the PCNet committee was attempting to set 

standards for this type of network, they appear to have failed. 

The idea of a network based on the PCNet model spurred the 

development of similar systems, including many that outlived the original 

PCNet. Another early implementation of this idea was the CRHS, standing 

for the Community Bulletin Board System. CBBS (still in operation) was 

described in 19'79 as  an electronic mail system that "allows short messqyx to 

be easily distributed within a local area" (Athanasiou, p. 42, 197 :). In 1979, 

CBBS had been implemented in eight U.S. cities (Athanasiou, 1979). 

Based on a concept sf decentralized networking similar to that 

articulated in relation to PCNet, Usenet (probably the largest computes 

network in the world) did not spring from the desire to bring computer access 

into the home. Instead, Usenet grew out of workplace access to a computer 

system (Unix) that was developed in a largely unorganized fashion by 

hackers who constantly modified the system. Usenet was originally conceived 

as  a research project, by two workers i; dell Labs in 1969. Throughout the 

1970s Unix was liceneed almost exclusively to universities;, since AT&T was 

prohibited from competing in the commercial computer business (PC: Week, 

1988)- Perhaps consequently, Unix has never been supported by AT&?' as a 

profit-oriented product (Waite, 1987). 

Unix is based on the notion that the best way to meet a computing 

need is to add a few simple, general commands (Franklin, 1987). When 

several simple commands are combined, a sophisticated task can bc 

accomplished. However, in order to be ii~errU1, the user a u s t  rely on extensive 

knowledge of both the commands and how they work together. Consequently, 

Unix has a reputation of being technically sophisticated a t  the expense of 

user friendliness. Successful use of Unix depends on memory, rather than 



intuition Waite, 1987). Its user interface is not well suited dbr anyone who is 

a rron-programmer. Unix development appears to place the convenience of 

system developers above the convenience sf users. Many of the difficulties 

with Unix derive from the esvironment surrounding its development: "a 

research environment, in which each researcher who needed a command just 

wrote it. There were no standards committees or formal reviews before a 

command could be installed on the system" (Franklin, p. 21, 1987). 

Compounding difficulties, beginning in the late 1970•‹'s funding for 

development work on the Unix system was granted to the University of 

California at  Berkeley. This led to additional system incompatibilities 

(Franklin, 1987). 

In 1979, another important development occurred in relation to Unix. 

Two graduate students a t  Duke University (in North Carolina) decided to try 

hooking two Unix based computers together, to facilitate the exchange of 

information within the Unix community. A third student from the University 

of North Carolina wrote what has become known as the news (or netnews) 

software, that forms the keystone for Usenet (Spafford, 1991a). Unix news 

software provides ways for users to access, read and send messages (called 

articles) anywhere using the unix news software. 

Development of Usenet has proceeded very much like earlier 

development of Unix; it is constantly modified by programmers. In 1980 the 

news programs were rewritten and made publicly available, free of charge. In 

1982, the programs were again revised to accommodate a better organization 

of topical newsgroups and the growing number of sites receiving unix 

newsgroups (Anderson, Costales & Henderson, 1987). By 1984, the 

increasing volume of mail had become problematic. This led to the addition of 

a feature that would allow moderated newsgroups, inspired by ARPAnet 



mailing lists (before this time all usenet content was u~imoderated). la 1986, 

another revision of netnews made possible a revised naming structusc for 

newsgrsups. Developments since 1986 have focused on how users reading 

usenet news can 'process' the material they receive over the network 

(Gilmore & Spafford, 1991). In other words, recent changes have been 

focused on a user's ability to select and manipulate what they see and haw 

they see it. By 1987, over five thousand sites were participating in Usenet, 

with over one hundred fifty thousand readers. Most sites ar:: in North 

America. However Usenet is growing in Australia, Asia and Europe 

(Anderson, Costales & Henderson, 1987). 

Unlike most personal computer based bulletin board systems or 

commercial computer networking services (see below), Usenet is not 

controlled by a single person or group who establishes policy and rules for 

use, and maintains the message base and equipment. Usenet requires no 

membership screening, no dues, and boasts little organization. Often 

described as a grass roots network based on controlled anarchy, the costs of 

running Usenet are absorbed by the institutions where Usenet sites arc 

located. Usenet is viewed 2s a valuable source for the dissemination of 

knowledge, and an aid to researchers (Anderson, Costalcs bG. Henderson, 

1987). 

Usenet can be thought of in terms of a series of laycrs. Uwrs a t  an  

institution are connected ta a computer running the netnews uoftware 

through a variety of methods, including a direct physical connection, cables, 

a modem and phone lines, or a local area network. The next level is a 

network (such as ARPAnet or UUCP, that is similar to AItPAnet but 

designed specifically for Unix machines) that manages the transfer of 

message files between sites. The netnews software (designed to run with 



minimal attention) manages the tasks associated with moving information 

hetween various sites throughout the network. Although theoretically a given 

hatch d' messages could be sent directily between any two machines in the 

Usenet system, this would be both costly and slow if every site had to send 

articles to every other site. To avoid these cocstraints, each Usenet site 

connmunicates only with selected nearby sites (Anderson, Costsles 8& 

Henderson, 1987). 

Some sites, called backbone sites, act as  a regional clearinghouse for 

batches of messages. They collect messages posted from nearby sites, receive 

messages from at least two other backbone sites, and forward news from 

their region to a t  least two other regioos. Backbone sites feed the messages 

collected from other sites to local sites, where they are topically organized 

into newsgroups (specified by the author), or distributed into individual 

mailboxes. Each backbone site eventually receives messages fiom all over the 

network. (Anderson, Costales & Henderson, 1987). Figure 2.6 (p. 52) provides 

a graphic view of Usenet organization. Unlike bundled e-mail, where 

mesmges can be chronologicaily ordered by a moderator, Usenet newsgroup 

articles appear a t  each node in an order that reflects the time required for a 

given message to travel from its point of origin to its destination. 

Although the software that keeps Usenet working was designed to minimize 

centralized organization and control, over the years several conventions have 

evolved with Usenet's growth that keep the system running more or less 

smoothly. L k r s  at m y  site are free to create or distribute newspoups, 

however backbone sites are also free to forward or reject any newsgroup. On 

a ~mtwork-wide basis, a number of general operating principles that cover 

everything from general guidelines for message structure (netiquette) to the 

procedure for starting a newsgroup or altering a 



Figure 2.6: de Area Multi-Node Network (Usenet) 

N& mmM with the letter B are Backbone sites. Xodes marked with the letter 
F are feeder sites. All small computers represent local sites. Backbone sites collect 
messages from nearby sites, recevive messages h m  at least two other backbone 
sites, md forwad messages to at least two other backbone sites. They also feed 
mwzlges from other sites to nearby feeder and local sites. All backbone sites 
eventudy receives messages from al l  over the network. Useas at all sites use 
similar software. Message are rmivd in a different order in all locations. 



newsgroup's content are determined through a voluntary polling procedure. 

A few newsgroups exist for administering the network. Among the 

topics covered in these are proposals for new groups, proposals to alter 

groups, discussions about how to reduce 'noise' on the network, proposals for 

network organizational changes (such as the new group naming hierarchy 

introduced in 1986j, and groups where results from votes are made publicly 

available. 

Statistics about the network itself (for example, which groups are 

receiving the most message traffic, who on the network is contributing the 

largest quantity of messages) are automatically collected and posted 

regulariy. Participation in these newsgroups is much like participation in a 

co-operatively run organization where the membership at large is welcome to 

attend management meetings, but not required to do so. 

The content of Usenet newsgroups is varied. A complete listing of 

newsgroups available through Usenet, (with one group listed per line) 

produces nineteen pages. A naming hicrarchy for newsgroups incorporates 

the type of group, general topic, subtopic, and specific topic, or alternately, a 

geographical area and institutional interest. Types of newsgroups include 

groups dedicated to discussion of computers, science and technology, 

recreation, arts and leisure, Usenet news, society and social issues, free- 

wheeling high volume discussions, and a miscellaneous category for topics 

that fall between the cracks. Discussions cover every imaginable topic from 

rumors, job postinga, inquiries about people on the network (a high-school 

friend found me this way), discussions about Nepalese culture, Jewish 

culture, women, men, gay sexuality, anything about, computers, political 

theory, pets of all sorts and so on. Usenet provides something for everyone. 

Another approach to providing "something for everyone" via computer 



- 7 network, like !>senet, began in 1979. At the annual New York flomputtbr 

Fair, the Teleeomputing Corporation of America (a subsidiary of iligitd 

Broadcast Company, one of the most heavily capitalized corporations in  thc 

history of the United States) unveiled The Source. The Source was the first 

home-terminal consumer information network put on the xnarket in the 

United States (Kleiner & Davis, 1979). Often cited as the most ambitiously 

promoted commercial computer network, The Source was a commercial single 

node wide area network. It was run on a timesharing computer system in 

Virginia, and was initially availab?e to its commercial subscribers through a 

value added carrier on evenings and weekends. Initial costs to users wcrtB 

$2.75 to $4.25 per hour, plus value added carrier charges and an initial sign- 

up fee of one hundred dollars (Kleiner, 1981). 

The Telecomputing Corporation had a diEcult time launching The 

Source. Townsend (1983) identifies several reasons for this. First, the idea of 

a personal information utility had never been tried with a broad base or 

subscribers. With only a half million personal computers sold in the\ United 

States in 1979, the user base was insufficient to support 'I'hc Source. 

Compounding ddficulties associated with an uncertain rn'asket, in its first 

year The Source experienced a number of problems. Response tinre on 'I'ht? 

Source was slow in comparison to other electronic information systclms quch 

as EPES, that was supported in part by the U.S. federal government. 

In the fall of 1980, The Source was purchased by The ECeaders Digest 

Associatior;. Reader's Digest poured m!!lions of ddlzrs into Thc Source. 

Reader's Digest added new features (many of these f'eaturcs had been 

promised but never delivered), and issued a new user's manual. In 1982 a 

new computer system capable of supporting two hundred and fifty thousand 

users was introduced. By 1983, there were forty thousand subscribers to The 



Source. Access; to The Source was available around the clock for twenty to 

twenty-five dollars an hour during prime time, and seven to firteen doll-rs an 

hour during off-peak hours. Users also paid a monthly ten dollar minimum, 

and an initial one hundred dollar sign-up fee. In addition, many value added 

services (such as stuck market quotes) were available a t  additional cost. 

Subscribers were required to provide a valid credit card number for direct 

hilling (Townsend, 1983). 

The Source provided a range of services that fell into four general 

categories: communications, business, personal, and news. Specific features 

included electronic mail, electronic conferencing, bulletin boards, computer 

user groups, newsletters, an electronic equivalent to a CB radio, stock market 

and commodity news, business commentaries, games, shopping, electronic 

quizzes and drills, movie, book and restaurant reviews, a database of UP1 

articles, computer programs (oriented towards business uses), airline 

information, and several other types of information (Townsend, 1983). All 

information in The Source's databases was chosen by the company, with 

some of it paid for by advertising. News services were censored "only because 

of irresponsibility of editors" (Kleiner & Davis, p. 116 1979) in terms of four 

letter words claimed The Source's management, who kept records of how 

much each piece of information was called up, but not who was calling for 

what (Kleiner & Davis, 1979). 

By 1989, The Source was on the verge of bankruptcy. In July of that 

year, The Source ceased operation, and transferred its users to CompuServe 

Information Service, another commercial information utility that had enjoyed 

a more modest beginning in 1979. CompuServe began as  an inhouse data 

processing centre and with the availability of timesharing computers moved 

into the computer service industry, selling time to commercial clients. To 



facilitate this end goal and to avoid the dificulties associatea with dcpendirlg 

on another corrunercial enterprise f ~ r  the provision of pitcktlt switching 

services, before entering the home information and personal computw 

market CompuSewe had developed its own packet switching network. 

Cornpusewe became a publicly held company in 1975. In 1978, comrt~orcial 

electronic mail services were introduced to CornpuServe's timrshasing clit~nts 

(Gerber, 1989). 

Shortly after The Source began operation in 1979, ClomyuS L CFVC 

Irforrnation Service (CIS) began offering bulletin boards, databases and 

games targeted to computer hobbyists in twenty-five cities served by the 

Cornpusewe packet switching network. Unlike The Source, CompuScwe did 

not allocate much money initially to advertising. CIS used its own packet 

switching network (this kept users' costs down), and was not dependent upon 

revenues generated from its personal computer users (Gerber, 1989). 

By 1980, CIS was accessible to its four thousand customers twenty- 

four hours a day. The subscribes base reached ten thousand a year later, 

perhaps reflecting a marketing arrangement between CIS, Tandy Computer 

and Radio Shack. Also in 1981, electronic mail became available through 

CIS, and CIS became available in Canada. In 1983, an on-line mail wm 

introduced. By 1984, CIS had one hundred thousand subscribers, and a year 

later CIS boasted two hundred and fifty thousand users. In  1987 

CornpuServe expanded its services to Japan, and by the time it acquired ?'hc 

Sowce in 1989 it had become the largest commercial cornputer in!'r,rmaticm 

service in the world, with a half million users. Services had grown to includc? 

one hundred and eighty special interest forums, news, weather, sports and 

flight information, access to several newspapers and magazines that could he 

searched for keywords, an electronic version of a CB radio, and a variety of' 



other services. 

Like The Source, CIS charges by the hour. However, with its 

orientation towards hobbyists it entered the market with lower initial and 

hourly charges. Initially, Canadian users could only gain access to 

CompuServe through a Canadian packet switching network (Datapac) that 

tied into the CIS packet switching network. Users paid an additional eight 

dollar per hour fee for use of Datapac (Kleiner, 1981). 

The extent that the content of information is controlled on 

CompuSelve varies with the type of information. Some services (such as 

databases of newspaper articles, stock market quotes) that provide a one-way 

flow of information and can be thought of as similar to other forms of 

broadcast information appear solely at  the discretion of CompuServe 

management. Information that appears in areas set aside for two-way or 

forurn communications (such as bulletin board areas, public file areas and 

forum or conference areas) where anyone can be the supplier or consumer of 

information are moderated by a sysop, Sysops are required to view new 

messages and files submitted to CompuServe regularly, and pull messages 

with objectionable content, typically meaning profanity. In addition, sysjops 

are instructed to recycle the message base every two to three days, with new 

material replacing old, File space associated with each conference or special 

interest area is limited. This forces sysops to employ criteria to guide the 

removal of files. These criteria are typically unksbwn to wers  (Interview 

with CIS sysop). 

Although any individual, group of users or organization is free to 

propose the formation of an on-line forum (computer conference), 

GompuServe management retains the right to decide whether a proposed 

forum will appear as part of CIS. Decisions reflect both projected revenues 



and the extent that the proposed forum is viewed as consistent with CIS' 

current marketing strategy (S. WycoE, personal cornrnunicatior~, February 9, 

1988). When a sysop needs to be replaced, CIS (rather than other sysops in 

the forum, or the forum's users) determines who will fill that position 

(Interview with CIS sysop). When CIS agrees to allocate space to a forum, the 

person or group prop~sing the f o r m  enters a contractual arrangement with 

CIS. Usually, a small percentage (such as five percent) of revenue generatttd 

by m e  of a forum is paid to the head sysop of that forum. Sysops are givcn 

free access to the forum they help manage (S. Wycoff, personal 

communication, February 9, 1988). 

Although there are several other computer networks in existence 

today, (including other bulletin board systems, multi-node bulletin board 

systems, networks that consist of bundled electronic mail distributed through 

packet switched networks, and non-profit networks oriented towards groups), 

all have evolved from the technical and social climate outlined above. 

Although most literature neglects to address the social and technical 

climate that supported the growth of computer networking technology, whcn 

t.he circumstances surrounding the early development and use of' this 

technology are considered, several interesting issues emerge that beg further 

consideration. Issues warranting further consideration include thc 

relationship of the physical structure of computer networks, access to 

different forms of commu~cation, the extent that computer networks arc 

accessible in different locations and to a variety of interest groups, and the 

extent that farms of computer networking today are related to the social 

goals and circumstances that surrounded the development of networki2g 



tcchnoiogy. Finaily, now that computer networking c h  has 

progressed past its infancy, how has it matured? Is it growing and changing 

in ways that were anticipated by its developers? Are there ways that the 

mziai circwnshnces and social goals that informed the development of 

computer networking technology still influence its use? 

Computer networking emerged first from large, heavily capitalized 

institutions. Early experimentation a t  the US, OEP under the direction of 

Turoff produced interesting experiments in new f o m s  of structured 

communication, such as Delphi polling, Although there have been several 

experiments that investigated new foms of communication via computer, we 

know little about the processes of communication that occur via computer 

network outside the business, research, governmental, and educational 

sectors. Given the available technology, what forms of comuficat ion are 

occurring in the social change sector, 2nd in particular, what form is 

corn~nunication taking between women concerned with feminist social 

change? 

Throughout the development of computes networking, a struggle over 

control that began with hackers' resistance to the development of the CTSS 

in the early 1960s has continued. The notion that computer networking 

technoIogy should be widely accessible was central to the development of the 

Community Memory Project, INFACT, PcNet, Fidonet and Usenet, and more 

recent computer networks such as PeaceNct, Solinet and the Web. To what 

extent has the desire for a widely accessible, minimally controlled computer 

networking system been realized? Does the physical structure of a computer 

network influence accessibility, use and participation? What does this mean 

for women? 

The history of computer networking can be characterized by two 



opposing goals (the use of technology to enhance contml of t h ~  pog;.tal:tcc 

versus the use of technology to liberate the populace) that informtd the 

development of computer networks. With little written about the socid 

circunlstances surrounding the development of networking technology, we 

have seldom questioned what relationship (if any) present day ideas about 

and uses of computer networking technology have to the social gods and 

visions that informed the development sf this technology. And, we have little 

sense of how communicative processes are managed on computer nctwosks 

designed explicitly to be difficult to manage. 

Finally, other than applauding hackers for their contributions, wt. 

have largely failed to consider how technophoria has entered into the 

processes surrounding the design, development and use of computer 

networks. Chapter three provides a brief historical overview of the use of 

computer networks by women in the context of women's issues and feminism, 

Several of the issues outlined above are briefly discussed in chapter three, 

and are discussed a t  greater length in part B as well. 



CHAFTER 3: 

COMPITI'ER NETWORMS (113: PW OBTERYIEW OF WOMEN'S 

WOMEN'S USE OF COMPUTER NEWORKS: BACKGROUNID 

As women's exposure to computers has increased, and greater 

numbers of women and women's groups have gained access to computer 

equipment and knowledge, women in North America have begun to 

incorporate computer networks into their visions of the future, and to use 

them in their organizing efforts. Although both U.S. and Canadian women's 

groups have begun investigating comunication via computer, and several 

women's computer networks exist, present use of computer networks by 

women's groups is limited. It is nonetheless useful to consider the reasons 

that women's groups are exploring the use of this technology. 

A %ITIONALE FOR USE 

The range of services available on computer networks can in theory 

aid women's organizations in a variety of ways. For example, cost often acts 

as a constraint in feminist organizing, limiting the size and frequency of 

mailings, travel, and long distance phone contact with other organizations, 

and between members of national organizations. Electronic mail (travelling 

much faster than surface mail) can be used for memos, letters, brief messages 

and documents. Computer bulletin boards can be used to get time dated 

information out to large numbers of people who have access to appropriate 

computer equipment quickly and inexpensively. The use of electronic mail in 



combination with computer conferencing can reduce both the need for faceto- 

face meetings and travel costs. Unlike communicating by phonta. 

communicating via computer networks does not require thc pcoplc 

communicating to be simultaneously using the communication channcl. 

In addition to cutting communication coats and dccrcqsing thc 

amount of time required for communication, computer networks potentially 

offer other advantages related to community organizing. Whcn several 

different organizations are sharing one computer netw~rk,  the. potential 

exists easily to share information between orglwtizations. Orgwniztm of' 

PeaceNet, a non-profit global computer network (accessible from seventy 

countries) dedicated to peace have found that through the use of PeaccNeb 

organizations have become aware of the activities of' other organizations 

(Personal communications with Mask Grahm, PeaceNet staff, March, 1988). 

Computer networking can increase alliances between organizations, 

and greater awareness of other organizations' activities can lead ti., irtcreased 

cooperation, and reduce the duplication of organizing eff'orts between 

organizations. Computer networks that reach beyond the gesgrap hic a tea 

normally served by an organization can potentially be used to increase the 

size of an organization's constituency, through improved outreach. Computer 

networks can potentially be used to decentralize deeisior, making i n  a n  

organization by improving communication with members in areas s ~ c h  as the 

Canadian North, whose voices are often under-represented in provirtci:tl and 

national women's organizations. However, Rubinyi's 11989) findings from a 

two year study of seventy-two c o m i ~ i i i y  based nonprofit organizations in 

the United States, that began with the groups' initial adoption of computer 

technology in 1982, identifies geographic inequities in relation to computer 

networks, and suggests that groups that were more succec;sf'ul in utilizing 



computer technofogy' were more likely to have a centralized decision making 

process. Many women's groups do not conform to this model. 

Although any organization could potentially benefit from improved 

communication via computer network, women's organizations (typically 

under funded and under staffed) are somewhat rare in the magnitude of 

their need for a less costly and more timely comunication system. Women's 

organizations are atso somewhat rare in that they are frequently managed 

horizontally rather than vertically. Despite Rubinyi's (1989) findings, 

computer networks continue to appeal to women's organizations as  a 

potential solution for a variety of communication difficulties. Although 

instances where women's groups have used computer networks are limited, 

several computer networks de;igned to meet the needs of individuals 

communicating about women's issues and feminism exist. 

WOMEN'S COMMUNICATION GOES ON-LINE 

Like many aspects of women's history, the details surrounding 

women's early uee of computer networks are quite vague.15 The earliest uses 

of computer networks in the context of feminism began in the early 1 9 8 0 ~ ~  

l5In efforts to obtain information about women's early use of 
CompuServe Information Service, I posted messages to individuals who 
either were active in the current discussion of women's issues in the men's 
and women's issues section on CompuServe, or were known to have been 
active in the predecessors to this section, the women only section. Messages 
were posted January through April 1988. In efforts to obtain idormation 
about net.wornen and net.wornen.only on Usenet, I posted messages to 
several groups, including soc.wornen, newsmews, news.groups and newsmisc 
and misc.wanted. Requests for information generally resulted in one or two 
messages, which were often followed up with more specific requests. 
Virtually all information was vague. For example, "when I started reading 
the net [in 19831 net.women was already around. My guess is that i t  started 
in the real Early Days (Austern, 1990b)." 



pries to 1983. Tk163y were Net.women, a Usenet news group, and the womcn's 

section sf the lssznes Forum on CompuScme. 

Discussion of women's issues and feminism o n  Uscnct tirst occurred 

in the Net.women newsgroup. Constant dissatisfaction with that group Icd t30 

the formation of several spin-off newsgroupr-., including several that artb still 

in existence today. Groups that grew out of Nct.wornen include 

Net.women.only, Sappho, Talkabortion, Soc.ferninism and Tnlk,rape. In 

addition, proposals for other related newsgroups (such as Swgender-issues) 

failed to come to fruition. 

Net.women began in 1982 or 1983. It was an outgrowth ofNet.singlcs 

(Gregbo, 1991), a newsgroup for single people (Gilmore & Spafford, 1991). 

Some discussions pertaining to women and relationships oceamvd i n  

Net.singles, and a place other than Net.singles was deemed necessary for the 

discussion of these issues (Gregbo, 1991). Woods f 199Ia) points out that i n  

those days, with only a few hundred sites on the Uscnet network, all that 

was required to begin a new newsgroup was a little discussion in whilt was 

then called Net.news.groups, and someone willing to send a newsgroup. (In 

contrast, current procedures for starting a newsgroup arc outlincd by Woods 

( lWlb)  in a three page article available through Uscnat. Procedurc~ include 

a call for a discussion, an extended voting period, and po~ting and  

' 1nes verification of vote results. Vote results must fall within specified guidcl' 

to result in t.he formation of a new group.) Net.womcn appears to have hcen 

somewhat controversial from the start, and remained a confrontationai arena 

of communication throughout its existence. 

Net.women was available to all Usenet users. Generally, this meant 



women and men in universities and scientifidtechicd institutions in North 

America. In the days of Net-women (along with all other Usenet groups, 

Net.women had its name changed in "the 'Great Renaming' in 1986" to 

Ssc.wornen (Woods, 1991a)), women working in scientific and technical 

professions were perhaps more isolated than now. Women sought contact 

with others who shared their circumstances. 

"Flamingt9 has been central to the evolution sf Usenet newsgroups 

dedicated to the discussion of women's issues and feminism. "Flame is the 

Usenet term for an article that essentially involves an opinion held so 

strongly and fanatically that its author seems to be shouting rather than 

carnrnunicating" (Anderson, Costales & Henderson, 1987, p. 274,). By 1983, 

dissatisfaction with the 'flaming' in Net.women had led to the formation of a 

new Usenet newsgroup called Net.wsrnem.only. Although only women were 

supposed to post messages to the Net.women.only newsgroup, access to that 

group was unrestricted (Woods, f99Oa). 

Often referred to as the "experiment" (Haviland, 1991; Wood, 19911, 

Net.women.only was not moderated (the provision for moderated groups had 

not yet been added to Usenet), and according to Woods' recollections, "the net 

was eighty-five percent male and there was no way to enforce this restriction, 

it was a dismal failure" (Woods, 1991a). Austern i1991;a) comments that 

when he began using Usenet in 1983, Net.women.on1y "was quite moribund," 

and Travis (1991) in recalling 1984 comments that "Net.women.only was a 

joke even then, with an extraordinarily high signd-to-noise ratio," 

Although Net.women appears to have gmwn out of general 

discussions in Net.singles, the demand for Net.women.only seems to indicate 

that women attempted to create a place for newsgroup participants to 

express ideas and feelings, and discuss issues of concern to women in a 



supportive environment. Participants often describe this as creating an 

electronic women-space, OF an electronic sisterhood (Femail transcripts, 

1991). Despite repeated aitempts to foster such an environment via the 

Usenet computer network, all attempts at  creating such an environment with 

unrestricted membership on the Usenet network have been ~h~vacter ized by 

heated debates, widespread antagonism, and a constant search for 

alternatives. 

Despite difficulties associated with unmoderated newsgroups 

dedicated to the discussion of women's issues on Usenet, several other 

uramoderated newsgroups formed on Useret over the years, in addition to 

moderated newsgrsups available through Usenet and other networks. 

Soc.women still exists (many of the comments above were solicited through a 

message submitted to Soc.women). Net.women.only appears to have "hgered 

on the Great, Renaming" (Austern, 1991a) in 1986. Among the spin-offs 

of Net.women and Soc.women are Soc.men, Talkabortion, Soc.feminisrn, 

Sappho, Talk.rape and a failed attempt to form a group called Socgender- 

issues (Ockerbloom, 1991). Ockerbloom reflects on the formation of Sscmzn, 

and the attempt to begin Sot-gender-issues: 

there was some tension about the discussion of men's issues 
and gender-issues from a male viewpoint in soc.wornen, which 
prompted a call for the new group [soc.menj. The socmisc 
threads [groups of messages] were quite successful, and the 
new group appeared in late spring or early summer [of 
49873 ... soc.gender-issues (an attempt in I988 to separate out 
general gender-related discussions from issues more specific to 



men or women; did not get enough votes to be created).l6 

Saypho is an unmoderated bundled mailing list that provides a 

forum and support group for gay and bisexual women. Membership screening 

prevents men from "listening in" (Spafford, 1991b). Many women who 

previously read and participated in Net.women and Net.women.only are 

active members of Sappho (Usenet transcripts, 1991; Femail transcripts, 

1991). 

By 1986 use of Usenet had increased tremendously. A number of new 

newsgroups had formed, and the volume of messages posted to all groups had 

increased dramatically. The increase in variety of Usenet newsgroups 

combined with the higher quantity of Usenet messages made it more difficult 

for network participants to locate information of potential interest, and 

determine the most appropriate newsgroup or newsgroups for posting 

messages. In response to these problems, a new newsgroup naming scheme 

was introduced on Usenet. Among the innovations introduced with the 

renaming scheme was the talk prefix. The talk prefix is used to identify 

grogps likely to be high volume in terms of both number of articles and heat 

of debate (Anderson, Costales & Henderson, 1987). Talk.abortion and 

Talk-rape were created to remove unwanted controversial debates (e.g., about 

whether or not there is a biological basis for rape) from Soc.women, and to 

decrease the quantity of material appearing in Soc.women. 

Soc.feminism is a moderated newsgroup that began in 1989 

16A.l: quotes taken from interaction that occurred via computer 
network, as  well as  all portions of transcripts of computer network 
interaction that are reproduced in part B are reproduced exactly, including 
the repetition of typographical errors. In the interests of readability, the 
convention of indicating when a grammatical error has occurred in the 
original has been omitted. 



(Oclrerbloom, 1991). Several Soc.women participants had attcniptcd to 

discuss feminism in that group, and found that their commth~lts drew a 1;tt'gc' 

number of antagonistic messages. Dissatisfied with the confi.ont:itiom 

surrounding basic assumptions of feminism that occurred in Soc.w)men, 

Soc.feminism grew from a desire to create an on-line environment, where 

feminism was accepted as a starting point. One of the rationales provided for 

making Soc.feminism a moderated grwp was that the very existcnctl of 

moderators would discourage potential participants from investing time in 

reactionary and hasty responses. 

Moderators for Usenet newsgroups are nominated by network 

participants, and voted into their positions by network participants who 

choose ta follow discussions in the administrative newsgroups. Usually 

several people act as  moderators fcr a sirtgie group. When a message is 

submitted to a moderated group, one of the moderators receives and views 

the message and decides whether or not the content of the message is 

consistent with the group's mandate. If the mesFage is deemed appiopriatcl 

by the moderator, the message is forwarded to the moderated newsgroup. In 

the event that a message submitted to a moderated group is deemed 

inappropriate, thc message is not forwarded to the group. If the author of a 

contentious message feels he or she has been slighted in this process, he i>r 

she may resubmit the message to a different moderator after a specified 

period of time has elapsed, Because each moderator may interpret 3 group's 

mandate differently, often a message rejected by one moderator is forwarded 

to the group by another moderator. 

Soc.women and many of the feminist Usenet groups that have since 

appeared seemed to grow out of conscious attempts to provide a place for 

participants to express ideas and feelings and discuss issues of concern w 



women II: a supportive environment. Despite the long history of women 

at,t,ernpting to use the Usenet network to meet these needs, Usenet 

newsgroups dedicated to co~nmnurmication about women's issues and feminism 

continue to be among the most problematic examples of the use of computer 

networks for communication about women's issues and feminism. The 

number of repeated attempts to secure Usenet resources to meet these needs 

raises a number of issues warranting further examination. 

Usenet, described as "a voluntary association of people who commit 

some of their time a d  computing resources to the free exchange of news" 

(Henderson, p. 53, 1987) is based on the premise that an  open access network 

with few rules of operation will meet the widest range of needs. However, as 

Henderson points out, the lack of centralization Usenet is based upon has 

Loth strmgths and weaknesses. Henderson suggests that the greatest 

strength is that with the exception of moderated newsgroups, Usenet is 

uncensored and free of political pressure. One of the issues raised by the use 

of Usenet for the discussion of women's issues is whether or not open access 

and lack of centralization are enough to ensure that women's communication 

needs are adequately met. And, although it is often stressed that 

participation in Usenet discussions is voluntary, free and unrestricted, an 

issue that arises as women attempt to use Usenet as well as  other computer 

networks is whether or not network structure acts as a filter in determining 

group membership. 

THE FEMAIL MAILING LIST 

One of the more successful and enduring alternatives to Soc.women is 

the mail-feminist (oRen referred to as the femail of feminist) mailing list. By 

February of 1984, several women felt that Net.women was not meeting their 



needs, and were both sufficiently frustrated with Net.urornm and app:trtwtly, 

sufficiently confident that  computer mediated communications could ~ncct 

some of their needs, that a moderated group was set up to bc distributcd 

through network carriers other than Usenet. 

The formation of Femail began when an  electronic qutlstionnairc, 

about starting a new feminist computer networking group, was posted on 

Net.women by a frustrated network user. The questionnaire t~llicitc~d 

opinions about whether men should be included, whether the list should bc 

restricted, and whether it should be moderated. Based on questionnaire 

responses, the new list, mail.feminists began as a public mailing list with the 

thirty eight electronic questionnaire respondents (eight of whom were men) 

as participants, along with three others. Some participants an the new 

mail.feminist list continued to follow the dialogue on Net.women and others 

stopped; all seemed to share a vision of a place to communicate about 

women's issues that  was different from Net-women Wemail transcripts, 

1991). 

In response to a message in the first batch of rnail.feminist, asking 

participants why they sought an  alternative to Net.women, many 

dissatisfactions with Net.women were voiced: it was offensive, chaotic, the 

&scussions were boring and endless, and women's opinions were treated as 

dumb, stupid, or ignorant by men. One woman had grown tired of debating 

assumptions she took for granted. Some women sought electronic 

communication with others that  would not be accessible to their bossw and 

co-workers, as was (and is) the case with ali of the Usenct newsgroups 



(Fernail transcripts, 19911.~~ 

These comments speak to a need for women to have and control their 

own communications space, where the circumstances and conditions shared 

as women can be explored. Despite the difficulties women experienced with 

Net.women, and other networks since, mail-feminist and other f o m s  of 

computerized communications have for many served as electronic 

consciousness raising (CR) groups or support groups, as well as sources of 

information on feminism. 

In moderated bundled electronic mail groups such as mail.feminist, 

women explore issues in their lives, speaking from their own experiences, 

along the lines of CR groups of the sixties. Topics of discussion on 

mail.feminist include what it's like to be raped, explorations of the concepts 

of marriage, motherhood, discrimination, sexual harassment and sexism, 

discussions about contraception, sexual orientation and more. Womena write 

about menopause (in one message, the recipe for a high calcium nenopause 

diet was included). In another message a woman recounts the prwess sf 

deciding to surgically become a male to female transsexual, aRer living for 

several years as a transvestite. She encourages other male to female 

transsexuals on the network to drop her a line, and welcomes questions from 

others about transsexuals (Femail transcripts, 1991). 

Often contributors to the Femail group will describe a dilemma, (I'm 

not really sure I'm in love with my fiance ..., or, how do T juggle the issues of 

motherhood and career?) and solicit feedback from other list participants. 

Women write back with feedback and suggestions concerning the travails of 

1 7 ~ h e  unrestricted readership of Usenet news groups Is a social 
decision, supported by technical design. 



life. Unlike CR groups, these groups allow men, as !ong as they share thc 

assumptions of the group about women and women's abilities and roles 

(these are periodically posted), and refrain from flaming (Femail transcripts, 

1991). 

It is interesting to note that although mail-feminist is not public in 

the sense that Soc.women is (messages have to clear the n~oden-itor to hc 

included in a mailing), there is little control over where the list is distributed. 

Although the moderator distributes the list only to those people registered as 

participants in the group, there is no way to control what, the registerd 

participants do with the 3st. Several messages appear in the mail.feminist 

transcript that indicate that an unregistered person has been reading the 

bundled mail messages for a few years, and gone unnoticed until they felt 

compelled to submit a message. 

The Fernail mailing list is still in existence today. However, some 

users receive messages sporadically (e.g., every few weeks or months), as 

pathways between forwarding nodes and the addresses of thosc? nodes 

change. Some Femail participants receive mail regularly. In the lifetirnt? of 

the group there have been three or four moderators. Moderators have stepped 

down when relocation to a new city or new job has resulted in ioss of access to 

the resources required to administer the group. In addition, taking leave 

fkom the paid labour force has resulted in a loss of access to the group for onc 

moderator arid several group members. With each new moderatw, paths from 

the central node to group participants must be reconstructed. Each time this 

has happened, the flow of information between group members has been 

interrupted. 

One of the issues raised through an examination of the Femail 

mailing list has to do with the extent that the presence of a moderator can 



minimize conflict on a distributed multi-node network. l[n'Rrestingly, 

although the Femail readership is at  best slightly more restricted than that 

of Soc.women, it appears that the mere absence of direct attacks on 

individuals ensured by a good moderator who rejects nasty messages (or an 

assumed anonymity related to the media), appears to allow members of the 

mail.feminist speech community to take risks (that are potentially just as 

damaging as they would be had messages been posted on Soc.women). 

Although moderation does appear to affect the membership in on-line speech 

communities (through a process of overt, rather than covert exclusion), and it 

appears to contribute to the maintenance of communicative norms a t  the 

same time it loosely shapes the content of communication, i t  does not actually 

protect group members from the hazards of bundled electronic mail; rather, it 

may merely insulate and filter message readership and consequently lower 

the probability of inflammatory or damaging attacks by other network users. 

Although leaving access to computerized communications unlimited 

clearly brings with it its own set of problems (power struggles along gender 

lines, little control over topics, lack of security etc.), it brings discussions 

about feminism within 'earshot' of many who otherwise might not 

contemplate the range of issues debated. For many of the women working in 

non-traditional areas in academe and industry, bundled electronic mail 

provides access to other women in similar situations who face similar 

dilemmas. In a sense, the availability of computer networking technology has 

stimulated the formation of the group; access to the technology has resulted 

in an  opportunity to communicate. Another issue requiring further 

examination is the role that moderators play in establishing and maintaining 

groap norms. We know little about the relationship of moderators to the 

groups they moderate, and even less about the processes the moderator and 



the group engage in to  ensure that participants in a gorap have access to the 

types of communication they desire. 

THE COMPUSERVE INFORMATION SERVICE 

Mailings such as mail.fenainist, like other forms of mass 

communication, only reach and appeal to some people. Primarily available to 

those with institutional ties, not all who have access to public bundled mail 

find i t  useful. Another approach to meeting women's communicatirm needs 

electronically has been through the allocation of space to discuss wornen's 

issues on wide area commercial computer networks. The earliest effort along 

these lines was the women's section (for women only; it was originally a sub- 

topic of the National Issues and People Special Interest Group that was later 

renamed the Issues Forum) available to subscribers of the CompuServe 

Infomation Service (CIS). 

The women's section on CIS began officially when I'amcla b w e n  

submitted a proposal to CompuServe in late 1982 or early 1983 proposing the 

formation of a women's forum. Prior to Bowen's proposal to CompuScrve, 

several women who had met through the on-line CB (an on-line version of a 

CB radio) "were gathering every Saturday night and 'scrambling' for private 

chats. That was not satisfactory, however, because men kept sending /talk 

requests and interrupting" (Bowen, 1991a).18 When Bowen initially 

ewe submitted the proposal for a women's forum, she was told by Compu? 

that there were not enough women on-line to justify it. Bowen commented in 

1988 that "they still say that, but f say that's a bunch of balogna becautjc 

most families have one account, and that account is usually in the husband's 

18"/Talkn is the name of the CornpuServe command that invokerj 
private communication within the CIS CB simulator software. 



name, even if the wife spends much more time on-line, so there's no way 

CornpuServe's demographics can pick that up" (Bowen, 1991a). 

Despite CompuServe's refusal to begin a women's forum, they did 

consult Georgia Grifith, who was (and still is) the head sysop of the Issues 

Forum. Griffith agreed to have one section of her forum used for women's 

issues; Bowen became sysop of the women's section and the assistant sysop of 

the Issues forum. Gnifith hoped that if the section was popular enough it 

could branch into a separate forum. Many CompuServe Forums had in fact 

followed this pat- of development (Bowen, 19911al. 
d' - 

9-- 
Once the women's section of the Issue's Forum had been established, 

many of the women who had been "gathering" on the CB on Saturday nights 

moved to the new women's section (Bowen, 1991a). In addition to one-to-one 

electronic mail, one-to-many electronic mail (referred to on CIS as  a topic 

specific bulletin board area, but similar in practice to what other networks 

call conferences) and document transfer, the women's section featured weekly 

'real-time' conferencing, analogous to a voice conference call where several 

geographically dispersed participants could communicate simultaneously 

with a barely noticeable time delay. In addition to discussing issues in the 

bulletin board area of the women's section, participants during weekly real- 

time conferences either "chatted" amongst themselves, or talked to an invited 

guest speaker about a wide range of women's issues. Bowen (P991b) recalls 

that about twenty women regularly participated in the women's section, and 

five or six women regularly participated in the weekly conferences. 

I remember the women's section as an active discussion area (I 

"visited" it occasionally in late 1985 and early 1986). It was closed sometime 

in late 1986 or early 1987 (Casal, 1991a) after a few weeks where 

participation was low. Casal, who was an assistant sysop of the men's and 



women's issues section in 1988 (an area originally set. up for rniscd gender 

discussions about women's issues that "WAS dominated by nlcn and was 

eventually renamed the Mens/Womens section" (capitalization in original; 

Casal, 1991b) recalls that although the women's conferences were regular 

weekly events for a t  least three years, in the last few months of the section, 

she and Griffith "had trouble getting even ONE woman to come ... In the end 

[they] had to open the conferences to men also in order to have a conference 

a t  all" (Casal, 1991c), 

There were likely many things that contributed to the eventual cnd sf 

the women only section of CornpuServe. Bowen (whose participation ended 

with her resignation as the assistant sysop of the issues forum (Howen, 

1991a)) speculates that low participation in the women's section was related 

to the diversity of its participants: 

I think part of the problem is that women who are here are 
online for different reasons. A lot are computer technica! 
people who want to download programs or whatever. Some are 
like me -- I'm basically very shy, but am a good writer and good 
typist, and those skills are magnified in this medium. And 
some just like to hang around CB and chat with all kinds of' 
people (Bowen, 1991a). 

In addition, both Bowen (1991b) and Van Gelder (1991) indicated that as 

they spent less time in the women's section, they spent more time elsewhere 

on CIS. In both cases, increased use outside of the women's section w a s  

directly related to professional work. 

Van Gelder's (1985) description of the women only suction conveys 

the sense that i t  was both a busy (widely used) and intimate place. However, 

previous participants in the women's section mentioned cost a g  a constraint 

to women's use, and speculated that the women only section failed to 

generate levels of profit acceptable to CompuServe. One member of the 



women's scaction reported (when it still existmi) speiiding three hrmdi.ed 

dollars in one month on CompuServe, without realizing it until the bill came 

(CornpuServc transcripts, 1991). Casal (1991b) raises some impcsriant points 

in relation to gender and the economics of using CIS: 

Cost is certainly a factor. We have had several users who have 
dropped out because money became tight in their households. 
A few drop out when they move to areas where there is no node 
and use would involve long-distance access fees. But I have 
noticed that, whereas most of the men who have to quit 
because "money is tight" tend to return after a while, women 
are more likely to drop out altogether. This is true even when 
the women were very active participants (Casal, 1991b). 

Unfortunately, one can only speculate a t  this point about the relative 

importance of the reasons given for lack of participation in the women's 

section, as the women who were active in that area are in most cases no 

longer involved with its descendant, the men's and women's issues forum. 

Upon signing on to CompuServe in the fall of 1990 after an absence I noticed 

that the men's and women's sectim had been renamed "Between the Sexes." 

Unlike either Usenet or the Femail mailing list, CompuServe is 

accessible to the general public. Access to both Usenet and Femail is limited 

to workers in certain types of workplaces. In contrast, access to CompuServe 

is tied to one's discretionary income, rather than place of employment. 

Consequently, CompuServe draws a distinctive audience that we know little 

about. 

CompuServe, like the Femail mailing list is moderated. However, 

moderation of these groups occurs in very different contexts. CompuServe 

moderators have entered into a contractual relationship with CompuServe 

management, who are responsible for generating profits. In contrast, Femail 

moderators are accountable to their group and need not concern themselves 



with the revenues generated by the comuniration they oversee. !?ne of ihc 

issues that arises in an examination of the use of C'lon~puScrvc tbr thta 

discussion of women's issues and feminism has to do with the extent tirat the 

centralized management of CompuServe and its existence as a yrofitabli~ 

business comes t.7 bear on the communication that occurs on that network. 

THE WOMEN'S BULLETIN BOARD SYSTEM 

The Women's Bulletin Board system (WBBS) was cmccivcd of' in 

1985, and began operation in 1986. Unlike most computer nrtworking 

services, the system was proposed and started by nine women from the social 

change eomuni ty ,  rather than the computer bulletin board community. 

These women discussed the formation of the WBBS via a computer network, 

and after selecting the hardware and software for the WHBS, spent two 

months learning their way around the system before publicly announcing it 

through flyers and mailings to women's groups and contacts in the New York 

City wornen's community, in April of 1986. Founders of the WI'3f3S 

ardticipated that potential users might lack the knowledge to use a computer 

network with little assistance. In an effort to eliminate this barrier, one of' 

the co-founders of the Women's Bulletin Board system in New York City 

reports that she has provided extensive support for potential umrs of that 

system, including on-line (via computer) help, hard copy (in print on paper) 

help and in person help (Interview with Angela Eeucht, November, 1988). 

This has no doubt contributed to the success of the Women's Bulletin b a r d  

System. 

The founders' initial goals were to provide a bulletin board for 

organizing around women's issues and to share information between 

women's groups. The bulletin board allows users to send electronie maii txj 



other users, post public messages on a variety of topics of concern to 

feminists, and upload and download files (document transfer). Unlike most 

bulletin boards ia operation in the mid-1980s (that did not easily 

accommodate the organization of messages), the Women's Bulletin Board is 

split into twenty seven posting areas, each set aside for a different set of 

topics. Consequently, the public messages posted on the Women's Bulletin 

Board read more like a computer conference than a bulletin board, and users 

can more quickly locate information of potential interest, and can avoid some 

topics altogether. Among the existing bulletin areas are areas for action 

alerts (time dated public notices), discussions about women and AIDS, 

parenting, recovery from sexual abuse, recovery fiom alcohol abuse, general 

women's issues, notices about conferences, as well as  areas for teenagers, 

women of color, and groups that wish to have restricted (rather than public) 

communication. 

Several things distinguish the Women's Bulletin Board from other 

bulletin boards and computer networking s e ~ c e s .  The Women's Bulletin 

Board was begun and is currently run by a group, rather than an  individual. 

This is a dramatic contrast to most bulletin boards that are run by an 

individual, who often thinks of the board as an extension of their house, or as 

their kingdom (WBBS transcripts, 1991). In contrast, group management of 

the system was a major factor in selecting software for the Women's Bulletin 

Board. Unfortunately, women's groups have not used the WBBS as much as  

was anticipated. One of the co-founders attributes this to the software that 

she feels was not designed for, and does net really accommodate group 

coinmunications. Another co-founder felt the largest obstacle to the board's 

use by groups is that most women's organizations (in the U.S.) do not have 

computers, and those that do often do not have modems (Group Interview, 



November 1988). 

The Women's Bulletin Board has avoided many of the problems that 

have plagued other attempts to provide an electronic women's ~ueeting place. 

Although women users of other computer networks frequently complain 

about having their views attacked by men, about having continuously to 

struggle to keep the 'conversation' focused on women (women on CompuScnc 

once held a real time conference about how to deal with these issues), and 

report boredom a t  debating basic assumptions (that men shouId help change 

diapers, that day care needs to be more accessible), newcomers to thc 

Women's Bulletin Board frequently comment on the congenial atmosphere 

that characterizes that sys t~m.  

One social innovation that may have contributed to the often 

commented upon atmosphere of the Women's Bulletin Board system was the 

introduction of a section of the bulletin board called the Battleground. When 

discussions become debates, the moderator of the area where this transition 

occurred moves the controversial messages to the Battleground; an area of 

the WBBS set aside specifically for controversy. This seems to create a safe 

feeling in the other discussion sections, and a t  the same time makes 

participation in controversial discussions optional, rather than mandatory. 

Despite these strengths, founders of the Women's Bulletin h a r d  

have at times been discouraged with the changes that have occurred over 

time. All but three of the board's original moderators and sysops, all of whom 

came from the social change community, have left. They have been replaced 

by women who have come from the bulietin board community, and one co- 

founder feels that these two communities do not often see ideas or process in 

the same way (Interview with WBBS Co-founder, November, 1988). 

In the fall of 1990, the WBBS was temporariiy m t  of operation. The 



modem used to  operate the WBBS had been damaged when lightening struck 

the building where the WBBS was housed. A few of the syssps had I& the 

WBBS, and founders were seeking new people to replace them. Founders 

were also looking into the acquisition of new hardware and software to sun 

the WBBS on. Though weary, WBBS founders still felt that the WB13S w a s  n 

valuable community resource that could contribute to the New York City 

women's community. 

Unlike the other networks discussed so far, the WRBS was developed 

by lay people who maintained an awareness of the unique needs of non- 

technical women users throughout the implementation of the WBBS. The 

W B S  was the only network that was run by a restricted group, and the only 

network accessible to users outside of their workplaces who had little 

disposable income. The initial founders of the WBBS were well versed in the 

politics of women's organizations and community organizing. Perhaps the 

most notable issue that arises from the study of the WBBS is whether these 

factors led to a discernible difference in the character of communication that 

occurred on the W B S  (this is addressed in greater detail in chapter suven). 

THE AMAZON LINE 

Another approach to providing a computer mediated discussion ;ma 

for women via a commercial computer network was attempted by two women 

in Toronto. The service, named the Amazon Line, was schcduled to twgin 

operation late in '1985. As of early 1988, it was still cot quite of'f the ground, 

though its founders had not given up hope. The Amazon Line, it w m  hoped, 

would allow women throughout Canada to quickly exchange information 

relevant to feminist social change. The Amazon Iine was to be run on a 

university computer, that sells computer time and storage r;pacc to 



individuals and groups with no university affiliation. Software was available 

that would allow public and private electronic mail, as  well as  time-delayed 

and real-time computer conferencing. Locating the Amazon Line on a 

university computer system meant that out of town users could gain access to 

the system via value added carriers. 

Pounders of the Amazon Line targeted their service (slated to cost an 

initial signup fee around fifty dollars, a monthly minimum between ten and 

fifteen dollars and a twelve dollar per hour fee ("Computer link", 1985)), 

towards professional women. When asked what factors they felt had kept the 

Amazon Line from flourishing, two pants  came up. First, they found that 

many of the women they had hoped to a t t r x t  did :sot do their own typing, 

but rather had secretaries who typed for them. They were attempting to 

introduce computerized communications to a population that did not have a 

direct need for it. Adoption of their service by the desired population would 

have required a change to existing working patterns. Secondly, they found 

that at  the time the service was publicized (1985), many women still did not 

have access to the knowledge required to use it. The Amazon Line's founders 

anticipated developing an educational strategy to accompany the re- 

introduction of the service. In the meantime, women's access to equipment 

has improved, and many women have gained experience and confidence with 

computers (Personal Communication with Pat Hacker, February, 1988). 

THE CANADIAN RESEARCH INSTITUTE FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF WOMEN 

All of the attennpts to create and maintain women's electronic 

corrlmunici;tion space that have been discussed so far have been either 

oriented towards individuals, or in the case of the Women's Bulletin Board, 

oriented towards groups in general, rather than a single group and its 



specific communication needs. The Canadian Research Institute for the 

Advancement of Women (CRIAW has engaged in the process of developing :I 

computer networking system to meet that group's needs. @RIA\+' was among 

the first women's organization in North America to actively adopt computer 

conrnmunications in efforts to reduce the communication dificdties associated 

with a national organization. 

Members of the organization (a diverse group of women inside and 

outside of academia in both English and French speaking Canada) began 

discussing computer networking early in 1987. Around that time, a few of the 

women who had access to institutional computers began exchanging 

messages electronically. In November of 1987, hands-on training was 

provided for board and committee members. Since that time, the executive 

and some members of the board have been brought on-line (Assheton-Smith, 

1988). 

With board members located from the Yukon to the Atlantic 

provinces, it was hoped that electrollic mail would reduce the amount s f  time 

required between information exchanges, as well as the expense associated 

with long distance phone charges. Other somewhat longer term goals fiw 

beginning a computer network include facilitating the work of individual 

groups within the organization and making resources (such as 

bibliographies? more accessible to members of the organization. From 

GRLAW's initial discussion of computer networking there was 211 aw:lrencm 

that the technology lacked standardization and that there would be many 

problems to overcome. In addition, beginning with the first discussion of 

computer networking a t  an executive meeting in 1987 there wm an 

awareness that adoption of networking techndogy could create a two-tiered 

organization, with women who lacked access to mainframe  computer^, who 



were in mral areas (and lacked access to a value added carrier) and/or 

working in community groups less able to participate in an on-line 

communication process. Even though CRLAW was aware that it wanted to 

build an open communicai;ion structure (rather than one that intensified elite 

processes), the organization did not initially address whether or not there 

might be differences in access to an electronic communications system based 

on the preferred language of the speaker (Assheton-Smith, 1988). 

A decision was made to first attempt to get CRUW's executive 

communicating via computer. Even though access to and familiarity with 

computers varied a great deal amongst members of the executive, and no real 

budget far the project existed (repeated attempts were made to secure 

external funding to launch the project), in Assheton-Smith's words, "as 

frequently happens in women's work, we had to determine how to make our 

'real' situations work, patching together our anarchic realities" (Assheton- 

Smith, 1988 p. 4). Since several of the executive board members were 

institutionally based and a few had begun exchanging electronic mail, a 

decision was made to build on institutional access to equipment, and at the 

same time secure access to the system for non-institutionally based executive 

hoard members. This meant in some cases providing access to equipment 

(such as modems) and in other cases securing access for board members to 

donated university computer accounts. Additional efforts were made to 

familiarize board members with the intricacies of computer networking 

technclogy (Assheton-Smith, 1988). In 1988, I spent r; week in the CRfi'Ct7 

ofdice in Ottawa working with the crffice s+&arolmd computer netwr?rklng. 

Between 1987 and 1989 CRSAW confronted many problems related to 

computer networking. Some of these problems have been solved, and others 

remain unsolved. Several problems arose in the initial hands-on workshop 



conducted for CRLAW in 1987, These included an emphasis on IBM 

compatible computers (several of the board members had Apple Macintosh 

computers and found it difficult to relate the material presented to their 

situations), the fact that the workshop was umilingual, and workshop 

presenters were unfamiliar with computer access in Quebec as well as the 

availability and intricacies of French-language software. With almost no 

budget, no capacity to purchase needed equipment and no in-house 

computing talent CRWW Board members began communicating via 

computer. At that time, three women had university access to a mainframe 

(though each of them accessed their local mainframe through a unique 

combination of hardware and software), and two potential participants (one 

in  inuvik and one i n  Montreal) had access to computers, modems and 

software, but lacked access to a mainframe computer that would allow them 

to communicate with anyone else on the Board (Assheton-Smith, 6988). A 

number of difficulties arose. 

The three women with access to university mainframes began 

communicating relatively quickly, despite problems they encountered related 

to addressing and computer break downs. When Carl ,on University offered 

tr, donate additional computer accounts to CRIAW (one was already in use by 

the office staff in Ottawa) a decision was made to use those account8 to 

pr~vide  the non-university women in lnuvik and Montreal with access to 

other communicators. The Carleton computer was not only difficult to learn 

and use, but Carleton computing staff also lacked information that C R M W  

needed, Finally, the Carleton computer had built-in limitations that made it 

impossible for CHAW to easily distribute memages to all potential 

participants. Although the board member in Inuwik had an account on the 

Carleton mainframe, there was no datapac node in Inuvik. This meant there 



was no straight fwward way for the woman in Hnezvik to access the Cadeton 

computer without spending large amounts of money on either Hong distance 

telephone charges or charges incurred &om accessing the Carlieton computer 

via a costly commercial network (Amheton-Smith, 1988). CRIAW strPff 

members at times found it difficult to meet their day-to-day work obligations 

as they struggled to rnastgs the new communjcatiom system. 

To their credit, C R U W  board members have continued to use 

computer networking to meet some of their comnunication needs, The early 

years of experimentation and a lack of availability of fv-nding to krtlner 

develop the organization's ability to commnunicate via computer have led 

CRIAW to revise their expectations. 

CRUW's use sf computer networks raises several issues related to 

access, and brings these complex issues into sharper focus. Perhaps more 

than any of the computer network implementations discussed so far, CRUW 

has attempted to facilitate communication via computer between several 

distinct (and at times overlapping) groups of people. Among the differences 

CRIAW has attempted to transcend via computer network are linguistic 

differences, geographic distances, differential access to resources (e.g., by 

providing some potential participants with moderns a d o r  access to 

university based computer netxorks) and diff'erences in knowledge related to 

computer networking. Their use of computer networking in an organizational 

context has hinted at issues related to additional demands being placed on 

staff merr,bcrs, z,nd the possibility of comppiter networking in an 

organizational context leading to a redistribution of staf f  responsibilities. 

THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF UNIVERSITY WOMEN 

Another women's organization that has attempted to meet some of its 



communication needs via computer is the American Association of University 

Women (AAUW). -MUW, like CRXAW is a national organization. Urrlikc 

CRMW, membership is only open to women with University degrees. 

MUW's  interest in computer networks and the social impacts of technology 

dates back to the early 1980s. Interest in computes networking technology 

resulted in a hands-on computer networking workshop for members of the 

Idaho chapter of -WW in 1986. Although it appeared for a few years that, 

AAUW's interest in computer networking was waning, in December of 1989 

M U W  began offering computer networking services through an  

arrangement with The Source (a large commercial computer network). 

Although the AAUW National Office has its own mini-computer that 

was donated by the Digital Equipment Corporation, in meeting their 

I. ourcc?; computer networking needs, they negotiated an agreement with The Cj 

when The Source was acquired by CornpuServe, the agreement was 

transferred to CompuServe. Perhaps one of the factors that led to AAUW'f; 

decision to use The Source was the concern M U W  staff members exprcssed 

at having the office swamped with information requests, and the desire to 

keep their in-house computer system from being overloaded. They had 

envisioned a computer system that would allow AAUW to drop information 

onto the network, but would prohibit network users from passing information 

back to the AAUW oflice via computer network, As originally cormceived, the 

system was intended for M W  leaders, who would be trained to use it. J f  

succesafil, the computer fretwork wo-dd be open to  the general rnernbership. 

The board of AAUW (perhaps because they Sacked a general 

understanding of computer networks) was hardly involved in deci~iorr~ 

related to implementation of the computer network. One member recalls that 

the proposal to use The Source was presented as  hn eithedor issue to the 



Board. The Board did not discuss the proposal in analytical terms. A member 

commented that it was juse sort of doomed from the beginning. By the time 

the network was Introduced in December of 1989, the notion of developing a 

core of competent, trained users had been lost. The system was introduced txr 

the entire membership a t  once. Like the Amazon line, M U W  had failed to 

provide training or information about what computer networking required in 

terms sf hardware, software, or access. By June of 1990 The Source had been 

acquired by CornpuServe, and only ten people were using CornpuServe to 

communicate with other AAUW members (Personal Communica~ion, Sara 

Harder, May f 99 1 ). By the fall of 1990 any visibility AAUW might have had 

on CompuServe had vanished. ComparServe management was unaware of 

M U W ' s  use OF that network. and a ke~word search for AAUW users in the 

CompuSeme directory produced no resdts (personal experience). 

Although all of the factors thait corntributed to the failure of AAUW's 

efforts are unknown, it is plausible that one of the factors that hampered 

their efforts was the sale of The Source to CompuServe. It is possible that the 

initial announcement that AaUW members could csxnmunicate via cornputsr 

encouraged s m e  AAUW members to acquire access to computers and/or the 

expertise to connect to a computer network. The process of acquiring 

computer equipment, gaining a sense of how it works and beginning to use it 

for computer networking often takes an inexperienced user a year or longer. 

It may be that by the time some users were ready to connect to The Source, it 

had vanished. Allhaugh anyone who had an account on The Source was 

given a complimentary account on CompuSrve at the time The Source was 

sold, potential Source users would not have known that AAUW's networking 

resources had been transferred to CompuServe. AAUWs experiences with 

computer networking suggest that an issue warranting further consideration 



is who owns the resources that support a group's on-line communic~tion ( th is  

issue is addressed again in parts B and C>. 

CONCLUSION 

Many other instances of the use of  compute^ networks in the context 

of feminism exist. Since this study begm, several other networks have begun 

to offer women's s e ~ c e s  (such as the Well run by the Whole thr th  

Catalogue), and a few bulletin boards have catered to a feminist audicncrb 

(such as  the Jane Addams Bulletin Board in Chicago, and the I+WoNct 

feminist echo-mail conference). During the period of the study the Canadian 

lJnion of Publie Employees (CUPEj began a computes network called 

SoliNet. SoliNet (available on a fee for sen7ice basis to other unions arnd 

individuals) has a women's section that operates on an invitational basis. In 

additicn, regional and national women's groups in Canada are beginning to 

consider computer networking as an alternative to conventional modes of 

communication. b o n g  the groups who have held workshops for their 

general memBesskiip about adapting computer neworking technology are 

CRIAW/Newfoundland, the B.C.Kukon Association of Women's Centres, and 

Women in Trades and Technology. Some board members of the National 

Action Committee on the Status of Women arc currently cornrnunicating 

electronically via a cumputer located in Toronto. In addition, members of' 

other groups such as  the Vancouver Status of Women and Hdmontm Status 

of Women have begun to discuss the use of computer networks in those 

organizations. The C a r d i a n  flWornen's Studies Association is beginning to 

investigate creating a computer network ta facilitate communication hetween 

wo~nen's studies programs in Canada. Clearly, inkrest in ufiing comp~ter  

networking technology is high amongst feminist organizations. 



The adoption of computer networking technology by women in the 

context of f~rninisrn has beefi varied. In some cases, such as Net.women and 

the women's section on CornguServe, access to computer networking 

technology allowed women who had not previously met to discuss their 

feminist concerns with a wider, and in some cases more diverse, audience 

(see Rowen, 1991b and Van Gelder, 1991). In other cases (the Femail mailing 

list, Soc.ferninism), having determined that computer networking could 

accommodate debate about feminist issues, women acting as individuals have 

attempted to establish the circumstances that will allow them to explore 

sirnilzrities and dif'ferences women experience as  a group. Efforts have been 

made to enhance the information flow to local. women's communities (the 

WBBS) as well as  nationwide (the Amazon Line), Finally, women's 

organizations (CRIAW and U U W )  have attempted to use computer 

networking technology to enhance inter-organizational comunication, and 

can see the potential of employing this technology to enhance communication 

amongst members of the organization. 

In recounting a partial history of the use of computer networks by 

women in the context of feminist change, several issues emerge. First, 

computer network structure in a general sense helps define the nature of 

interaction that can take place between communicators. Second, access to 

networking technology does not ensure that an environment suitable tx the 

exploration of feminist issues will exist, Third, the existence of a computer 

network does not ensure that it will be used; women's lack of familiarity with 

the technology involved constrains its adoption by women. Computer 

networks can place new demands on workers in organizations that have 

adopted networking technology. Finally, geographic, economic and linguistic 

difl'erences can reinforce, rather than diminish, power inequities when this 



technology is used in an organizational setting. Althougtl these issiws haw 

been addressed previously by feminists and researchers investigating issues 

related to women and technological change, we still know little about how 

these issues play themselves out in an environment of computer-~nediatccf 

communic;aiion, and even less about how to bring these issues to resohkion. 



Gregory and Casroll (1978) identify three aspects of a language 

event: the substantial, the formal and the situational. The substance of 

language refers to its transmission. Transmission can be either phonic 

(audible sounds) or graphic. The formal aspect of language refers to patterns 

in language (such as grammar and vocabulary) that make language 

meaningful and understandable. Finally, the situational aspect of language 

refers to the relevant extra-textual circumstances (both linguistic and non- 

linguistic) of a language event or text. Halliday refers to this as  "the 

environment in which text comes to life" (Cited in Gregory and Carroll, p. 4, 

1978). In a broad sense this study is concerned with the interaction of the 

substantial and situational aspects of language or colmaanicative events 

concerned with women's issues and feminisni that occur via computer 

networks, and the social relations tkat produce these communicative events. 

Although computer networks can and are being used to facilitate 

community organizing in the women's movement, their value as an 

organizing tool is not guaranteed simply as a function of their use. Social and 

technical choices are made during the design and implementation stages of 

computer networks tkat ultimately determine the value of computer 

networks as  an organizing tool in the context of femilnism and other forms of 

social change. In order to understand why some attempts to use computer 



networks have failed, why others have succeeded, and the limitations and 

strengths of computer networks in the context of social change, the 

investigation of computer networks presented here begins with an in depth 

look at the relationship of network structure (a non-linguistic situaticnznl 

aspect of the communicative event) to the form of communication occurring 

on f a n  different types of computer networks. 

RIE RELATPONS~P OF C Q ~ U T I E R  NEWOM STRUC'FU~ TO 
C Q ~ ~ J I C A T I O N  POSSIF~ILITIES 

Although it  is often assumed by novice users of computer networks 

that the use of any computer networking facilities will accommodate a h l l  

range of electronic communication options, this is in fact not the case. Each 

physical network structure supports a different array of communication 

options, and within any given category sf computes network structure (for 

example local single node computer bulletin board systems), implicit and 

explicit social decisions appear to affect membership in speech communities 

that exist on-line, as well as the communicative n o m s  that evolve and are 

maintained on-line (see Part B). 

In understanding this phenomenon, it is important to recognize that 

the design and implementation of computer networks is a complex procew, 

embedded in the larger context of society. In some senses, this process itself 

determines how individual women, feminist and other social change 

organizations use computer networks in the context of social change work. 

Similar to Franklin's (1990) analogy of a house built by technology in which 

we all live, our actions affected by its design, the analogy of computer 

networks as  a party is useful in illustrating Row ;;ocial choice6 interact with 

technical decisions ti3 produce a computer network that supper-t~j some fi~rrnfi 

of communication ar d not others. 



In comparing computer networks to a party, the place a party is held 

(for example a roan or building along with the furniture in it) can be thought 

of a5 analogous to the physical structure of a computer network. The format 

of the party (e.g. cocktail party vs. dinner party vs. potluck brunch) as well as 

who the hostesses choose to invite can be viewed as; social characteristics, 

analogous to social decisions made about the co.mputer ~etwork. 19 

If the room selected for a party has very formal furnishings, most 

guests will make some attempt to act appropriately formal. Similarly, if a 

party is held on a beach, a different mood iq conveyed, and most guests will 

be inclined to dress and act more casually. In a similar fashion, decisions 

about what computer hardware and software are used for a network, and 

how the network is physically organized determine the types of 

communication possible, and set a stage for social interaction on computer 

networks. For any particular physical network structure, some things will be 

true, regardless of who the users are. 

If users of a multi-node computer network (other than Usenet) decide 

they want to  exchange thoughts on women's issues, participants at  each node 

must decide on a common node to coordinate the distribution of messages 

coming in from all nodes. In contrast, if users of a single node wide area 

network (for example PeaceNet) wanted to have a discussion about women's 

issues, they might begin by deciding whether to have their discussion via a 

'g~ctually, decisions about the physical stmcture of a computer 
network: like decisions about where a party is held, are also based on social 
goals. In relation to computer netwnrks however, the social nature of 
decisions about the physical structure of computer networks have been one 
step removed, with technical grounds being considered first, foilowed by 
social decisions of a narrower scope. 



mailing list (similar to multi-node systems), a bulletin board (similrw to a 

si~gle-node local system) or a conference. Table 4.1 summarizes the types of 

commufication possible for each of the network structures outlined abovc. 

along with the major strengths and weaknesses associated with each. 

TABLE 4.1: 
NETWORK STRUCTURES AND COMMWICATICBN POSSIBILITIES: 

STRENGTHS AND WEAIEQNESSES 

I NETWORK FORMS OF STRENGTHS, WEAKNESSES AND ISSIJES 
TYPES COiMMUNiCATION 
Local Single E-mail Low cost to local users; high cost if out of local 
Node BRS calling area; 

File transfer Relatively quick implementation but limited 
Limited database capabilities; 
Conferencing Software usually encourages centralized control 

of content and does not support shared, collectivu 
or collaborative system management; 
System access is individualized; 
Control of content is ambiguous. -- 

Wide Area E-mail Possibility of using existing services may r tdurc  
Single Node BBS implementation time; 

File transfer Wide range of services available; 
Databases Higher costs to users result from use of value 
Conferencing added carriers; 

Accessing system is more complex due to ncod to 
use value added carriers; 
If using commercial services, users may be 
unable to alter software to meet the group's 
needs, and users risk lass of access; 
Geographic inequities in cost of access; 
Control of' the network and user support iirt! 

external to the group. --- 
Wide Area E-mail Low cost to users; 
Multi-Node Bundled E-mail Routing/addressing is corr~plex and users w e  

Public Files vulnerable to routing changes; 
File transfer Addressing problems increase with nunlbcr of 

possible nodes; 
Participants get information out of sequence; 
Highly individualized access (often through 
institutions); 
Difficult to provide support; 

I More dificult to control privacy. - 

When parties are thrown, many social decisions are made: whom to 

invite, whether children are welcome, whether alcohol i s  wrved, whether 

events are determined by guests spontaneously or are orchestratd by the 



hostess and so on. Similarly, Within the limitations inherent to whatever 

physical network structure has been chosen as the infrastructure for 

computes-mediatc?d comunication, many explicitly social decisions must be 

made. Far any conmunication act, decisions must be made about whom to 

include, and in some cases (a mailing list or computer conference) whether 

the information exchange sho1.116 be moderated or unmoderated. If a decision 

is made ta form a moderated group, criteria for the moderator to follow must 

be determined. 

]If a group's goals are simply to explore a set o f  issues with people who 

are geographically dispersed a multi-node mailing list such as those 

available on Usenet might be an appropriate solution. Or, if the potential to 

have structured discussions between several people on specific issues is 

desired, (computer conferences) along with access to resources such as 

databases containing bibliographies and mailing lists, a single-node 

commercial system might be most appropriate. This is the type of service the 

founders of the Amazon Line, (from Toronw) hoped to pmvide, and 

supporters of the CornpuServe Information Service Women's section 

attempted to ensure. 

If the main goal of organizing efTorts is to increase the informatior, 

flow between individuals andlor organizations in a single city, a single node 

computer bdletin board system might be most appropriate. The Women's 

Bulletin Board system in New York city atte~npts to serve this function for 

that city's women's commranity. Or, if encouraging daily comnuication 

between board members and committee members sf a nationwide women's 

organization (many sf whom have institut;ional access to campaxters), is 

desired, a private multi-node mailing list might be most approp~ate. The 

Canadian Research Institate for the Advancement of Women (CRZthW) hag 



taken this approach to meet their short-term goals. 

The structure of computer networks can be seen as aai extra-linguistic 

situational aspect of communication that, occurs via computer networks. T A P  

importance of the relationship between computet network structure and the 

forms of communication that take place on particular computer networks is 

only one set of complex relationships that become evident through an in 

depth examination of the text produced through computer-mediated 

interaction. Other questions that can be addressed through an analysis of 

text resulting from network based communication include how are women 

using computer networks in the context of feminism? Who are tho 

participants that come together to form groups through computer networks, 

and what are they talking about? What is the nature sf the communication 

processes that are occurring on-line, and is it related to network structure? 

What kinds of group processes occur in this social context? What are the 

norms of communication, and how are they enforced? Is accesl; (open, 

restricted, etc.) related to the content of c~mmunication events? 

When considered alongside other studies of computer networking, 

this study is unique in terns  of the questions it asks and issues i t  addresses. 

This focus necessitated the atypical theoretical and methodological approach 

adapted here. Justification for the discourse-based analysis of computer 

networks derived from Smith's (199Oa & 1990b) approach- outlined in 

chapter one and used here- is rooted in the exploratory nature of the study, 

the scope of questions asked, the social context being investigated and ihc 

Ilindatisns irherent to investigating complex social procemcs through 

quantitative survey instruments. Probably the most significant of these 

factors was the exploratory nature of the study. 



~uAEITKI'I'~E METHODS: OVERVIEW 

Quaiitative methods provide an alternative theoretical approach to 

the social sciences in general, and sociology in particular. Anderson (1987) 

points out that a qualitative approach to social science research is a much 

less conventional approach than is quantitative research. Although in 

quantitative research there is general agreement on what the major methods 

should be and how they relate to theory building, in qualitative research 

there is considerable variation in what is considered permissible, and in the 

rules that confiect evidence to  theory. Quantitative sociology revohea around 

the principle of objectivism; qualitative sociology springs from the principle of 

subjectivism (Denzin, 1978). In order to understand why qualitative 

approaches to sociology have emerged, it is useful to identify some of the 

criticisms qualitative soda1 scientists have made of traditional, or 

quantitative approaches to social science. 

Qualitative social scientists identify at least four flaws inherent to 

the quantitative approach to social science. First, during the early stages of 

any discipline or theory, narrow, rigorous, predefined research methods are 

inappropriate because they hinder the possibility of discovering new aspects 

of a situation, that may not be measurable or analyzable using quantitatively 

based methods. Second, conventional research designs, data colllection and 

analytical methods are not adequate on their own for the study of human 

activity, because traditional approaches often examine a problem in an 

acontextual way, and human activity occurs in specific contexts. 

Third, the positivist approach to social science research cannot easily 

generate explicit alternatives to its assumptions and perspectives. Rather, it 

only accommodates the identification and falsifiability of alternate 

explanations within its framework. Fourth, the quantitative approach to 



social science has many practical and policy limitations. For example. 

although a quantit ztive approach may indicate that variance occurs, it does 

not explain why that variance occurs. However, the cause of variance may be 

of crucial importance to a policy maker (Williams, Rice & Rodgers, 1988). 

In keeping with these criticisms, qualitative social scientists argue 

that the study of human life should be viewed as an interprethe (rather t h i ~ l ~  

objective) science. The causes of human behaviour are not found in objectified 

attributes, but rather in meanings held by individuals. The job of the 

qualitative sociologist therefore, is to make those meanixrgs explicit by 

interpreting the soeial actions of others (Anderson, 1989). 

Where quantitative research demands that the researcher maintain a 

certain detachment from the object of study (Addelson, 1983; Anderson, 

1987), qualitative research demands that the researcher develop an 

empathetic understanding of the subjects of study, that is possible because 

the researcher acts as both analyst and object of study. The qualitative 

researcher must practice the 'natural attitude' (interpreting experiences and 

bringing them into consciousness) first as a native participant in a situation, 

and then as  a critical observes of that situation; the qualitative sociologkt is 

concerned with the social construction of meaning, and this process can only 

be fully understood when a researcher participates in the social construction 

of meaning, and then critically reflects on the processes that have occurred 

(Anderson, 1987).~' 

There have bsen nxmerous criticisms of the widely held view that 

2 Q ~ o r  an extended discussion of qualitative sociological research, and 
how it differs from quantitative sociological research, see chapter nine of 
Anderson, 1987. 



science is neutral (Arditti, Brennan & Cavrak, 1980; Addelson, 1983; Easlea, 

1980; Gorz, 1976; Hose & Rose, 1980). These arguments are not as significant 

here as the implications sf this assumed neutrality. It is useful to consider 

how the notions of objectivity and subjectivity play themselves out in the 

context of social science research. 

Addelson (1983) points out that the goal sf science is to contribute to 

the growth of knowledge, through new scientific discoveries. As a culture, we 

believe that the methods of science are rational, and, if used correctly, will 

yield objective knowledge. Addelson argues that science is supposed to be 

different from religion, metaphysics and superstition because its methods 

require criticism, testing, and falsifability. We view science as  a source of 

rationality in a, chaotic world (Arditti, Breman BE Cavrak, 198Q). Science is 

the pursuit of laws, that are valid irrespective of their discoverer. The facts 

and laws of science we're told, have an immutable character; the speed of 

light is the same, regardless of who measures it (Rase & Rose, 1988). 231 

Typically, scientists assume that because there is only one reality there can 

only be one correct understanding of it, or one correctly described truth 

(Addelson, 1983; Anderson, 1987). 

Scientists view the world in a sense as a patterned puzzle. Once the 

correct pattern is discovered, the puzzle can be solved, The world is out there, 

and the job of the scientist is to discover truths, intrinsic to that world, that 

explain how it works. From the scientist's point of view, the world can be 

explained in terms of a c~rnplex series of causes and effects, which are 

obtained by the scientist throcgh the use of systematically applied objective 

21 For a condensed discussion of the evolution of the natural sciences, see Rose and 
Rosa, 1980. For an extended discussion of objectivity in the sciences, see Easlea, 1980). 



techniques. Such is the conventional wisdom about science. It is from this 

conventional wisdom, that the dominant paradigm Within the social sciences 

has emerged- that of quantification. 

Denzin (1978) maintains that the discipline of sociology is, and has 

been overwhelmingly quantitative in orientation. He attributes this 

conceptualization of sociology to the assumption that all sciences are 

quantitative, cumulative, and statistical in nature. Williams, Rice and 

Rodgers (1988) outline several assumptions that are inherent to the 

quantitative (or positivist) view of the social sciences. Anlong them are that 

the scientific method is appropriate for most topics of inquiry; that the goal of' 

inquiry is to identify causal relationships; that the basis far analysis can Lac 

experienced by the human sense, and, as such, speculation and nonmatesiill 

forces are not acceptable evidence; that the process of science is value free, 

and its foundations are mathematics and logic; that the focus of study is a 

real, objective world, and that the basis for credibility in research is the 

ability to replicate research results in similar circumstances. 

Within the discipline of sociology Denzin (1978) argues, this has been 

expressed in terms of a quantitative view of social st,mcture, social process 

and research methodology. It led to a model of causal analysis that stresses 

the effects of independent variables on dependent variables in rigidly 

struct~lred experimental situations. As Anderson (1987) points out, the use of 

quantitative methods in the soda1 sciences is a quest for univer~al 

generalizations which will describe the characteristics, practices, causes and 

consequences of human behaviour. A common assumption about the uw of 

scientific methods is that characteristics sf the researcher (such as  class 

background, gender and ethnicity) will not influence the result8 of the 

research process. 



One consequence of this emphasis on objectivity is the separation of 

theory from practice. Gsrz (1976), in writing about the class character of 

science and scientists, argues that in science (and the rest of dominant 

culture) the development of theory has been divorced from practice, and From 

ordinary people's lives and needs. This is perpetuated in the training of 

scientists as well Gorz; Addelson, 1583). Science, Gorz argues, has been 

submitted to the same division of labour as  production work. As a 

consequence, the production of scientific knowledge has been submitted to 

the same hierarchical division of labour and fragmentation of tasks as  the 

production of other commodities. One person might define a problem, others 

might test hypotheses, or work on a small component of a larger problem and 

so on. 

FinalSy, the production of scientific knowledge is seen as not only 

value free, but completely independent of the end uses of research (Hubbard, 

1979). For the natural scientist, the goal of the research process is the 

dis::overy of scientific knowledge; the job of the scientist is to discover rules - 
he or she is unconcerned with their ultimate use. 

For feminists engaged in research, this concept is problematic. 

Feminism is by definition about soda1 change. The undertaking of research 

from a feminist perspective is inherently nsn-neutral and iduenced by 

values. Eichler (1987) points out that feminist research can be defined as  any 

sf the following: research that is informed by a cornmitrnent to social justice 

for wornex, research that exposes prevailing sexist bias, research that creates 

unbiased alternatives and/or eoastsrxts reality from a female perspective, 

Feminist research is concerned minimally with p r o ~ d i n g  accurate 

information about women and women's lives. Smith (P987), critical sf the 

treatment of women as objects of study within sociology, advocates an 



alternative sociology, and suggests that it "feminist nmode of inquiry might 

then begin with women's experience from women's standpoint and cxplorc 

how it  is shaped in the extended relations of larger social and political 

relations" (p. 20). To the extent that this goal informs one's articulation of' n 

problem as well as the range of questions asked, the end uses fernirsist 

research will be put to influence the methods employed in feminist research. 

Clearly, the ends research are put to do have inaplicntiorw for 

research design 311 general and the selection of research methods in 

particular. The interest in computer networks in business settings has ltld to 

research concerned with cost justification and implementation of' computer 

networks. The interest in computer networks ir, scientific and research 

environments equates high use of conlputer networks with their utility, yet 

fails adequately to identify from the users' perspective what that usefulness 

is, In both of these situations, the end uses cf research and the scope of 

questions asked are inextricably tied together. And, in both cases, questions 

concerning content of communication, the meaning held by partkipanti; and 

the function of the comnlunicative events falls outside of the scope of inquiry. 

Despite general criticism of quantitative methods, and criticisms (sf 

sexism in social, science research by feminist scholars, the commonly held 

belief that scientific methods (including those employed within the social 

sciences) are neutral and value free has contributed to the absence of 

research concerned with the meaning, content and function of computer 

mediated comunications, as well as research concerned with the w e  of 



computer networks by woman to discuss women's issues and feminism,= Xn 

light of my interest in investigating the use of computer networks by women 

engaged in discussions about women" issues and feminism, and the absence 

of previous work that addresses these issues, the research presented here is 

by necessity of an exploratory nature. 

fChTrONA LE 

I t  is commonly argued that qualitative methods are well suited to 

exploratory research (Marshall i& Rossrnm, 1989; Kirby & McKenna, 1989; 

Anderson, 1987). Eichler (1987) additionally points out that qualitative 

metho& ar: particularly appropriate for exploring subjective experiences 

when little is known a t  the collective level. In tkese instances, no reasonable 

decisions can he ma& about which are the most important variables to 

collect information about. Am absence of basic knowledge concerning the 

phenomenon under study makes the formation o f  hypotheses difficult, if not 

impossible. For these reasons, in conducting this study, I have employed a 

combination of qualitative methods, including a textually based or discourse 

analysis of text generated through the use of computer networks, participant 

observation, and, to a limited degree, interviews. 

With an extensive review of previous research concerned with 

computer communication complete (Balka, 1987), data collection (designed to 

identify the types of networks in use and the range of uses related to 

women's issues and feminism) began. Observation during the data collection 

6 o r - ,  Jolsee chapter nine for a discussion of quantitative research about 
computer netwarks. For an extended critique of problems found in previous 
quantitative research about computer networks see E. BaPka (1987). 

an -t C o w t e r  Networh. Unpublished 
manuscript, Simon Fraser University 1987. 



process suggested there might be a relationship between comyutcr :tctwc:rk 

structure and the content and style of'comunication that occurrcd on-tiw. 

This relationship became the focal point of the study. 

D~SCOURSE ANALYSIS 

Many authors writing about discourse analysis (Stubbs, 8983; Todd 

& Fisches, 1988) argue that sociology is concerned with social action. Soctd 

action in turn is linked to language. And, as Todd and Fisher (1988) and 

Kramasae (1981) point out, each theory of social action has ramifications for 

the construction of gender. The observation made by Stubbs, as well as Todd 

and Fisches, that theories of social action are linked to how we understand 

language, and the related observatior, that theories of social action imply 

theories of gender, are central to an analysis of the use sf computer mediatcd 

discourse by feminists and other advocates of social change. 

Discourse analysis means many things to many people. In a general 

sense discourse analysis refers to the examination of issues related to 

language, conmunication, and social actisn. It includes the sub-fields of 

propositional and syntactical analysis (part of what Gregory and (larroll 

('1978) refer to as  the formal aspect o f  language), specrh act theory, 

~~(cic~linguistics, content and conversational analysis, and writings on the 

relation of language to the formation of consciousness and ideology. Iteccntly 

scholars interested in artificial intelligence have begun examining and 

writing about discourse in search of theory to guide the devc~lopment of' 

computer systems that mimic human communication. 

Although here discourse analysis is defined as the study of' the 

relationship of language and communication to social action, a great deal of 

material about discourse analysis fails to explicitly address how language 



and communication are related to social action. Consequently, it is often 

difEcuIt to see how writings in each of the sub-fields above are related to one 

another. 

Some writing deals with discourse analysis as  a method or technique, 

and focuses on issues such as how to collect and code data. Other material 

presents discourse analysis as s model or theory of comunication and 

focuses on the interpretation of data (written and/or spoken language). 

Finaiiy, same work is concerned with language in a more global or abstract 

sense, as a process that is both iduenced by and reproduces class and/or 

gender baaed social relations (see for example Smith, 1990b). 

To confuse matters even more, discourse analysis is studied and used 

for many different purposes. This leads some authors to focus on linguistic 

rules and syntax (the production of language), while others focus on 

discursive styles and patterns in efforts to demonstrate how men and women 

communicate difirently. In the latter case, the end goal of demonstrating 

gender-based communication digerences might be to argue that women are 

inferior to men, or it might be to argue that language contributes to the 

oppression sf women. 

All of these factors combined suggzst that several issues should be 

addressed in any study where discourse analysis is incorporated. First, it is 

useful to distinguish between theories or models of discourse, and discsmrse 

analysis as  method or technique. Within the former category, one might 

additionally address the relationship of language to soeial action or reality, 

as  well as the relationship of language to gender construction. The failure of 

most work on discourse analysis to make explicit these relationships has 

made it difficult to ascertain the theoretical perspectives underlying 

techniques for discourse analysis and to determine what the practical 



implications of models of discourse are. 

W e n  the relationship of language and co~nmuxaication to social 

action is placed in the foreground, one can begin to understand why sornc 

authors focus on linguistic rules and others focus on types of discourse, or 

language as a process that reproduces socia! relations. In addit.ion, this 

approach allows us to see that implicit to all theories of social action are 

theories of gender, and that communicatkn is eentral to the production of 

gendered selves (Todd & Fischer, 1988). Ia discussing the relationship of 

language to social action, it is possible to see how authors writing from 

different perspectives view the relationship of language and communication 

to gender. 

Theories Of Social Action And Gender - 
Todd and Fischer (1988) credit Parsons as the dominant theorist of 

the structuralist-hnctional position within sociology. His normative theory of 

social action. (that explicitly addressed gender), argued that society was held 

together by norms, values, and consensns. Norms were seen as governing 

action in a direct ar*J unproblematic way. Male and female roles were 

different: men were instrumental, women expressive. Gender roles are fieen 

as acquired through complex gender socialization, where language is an 

unaddressed background resource. For Parsons, the world he described was 

as it ought t80 be (Todd & Fischer, 1988). This theory suggests that roles 

might change if norms and values change, but lacks detail about how such 

changes might occur. Theories of social action that subsequently emerged, 

such as symbolic interactionism and ethnomethodology in a sense responded 

to some of the limitations of the structuralist-functional view of social reality. 

Symbolic interactionists proposed a process that explained how 



individuals acquired a sense of self. For symbolic interactionists, a sense of 

self is acquired in interaction with others, and language is the medium of 

acquisition. Enholm (1980) outlines three assumptions of symbolic 

interaction theory, originally formulated by Herbert Blumer: "(1) we act on 

the basis of meanings; (2) meanings arise out of our social interaction; and (31 

meanings are handled in, and modified by, an interpretive process which we 

use in dealing with stimuli" ( p .  124). Where Parsons saw gender roles as 

somewhat fixed (men were instrumental, women expressive), for symbolic 

interactionists, given that the self is acquired in interaction (within a 

normative context), the potential for greater flexibility in gender roles exists. 

Gender roles do not follow directly from social norms. 

For ethrromethodologists, one's sense of self (and one's social reality) 

is also in a sense acquired (or accompllished) through interaction. However, 

unlike symbdic interactionists, ethnomethodologists focus on the normative 

environment as a topic of study (Todd & Fischer, 1988). Within an 

ethnomethodological perspective, "instead of using talk to make sense of 

other phenomena, talk itself is the phenomenon of study" (Painter, 1980 p. 

135). Communication is viewed as an ongoing process that constitutes social 

reality; social reality can exist only through communicative work. The 

acquisition of gender is seen as a process that occurs through interaction 

with others, as individuals learn to take for granted what others do in 

relation to gendered roles (Todd gE Fischer, 1988; Smith, 1990b). Gender 

identity is accomplished. 

Although each of these theories differs in the position language is 

accorded in relation to social action, and in terms of how gender is 

understood, the three theories are similar in that all focus on individual 

twhaviour as the unit of sctcial change. In addition, for both s p b d i c  



interactionists and ethnomethodologists, the focus of analysis is on langungc. 

In contrast, marxist and marxist-feminist scholars have focused on the largcr 

social context within which these interactions occur, and in doing so, focus on 

change as  a wider social process. For Marxists, western capitalist societitls 

can be characterized by a division of labour, hierarchy, and class domination. 

N1 are requirements for a smooth functioning capitalistic society. Marxist- 

feminists add to this that patriarchy is another inter-related system of 

oppression that structures both men and women's lives. CapitaIism and 

patriarchy are both attributed roles in the formation of consciousncss and 

sexist, gendered bekaviour. Language is viewed as an active force, 

inseparable from ideological, economic, and political contexts. 

Theorp And Practice: The Link Between Theories Of Action And T& 
Practices Of Discourse Analvsia 

Many people writing about and employing discourse analysis 21s a 

method fail to make their assumptions about the relationship of language to 

social action explicit. TQ; is nonetheless useful, even in rudimentmy form, to 

link the theories of action to  the practices of discourse analysig. 

Wooton (1975) points out that one controversy facing sc~cioXogists 

stems from how sociologists deal with what people say in naturally occurrir-irrg 

situations. This controversy "centres around the question of whether it i~ 

more accurate and useful to determine the meaning of what  we say 

independently of the particular context in which it is said" (Wooton, p. 14). 

Wooton has identified one of the more important features of diijcourw 

analysis in practice; that is, how the social context that communication 

occurs within is treated within the methods or techniques of' discourw 

analysis. 

If we return briefly to the structuralist-functiz~nalist theory of' ~ocial 



action, we can recall that within that theory of action language is relegated 

the role of an unaddressed background resource in relation to role 

(including gender role) socialization. Little attention is focused on the 

relationship of language to the social context it occurs within. Similarly, 

certain areas of research and practice (for example, content analysisz3) that 

fall under the general heading of discourse analysis address language use 

somewhat independently of the social context in which it occurs. In the same 

sense that the structural-functionalist theory of social action is ambiguous 

about how norms and values change, content analysis is a technique for 

analyzing discourse that often neglects to address the social context or 

situational aspects of discourse. Although there is no direct link between a 

structuralist-functionalist theory of social action and quantitative content 

analysis, they neglect the situational aspects of discourse in similar ways. 

Todd and Fischer (1988) identify two bodies of research that come 

under the heading of sociolinguistics. The second of these addresses linguistic 

rules associated with speech. Stubbs (1983; chapters 4 & 101, in his 

sociolinguistic survey of discourse analysis reviews syntactical and 

propositional analysis. Syntactical and propositional analysis focus on rules 

associated with the production and use of language, where the context or 

situational aspects of communicative events is not central to the analysis, 

although it considers cormtext ko a peater degree than quantitative content 

analysis. 

Fishman (]L972), in outiining issues in the soda!ogy cl' language 

review what he calls descriptive socioiin~istics. Descriptive sociolinguistics 

2 3 ~ e e  Sumner, chapter three (1979) for a critique of quantitative 
calmtent analysis. 



attempts to identify generally accepted and implemented patterns of 

language use, usually within a social network or speech community. The 

logic of such an  approach is that unless we can attain reliable descriptions of' 

existing patterns of social organization in language, it would be impossible to 

ascertain k,aw and why these patterns change or remain stable. This 

approach to socio~inguistics is similar to what Cameron (in Coates and 

Cameron, 1988) identifies as the quantitative paradigm within 

sociolinguistics. I t  is also sirnilar to the first body of research Todd and 

Fischer (1988) identify under the heading of sociolinguistics: a body of 

research that demonstrates that people speak differently in different 

sit lations. 

What Todd and Fischer (1988) refer to as the second focus of 

sociolinguistics, and Cameron names as qualitative  sociolinguistic^ (in 

Coates & Cameron, 1988) is diEcult to relate directly back to any single 

theory of social action outlined above. It places more weight on social contcxt 

than quantitative sociolinguistics. Although some authors utilizing thi H 

second approach have merely identified differences in linguistic patterns, 

others have used the results of this type of socioli~qpistic analysi~ af; a 

starting point for discussions that can be linked back to a ~iyrnbolio 

interactionist perspective. 

If we return momentarily to symbolic interaction as a social theory, 

its connection with qualitative sociolinguistics becomes more clear. Enholm 

(P980), in  discussing the implications of the assumption within ~ymholic 

interaction that we act on the basis of rneanifigs, amerts that for fiymhalic 

interactior&ks, words zre not merely signs of things, but names. "Their 

ascription ts things, such as status, power, roles or group afiiiations, gives 

meaning and determines what we do with regard to them" (p. 326). Fudhcr, 



these names are not fictitious, but are observable reality; our ability to name 

and define our reality constrains our ability to act. 

This is a point that resurfaces in many of the early writings 

concerned with women's use of language and sexism in language. The 

strategy it suggests (in Enhalm's words "the appropriate place to concentrate 

on change is with s:mbols, the instruments that cause our problems and hold 

the promise of solving them") (1980, p. 127) also is  frequently found in 

feminist literature on discourse analysis. 24 

Sociolinguistics (particularly qualitative sociolinguistics) considers 

the social context of language everats more than propositional or syntactical 

analysis. However, speech act theory and conversational analysis 25 

26 (occasionally considered to be part of sodolinguistics ) place even greater 

emphasis on the social context of communication than other methods for 

analyzing discourse that have been outlined above. 

The correspondence between ethnomethodology and the method of 

analysis employed by ethnomethodologists is greater than between other 

models of discourse and methods or techniques chosen dbr analysis. 

Ethnomethodologists view talk as an ongoing process that a sense of social 

reality is accomplished through. Ethnomethodologists maintain that in 

2 4 ~ e e  for example (chapters of Berryman & Eman, 1980; Hill, 1986; 
Krammae, 1981; Krarnarae, Schulz & O'Barr, 1984; Spender, 1980 & 1984). 

2 5 ~ e r e  conversational analysis is used in the sense 
ethnomethodologists use it, rather thnn the more generic sense (similar to 
content analysis) one occasionally comes across in &scomse analysis 
literature. 

26See note 2, page 12 in Coates & Cameron, (1988) for an example of 
authors who consider conversational analysis to be part of sociolinguistics. 



relation to a constantly evolving social reality individuals in a sense learn 

how to interpret nonrandom events, so that it appears as if their perfbrrnmw 

is smooth. Some statements can only be interpreted in light of contextual 

information, that might include a specific social setting, the past experiences 

of a speaker (including past social interactions with others), or the 

relationship between these and other factors in a speech situation (Painter, 

1980). 

Although talk (communication) is central to an  ethnomethodological 

analysis, the focus of ethnsmethodological analyses is on how eontextual 

information is drawn on by participants as they negotiate a sense of social 

reality through ~ornmunicative acts. kather than focusing on linguistic rules 

or patterns as does propositional or syntactical analysis, or attempting to 

document linguistic differences (sociolinguistics), ethnomethodologists focus 

on how background knowledge is drawn on in communicative acts to make 

interaction (and therefore social reality) nom-problematic. For 

ethnomethodologists, the unit of analysis is typically either a speech act, or a 

conversation. Speech act theory looks a t  how language is used and the social 

action accomplished by its use. Conversational analysis attempts to identify 

patterns that occur in talk in a range of contexts. 

The techniques for analyzing discourse that have  bee^ discumed so 

far have all focused on speech or language as the topic of analysi~;. However, 

another group of writings that falls under the heading of discourse analy~is  

focuses, in contrast, on the ways institutional arrangements, or donainan& 

cultural patterns (such ,$s capitalism and patriarchy) influence language. Far 

example Smith argues that 



texts are situated in and structure social relations ... texts enter 
into and order courses of action and relations among 
individuals. The texts themselves have a material presence 
and are produced in an economic and social process which is 
part of a political economy (Smith, p. 162, 1990b). 

Smith and others whose work is derived from a Marxist based 

tradition focus on how language both is created by and creates dominant 

cultural patterns. M t h ~ u g h  the practices of propositional analysis, 

syntactical analysis, so@iolinguistics, speech act theory and conversationa~ 

analysis all begin with an investigation of language, and consider context to 

varying degrees, Marxist based analyses of discourse in a sense start by 

defining or describing the context within which language exists, and only 

subsequently consider language within that context. Hn keeping with this 

perspective, chapters two and three began with a broad presentation of the 

social relations that surrounded the development of eonlputer networks, and 

chapter five (the first of three chapters focusing on analysis) takes as  its 

starting point computer network structure. 

Although not particularly common, it is possible to combine two or 

more approaches ts discourse analysis in investigating a single text or 

communicative event. Smith's work (1987, 1990a & 1990b) for example 

derives from both a Marxist and an ethnornethodological approach. Spender 

(1984) combines a symbolic interactionist/sociolinguktic approach with a 

feminist understanding of women's oppression in relation to patriarchy. Van 

Dijk (1985) points out that "economic and cu.ltusal dominance in 

communication is not only a macro-phenomenon, but also is aciualized in the 

details of media texts c;nb their uses" (p, 8). He argues that classical content 

analysis can be combined with a critical ideological analysis, and that all 

levels of analysis (from 'surface' properties of presentation to the underlying 

meanings of speech acts performed) need to be addressed. 



A multi-faced approach along the lines advocated by Van Dijk has 

been used here. Smith's (1990b) notion that texts are constituents of social 

relations that ofler access to institutional processes that govern our lives has 

been used to link computer network structure to the character of 

comnraunication. Also central to the analysis presented in part B is the notion 

that we should focus on the mundane taken-for-granted aspects of 

c o ~ u n i c a t i o n  drawn on by participants in a comrnunicativc event that 

allows them to make sense of the problematic. This focus on the taken for 

granted aspect of comunication also directed my inquiry towards network 

technology. The explanations presented in part I3 are derived in part from my 

attempts, that began in 1985, to develop communicative competence within 

the world of computer networks. 

ANALYZING CO~MPUI'ER MEDUTEB D I S C O ~ S E  

Various types of discourse present different obstacles and 

opportunities to analysts. Spoken diseowse, for example must be recorded 

and transcribed prior to analysis. The act of recording spoken interaction 

usualy requires participant-observation. Participant observation has its own 

strengths and weaknesses. It can be difficult to control the quality of 

transcriptions, and, it is often diff~cult to convey tone and other inrportant 

information in written analyses of spoken discourse. Computer-mediated 

discourse is easy to collect (by copying computer sessions to a disk and later 

printing them out), does not require transcription, and can be collected 



without the knowledge of speakers.27 The researcher can collect data and a t  

the same time 'participate' in an on-line discussion, or observe it unknown. 

Although these characte~stics make computer-mediated dlscsaurse a 

nice source sf data to work with, it is a somewhat problematic source of data 

in that it shares some characteristics with traditional forms of written 

discourse, and others with spoken discourse. The characteristics i t  shares 

with these two general foms of discourse vary from network to network and 

between speech communities. 

Cameron (1985) argues that the term language blurs the distinction 

between speech and writing. Although linguistics often claim that speech is 

mare basic than writing and that writing is merely a graphic representation 

of speech, in real.ity people's language use and linguistic practices vary 

(Cameron, 19135). Concerned with the same distinction, Stubbs (1983) points 

out that spoken language is constructed in real time, and wsit.ten language is 

generally produced and edited at leisure. Stubbs argues that there are 

conventions against allowing real time pressures affecting written text to be 

present within the finished written product. 

Stubbs' (1983) distinctions in fact do not work well for computer 

mediated communication. When communication occurs tia computer network 

it is not at all uncommon abr text to be unedited (particularly when the 

Z 7 ~ i t h  the exception of previously agreed upon private interactions, 
most computer-mediated discourse is public. Authordspeakers know they are 
being readheard, but don't know in many eases exactiy who is hearing. 
Computer text is a public phenomenon, analogous to a community bulletin 
board at  the launhsmat, letters to the editor of the local paper, or gra%fiti. 
With the exception of" private discussion groups and one-to-one conversation, 
participants use computer networks with the knowledge that what they say 
is public. 



'speaker' is unfamiliar with the computer system being used). and to mix 

stream-of-conciousness writing (much like one rmght find in a diary or Bctter 

to a good friend) with more formal written forms. In addition, some types of 

computer networks (computer bulletin boards, for example) seem to support a 

form of discourse that reads like a conversation where no intmruytions take 

place. Warland (1989) describes a simiiar juxtaposition of standard English 

and oral English (where oral syntax is overlaid onto traditional writtun 

structureS, in her review sf a novel written by a Native Canadian. Computer- 

mediated discourse varies in form in relation to the network type and spccch 

community involved, at  times more closely resembling either written or 

spoken discourse. It is perhaps best viewed as a hybrid form of discourse. 

Identifjlng it as such encourages the use of techniques appropriate to both 

spoken and written discourse, and potentially encourages a broader 

interpretation of data. 

PRACTICES 

Formal data collection took place between January i988 and 

December 3989, Transcripts of on-line communication were collected from 

four computer networks. The networks selected were chosen because they 

represented different physical network structures, and each had been in 

operation as a vehicle for the discussion of women's issues for several years. 

Although efforts were made to monitor all communication on thc four 

networks for the first year, this proved problematic. The high volume of 

message traffic that occun-ed on Usenet, combined with my tenuourj aceem to 

the Computer Science unix system at Simon Fraser University LeR me at 

odds with the system administrator over disk space, Five months aRer data 

collection began a major network reorganization occurred, and Simon Fraser 



no longer received the FeMail mailing list regularly. The regular recycling of 

messages on CompuSeme, combined with hourly access fees, limited 

collection of dnta from that network after research fmds had been 

exhausted. 

Due to the limitations identified above, as  well as variations from 

network to network in terms of how long messages were available on-line (or 

in archival form) after they were written, the time span data covered varied 

from network to network. The data analyzed in this study is described in 

table 4.2, on page 119. 

Attempts were made to collect data from two additional computer 

networks (both were bulletin board systems). One is a community based 

computer bulletin board system (BPZS) in Ottawa (Alternet), and one is a 

feminist bulletin board in the United States (the Jane A d m s  BBS in 

Chicago). In both cases, technical difficulties prohibited data collection, In 

the case of Alternet, data transmission was repeatedly garbled. In the case of 

the Jane A d m s  BBS, although network discussion could be read while 

connected to the system, all attempts to capture the data to disk resulted in 

empty files. Despite these difficulties, I had over two thousand pages of dnta 

to work with. 

Data consisted primarily of transcripts of computer network 

interaction. In all but one case the transcripts were collected through 

participant observation. In the one ease where transcript data was not 

collected solely through participant observation, a complete transcript 

including all messages transmitted from the inception of the Fernail mailing 

list in April 1984, through the date data was requested (mid January, 1988) 



TABLE 4.2: DESCRIPTION OF DATA 
- - 

Network 
Messages -- Soc. women 

Femail 4- I 1339 

Women's 2440 
Bulletin 
Board 

# sf 
Participants 

-- 

Period 

January 20, January 14, 
1988- March 1988- March f 2, 
12, 1988 1988l 

January, 11988 Feb. 29, 1984- 
Jan.  1988 

- - 

February 6, February 1, 
1988- 1988- 
February 28, February 28, 
1988 1988 

-. - 

January 28, March 1986~-  
1988- Novembcr Novembt?r 20, 
22 1988 1988 

Wthough an  examination of date headers in the sample. showed 
forty-four different days, these messages were collected over fifty-two days. 
Because Soc.women messages are deleted from the host node regularly and 
technical difficulties (such as inadequate disk space on the host machine) 
result in the host node froan time to time rejecting its messages, gaps exist 
in the sample. Data was collected over fifty two days, with no messages 
fiom eight days, and a low volume of messages on thirteen of the kr ty four 
days. Low message volume may indicate that not all messages were 
received for those days. Similar conditions are likely to apply to other 
Usenet sites receiving Soc.women. 

ZWorking with a limited amount of storage space, WWBS sysoys 
deleted some messages and left others available for readers. Most memagw 
dating back to 1986 were primarily informational in nature. The bulk of 
messages available on the W R S  during data collection wcrc written in 
198'7 and 1988. 



was  obtained on computer tape." In ail cases I acted as an overt participant 

observer. The extent that I was visible as a participant and/or observer 

varied from network to network. In all cases (other than one-to-one electronic 

mail exchanges) the transcript data collected exists in the public domain. 

Other sources of data include nine formall interviews conducted with 

individuals and one group interview of four people involved in designing, 

implementing and/or operating computer networks included in the study, as 

well as numerous informal face to face and electronic discussions. Formal 

interviews lasted from one tn three and a half hours in duration, and were 

taped when infommts consented. In two instances, archival records 

(meeting minutes from network planning meetings and electronic transcripts 

of network planning discussions) were obtained. Finally, though sparse, 

articles published in the mainstream and alternative presses supplemented 

other forms of data collection. 

Data analysis consisted primarily of qualitative discourse analysis 

performed on paper copies sf network trarrscripts. Each transcript was 

printed in a standard format. Data appeared on paper as it appeared on the 

screen, with the exception sf line numbers in the left-most colunxms, and a 

large blank space on the right of every page, where comments were entered 

during coding. Coding categories emerged in an initial reading of the data, 

and coding and comments were added on the transcripts themselves during 

2 8 ~ n  this instance, I had been a participant-observer on this network 
beginning in 1986, and continued acting in this capacity until network links 
changed and the list became unavailable to me, in May, 1988. Ed Hall, who 
operates one of the Fernail nodes graciously supplied a tape archive of the 
data. John Bradley assisted in transfering it to a format, that could be read by 
computers at  Simon Fraser University. 



subsequent readings. An index of each coding category for each network was 

constructed on index cards, and guided me back to relevant line numbers 

easily. 

Analysis of the transcripts was enhanced through the use of 

computer tools available through Simon Fraser University's mainframe 

computes and the Computer Science Unix facility. The first of these tools is a 

text editor, that was used primarily to search for simple strings of text in 

electronic versions of the transcripts (for example message numbers). The 

second computer tool employed (the A M  programming language) was 

designed to facilitate textual pattern matching. Small programs written in 

AWK allowed me to do things suck as search for all of the lines of a computer 

file that indicated who sent a message. The r e d t s  were placed in new 

mmputer files and in some cases further analyzed. For example, for each 

network, a listing of all of the lines indicating authorship of messages was 

alphabetically sorted. It provided the basis for determining the gender 

composition of network contribut=ss presented in chapter six. During 

preliminary phases of data analysis attempts were made to use the Oxford 

Concordance Program (QCP). It produces word counts and indices of words in 

computer files. After some preliminary trials the OCP was rejected became it 

was too slow, cumbersome and the results it produced were of questionable 

value. 



PART B: 

DJDMDUAL USES OF COMPWTER NETWORKS 



THE ANATOMY OF A MESSAGE: NETWORK STRUCTmE AND 
MESSAGE STRUCTURE 

IN~OBUCTHON 

A number of related factors combine and result in variations in both 

the structure and content of messages from network to network. Among these 

are the network structure (whether a network is a single node network or a 

multi-node network), the locations a network is accessible from (e.g., 

computer oriented workplaces or women's organizations), the software used 

to structure corwnunicative exchanges between individuals who come 

together as a group sn a particular computer network, and the individuals 

themselves. 

Messages fkorn different networks can be broken down into difTercnt 

components (chapter five). By focusing on these different components, we 

begin to gain a sense of how network structure and the software used to 

facilitate co~nmunicatim between individuals on a given network in a 

general sense organizes and structures communication. Focusing on message 

structure is a useful starting point in discussing the communities that 

computer networks are accessible from (chapter six), and differences in the 

content and style of messages, as weli as variation in group processes that 

occurs from network to network (chapter seven). 

By focusing first on the structure of messages from differer~t 

computer netmorks and the relationship of message structure to computer 



network stmcture, a sense of how these networks differ in feel, and how the 

content of messages varies from network ta network begins to emerge. Many 

factor8 contribute to the personality or feeling of a computer network, and 

although the network structure and its relationship to the stmcture sf 

messages is only one factor, it should become increasingly clear that other 

aspects of connmu~cation in these on-line groups are directly and indirectly 

related to network structure. 

in discussing the form of messages from Soc.women, the Fernail 

mailing list, the Men's and Women's Issues Section of CompuServe, and the 

Women's Bulletin Board System a complete message a t  the beginning of each 

section serves as  an example of messages characteristic of each network. 

Excerpts from additioria'l messages are used to illustrate variations that 

commonly occur within each general form. 

THE SOC,WQMEN NEWSGROUP 

The Soc.women news group is an unmodesated news group available 

a t  Usenet sites. In the message that follows (Soc,women Message 1, p. 125),29 

several distinct sections can be identified that appear to be somewhat 

uniform across Soc.women messages. These are headers (lines 516-526), 

attributions (lines 527 and 5331, attributed text (528-532 and 534-536), 

original text (537-545), and the signature (lines 546-554). These components 

result from both the multi-node structure of Usenet, and features designed 

into the Usenet software. 

29Message numbers used here have been sequentialy assigned within 
this document in order to assist the reader in locating material. Line 
numbers of individual messages are taken dimectly &om data files. In mast 
cases, with the exception of font, messages have been reproduced hwe exactly 
as they originally appeared during data collection. 



Soc.wsmen Message 1: 
Path: fornax!ubc-vision!aberta!ihn~!homxb!whuts!mtune!rutgers!h~~~6!necntc!rayssd!hxe 
From: hxe@rayssd.ray.com (Heather Emanuel) 
Newsgroups mc.women 
Subject: Re: Earthsea is Juvenile? 
Message-ID: c1768@rayssd.ray.coms 
Date: 19 Jan 88 l7:58:42 GMT 
References: <22867@cca.CCA.COM> ~98900002@convexs> 
Sendar: hxe@rayssd.ray.com (Heather Emanuel @ Raytheon Company, Portsmouth RI) 
Reply-To: hxe@rayssd.RAY.COM (Heather Emanuei) 
Organization: Raytheon Company, Portsmouth RI 
Lines: 36 

Heather Rose writes: 

:. So, what I was thinking of doing would be to keep my name, my spouse keep 
> his name, then give the boys his name and the girls my name. Then hopefully 
> we mognize a lineage of females as well as the lineage of males. I guess 
> the family as a whole could be recognized as the joining of two lines, one 
> from !he male, the other from the female. What do you all think of this? 

And Doug Hosking responds: 

> Personally, I think there are much more importan! things to thinkhorry about 
r lflwhen I marry, I suppose the name issue will have lo be addressed, but 
> I'm not about to make a big deal of it ... 

As gently as I can: 

Yeah, well 'Heather' said she was worried about it 'now'. This is a 
prime example of what has been mentioned here as "trivializing a 
woman's concerns." I know you do not mean this, but here it is. 
Often, when we (the general "we") claim that sublle sexism is 
everywhere, we are challenged to define it. So we define it, and we 
are chailenged to give "specific examples of when 'I* do i!." 

So I'm giving a specific example. 

By the way, Heather, I like your naming scheme. 

--Heather Emanuel 
hxe@raysd.tay.cam 
(allqra,c~sgd,gatech,ihnp4,linus,necntc,ra~&,uiu&s~!raysd!hxe 

I do not bink my company 'has' an opinion, so the ones in this 
article are obviously my own. 

"!is ofbn said that life is straqs, oh yas, but compared to what?" 
-Steve Forbert 

In Soc:women Message 1 (p. 125), line 516 displays the path the 

message has traveled from the usenet site wherc it originated, to the site 



wtlerc it was read. Reading from right to left, b e  is the I.D. of the sender 

(how the sender is identified on the sending machine). Rayssd is the name of 

the sending machine, and each phase separated by an exclamation mark is 

the name of another usenet site (a node name, representing a specific 

computer at a specific site) along the path from sender to receiver. Often 

there is little or no apparent connection between a site's name, and its 

function or location, (for example husc6). In other cases the connection is 

more apparent. For example, we can deduce that this message has travelled 

to and from computers a t  Rutgers University (rutgers), a computer in Alberta 

(dberta) and a machine at the University of British Columbia (ubc-vision) en 

route to where it was read (a computer at Simon Fraser University). The 

pathname is; generated automaticaily by the software. 

Line 517 of Soc.wornen Message 1 contains information about both 

where the message is from, and who it is fkom. Unless the sender indicates 

that an alias should be used in the From: header, the sender's I.D, (hse), 

machine name (rayssd), and the node name (ray.com) are automatically 

supplied by the sender's netw~rk electronic mail software.30 In this case, 

rayxom stands for Raytheon, a commercial organization, (indicated by the 

.corn). Other organizational indicators include .edu for educational 

institutions, mil for military nodes, .gov fir  government nodes, .uucp for a 

uucp network node and .arpa for an &a network node. Finally, unless the 

sender indicates otherwise, whatever name s h e  has registered with the 

sending machine (if my) will automaticdly be appended to the end of the 

3oOn Usenet, users wishing to send a message ta a usenet newsgroup 
use software called the netnews software. Although the editing functions are 
the same if one is composing a message for a newsgroup or local distribution, 
the information supplied in headers is different. 



From: header. In this case, the sender's name is Heather Emar~ucl. 

Eine 598 indicates which of the many Uscnet newsgroups tht. 

message was sent to. When a message is composed using the news soft war^, 

the sender is prompted about which groups the message should be sent to. I t  

is possible to send a single message to several groups, (this is known as cross- 

posting). In the case of a cross-posted message (messages on Usenet arc 

normally referred to as articles), the sender is prompted by tho software to 

indicate the group any follow tap articles should he posted to. Line 519 

indicates the subject of the message, and is supplied by the sender. If the 

sender has indicated that the message is a response to a previous message, 

(the netnews software prompts the user for this information) the subject line 

will be read from the original message. However, like most items irn Usenct 

headers, the sender can override the default or supplied information with 

information of their choosing. The software can be set to prompt the user 

about whether the message being composed is a summary. If the reply is 

positive, the user is prompted to fill in a summary line and/or keywords that 

describe the article. Had the sender of this message designated that it was a 

summary, a summary header line would follow line 519. 

Lines 520 and 521 of Soc.women Message 1 (p. 125) contain 

information automatically supplied by the sending computer. Uecausc the 

order of messages received by a reader on the Usenet network varieu from 

location to location (in a general sense reflecting the di~tance from sender to 

receiver) and does not follow a particular order (e.g., chronoiogicai!, each 

message must have a unique identifier that allows paeticipant~ in a 

discussion to have a shared sense of what previous message is being referred 

to. This is accomplished by the information in line 520, that i~c generated by 

the sender's computer. Eine 521 contains the date and timet the message wag 



sent. CMT in that line refers to Greenwich Mean Time. Greenwich Mean: 

Time is eight hours later than Pacific Standard Time, or five hours later than 

Eastern Standard Time. This message was sent from the Eastern Standard 

Time zone (Rhode Island) at nearly six p.m. GMT, or nearly one p.m. Eastern 

Standard Time. In other words, this message was sent at  around lunch time 

in the sender's tfme zone. 

Line 522 of Soc.women Message 1 (p. 125), contains the identification 

numbers of the messages this message refers to. The software for sending 

messages around Usenet prompts the user about whether this message is a 

response to previous messages. If the answer is yes, the user indicates the 

previous message or messages the outgoing message is a response to, and the 

reference numbers are automatically generated on the appropriate line. 

Lines 523-526 are generated by the sending computer, unless the sender 

either suppresses or alters the information. For example, a sender may 

choose to omit the sender and reply lines in the outgoing message, in 

attempts to reduce unwanted mail. Or alternatively, the sender may elect to 

supply an alias for the organization line, as well as any text appearkg in 

parentheses in lines 51'7 and 523. Although the software is set up r;o 

explicitly allow aliases in these lines, particularly knowledgeable users are 

able to supply fictitious infomation for other header lines not normally 

accessible through the use of the alias command built into the software. 

Finally, line 526 is supplied by the sending machine. Et allows a reader to see 

the length of a message prior to deciding whether or not to read it. In 

addition, if lines of the message are lost during transnission, it allows the 

reader to determine that this has occurred. 

Lines 527-554 compose the text of the message. Usenet messages can 

be further broken down into attributions (lines 527 and 533), attributed text 



(lines 528-532 and 534-5361, original text (lines 537-5451 and a signature 

(lines 546-5541. Each of these message parts performs a specific function. 

ATTRIBUTIONS AND A?TRIW I ~ I  TEXT 

Several factors contribute to the need for and convention of 

attributions and attributed text in Usmet news groups. First, because 

readers at  different nodes receive Soc.women messages in different 

sequences, a common result is that a reader at  a given site may receive a 

response to a message (a follsrv-up) prior to receiving the oeginal (or parent) 

message. One group participant, referping to a hotly debated parent article 

notes this phenomenon in the opening line of a follow-up article: 

Socwomen Message Excerpts 11: 

4126. (yet to see the original, only cites get here) 

Second, any given Usenet node may subscribe to over a hundred Usenet 

newsgroups. Usenet newsgroups generate a high volume of message Craffrc. 

For example, message trafltic in Soc.women frequently generates in excess of 

one hundred full pages of messages per week. The combirted volume of 

message traffic from all the newsgroups results in a need to delete 

newsgroup messages ta make room for new messages on a regdar basis (e.g., 

every three days). Consequently, if a reader has not read a newsgroup for a 

few days, by the time the reader joins the group again, it is possible that u 

message that generated a number of follow-up articles may have already 



been purged from the reader's node.31 

The combination of the reference header (line 522, Ssc.women 

Message P p. 11.25), and attributed (or quoted) text together with an 

attribution assists a reader in creating or reconstructing a context for the 

original text contained in a follow-up message. Quoted text provides a context 

for replies by both showing "what points in the original [the sender] is 

concerned with and (2) by refreshing the reader's memory about what the 

original said" (Anderson, Costales and Henderson, 1987, p. 280). Typically, 

quoted text is preceded by a greater-than symbol (>). The software for 

responding to newsgroup articles provides an opportunity for the sender to 

include a copy of the original article in the follow-up, complete with greater- 

than symbols (Anderson, Costales and Henderson, 1983). These cues together 

can be seen as performing a function similar to when a newcomer joins a 

con versa ti or^ in progress at a party, and requests that another participant in 

the conversation recount the pertinent details of the missed dialogue, so they 

can be heard for all those participating in the conversation. 

Although some suggested guidelines exist that specify acceptable 

network conduct (netiquette) on Usenet (see for example Anderson, Costales 

and Henderson, (1987) for one of the few published accounts), these are ofhn 

310ne system administrator at a Usenet site describes this process: 
"Different newsgroups have different timeouts. For example, soc,women on 
our system times out in three days ... There's a shell aciipt that deletes 
messages that are, say 3 days old; the amount sf time that you can keep 
something around is variable. You can set it on the system. Decisions are 
made pretty arbitrarily. High volume groups get dumped every couple of 
days. If it is useful or needed, it gets kept around longer, Somebody makes an 
arbitrary decision about what is useful or needed, and how long a newsgroup 
is kept around" (J. Dueck, personal communication, October 15, 1990). 



inaccessible, particularly to less knowledgeable users.32 Orlcc locatmi 

however, the Usenet articles about netiquette do offer some  guideline^ in 

relation to quoted text. Among these are the 50% rule; there should bc "at 

least as  many lines of your original material as there are lines of quoted 

material" (Anderson, Costales and Henderson, 1987, p. 281). Anderson et.ul. 

(1987) point out that some versions of the netnews software have 

implemented the 50% rule, and automatically check the ratio sf origjnal to 

attributed material. However, they also point out it is relatively easy to cheat 

this mechanism by adding blank or nearly blank lines of text to a message. 

Another strategy used to cheat the mechanism that monitors messages for 

adherence to the 50% rule is to include filler lines. This 

messages such as the following: 

Soc.women Message 2: 
11565. rn rn m m no m rm rn no ra 1x1 tm ryr, r r ,  r~ rn 

eads to mctionv of 

t iy) 1 1 7  

In addition to simple attributions and attributed text such as those in 

Soc.women Message 1 (p. 125), attributions can be complex, or nested. 

32For example, after I had both heard about and read about the 
existence of the series of articles on Usenet that addrem netiquette, I 
connected to my local node and began looking for the material. Although ail 
published accounts I had read suggested the material I was looking for would 
be located in a particular place on my node (all nodes in theory share some 
principles of organization), the subdirectory (analogous to a file folder in a 
drawer) was no2 where it should have been. I began looking in other plnce~ 
for the subdirectory, and eventually found it. I eagerly went on to look at the 
contents of the subdirectory, only to find the subdirectory was empty. 
IronicdZy, the empty subdirectory was intended for new users. I eventually 
found the new user subdirectory complete with the infomatian I wanted by 
gaining access to a different unix node, that was organized more along the 
lines of the published accounts I had read. 



,%c.women Message 3,  below provides several examples of nested 

attributions and attributed text. 

Soc.wornen Message 3: 
From: emne~teld@watdragon,waterIOo~eelu [Eric Neufeld) 

In aAde <6717@wl.ARPA> ray@cs.mhester.edu (Ray Frank) writes: 
>In article <5085@watdragon.water1000Qsdu> ersrneu!ei~watd~agon~waterloo.edu (Eric NeufeM) writes: 
>>In article <8121@ebdie.NIIT.EDU> ooblick@sdeiie.NIIT.EDU (Mikki kny )  writes: 
a d n  article <6631@sol.ARPA> ray@cs.ro&ester.edu (Ray Frank) writes: 
>r>>Dea Sirs: 
[...editud...] 
>And Eric writes: 
>>When 1 read Mikki Barry's first posting on the Dear SirlWladam issue, I 
>>thought it sounded like the power trip of an arrogant asshole. I am sure 

*.'*..*.t**.t"..4*** > 
>>many of us know of a certain type ot shithead who is utterly haughty Iowards 

b*..l**'.* 
9 

>>herlhis underlings. but grovels in front of herihis superiors. In fact, Ray 
>>Frank is trying to insinuate that Mikkdti is that kind a4 a person. 
>> 
>Beg you pardon Eric but I've never refered to Mikki an your level. Calling 
zpeople names is no1 usually my forte. You say you now !eel you were wrong 
>and Ihal's fine but do not try to make yourself feel btter a1 my expnsa. 

Apologies extended for anything I may have insinuated. What I meant to say 
was: my first reaction to Mikki's articles was furious-nes against what 1 
tlaoughl was very 'arbitrary' activi ty.... 

[me again ...I 
> 
221 think Ray is wrong about the kind of person Mikki is. First of dl, Mikki 
>>is no fool. 
> 
[ray now ...I 
>I do hot know what kind of person Mikki is. I've never met her. ... 

Line 15538 is a header, indicating that this message is &om Eric 

NeufiePd. Line 15545 (the first line of text in Eric's message) is an 

attribution, indicating that Ray Frank wrote a message (Ray 1) that Eric is 

quoting in the current message. Line 15546 is another attributim, indicating 

that in the message Ray 1, Ray quoted a portion of an earlier message of 

Erie's- (message <5085@watdragon.waterioo.edu>, or Eric 1). Lime 15547 

indicates that in the message Eric 1, Eric quoted Mikki Barry (Mikki 1). Line 

15548 indicates that in the message Mikki 1, Mikki quoted Ray Frank ( b y  

2). Line 15549 indicates that in the message Ray 2, Ray wrote the text "Dear 



Sirs." The author of the current message (Eric) then omits some text (line 

15550), and continues with an attribution from the nwsengtl i b y  1, tlinc 

15551) followed by attributed text from the message Ray 1 (lines 15652- 

15556). The text in lines 15552 -15553, line 15555, and lines 15557-15559 

were originally included in the message Eric I. Note that in each : ~ f  thcsc 

lines, there are two greater-than syri~b~ls  beginning the line. Lines 15554 

and 15556 however were added by Ray, in the message Ray 1 These lines 

begin with only one greater than symbol, along with line 25546, also 

authored by Ray. 

The process of nesting attributions can be seen a6 analogous lo a 

conversation that follows the form of "he said that she said,'hnnd so on. 

Another way of reading lines 15545-15562 sf Soc.women Message 3 (p. 132) 

would be to say the following. Eric said that Ray said that Eric said that 

Mikki said that Ray said Dear Sirs (lines 15545-15549). Then Ray and others 

said some things that are omitted (line 15650), and then Ray said that E r i c  

said (line 15551) the contents of lines 15552-15553, 15555 and f 5557- 15559. 

Ray emphasized the terms arrogant asshole and shithead (line6 15554 and 

15556) that were used by Eric, and went on to criticize Eric (lines 15560- 

15562) in relation to an apology he made to Mikki, Eric then reiterated his 

apology (lines 15563-15565), and in doing so indicated that he felt he had 

been misunderstood. In aidition, he supplies an alternative explanation (in 

lines 15564-15565) for whatever it was he said in the first place that Re 

believes was sxisinte~rpseted, Later in the ineasage Eric agaiii re-ciiiintfi 

additional segments of past exchanges. Having outlined the complex chain of 

attributions in lines 15545-15549 (and perhaps adopting a more personal 

tone in keeping with the intent or purpose sf his message), he urjes a l e ~ s  

formal style of attribution in lines 15581 and 15586. 



The message lbrm of attribert#ion-attributed text-original text appears 

to be unique to the logical structure of Usenet newsgroupsp and the software 

that organizes the flow of communication within Usenet groups.S3 The 

phenomenon of nested attributions appears to be a good indicator sf 

problematic discourse in Usenet newsgroups. This topic is addressed in 

greater detail in chapter seven, in a section titled "Contentions: Dealing with 

Disagreement On-line" (p. 211). 

SIGNATURES 

In Soc.women Message 1 (p. 125), lines 546-554 contain the message 

signature. Anderson, Costales and Henderson (1987) describe a signature as 

a concluding section consisting of a name, a phase  or two, possibly a 

disclaimer, and one or more network addresses and/or paths. The use of 

signatures gives the sender an opportunity " t ~  show some personality, and to 

provide a corporate disclaimer if you feel one is needed" (Anderson, Costales 

and Henderson, 1987, p. 289). Although some versions of the netnews 

software prohibit signatures that exceed four lines, as this message and 

many others demonstrate, signatures in excess of four lines abound. 

The signature in Socwomen Message 1 (p. 125), consists of a name 

33Although the social intervention of moderated TJsenet newsgroups 
could lessen and/or eliminate this phenomenon, in moderated Usenet 
newsgroups that I have read on occasion this phenomenon is usually present. 
Because both the moderation of the group and the distribution of messages 
are decentralized (and supported by the netnews software), messages still 
arrive at  different sites in different orders, creating a need for attributions. 
In addition, the availability of the feature in the netnews software that 
allows direct quoting and supplies the attributed text indicators (greater- 
than signs) and parent articles may reduce the likelihood of the evolution of 
alternative social norms. To investigate this claim, see Soc.feminism, a 
Usenet rncrderated newsgroup that began too fm into the data collection 
period to include in this study. 



(line 5461, a usenet address (line 5477, a path statement (line 5481 that 

indicates a number of node names that the sender's node ctrrnrnunicatt!~ with 

(dlegra, cbosgd etc.), a disclaimer (lines 549-5529> and a quote, that in this 

case is from a song. Signatures vary a great deal. Within the constraints of 

what can be accurately comwicated over Usenet, graphics may appear in a 

signature. In addition, a signature may reflect the sender's alias. For 

example, the following signature is from a message whose author, named 

Josh, uses ihe alias Spidey. 

Soc.women Message 4: 

l3-m F E ~  ~ M ~ ~ I N G  LIST 

The Fernail mailing list is a multi-node distributed mailing list 

available through a variety of networks and sites, including some Usenet 

nodes. Unlike Soc.women, Femail is a moderated group. In addition, 

although Usenet news software automatically allows anyone with access to 

Usenet nodes to automatically send messages to or receive messages from 

Soc.women as well as a number of other Usenet newsgroups, no equivalent 

feature exists for the F e m d  Mailing List. In contrast, all messages that are 

eventually distributed through the Fernail Mailing List are sent to the group 

moderator. The moderator then edits the messages (e.g., removes headcrfi), 

bundles thew up and sends them to a number of individuals using diffcrcnt 

computer networks. These individuals may forward messages to other nodes 

in addition to reading them. Unlike Soc.women messages, in the absence of 

technical difficulties all Femail messages are typically received by 211 readers 

in the same order. These factors result in messages that differ in structure as 



well as content from Soc.women messages. Fe~nail Message 1 (p. 137) 

provides a starting point for a discussion sf the differences between 

Soc.women and Feinail messages. 

HEADEK~ 

Lines 18153-18160 of Femail Message 1 (p. 137) contain headers. 

Although the headers are in many respects similar to those in Usenet 

messages, there are some important differences. First, because all Usenet 

news sites use one of a handful of news software programs, regardless sf 

what node a receiver reads the newsgroup from, the headers are more or less 

the same, and similar i d e s  govern the information contained in those 

headers. For example, the possibilities of altering a number of Usenet header 

lines to include aliases is universal to all Usenet news reading software. In 

contrast, each Femail reader accesses the Fernail messages from a locd node. 

Each local node potentially has unique electronic mail software. 

Consequently, ai'chougk one reader may receive messages with headers 

similar to those in Femail Message 11 (p. 137) below, another reader may 

receive messages that only contain headers indicating when a message was 

sent, who it was &om, who it was sent to, and a message I.D. unique to the 

receiving syste~n.3~ Similarly, although electronic mail programs at some 

nodes may allow readers responding to the group to use aliases in a number 

of headers, e-mail software at oiher nodes may allow senders to use aliases 

only in the "From:" header, and some e-mail software may prohibit the use of 

34A Femail message received at Simon Fraser University contains 
ody  these headers. In contrast, Fernail Message 1 (p. 137) was originally 
received by Ed Hall at the Rand corporation, who graciously archives the 
messages from the Fernail Mailing list. 



aliases entirely. 

Fennail Message I: 
From: elecvax !vdatmath!j 
Received: by &cva.UUCP (4.121.0) 
?id AQ;19271; Thu, 12 Ppr 84 01 :59:17 est 
Date: Wed, 11 Apr 84 102222 est 
From: decvax!watnath!jamcmullan (Judy McMullan) 
Mesageld: <8404111522.AA2245(3@watmath> 
To: deevax!randvax!edhaII 
Subjxr. Group Messages 1 to 6 

February 29,1984??Message 1 

This is the inaugural message for the "feminist* mailing list. 
I guess it is to be expected !hat it would be impossible to reach a consensus 
of 38 people! The original proposal ask& 11 this should be a 
woman-only group or a feminist group (or some intersection set of those) end 
a choice had ?o be made! Of the 30 women who responded, most efther 
didn't tell me their feelings or didn't object to having men in the 
group. There wero 6 women who really wanted men to be included and 
l7.wonen who realiy didn't want to have any men in the group. Thera 
were 8 men who wished to be included. So, it was really rather 
difficult lo see any clear consensus. I have aherefore made the 
decision to include everyone who wantd to be in the group. 

The first few respondents didn't care whether the group was moderated 
but then I got about 113 who wero in favour of it. So, mail your 
submissions IQ me and I will forward them. Oi course, it you ash to 
make a private follow-up to a group mailing, you are always free to 
do so. 
Since everyone on lhe list has managed lo send me mail, I think you 
all know a valid address to me. I have signed my full mail address, 
once again, in case you would like to refer to it. Alter this, I will 
just sign "Judy" or something! 
As moderator, I will not forward any non-constructive flames (ey .  
from woman hatersharers) but if I seem to be forwarding junk, please 
let me know and I wili tighten up my criteria lor exciuaon. 

I wouid have liked to have some snappy lirst topic to include in this 
mailing but I spent the afternoon deep in a fog of hacking and I do not 
think my brain has emerged yet. Perhaps I will be brighter later in 
the week. 

March 2, 1984?Message 2 - from Sophie Quiqley 

Fernail messages contain two types of headers. Although the process 

of getting messages around the Usenet network is totally automated by the 

Usenet software, the same is not true of Fernail messages. Each time a batch 



of messages is sent out to Fernail readers, the moderator must either 

manually specify the exact address(es) where the batch of messages is going 

(line 181593, or program the sending computer to supply those addresses. 

Although Usenet messages jump from feeder machines to backbone sites, and 

on to other backbone sites, no such structure exists for Femail messages. 

Femail messages travel in a similar fashion to Soc.wonien messages, rather 

than passing from one machine to another nearby, Fernail messages are more 

likely to pass through fewer computers along the way, with each jump being 

a greater distance, The analogy of a stream is useful here. Imagine crossing a 

stream by stepping from one rock to another nearby, until the stream has 

been crossed. This is how Soc.wsmen messages travel. In contrast, an 

alternate method to crossing the str9am is to attempt to jump directly from 

one bank to the other. This is how Fernail messages travel. 

The first type of headers in a Fernail message (lines 18153-181553 

indicate the movement of a message from one location to another. These lines 

are appended to the message during its transmission from where i t  was sent 

(a computer named wamath, (line 18153) that stands for Waterloo Math, at  

the University of Waterloo, in Waterloo Ontario), to where it was received. 

Line 18153 of Femail Message 1 (p. 137) contains an abbreviated From: 

header, indicating where the message was fiom, but not whom it was from. 

Line 18154 indicates when the message was received by the computer named 

dacvax, via the Unix to Unix copy program (UUb=P),35 (the name of the 

software that handled the transfer of the message fm Chtario to 

35When the Usenet news software is used to send socwomen 
messages it too relies on uucp. However, because the use of uucp is built into 
nctnews software, the use of uucp i s  transparent. 



California). Line 18155 indicates the I.D. used by the uucp (this is ;I 

shortened form of the message I.D. in line 18158) and the time it W;IS 

received by the machine decvax. The question mark in the first column of 

line 18155 (as well as question marks in 18161) indicates that some text that 

was included in the message could not be properly translated by one of the 

computers that handled the message along its route fiom sender to receiver. 

Each question mark indicates one lost character. 

The second type of headers are based on information that results 

from a combination of what is supplied by the original sender's node (for 

example the message P.D. and time the message was sent), and what i s  

supplied upon the receipt of the message by the receiver's node. Line 18156 

indicates when the message was mailed by the sender. Notice that the time 

in this message is expressed in Eastern Standard Time, the tin,;? zone where 

the sender is located. h line 1815'7 the sender's name was likely generated 

automatically by her node. Depending on both the electronic mail mftware at 

both the sending and receiving nodes however, a From: header may include 

only a pathname and I.D., leaving t,he sender's identity ambiguous in the 

absence of prior knowledge. Line 18158 is a message 1.D.. It was generated 

by the sender's node. Line 18159 is the address the batch of inemages wins 

sent to. The receiver was Ed Hall, a t  the Rand Corporation. Thc ;r;fc:rlr~ation 

in the final header (line 18160) was supplied by the moderator, indicating 

the subject of the messages. In this case the subject war; the first six 

messages of the Femai! ?&ailing list. 

Mthough not entirely evident from the Fernail Message 1 (p. 13'7) 

(only one message of a "batch" sf bundled messages was i~.rcludd in Fernail 

Message I), the headers associated with messages sent do the moderator for 

inclusisn in the Fernail mailing have been removed by the moderator. Only 



the headings assodated with the moderator's distribution of bundled 

messages to additional nodes are included. This means that unless a sender 

includes some information about a path to their node and their I.D, in the 

message text (as the sender has done in this case in lines 18192-18193), in 

the absence of a prior arrangement it is impossible to communicate directly 

with other Femail readers. 

INDICATORS 

Relative to Soc.wsmen messages, Femail messages are much more 

difficult to characterize in terms of structure. Several factors related to the 

logical structure as well as the social structure of the Pernail Mailing list 

(particularly tI .e social decision to have a moderator, addressed in more 

detail in chapter seven) combine to make the convention of attributions and 

attributed text unnecessary in Femail messages. First, all readers (in theory) 

receive all messages in the same order. Second, the volume of material 

received by Femail readers is s i ~ i f i c a n t ~ y  less than that received by 

Soc.women readers - typically only a handful of pages per week. 

The low volume of Fernail mail relative to Swwomen mail is n.lated 

to three factors. First, the act of sending a message to the Fernail group is n3t 

as  automatic as sending a message to Ssc.women readers, The 

senderlparticipant in Fernail must know the address and correct path to the 

moderator (often not available in message headersl.36 The equivalent 

information is aznto~natically supplied to the senderigarticipant in Soc.women 

36Message headers contain a roate from the last forwarding node to 
the receiver. Unless the batch of message was sent directly from the group's 
moderator to the receiver the headers do not indicate a return path to the 
moderator. 



by the netnews software. Thus Soc.womers participants fkce one !ess obskic'lr 

compared to Fernail participants, in successfully submitting a mrssagc that 

becomes part of the group text. Second, the difhiculty related to constructing 

paths and addresses to all potentially interested readers of thc Femail 

mailing list somewhat limits the size of the Femail readership. Third, 

although Soc.women messages arrive daily and in a sense beg an immediate 

reply, Femail messages arrive perhaps weekly or bi-weekly (when everything 

is working smoothly). Since Femail messages are delivered to private 

mailboxes rather than public areas on the receiving computer, they arc! not 

subject to frequent automatic purges, as the soc.women messages are. 

Consequently readers may not be as compelled to respond immediately. The 

lower volume of Fernail mail means a reader does not have to be familiar 

with and retain as  much information in order to competently respond to 

Femail messages, relative to Soc.wornen messages. These factors t.ogctker 

reduce the need to direct readers back through previous dialogue (one of tho 

functions attributions and attributed text performs). 

Finally, the absence of attributed text in Femail messages is related 

to the lack of uniformity in electronic mail software used to gain access to 

that group (not all participants use software that easily accommodates 

copying text from messages along with greater-than symbols) and the fact 

that designating a central node for message forwarding avoids the difficulties 

related to chronology inherent to Usenet. Participants in Soc.womcn ail uuc 

different computers to gain access ta Soc.women, and may use onc of' a 

oc. women. handfd of different computer programs to send an article to '5 

Despite this variation a t  the end user level, a level of urnifi)rmity C X ~ H ~ N  

amongst the different netnews programs. The coordinated uniformity of 

netnews programs that Soc.women participants send message6 Co that group 



through ensures that in most cases, senders will be asked by the software if 

they would iike to include attributed text. If the answer is affirmative, the 

parent message is supplied by the netnews software for editing by the 

sender. Through its structure the netnews software encourages the inclusion 

of attributed text. In cmtsast, participants sending messages to Femail gain 

access to that group through a variety of electronic mail programs, Chat have 

not been designed explicitly to foster the presence of that group or any other 

group. The electronic mail software used to access the Femail mailing list 

does not keep track of the message flow in that group, and hence does not 

query senders about messages being sent to that group. If a sender wanted to 

include a t t ~ b u t e d  text in a Fernail message, they would need to both possess 

the knowledge to move the desired text from an old message to a new 

message, and be willing ~AI take the extra time to do so. 

Although attributions md attributed text are nearly absent in Femail 

messages, mechanisms do exist to both indicate who the author of a 

particular message is, and t u  minimally contextualize that message. Lines 

18161 and 18192-18193 of Femail Message 1 (p. 137) are what I call 

indicators. Line 18161 (as well as the beginning of line 1819C) indicates the 

date the rnessage was initially written. This sllaws a minimal anchoring to 

world events, and helps maintain the sense of chronology. Line 118192 is a 

separator, indicating the end of one person's message and the beginning of 

another person's message within a batch. Lime 18193, as well as along with 

the date contained in the header locates the current message within the 

chronology of F e m d  messages aiid indicates who authored that message 

within the batch. 

Unlike headers and the infbnnation contained in attributions in 

Soc.women messages (that is supplied from information in the headers), 



whose parameters are set by the netnews software, the form and corrat>ents of 

indicators in Fernail messages are supplied by the participants in the Fernail 

mailing list group, the moderator, and the moderat.or in conjunction with the 

group. Excerpts fkom additional messages begin to illustrate both the other 

types of indicators used in Femail messages, and the processes surrounding 

the evolution of norms governing indicators in the Fernail group. 'l'ht? 

following excerpts (labeled Fernail Message Excerpts 1) on p. 143 contain 

additional indicators not present in Femail Message 1 (p. 137). 

Femail Message Excerpts 1: 
1301. Subject: Getting a PhD 
1302. In reply to Sophie Quigley's message about choices: 

1490. Subject: Re: Group Messages 27 to % 
1491. ?Re Womanspace": Ok, it seems that the concensus is that this 
1494. ?Re: being mistaken for a secretary: Someona al Waterloo has a 

2004. Re: Message 333 ... PhDs in math actually 
2005. I just got the latest American Math Soc. Notices (==gossip carrier)and it 
2W. Re: Message 371 ... discriminating in favor of women 

In the excerpts above, three similar mechanism arc used to cue 

Fernail readers about the context of messages that combine to form the 

discourse of the Femail mailing list. Although these mechanisms pcrfi~rrn a 

function similar to Soc.women headers, they are indicative of' diltlkrences in 

narrative style of messages in the Soc.women and Femail groups (see chapter 

seven). In line 1301 of Fern&! Message Excerpts 5 ,  the sender indicates the 

topic of her reply, and contextualizes it by indicating it is n response to a 

previous message by Sophie Quigley (line 1302). Along similar lines, the 

author of lines 1490-1494 indicates first that he is responding to a spccific 

batch of messages (line 1490), and in opening lines tc, subueyuent paragraphs 

(lines 1491 and 1494) indicates the topical context fbr his reply. A third 

variation on this theme is illustrated in lines 2004-2009, where the author 

indicates both the number of the message she is respnding to, and the topic 



of her response. 

In contrast to Smwornen messages that more often than not follow 

the form of attribution, attributed text, original text (or a variation of this 

theme), and signature, Fernail messages are more fluid in structure. They 

consist dmost entirely of original text, and tend to convey the personal 

narrative preferences of their authors to a greater extent. 

ENDINGS 

Although signatures in Soc.women messages signal the end of a 

message and more often than not include computer addresses where the 

senders can be reached, the mechanisms for ending Fernail messages are by 

comparison more varied. Some participants end messages with classic Usenet 

signatures that include a name, a phrase or two (the same p h a s e  is typically 

appended to all messages), several addresses, and are graphically set apart 

for the rest of the message. However, like attributed text, this convention is 

rare in the Femail mailing group. More commonly, if electronic addresses are 

included in a mes3age, they are simple (see Femaill Message Excerpts 2 y. 

145, lines 420-4211, and may incorporate a personal closing comment (limes 

569, 3417 and 8052). Many messages simply end, and others end with just 

the author's name, or in the case of lines $053, 857 and 14244 of Fernail 

Message Excerpts 2, occasionally a sender will sign a message in lower case, 

adding a personal touch. Although all sf these things are possible within the 

Soc.women newsgroup, they occur infrequently. Femail participants appear 

to rely less on stock responses in ending messages, and more on the context 

of the message they are ending in composing their message endings. 

One of the factors that undoubtable contributes to the casual message 

closures in the Femail messages is the evolution of norms facilitaited in part 



by the moderator, in rel~tion to headers (see chapter seven). Fernail Message 

2 below, (that reiterates an earlier message from the moderator that was 

included in the third bundle of Femail messages sent out) indicates that the) 

decision "t strip messages of headers (and the related decision to limit one-to- 

one access to senders unless they consciousiy choose otherwise) occurred 

early in the group's formation process. 

Femail Message Excerpts 2: 

Marie Carey 
. ..seismo!carey 

Thanx again ... Lynn T. Olson 
tektronix!tek!di!lynno 
Tek Spectrum Analyzers 

From my haart, 
Patricia Collins 
(allegra~haoJu&vax)!hplabs!pc 

Well, cheers for the time being, 
sophie 

- rene 
&en perlow 

?mail Message 2: 

January 30,1985??Message 468 from Ihe moderator 

Several people lrom the ARPA net are now receiving the feminist mail 
via Randy Trigg. It looks like they either didn't rcrceive Ihe ~ntrodoction 
didn't redly understand it. I would like lo reitorale that my policy is to 
put the name of the person at Ihe top of the article. If the person would 
like to see their relurn mail address published, they should put it the 
BODY of Weir article. 
I was not sure what name to use tor LEanne and Lisa, above, so I ddi my besl 
with what I had. Pleasg remember, if you are signing with a name like Lisa, 
that there may be more than one Lisa contributing to the list i attempt to 
dlferentiate, in the 'Message xx from yy" lixe. 
Also, please do not ask me what Dave Schmitz meant by "Ihis dl". ; have no 
idea either. I do not edit them, just distribute them. 

The removal of headers in Fern&! messages is in a sense the removal 

of  cues; readers can not deduce the address of a sender .From computer 

generated headers. The moderator's addition of a line to each mewage, (that 



contains the date the message was sent, the message number and who the 

sender is), heips recreate the context !.ost through the removal of message 

headers. Unless they indicate otherwise, the site senders gain access to 

Fernail from (u.sua1ly a workplace) remains umknowxa. This process allows 

participants to contribute messages to the group, witlaout leaving theniselves 

open to personal attack via private electronic mail. This in turn may 

contribute to the more personal nature of Femail messages relative to 

Soe.women messages, and the more personal closures used to end those 

messages. These conventions are necessitated by the logical structure of the 

network (a non-Usenet multi-node network). It requires that a system for 

message distribution be chosen Cin this case, distribution through a central. 

node). In addition, both message distribution and the group's processes are 

facilitated by the moderator, reflecting a series of social decisions made by 

the group. 

Cornpusewe Information Service (CIS) is a single node wide area 

commercial network, accessible through value added carriers owned by 

CompuServe as well as other data line providers (such as GTE Telenet and 

Tymenet in the US., and Datapac in Canada!. Contributors to Soc.women 

enjoy some uniformity in the software through which they access Soc.women 

messages. The multi-node nature of that network, combined with the lack o f  

moderation of the newsgroup, results in a lack of message chronology and the 

need h r  attributions and attributed text. In contrast, Fernail contributors 

gain access to h a t  group's dialogue through a variety of eiectronic ma31 

programs. Though also a multi-node network, because no mechanism. for 

monitoring and controlling the flow of messages in Femail is built into 



software participants use to access that group, the discussion requires that a 

single node be designated as a central node where rnessagcs can be 

submitted for inclusion in a chrsnologica'l discussion. Each potenti;tl 

contributor to Fernail must construct a path and address that will allow a 

message to travel from the sending computer to the moderator's comgut.cr. 

The moderator's computer receives the messages, and then bundles them up 

and sends them to group participants. Typically, access to the networks that 

participants of both Soc.women and Fernail send messages through is gained 

a t  participant's workplaces. One way to think of this process is that in botb 

cases, messages that make up the group dialogue are delivered to the person 

in the location where the person is. 

In contrast, CIS users must gain access to the CompuSekve computer 

through communications software on their computer, and usually one or 

more value added carriers before gaining access to the Issues forum (where 

the Men's and Women's discussion area was located). Once a user has gained 

access to the CompuServe computer, all users interact with the CIS computer 

through CIS software to read and compose messages. One way to think of 

this process is to imagine that messages that make up the group dialogues on 

CompuServe are delivered to participants at  a post ofice; each participant 

travels a different path to get there (each participant has to c~ntsxct the 

central node through value added carriers), but once they get there the 

surroundings are similar for all. 

The centrality afforded by a single node network  allow^ more 

flexibility in the type of information that can be easily accessed by userrj, and 

the types sf communication that can occur. Although cornrnunication via 

multi-node networks handles messages reasonably well, making larger 



doeurnents or files easily accessible to all users is problernatic.37 In addition, 

multi-node networks typically do not allow users at different nodes to 

communicate in "real time;" that is, when they are all using the computer at 

the same time and communicating with each other with a basely noticeable 

time delay, The use of a single node network (such as CompuServe or the 

Women's Bulletin Board System) where all users are communicating via a 

central node adds the possibilities of one-to-many and many-to-many 

cornmunicatisn through large files shred on the central node, as well as real- 

time or simultaneous coraununication between multiple users. In addition, 

when all participants communicste with each other through a central node, 

the possibility exists for aI1 users of that node to  use the same database. 

The nodes that users of multi-node networks access Soc.women and 

Fernail through tend to be located in wcirkplaces, that in many cases are 

directly or iridirectly part of the corfiputer industry. In this context, the 

process of communicating with a group tends to be a secondary, rather than 

primary function of the computer systems being used. In addition, the 

develripment of multi-node networks was based in part on the premises that 

comunication with one's peers in other locations would boost productivity, 

that computer resources should be widely available, and thzt computer 

networks could contribute to democracy. Although connmunication via multi- 

node networks incurs costs, the costs incurred as a result of the existence of 

37Mthough multi-node networks do support file transfer, it is 
typically used in the context of one-to-one communication, rather than as a 
form of cne-ts-tnany or many-to-many c o ~ u n i c a t i o n .  Despite the 
availability of some mechanisms that support one-to-many and many-to- 
many transfer of files on multi-node networks, this process is typically 
problematic. 



Soc.women and Fernail are borne by the institutions where access to these 

groups Is gained. In contrast, the primary function of the compuier and 

software CompuServe is run on is to encourage communicatiorl between 

individuals and groups, and a t  the same time generate a profit. CompuScrvc 

users are charged by the hour to use that service. The more hesvily the 

s e ~ c e  is used, the heftier the profit. Unlike the Ssc.woinen and Fernail 

groups, the existence of CompuServe in general, and the existence of various 

discussion areas in particular depends upon the successful sale of a pwduct,. 

Typically, the computers serving as nodes for the Soc.womcn and 

Fernail readers have a command driven interface: users type in commands, 

the computer executes them, and the user types in more commands. The 

software provides a minimal amount of information to assist the users, who 

must develop their knowledge of how to send outgoing and read incoming 

messages through a combination of reading manuals, talking to other 

computer users, computer support staff and through experimentation. 

Though the institutionally based computers through which participants gain 

access to Soc.women and F e m d  may provide access to a wide range of' 

information, they primarily fmction as an informati09 processing or 

management tool. The software is designed around the assunlption that 

users will bring the knowledge required to interact successfully with the 

computer to their interactions with it. In contrast, CornpuScrve software 

provides a menu driven interface, that continuously provides menus of' 

choices from which users select options. Users may select an area of' the 



computer tc~ go to, or a task (such as composing eiectronic -maill) to execute.38 

CIS users can find their way around that computer by simply using it; 

information about what is available and where to find it is accessible through 

the menu driven interface. The menu driven interface, by virtue of the tirite 

required to use it and the information it conveys helps sell CompuSeme's 

product - use of time on its machine. 

The first menu to greet CIS users alerts users to new featlures and 

services (see CompuServe Menu 1 on p, 151). However, before dispiaying 

these new features, the user is first reminded of CIS' copyright (lines 29-33), 

and then inforn~ed if they have electronic mail waiting (line 35). Line 38 

begins the weekly What's New menu. The ampersand at  the beginning of 

that line (as well. as other lines), the Y and the j are generated by the the CIS 

computer; they probably indicate that a command has been automatically 

executed. Lines 41-54 display the array of options available to the user fkom 

that location on the CIS computer. Each line contains a number that a user 

can enter to move to the corresponding part of the CIS computer system. 

Unless users issue direct commands that indicate which area of the 

CIS computer to go to after the What's New menu, they are moved into the 

top level menu !see CompuServe Menu 2 on page 152) after the What's New 

listing. 

380nce CompuServe users have learned their way around that 
computer, they can bypass menus by issuing comands.  In addition, 
software exists that automates the entire process of signing onto the CIS 
computer, going to areas of interest specified by the user, downPoading 
material in those areas anci signing off. My discussion of CIS in the 
remainder of this section assumes that menus have not been bypassed or 
suppressed, and that users are not using software that entirely automates 
the process of using CsmpuServe. 



CompuSewe Menu 1:  
& Copyright (C) I98 
8 
& CompuServ 
e Incorporated 

All Rights Reserved 

You ham Electronic Mail waiting. 

&Y JWhat's New This We 
ekY jNEW-1 

Y& 1 Olympics '88 on CcJrnpuSet-m 
2 Winter Weekend in Waldenbooks 
3 Send CUPlDgiams with EasyPlex 

& 4 Csmp-u 
-store Valentine Gifts 
5 New Access in 32 US Cities 

6 Online Today Daily Edition 
7 CompuServe Community News 

& 8 Forum 
&Conference 
Schedules 
9 Upkads: New Forum Files 
10 OLT ColumndSpeciai Reports 
Y6 J 
&Enter choice ! 

(CIS.211) 

To reach the area of CIS that previously contained the Wonren's 

Forum and later the Men's and Women's Issues Forum through menus, from 

the top menu a user would go to a commul:icationshulBcti~a hoards rntmu, 

then to a forums menu, then to the hobbies/lifestyles/health forums mcnu. 

Next the user would type in the number to move to the special interest 

f o r m s  menu, arid from that menu would select the natiollal ~ S H U C H  and 

people forum, Finally, the f o r m  menus (CornpuServe Menu 3, p. 154) would 

be accessible. 

Each of the selectbns listed in the CIS top menu (CompuServt.? Menu 

2, p. 152) leads to a wide array of choices related to the listed topics. For 

example, by selecting the reference mer:u (line 196) one gains access tr, a 



ntimber of databases including the Academic American Encyclopedia, a 

database of government iaformation (U.S.), and on-line versions of 

Consumer's Reports and Rooks in Print. By selecting news/weathea.r'sporrts, 

(line 190) one can gain access tu an Associated Press data base, 21 d an on- 

line newspaper library, as well as sports and weather infomatioLi. The 

comrnunicatior~s/bulletln boards menu (line 189) provides access to the CF 

simulator, electronic mail, classifieds, a member directory, and customer 

service in addition to forums or special interest groups. 

CompuServe Menu 2: 
187. Y8 1 Member Assistance (FREE) 
188 2 Find a Topic (FREE) 
189. 3 Cornmunications/Sulietin M s .  
190. 4 NewWealherlSports 
191 5 Travel 
192. 6 The Electronic MALLlShopping 
193. 7 Money MaltersA4arkels 
194. 8 EntertainmentK;ames 
195. 9 Hobbieslki!estyles/E d ~ ~ f i m  
1%. 10 Aeferenca 
19'7. 11 CcmputeMechnol0c3y 
198. 12 Business/Ottw Interests 

(CIS.90.1001) 

Once a user reaches the CIS Issues forum menu (CompuServe Menu 

3, y. 1541, they may gain access to seventeen subtopics (lines 1118-1135). 

Once a selection i s  made, the user is moved to the fbnctions menu (lines 

J 166- 1177). This menu allows the user to specify what they'd like to do next. 

4n addition to leaving a message, reading messages and entering the 

conference modes, users can enter the data libraries where they can upload 

or download a file, read bulletins about the issues forum (bulletins advise 

users of upcoming conferences, new files in time data libraries and so on), look 

up information about members of the Issues fo~wirn, or review instructions. 

User options (line 1174) allow the user to specify their preferences in relation 

to how much text is displayed on the screen at a time, subtopics to ignore or 



read and so on. 

If a user chooses to read messages, the read 1nessrtge.s rrwnu (1ilrt.s 

1179-1189 CompuServe Menu 3 p. 154) appears. Although the IJsenet 

software allows Soc.women participants to read messages in a11 order 

specified by the user, (this might include forward, reverse, marked mcssagcs 

only, individual messages or scanning message titles), readers of' Fernail cirn 

only read the messages in the order they appear. Of the three rwtworks 

discussed so Fa, CIS offers the greatest range OF options regarding how 

messages can be read. In addition to the methods of reading rness:agtxs 

avaiiiiable on Usenet, CIS allows users to read threads (line 1183). 

A message thread is simply a number of messages that are topically 

related. If message threading were not available in the CIS software, 

messages related to all of the subtopics included in a forum would appear 

together, forcing readers interested in only men's and women's issues to read 

through (or scan the titles of) all of the messages related to all seventeen 

subtopics in the issues forum before finding and reading the messages of' 

interest. Message threading is handled automatically by CIS software. When 

a sender responds to a previous message, the response is added to the. current 

thread. Sysops can break a thread into two or more subtopics, Rowtwcr t h ~  

software does not currently permit sysops to j o i n  two or more subtopics into a 

thread (CIS Sysop). Message threading not only allows related messages to 

be read in the order they were written in, but also permits readers to skip 

entire groups of messages that do not interest them. 



(1Y JSUBTGPIC SELECTION 

2 Political Issues 
3 lndivicfuatism 
4 Freethought lssues 
5 MsnlWmen's issues 
6 Parenting lwes 
7 RESNA I%ues 
8 H a n d i p d  lssues 
9 General lwes 

la Paanorma1 Issues 
11 VersaBraille et ai. 
12 Mutual Aid Selfhelp 
13 Adoptim Issues 
14 Defense Issues 
15 ElhMHumm Rights 
16 Security lssues 
17 Eiectton '88 
N Add new subtopics 

Y JThe lssues Forum 

& 1 (i) Leave a Message 
2 (R) Read Messages 

8 3 (GO) Conference Moda 
4 (3L) Data hir- 
5 ji3) Bwllelins 
6 (MD) Member Directory 
7 (QP) User Options 
8 (IN) !nstructions 

&Enter choice ! 
2 
Y JREAD MESSAGES 

B 1 (RF) Forward 
a 2 p i )  H ~ V W  
3 (RTJ Threads 
4 (RSf Search 
5 (RMJ Marked 

8 S @I) Idviduai 
7 JQS) Quick Scan 
8 (5R) Browse 

&Enter choice ! 
1 

tCIS.214) 



CIS readers can also search for messages by subSect, sender on. 

receiver (line 1184). A quick scan (line 1187139 produces a mcssage number, 

subject or thread name, the section number and subtopic area the message or 

thread belongs to, and the number of replies to the original nnessage, if any. 

Browsing (line 1188) produces similar information to quick scans, Piowcver it 

also queries the reader about whether they would like to read, or skip tAhc 

message text. Once a CIS user has moved through the multi-layered menus 

and found the Men's and Women's Issues Forum, chosen a method for 

determining which messages to read, and selected a message to read, a 

message will appear. It might look something like CompuSuwe Messagc 1 on 

p. 156. 

Lines 2157-2165 sf CompuSesve Message 1 are headers. 'Fhe specific 

headers that appear reflect the message selection method chosen by the 

reader. In this case, the message was read via the browse command. Lineti 

2157-2160 are generated by invoking the browse command. Lines 216 1-2265 

are headers included in the actual message. Line 2157 indicate6 the forum 

message number, and the title of the thread. This line is computer genimted, 

with the thread title taken from the subject line (2 163) that is supplied by 

the sender. Line 2158 indicates the section of the Xarges forum the message 

or thread belongs ts. Line 2159 indicates the number of messages included in 

the thread, and line 2160 prompts the user about whether or not they would 

like to read the full message text. The CIS computer generates lines 2157- 

2160, with the exception of the response to  the prompt iihe y in line 2160). 

39This feature was made redundant in a later version of the CIS 
software, which incorporates a better nnessage organizing ~cheme. 



CompuSewe Message 1: 
#I XiM Ferninis! vs L b r  
S 5 1 MenMlomen's Issues 
19 messages 
Read? (Y or N) ! y 
#: 133440 SS/Men/Wornen's issues 
rn.-F&88 11 :84:49 
Sb: #feminist vs Llbber 
Frn: Scoaf 76266,2273 
To: S y q  Elvjra Casal72247,3ti05 ( X )  

A believer in Women's Lb (which I will call a 'liber" to save space, 
and bhe way I often refer to my%$!-iest you see it as a slur), ampis that 
woman have been unfairly treated in our society, often oppressad and degraded, 
ard believes in liberating women b more fuliy share h our sodety, and 
liberaling men to better accept this necessary and proper stde of affairs. 
Th~s to me is the r o d  to true equality, to teeing BOTH sexes from the bonds 
and shackles of our own ignorance and stupidity. 

By contrast, a feminist is precisely that, a believer in a %omen's 
movementa, something that is antithelid to a libber. From what you say, I 
would suspect that you are closar to my definition of lither than feminists, 
though 1 accept that I may be sarnewhal presumptive in my analysis. I reject 
feminism as a sexist ideology, completely opposed to all that 1 believe in, 
particularly because it offers no role lor men, other than as negative rob 
inodds, or a soft of castradi auxiliary. Libbers, by contrast, are of all 
sexes, and in fact the very eessense of what a fiber is DEMANDS both sexes be 
involved, something that is often explicitly rejecid by kminists. May I 
suggest considereing the difference bet'rreen say, Andrea Workin (feminist, 
!bough a somewhat extreme example), and Judy Goldsmith (a samewhat feminized 
IiWer). Other examples of feminists include Elly Smeal and Molly Yard, while 
some l'bbers might include Grace Hopper or (to some extent anyway) Gloria 
Sbinem. 

Any comments? 

2 Replies 

**' More '*' 

Enter command, N lor naxt 
message or tCR> for nienll In 

(CIS.207) 

Lines 2161-21.65 of CompuServe Message 1 are contained in the 

actual mtssage. Line 2161 indicates the message number, section of the 

forum it belongs to, and the name of that section. Line 2162 indicates the 

date and time the message was sent. Since all participants are 

communicating through the CIS computer that acts as a central node, the 

time and date attached to the message reflect the time zone of the CIS 

computer (Eastern Standard Time). We have no idea where the sender is 



located. If he was located in the Eastern Tine Zone, he sent the mcssagc i%t 

the time indicated on line 2162. If he was located in the t'acific Timp % o w ,  he 

sent the message a t  around eight in the morning, pacific s t a n d r i d  time. 

Given that CIS is accessible from many locations throughout the world, hc 

could have sent the message a t  eleven a t  night. 

Line 2163 is the subject line. When a CIS user indicates they are 

replying to (or composing) a message, the forum sof~ware queries thc sendtv 

about whether they are replying with the same subject, or compwing a 

message with a new subject. If the sender indicates they arc crcrnposing with 

a new subject, they are queried hr ther  to enter a brief subject line. Line 2 163 

indicates who the message is from. The information on that line is supplied 

by the CIS computer. Upon subscribing to CIS, each user is givcn a uniyut? 

identification number. In an absolute sense, the CIS computer knows users 

by number, rather than names. The number is the sender's 1.1). number, 

analogous to a Soc.women or Fernail address. No indication of a path to the 

sender is required, since all participants are communicating through the 

same node (accessed through value added carriers or the regular phonch 

system), rather than by leap frogging their messages from computer to 

computer to reach the desired destination, The name attached to line 2 I64 i~ 

the name the sender indicated when prompted to join the forum where this 

message appeared. The sender might have joined other CIS forums under 

different names. If someone wanted to reply to a message via e-mail, in light 

of the fact that different names can be used in different forums, thc, 1.1). 

number attached to the from line is the best way to contact a participant. 

Finally, Line 2165 indicates to whom the message was srtnt, and 

whether the recipient has read it. Although th: message indicates it was sent 

to an  individual, the fact that it was sent via the forum software (as opgo~ed 



to eclectronic mail software? makes it a public, or a one-to-many f o m  sf 

communication. Had the sender intended it t~ be a private message, they 

probably would have sent it through electronic mail. In the cantext sf 

computer communications, e-mail is understood to be a private, or one-to-one 

form of communication. When one sends a message via the CIS forum 

software, the name of the author of the last measage read by the person 

composing a message is automatically supplied on the To: line of the message 

being composed. This probably helps keep the dialogue moving, to the extent 

that people may be more likely to respond to messages addressed to them 

than general messages, or messages addressed to others. The X a t  the end of 

line 2265 indicates that the recipient has read the message. 

Lines 2166-2187 of CornpuServe Message 1 (p. 156) constitute the 

body or text of the message. IJnlike Soc.wamen messages, there are no 

attributions or attributed text. And, uniike Fernail messages, there are no 

indicators. In contrast to both of these groups, CIS forum message text is free 

of mechanisms used to cue readers in relatoion to the subject or chronology of 

messages. This is in large part due to the fact that single node networks 

accommodate a greater organization of material (in this case into message 

threads) making these mechanisms unnecessary. The context is supplied by 

the organization of messages into threads. This is only possible on a single 

node network.*O 

Although line 2187 can be thought of as  a closing (it does in  a sense 

indicate the end of the message), again it diflh-s f am the mechar;isms used 

40Actually, the moderator of a multi-node network such as  Femail 
could organize messages into threads. However, because there is no support 
for threading a t  the software level, an inordinate amount of time would be 
required to thread messages, making it impractical. 



to end both S~c.women messages and Fernail messages. In Soc.wcmwn, 

signatures exist a t  least in part to indicat.e a path to the author. No such 

mechanism is necessary on a single node network where tin 1.1). is all that is 

needed to get a message from sender to receiver. ABthough in a multi-node 

moderated group such as Femail, a time delay between when ~ncssages iwc 

sent and received often results in new topics being introduced to the group, a 

time delay between when a messages is sent and when it is read on CIS docs 

not detract from the continuity of the dialogue (new message threads arc 

begun.). In a sense this makes closure less necessary. Frequently, CIS forum 

messages simply end, or, along the lines of CasmpuServe Message 1 (as we11 

as  lines 2300-2303 and 1506-1508 of CompuServe Excerpts 1 below), they 

may end by posing a question. Finally, if a message is ended with the name 

of the sender (lines 1507, 1530 and 1364 (sf ComyuSel-ve Excerpts 1 p. 1591, 

in contrast to both Soc.women and Fornail messages, even the inclusion of 

names at the end of a message appears to be quite simpre. 

CompuServe Excerpts 1: 
2300. nary clauses based on sex! (grin to you too). P>S> Has 
2301. fiere been any discussio~ on a recant court k i d o n  overthrowing the 
2302. &limitation on Boy 
2303. Scout leaders to being male? 

(CIS.214) 

1506. shown as mohers, grandmothers, teachers and other 'caregivers." Yow much of 
1507. this is justilied by a "portrayal of reality" and how much is unconsciow 
1508. sexist bias? Elviral 

(CIS.207) 

1530. ths fourth. --Elias 
(CIS.207) 

1364. Bob 
(CIS.214) 

supplied by the CIS forum software. Line 2188 indicates how many responues 

the current message generated. Lines 2189-2191 prompt the user to either 



hit the n key for the next message, or the carriage return I<CR> in line 2191) 

to reteam to the previous menu. 

THE WomMs BULEIE~Y BOARD SYSTEM 

The Women's Bulletin Board System ( W B S ) ,  like CornpuServe is a 

single node network. Unlike CornpuServe, it is run om a small personal 

computer system located in someone's home. It can only accommodate one 

caller a t  a time, it is not run for profit (using it is free, assuming oae incurs 

no long distance charges tu access it), and is not widely accessible via value 

added carsiers.41 Although CompuSeme offers callers access to databases, 

real time communications, an electronic mall and more, the W B S  offers 

callers access to pivate  electranic mail, public message exchange areas 

similar to CIS forms, and public files. Most significant, the W B S  exists 

solely to promote dialogue between women and about women, via computer 

communications. 

Like CornpuServe users, WBBS users typically gain access to the 

WBBS through a microcomputer and a modem. Though some users may gain 

access to the WBBS via value added carriers, or in some cases the regular 

long distance phone system, most usess gain access to the WBBS by making 

a local call in the New York City calling area. Though some users appear to 

4%%en the W B S  began, it was not. accessible a t  all via value added 
carriers. However, late in 1987, one of the two major value added camers in 
the U.S. (GTE Telenet) realized there was money to be made fi-om opening 
access to their services to computer bulletin board users. Telenet began to 
offer its services in the evenings and an weekends for a flat monthly rate to 
non-conunercial users in a half dozen major U.S. cities, including New York 
City. This allowed residents of the other major cities served by PC Pursuit 
(the name given to the cut rate evening s e ~ c e )  inexpensive access to the 
m B s .  



gain access to the WIBBS f?om work, most appear to ucccxss it from 

microcomputers a t  home. Unlike CsmpuSeme and the institutionxdly hastd 

computers through which access to Socwomen and Fernail is gained, thrrc 

are no books or manuals that describe how to use the WBHS. Like most 

computer bulletin board systems, users learn their way around the WHt3S 

computer via trial and error. Once a user has successfulPy gained access to 

the WEBS, they can copy LI list of commands and print it out on a printer in 

their home or oflice. Although some guidance is offered to users in the form of 

menus, unlike CIS, menus play a minor role in directing the user around the 

Women's Bulletin Board System. 

When a user successfully calls into the WBBS, they are greeted by 

the W B S  logo (p. 162). It immediately indicates to the caller that this 

computer bdletin hoard is dedicated to women's concerns. llpon initially 

calling the WI3BS, all users are given a temporary H.D., and inf~rrrlcd 

through a bulletin that they should send a message to the WI3nS sytjoys 

containing their full name and address, phone number and information 

about how they heard about the WBBS and how they hope to use it (all of' 

this is considered confidential) in order to receive a permanent accour~t. With 

a temporary account, several areas of the system are inaccessible. 

M e r  receiving the initial signon bulletin, any other bulletins left hy 

the W B S  sysops appear on the reader's screen. Bul~ctins inform users of' 

changes to the WBBS, alert users to potential prohl~ms, and solicit input 

&orn users from time to time when decisions need to be made. Ncxi, i' : a uricr 

has electronic mad waitixg, they are automaticaHy moved tn, the e-mail are;: 

of the W B S ;  otherwise, they are moved to the board and files area of the 

W B S ,  to board 1, the GuesKornments board. Unlike CIS, no menus o&r 

options for the user to select. Instead, these is only a prompt. 



Women's Bulletin Board Greeting: 

bb bb 
WW w bb bb 

WW L W  bbbbbb bbbbbb 
w ' d d  :m bb b bb b 
wp*m bbhbbb bbbbbb 

Women's Bulletin Board 

I I 
I "our labor has become I 
I more importaat than I 
I our silence." I 
I I 
I Audre Losde I 

At the prompt, anyone unfamiliar with computer bulletin boards is 

likely to stare a t  their screen for a time, wondering what to do next. A 

seasoned computer bulletin board user is likely to type eit:her the word help, 

or a question mark. On the Women's Bulletin Board, typing either the word 

help or a question mark at, a prompt will result in fisther guidance in using 

the on-line help facility, or a brief listing and explanation of commands. From 

here, a user can learn the cornlands for both moving around the WBBS, and 

reading and composing messages. 

The WBBS is made up of twenty-seven separate areas for messages 

(see List of Women's Bulletin Board Areas on p. 164).42 This organization is 

similar in structure to the CIS forums, that are organized into sub-sections. 

The most sigmificant difference hetween CIS forums and the WBBS is that 

although only one sub-section of one CIS forum was dedicated to women's 

42Each area is described in chapter seven, in a section titled 
Organization of the Women's Bulletin Board Sysiem and Message Content 
(y. 260). 



issues, the entire WBBS is dedicated to women's issues. In addition, although 

a great deal of the computer bulletin board software today allows nwssngc 

threading similar t.s message threading available on CompuSurvc, tho 

software that organizes W B S  messages does not permit message threading, 

but rather, only allows a simple referencing of messages.43 In the abse~~ec  of 

message threading, the division of the WBBS into sub-sections or sepcaratc 

boards allows a greater topical organization than is typically possible with a 

multi-node network such as Soc.women (on Usenet). A mecl~anis~n exists in 

the WBBS software to indicate that a message is rdated to a previous 

message. However, it affords less topical organization than message 

threading. 

Regardless of which board one is inspecting, the commaxads for 

reading and sending messages are the same. To move from one board to 

another, from a board prompt; one simply types b (for board) and the number 

of the board to which they wish to move. From a given board prompt, only the 

messages in that area can be read. Similar to CompuServe, WBBS readers 

enjoy a fair bit sf flexibility in terms of how they actually read the messagm 

that together for= the dialogue on any given h a r d .  For example, a WRBS 

43The lack of provision for message threading was a topic of 
discussion on the WBBS, on B1. See chapter seven, Women's Bulletin Board 
Excerpts 7, p. 264. The reasons that message threading are not available on 
the WBBS are both simple and complex. One reason is that the WBBS wau 
run on a d o n ~ t e d  older model computer, that can only run older mftwarc. 
Within the range of software available to nun on the WBBS computer, a 
decision was made to use the TeleMaster bulletin board sf~itwarc became it, 
was the only software available to run on the MBBS computer that allowed 
mare than one sysop to administer the board from a location other than the 
keyboard directly attached to the WBBS computer (Group Interview, New 
York City, November 25, 1988). Founders have plans to replace the WBBS 
computer with a more current model. 



reader can read all messages on a board non-stop, read only messages posted 

since the user last logged on, scan message titles by number, date, iast logon 

date or last message read. From within a board, a sender has the option of 

either sending a private reply to the author of a previous message, or a public 

reply to all readers of that board. 

List of Women's Bulletin Board Areas: 
1 GuestlComments boar&iies 
2 ktion Alert board 
3 Women's Issues boardlfiles 
4 Technical Help board/files 
5 kWewsIReviews boardifiles 
6 Holistic Health boardlfiles 
7 In.Fem.Tach board (later named Women News Wnews board) 
8 Women of Color board 
9 Events Link board 
10 ResearchlPoliq board'files 
1 1 Modern Life board 
12 Fitth Estate Doardlfiles 
13 f he Story board 

(boar& 14, 15, 16, 1 7and 26 are used by groups, 
they are accessible only to members of those groups). 

18 Battleground board 
19 Pen Tangle boardlfiles 
20 Teen TC board 
21. The Lounge (accessible to women only, by request to the sysop of the Lounge) 
22 Ageism & Aging boardlfiles 
23 Mom's Apple Pie boardlfiles 
24 Mixed Media baardlfiles 
25 The Survivor's board'liles 
27 Women and Ads board/files 

(WBBSl; italics added for clarification). 

Compared to the other networks discussed so far, WBBS rnesrages 

are most similar in structure to CompuServe messages. Lines 1384-1386 of 

Women's Bulletin Board Message 1 (p. 165) contain headers. When 

composing a message, the user is prompted to enter a title, that is then added 
n 

to the title line (line 1384). The second number on th'p-t&kehe indicates the 

tohi  number of messages on that board. The first of the two numbers in 

parenthese indicates the number ~f the message being read. In the event that 

a message being composed is a response to a previous message, it is  indicated 

with an /r a t  the beginning of the title line (see line 896 of Women's Bulletin 



Board Message Excerpt I, p. 165). Like CIS, the date and timc that appear 

on line 1386 are the date and time in the time zone whcrc thp WRIH is 

located. 

U70men's Bulletin Board Message 1: 

1384. 
1385. 
1386. 

1387. 
1388. 
1389. 

8%. 

based 

Tile: League of Women Voters (2451254) 
From: Marcy Rehner Cornell (lD=657) 
Date: Sat Feb 27 14:58:30 1988 

Has anyone had any experience with the League of women Voters, good or bad, 
that hey can share? I want to become politically active, but am not sure 
of the best way of starting. Does anyone have any suggestions'< 

(WBBS3218) 

Women's Bulletin Board Message Excerpt 1: 

Title: rPolitics & Modems (7Rt;o 
(WBBS3218) 

The information on the From: line (1385) is supplied by thc softwan?, 

on the information supplied by the uses uporz initially calling the 

system. Once it has been entered, the user can not alter it. The I.D. number 

on line 1385 is generated by the computer. I.D. numbers are generated 

sequentially; the lower the number, the longer the author of 'a rncssage has 

been using the WBBS. Since the message software assumes that any 

messages posted through it are public messages, there are no hcaclcrs to 

indicate a message has been received. The concept, of a physical bulletin 

board, where notices are posted to all readers is reflected iri both the message 

structure and the participants' use of the WBBS. 

Like CIS messages, attributions and attributed text are rare1 y, if' ever 

seen on the WBBS. All readers czn view messages in the order that they 

were sent. This reduces the need for conventions that contextualize specific 

comments within the broader dialogue. However, another type of attribution 

(that I call references) can be seen in some WBBS messages. Unlike 

Soc.women, Femail, or CIS, users of the WBBS often place messages on the 



WEli3S for other people who want specific irdomaiion froni the MBBS 

comniunity, or may want to pass on information of specific interest to the 

WBBS community. Occasicnally when this happens, the person who is 

putting the message on the WBBS on behalf of someone else will indicate 

that this is the case (see Women's Bulletin Board Message 2, p. 167). Lines 

1584-1586 contain the W B S  headers. Line 1587 is the reference, indicating 

that the following material was requested by someone otLci than the person 

identified in the From: line of the current message. Lines 1588-1590 are the 

headers generated by the Chelsea Bulletin Board computer, where the 

message was originally sent from Puyallup to Barbara. 

Like CIS messages, signatures and paths are bath unnecessary on 

the WBBS since all callers are accessible on the WBBS. For the most part, 

WBBS messages simply end, without so much as the name of the author a t  

the end. Like CIS messages, relative to Soc.women and Femail messages, 

WBBS messages are relatively simple in structure. The physical structure of 

the network, with its central node negates the need to quote earlier 

messages, or indicate (as the Femail moderator does with separators, and 

Femail participants do by including a reference to a batch of messages, a 

specific message or a topic) to whom or in reference to what a message is 

intended. 

CONCLUSION 

Alexander argued in 1974 that the organization of space in cities 

affected our behavioural patterns, and the role opportunities available to us. 

He viewed culture as a set of standard situations, each of which specified 

certain roles and allov.ed limits of behaviour for the people in those roles. 

Central to Alexander's analysis was the notion that spatial patterns played 



an important part in human interaction. 

1564. Title: Request for Info (253!254) 
1585. From: Barbara Krasnoff (10=45) 
1586. Date: Sat Mar 19 1300:02 1988 

1587. This is posted at the request of a woman who contributes to Chelsea Square bbs: 

From PUYALLUP Msg it24747 'MAIL' 
To BARBARA KRASNOFF Fri Mar 18,1988 11 :45am (Q:09) 
'Private* 

Seems I recall you're co-sysop on a women's bbs. i'm looking for a piece 
of info thet someone there n~ight know about (thoucjh I'm notlooking for 
a whole new 3% to cal!). Here's what I want to know. Before I moved 
to New York, I always gave old clothes, household yo&, whatever, to 
battered women's sheltersH p. Always figured everything coikl 
always be put to use directly, by someone who needed it - since those 
women so oftan are starting over with next to nothing. But since I've 
come to NYC, I haven't know where I could donate wch things. Could 
you find something like that out !or me? I'd sure appreciate it!! 
(I've got Ihe spring cleaning bug. (Plus, I'm throwing a pretty big 
party next month, and I want to clear out all the spare 'stufl' I can 
in the meantime.) 

Computer networks can potentially transcend cornmunieativo 

barriers related to geography and distance. When they work correctly, they 

allow people to communicate quickly, and in some instances inexpensively. 

The material in chapter two indicated that computer networks are or-qanized 

in particular ways that vary from network to network. Computer networks 

provide opportunities for people to communicate by linking 

telecommunications equipment together (computers and terminals, telephone 

and data lines) in different patterns (e.g., wide area central node networks or 

wide area multi-node networks). The specific physical pattern, or fbrm a 

computer network takes results in different sets of what Alexander would 

call standard situations, that linked together constitute culture. 

By focusing in this chapter on the link between two often t akm for 

granted aspects of computer networks (network structure and message 

structure) we began to see the emergence of patterns in different aspcctrj of 



communication that vary from network to network. For example, diEerences 

in information contained in message headers reflect differences in the 

physical structure of networks. Soc.w~men headers include a unique message 

1.13. from the sending node and references to related messages, but do not 

convey to the reader precisely where a given message falls within the larger 

dialogue as Fernail messages, CompuServe messages, and Women's Bulletin 

Board messages do. The greater ordering of messages on CIS and the MBBS 

is possible because all users are sending and receiving mail through the same 

host node. Although Femail users send and receive messages through 

multiple nodes, the greater ordering sf Femail messages relative to 

Soc.wornsn messages is possible through the designation of one node as  a 

central node, with related tasks accomplished by a moderator. 

Alexander (1974) argues that variation in physical patterns in cities 

leads to differences in the types of standard situations available to people in 

a culture, and that different situations offer people different role 

opportunities. In the case of computer networks, variatian in network 

structure and form appears to lead to differences in the types of 

ccirmnunicative situations available for participants. Evidence of these 

differences is found in the discernible patterns in mesxge structure and 

narrative style that occur on specific networks, but vary from netwmk to 

network. For example, attributions and attributed text (elements of message 

structure) are common only to Usenet ncwsgroups. They are indicative of a 

narrative style that is logical and ratisna!. The combination of the physicz! 

structure of Usenet and software that organizes communication within 

Usenet newsgroups presents participants with not only the opportunity to 

easily create attributions and attributed text, but also the necessity to use 

attributions and attributed text. Attributions and attributed text contribute 



to the rational, logical narrative style characteristic of 8ac.wornen mcssilgcs. 

The predominance of Usenet structure is expressed in the prevalt.ncr of 

attributions and attributed text, that crea~te a set of stmdard situations for 

Soc. women partid pants. 

In choosing to communicate about women's issues and feminism via a 

particular type of computer network, group participants are selecting 

systems that support some forms of communication, and not others. 13enst~n 

(198E0, building on earlier work by Dixon (1974) points out that technology 

can "be seen as  a 'language' for action and self-expression with cor-rsequcnt, 

gender differences in ability to use this language" IRenstsn, 1988 p. 14). 

Benston argues that the computer networking systems that are widely 

available are not the only ones that could have been created, given existing 

levels of technical possibility. Other computer networking systems might 

have been developed had system designers had different objectives. In tRc 

case of technology, one must use the available tools and techniques i n  

attempts to carry out particular actions; actions are constrained hy the 

technologies that are available. The 'language' for social action provided by 

available technologies must be understood "as one that imposes limits on 

what can be 'said.'" (Benston, 1988 g .  19). Many actions or expressions of self' 

are not possible if a supporting technology is not available. As new 

technologies zre developed, our vocabulary fbr action changes (e.g., 

enhancements to Usenet software accommodated the possibility of moderakci 

groups), but does not necessarily expand (e.g., even though Usenet g roup  

can be moderated, the software does not support chronological sequencing of 

messages, so the need for and predominance of attributions and attributed 

text persists). 

From the material that was presented in this chapter, it fihould he 



dear that each network produces messages that are structured in particullm 

ways related tr, the specific physical structure of a given computer network. 

Although the structure of messages may be secondary, or taken for granted 

in the computer network design process, it should be clear that in choosing 

one type of network structure over another, we are implicitly making 

decisions about the forms of comuraication that will be available on the 

resultant computer network. In the next chapter it will became clear that at 

the same time we are specidjring the form co~munication will take through 

our selection of a physical structure for a computer network, we are making 

decisions (usually implicit in our selection of a network structure) about who 

will be able to particjpate in on-line discussions about women's issues and 

feminism. 



CEUWTER 6: 

PARTICIPANTS: WHO'S OUT THERE ANYWAY? 

hITRODUCTION 

When people comunicate face to face, a number of processes take 

place that allow people to assess others with whom they are communicating. 

When people meet, they meet in a physical place (work, school, the park) 

where often a role is suggested by the context of the meeting. For example, 

upon meeting another woman at  the University, one could fairly safely 

assume that she was either a student, a faculty member, or a staff member. 

Upon meeting someone in the park, one would be likely to ascertain 

something about them from observing the activities they participate in 

relative to that location. Although what is ascertained about someone in an 

initial face to face encounter may or may not be correct, it a t  least acts as a 

starting point for assembling a context that communication within which 

mother person occurs. In face to fare encounters, in addition to place, the 

people with whom one communicates further contribute to creating a context 

through visual and non-visual cues. An often commented upon aspect of' 

compilter mediated communication is the absence of cues afforded by both 

piace and observation of others involved in a given communicative exchange. 

In some respects, computer mediated communicaticm iu similar tx, 

communicating via telephone. However, when communicating via telephone 

(excluding 1-900 or commercial party lines and specialized services), often 

face to face communications have occurred previously, or phone contact has 



an  explicit purpose (e.g. ,  making an appointment). Both of these 

circumstances help contextuaiize the communication. Another important 

aspect of communicating via talephone is that the acoustic dimension of the 

phone (intonation and background noise) helps to contextualize 

communication. This dimension is absent fsom comumzication via computer 

network. Although communication via computer network may occur between 

people who have previously met. andor whose comunicaticsn occurs for an 

explicit purpose (such as asking a technical question or setting up a face to 

face meeting), when individuals come together to discuss a topic such as 

women's issues or feminism via computer, often they have not met face to 

face, and the context afforded by well defined purpose is often ambiguous a t  

best. Communicators lack many of the clues about their communication 

partners that are in other forms of communication provided through place, 

visual, and acoustic cues. Consequently, when people come together via 

computer to discuss women's issues, they often know little or nothing about 

one another. 

In the absence of visual and acoustic cues, one learns about the 

people with whom they are communicating through a variety of mechaplisms, 

that appear to vary from network to network and group to group. In 

describing the participants of the Soc.women newsgroup, the Femail mailing 

list, the CompuServe Men's and Women's Issues Section and the Women's 

Bulletin Board system, what one learns about participants and how one finds 

these things out varies. These variations reflect differences in network 

structure and social norms, and appear to contribute to differences in 

message style and content fsom network to network. For each of the networks 

discussed access to the network, the gender composition of group participants 

and how they present themselves to other group members is discussed. 



Information about Soc.women participants can he glemcd from a 

number of sources, each of which yields a different type of information. 

Message headers provide a source of information about participants' points oa' 

access into the Usenet system, where they work, and often, in the absence of 

unusual circumstances or the use of aliases, the gender of' message authors.44 

Signatures, along with aliases provide a glimpse into participants' sensc of 

humor. To a certain degree, message headers make it possible to dctcrminc 

what time of day messages were sent. Information of a more personal naturc 

about participants is sparse in Soc.women messages. If it exists a t  all, it is 

often included incidentally in message text. 

WORK AND ACCESS 

Reading Soc.women headers gives one a sense that S(lc.wmwn 

contributors mostly gain access to Usenet and Ssc.women Srorl, their 

workplaces, (mostly businesses and corporations engaged in computer related 

work, and science and applied science departments of universities). 'rhough 

readership of Usenet is worldwide, most contributors are in the United 

States. The organizational afiliations listed in Soc.women headers read like 

a combination of Who's Who in Corporate and Academic America, and a 

contest for aspiring stand-up comics. In three weeks of Soc.women messages, 

participants from over seventy businesses and over fifty universibiefi 

contributed messages. In addition over forty different organizational aliases 

were used, and at least seven people gained access to Usenet through 

44For an example of where this is not the case, see the discussion in 
the section titled Messages About Network Structure (chapter seven, p. 222) 
concerning Mark Ethan Smith. 



computer bulletin boards and commercial services offering electronic 

gateways to Usenei. 

Among the corporations and businesses that served as  points of 

access for Soc.wornen contributors were Apple Computer Inc, AT&T Bell 

Laboratories (twelve sites), Bell Comunications Research, Boeing Computer 

Services A1 Center, Citicorp, Computer Corp. of America, Data General, Data 

Resources/Pl/ac@raw-HilI, Digital Equipment Corporation, Fujitsu America 

Inc., General Electric (two sites), Hewlett Packard (4 sites), TnterACT 

Corporation, McDonnald Douglas, Microsoft Corporation, Pacific Bell, Philips 

Laboratories, Rand Corporation, Raytheon Company, SRI, Sun hlicrosystems 

and Tektronix Inc. (2 sites). The two known contributors from Canada gained 

access to Usenet via the CRC in Ottawa, and Bramalea Software Inc. in 

Bramalea, Ontario. 

h a n g  the universities and colleges that contributors to Soc.women 

gained access to that group through are Carriegie-Mellon, Columbia, Cornell, 

Dartmouth, Emory, Georgia Institute of Technology, Michigan State, MIT, 

New York University, Northwestern, Old Dominion, Princeton, Purdue, 

Rutgers. San Diego State, Stanford, Qhio State, Pennsylvania State, 

University of Texas a t  Austin, University of Chicago, University of California 

(Berkeley and Santa Crud, and the universities of Chicago, Delaware, 

Maryland, Pittsburgh, Southern California, Wisconsin (Milwaukee) and Yale 

University. 

Although both message headers and text indicate that most 

contributors with university access to Soc.wornen work in the sciences, 

occasionally participants in other academic areas contribute messages to 

Soc.women. Among those in the sample were the School of Education (UC 

Berkeley), the Division of Social Sciences (UC Santa Cruz), and the 



Extralegal Explorations Department of the University of Chicago. Ciir~adim 

contributors in academia gained access through the University of' Toronto, 

the University of Saskatchewan, University of Waterloo, and AcaQin 

University. Finally, a small number of contributors gain access to L C OC.  WOIT~CII 

and other Usenet groups through computer bulletin boards and cornn~ereial 

services that either use the dsenet software, or have gateways (cat~nectiuns) 

to Usenet. Among those listed in the sample were Chinut - Public Acwss 

Unix (two sites), OZ BBS (Dallas, Texas), The Big Electric Cat, The l'ortal 

System (TM), The Unix(R) Connection BBS (Dallas, Texas), and the Whole 

Earth 'Lectronic Link in Sausalito, California. 

From these headers, one gains a sense that doc.women contributors 

are well educated, and those who are no longer students are likely to work at 

high paying jobs in the computer industry, or in academia. Depending on thc 

stock of knowledge that a reader draws on ir, contextudizing contributors, 

the headers above might evoke images ranging from 'computer nerds' to 

'members of corporate America' to 'peers'. A look at the organizational aliases 

users substitute far their default or system generated organizational 

affiliations however is likely to evoke a digerent set of images. 

Among the organizational aliases included in the Soc.wornen sample 

were the Big "D" Home for Wayward Hackers, Bosco Gang Chocolate Center, 

Breakfast Antiphonies, caen, Cheeseheads United, Dea Ex Machina, 

. Franklin's Tower, Fresh Pond Kollege of Packet Switching Knowledge, 

Garnet Gang Gens  of Wisdom, Inc., Ivory Tower, Legion of Oynamic ihscord, 

Not Really Records, Purple People Inc., QQQCLC, Slobbering Systems, Inc., 

S O W A T  -- Stop Oppression Without Hardly Any Trouble, Syd Harrett 

Cabal & the Unnamed Conspiracy, The Cat Factory, The Church of the Holy 

Starship, The Daisy Hill Puppy Farm, The Electric Otter Sushi Bar, The 



Expressway to Yr. Skull, The G. Yac Logic-Chopping Company, The 

Institution for the Temporarily Intelligant, The Lab Rats, The Leaning Tower 

of Patterson Office, The Muppet Show, The Poto Mitan in the Houmfor, The 

Throne of Blood, The Whizzo Chocolate Company, The Wild, Chunk;,, 

Spunky Planet of Mary Lou Retton Clones, The Zets, Three Initial 

Corporation, Trailing Edge Technology, Unwed Wombats With Comfortable 

Shoes (Tarot Poker Division), Wonder Willi, Golfing Groundhog Figurine 

Mfg. and Zehn and The Art of ATE. 

Some of these aliases may be puns on corporate names. For example, 

The G.  Yac Logic-Chopping Company is an alias for Geac, suppliers of library 

computer systems. Others, such as Three Initial Corporation may be used to 

keep contributors out of trouble with their employers. One contributor 

expresses this with a disclaimer that ends his message: 

1087 DISCLAIMER: My employers would shoot me if they knew I was writing this stuff. 

Finally, aliases such as Trailing Edge Technology (perhaps an alias for 

Leading Edge Technology, a computer manrafacturer) may be a statement 

a ~ o u t  what wm-kers think of their employers. Some aliases (such as The 

Daisy Hill Puppy Farm and The Wild, Chunky, Spunky Planet of Mary Lou 

Retton Clones) refer to popular culture. The Daisy Hill Puppy Farm is where 

Snoopy in Charles Shultz's Charlie Brown cartoon was born, and The Wild, 

Chunky, Spunky Planet of Mary Lou Retton Clones is a reference to the 

Bloom County cartoon. Some aliases are simply whimsical and some may 

cause readers to question the mental stability of their authors (eg., The 

Expressway to Yr. Skull). 

Based on an examination of times included in Soc.women headers (in 

cases where the geographical location of a contributor is known), it appears 

that participants are to a large extent submitting messages to Soc.women 



during normal business hours. Popular times iCur submitting nticssllgtls 

appear ts be mid-morrimg, around lunchtime 11:00 p.m.), and mid-:iRernoon, 

Bccasiona!ly messages are submitted in the early evening, suggesting that 

contributors are either working late (this is a frequent occurrence in the 

computer industry), or have computers at home through which they gain 

access to their work-based Usenet systems. 

GENDER COMPOSITION OF SOC.WOMEN CQMTRIBIJTORS 

By examining names found in Soc.women From: headers, and by 

referring to message text for clues about the authors' gender in the event of 

gender-neutral names (such as Chris, Pat, Jessie) or aliases, the gender 

composition of Soc.women contributors can be estimated, along with message 

sending patterns. In the Soc.wornen sample, out of a total of two hundred and 

fifty eight contributors who contributed a total of six hundred fifty messages 

over forty four days,45 sixty three percent of the contributors were men, 

twenty seven percent were women and the gender of ten percent of' the 

contributors could not be determined. Just over half of the messages were 

authored by men, and just over forty-four percent of the messages were 

authored by women. The gender of the authors of slightly over five percent of 

the messages could not be determined (see Figure 6.1: Gender Composition of' 

45a;VEnile an examination of date headers in thcl sample ~howed f'orty- 
four different days, these messages were collected over fifty-two days. 
Because Soc.women messages are deleted from the host node regularly and 
technical difficulties (such as inadequate disk space on the host machine) 
result in the host node from time to time rejecting its messages, gaps exist in 
the sample. Data was collected over fifty two days, with no messages from 
eight days, and a low volume of messages on thirteen of the forty four days. 
Low message volume may indicate that not all messages were received for 
those days. Similar conditions are likely to apply to other Usenet sites 
receiving Soc.women. 



From reading Soc.women, one learns very little about the personal 

characteristics and demographics of that group's conttibutors. The pcrsonal 

attributes of contributors that Soc.women readers come to know about, or 

assume are often gleaned fiom message text, where they are included as an 

incidental, or secondary feature. For example, in Soc.women Message 5 (p. 

178) that was titled "Re: Snow White and the Black Woman," the author 

refers to a previous message (line 5580) authored by Adlai (line 5578). In the 

previous message, Adlai had apparently assumed that the author of tho 

current message was a white woman. In lines 5581-55142 the author of' 

Soc.women Message 5 corrects this misconception, by pointing out she is a 

non-white lesbian. 

Soc.women Message 5: 
Well, Adlai, I'm glad it cheers you up -- really I am -- but, 
unfortunately, I'm a cynic at heart and I have to point out that 
your previous message mentioned that the bulk of your responses 
have Seen from minorities. I'm no excwtion, being a minority 
by race, sex and gender preference I happen to know where you're 
coming from, and I have the unhqpy feeling that it's almost 
impossible for most straight white upper-middle-class folks, particuiarly 
males, to relate to your concerns. Damned if I know how ta rectify 
that. I know a number of women who are &I6 lo make !Re connection 
between their oppression as women and my oppression by race, sexual 
preference, whatever, but it's hard. I'd love to figure out how 
to draw analogies that will make it clear lo those in ths piivileged 
parts of society where the rest of us siand. 

Through a similar process, in Soc.women Message 6 (p. 180), readers Icum 

through attributed text that Mikki Barry is in a position where she rcceivc?~ 

resumes (lines 7645- 7651). The author of Soc.women Message 6 then  point^ 

out (presumably based on earlier Soc.vornen messages) on line 7652 that 

Mikki Barry owns her own company. 
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Soc.women Message 6: 
In article <8054@eddie.MIT.EDU> ooblick@eddis.MIT.EDU (Mikki Barry) writes: 
> 
>I  throw away at least 10% of resumes and other arrespondance that 
>addresses me as "Dear Sir". I do not waste time giviog them a reason 
>for their rejection, since they obviously did not waste lime finding out 
90 whom to send the rssume. 
> 
>Mikki Barry 

Dear Mikki Who Owns Her Own Company: (as we are so often reminded) 
Why do not you throw away 100 peicent of the resumos and other correspondance 
that begin their salutation with "Dear Sir'? 

Another way that readers gain a sense of who Soc.women 

participants are is through contributors' use of personal information as  a 

mechanism for establishing that they are speaking from an authorit a t' ive 

position on the topic at hand. In Soc.women Message 7 (titled Re: AMEX and 

sexism), the attributed text (lines 4792-4794) refers to an  American Express 

application received by Lynn Gold that was apparently mis-addressed. In 

lines 4796-4797 of Soc.women Message 7,  the author of that message tells us; 

how she makes a living (as a data entry operator) before asserting that thc 

improperly addressed application might have been the result of end of the 

week carelessness, rather than sexism. Personal ir:format,ion is used as  a 

mechanism for establishing her credibility in relation to her assertion. 

The author of Soc.wornen Message 8 (titled Re: Fairy Tales!, also 

presents personal information in the context of establishing authority. The 

fairy tale debate appears to have begun when a contributor made a comment 

about sexism in fairy tales. Another contributor then encouraged the author 

bothered by sexism in fairy tales to lighten up. The lines below frawi 

Soc.womerr Message 8 are taken from a long message where the author  

presents an argument for lightening up. 

In the 64 lines that follow lines 4870-4878, the author recountrj 



situations from his work with grieving family members, and uses these as  a 

basis for arguing that there are circunstances in life where people should 

lighten up. He uses personal information in lines 4870-4871 to both lend 

context to the situations he desckbes, as well as  a voice of authority to the 

larger debate of which this message is a part: that women in Soc.women 

should lighten up about sexism. 

Soc,women Message 7: 
4790. In article <1379@csib.esi.UUCP> Igold@csi.UUCP (Lynn Gold) writes: 
4791. > 
4792. >I'm used to getting mail to "Mr. Lynn Goid" (my name is gender-neutral; 
4793. >they do not always know whether I'm male or female), but NEVER have I 
4794. >gotten mail to "Mr. Lynn ANN Gold!" 

4795. (except recently from American Express) 

4796. I am a data entry operator and i think your credit card application was 
4797. procased at 455 PM on a Friday. 

Soc,women Message 8: 
4870. As a physician and forensic scientist, I am frequently in the posilon of 
4871. dealing ' ~ i t h  families of people who have died violentiy or unexpectedly. 
4872. Now, some of these decedents more or less brought death on themselves 
4873. through sheer stupidity or self desbuctiv8 acts, and some baths 
4874. could have been avoided had, for instance, parents been a little more 
4875. reqmnsble, caring, or just not as ignorant as some folk are. 

4876. I have some strong feelings about some of these behaviors -- feelings 
4877. which, if vebalized, wouid & a liltle lo make me feel better about 
4878. my anger and frustration, but would hardly be helpfil to the family. 

Along with sharing workplace-based access to Soc.women, it appears 

that most Soc.women participants are well educated. Aitlmough more men 

appear to con t~bu te  to the group than women, the average number of 

messages submitted by women is higher than that of men. It may be that 

because fewer women are participating in the Soc.women group, those that 

do participate feel compeiled to speak more frequently in efforts to win the 

continual battle f i r  control of the group. Although we know that the majority 

of Soc.women participants work in scientific fields, in a general sense, we 

know very little about them. For the most part,, when reading Soc.women one 



gains little sense of what the day to day iives of its p,w&icipants arc like. 

m F E ~  MAILING LIST 

From reading Femail messages, one gains a much more in depth 

sense of who participants are and what their lives are like, than what results 

from reading Soc.women messages. Although the removal of message headers 

strips messages sf what little surface clues about participants inherently 

exist in messages on a distributed multi-node network, a t  the same time it 

protects participants from having the identity of their employer known, as 

well as from receiving unwanted electronic junk mail. The removal of 

headers (both a technical decision related to the use of non-Usenet software, 

and a social decision related to the emergence of Femail out of dissatisfaction 

with Soc.women) contributes to the more personal tone of messages that 

make up the Fernail dialogue in general, and the greater abundance of 

personal information contained in Femail messages in particular. 

WORK AND ACCESS 

Like Soc.women contributors, Fernail contributors also gain access to 

that group through nodes of wide area networks (such as UUCP and 

A R P h e t )  in their workplaces. However, with the removal of message 

headers from Femail messages, in the absence of knowing anything about 

oc.women network structure, this would not be as obvious as it is in S 

messages. In general, the individuals who come together to form the Fernail 

mailing list are in some cases former and/or current Soc.women readtm (see 

Femail Message Excerpts 3, p. 183), or they may have heard about the list 

from a friend. 

Although the removal of message headers in the Fernail group makes 

it more difficult to capture a sense of the places that FemaiI participants 



work corrrpared icr Smwornen ~z>i;tribe;tr4rs, we get a much more detailed 

sense of what their work lives are like. Because headers have been removed 

from Femail messages, we know less about the time of day messages are 

submitted to that group. However, Fernail messages contain references to 

submitting messages from work, and Fernail participants occasionally 

irdicate that they are dependent upon workplace computers for access to the 

group. 

Femail Message Excerpts 3: 
48180 Hi, I'm new here (well, I used to be around, but then I went away, 
48181 but now I'm back ...j My name is Marie deslardins, I'm a PhD 
481 82 sludent in CS (Allmachine learning) at UC Berkeley. I am here 
481 83 because I got fed up with soc.women (if you read that group, you 
48194 know what i'rn talking slboui). I'm married to a wonderful, feminist 
48185 man (kepi my birth name), no children yet. First, to Jaye: It 
48186 
----- 
48290 After several months of reading the ferniist and attempting to 
48291 continue posting to soc.women, I'm going lo attempt to move some of 
48292 my discussions here due to the high flame content in .wonen 
48293 recently. So here it is, my first posting to Ihe feminist mailing 
48294 list .. . 

Given that the nodes that carry the Fernail mailing list are located in 

similar places (academia, the corporate sector) to the Usenet nodes that 

accomnodate access to Soc.wornen, it is not surprising that Femail 

contributors have a great deal in common with Socawomen coratributsrs. Like 

Soc.women comtnibutors, Femail participants tend to be highly educated; they 

are likely to be students, professors, or professionals working in areas related 

t40 the sciences, 

In contrast to Soc.women messages that provide a wealth of 

information about contributors in headers and a minimal amount of 

information about contributors in text, Femail readers can easily gain a 

sense of who contributors to that group are from the text of messages 

submitted to the group. The tradition of including 'personal data' in Femail 



messages began quite early in that group's history. A Fernail contr ihtrzr  

requested demographic idomation in the fifth message submit&cd to Fanail 

(see lines 18334-18335 of Fernail Message Excerpts 4 p. 1831, and in the third 

message submitted to that group a contributor presents demographic 

infomation in the context of a story (lines 18250-18255, Femail Messagtb 

Excerpts 4). 

From reading through the remainder of Fcmail Message Exctx-pts 4, 

we see that Femail contributors appear to be quite candid in messages they 

submit to the mailing list. Personal data may include a synopsis of a 

contributor's past relationships (lines 18399-18255 of FemaiI Message 

Excerpts 4, p. 185), an overall profile (lines 18438-18441), or a personal 

commentary (lines 18646-18655). Although the inclusion of personal 

information appears to be almost secondary in Soc.women messages, 

personal information appears to be primary to the Fernail mailing list (see 

Presentation of Self: Personal Information, p. 178 j. 

GENDER COMPOSITION OF FEMAIL CONTRIBUTORS 

The probable gender of message authors can be determined with 

greater accuracy in Fernail messages, than in Soc.wsrnen messages. First, a 

contributor's ability to submit messages to the Fernail group anonymously (or 

with an alias) is controlled by the moderator, in conjunction with the grmp 

(see Moderation: Negotiating Group Process On-line p. 233). Second, the 

focus on personal issues in the Femail group (beginning with introductionu) 

accommodates an  easy assignment sf gender to gender neutral narnt.8, as 

well as  anonymous contributions. 

In contrast to Soc.women, where nearly two thirds of the partioiyant~ 

were men, just over one fourth of Fe~nail participants were men. Although 



Fernail Message Excerpts 4: 

18334 Second, I would like !3 know some of the demographics of the mail group. 
18335. Are we p n g ?  okl? childless? ducatd? divorced? 
183%. 
18337 To sbrt the ball roling, I am 31, married, childless, with a F'h.5. in 
18338. Fsychoiogy. ! have a commuter marriage (i.e., I couldn't stand the commute, 
18339. xi we get together on weekends). (Maybe there is a better lerm for this 
18340. style of marriage?) ..... 
---- 
$ 2  The biggest question in my lite right now is whether to have 
18253. children or not. I'm dmost 28, I'm a harchare design engineer, 
18252, 1 will be married in A!igusl. Righl now, my fiafW and I are in 
18253. a discussion group called Pxenlhood, Should I or Shouldn't I? 
182%. Hopefully, it will help us explore the variaus factors to help 
18255. us make this decision .... 
---- 
18399. My persmal data is: I am X years ~ i d ;  always single (have had livkin 
1840. affairs twice, though); childless; my current love affair has been 
W01.  going on tor 2 years. 
"--- 
18438. Let me introduce myself. My name is Francie Hunt, I am 30 yc-irs old 
18439. (a terrific age to be), recently married, recently Ph.Ded, and ret-~!!y 
18440. employed as rn &stant professor at C w  Western Reserve MY 
18441. (where recently means in the 1st year or so).... 
..--. 
18646. On to b e  vital particulars: I am 24, s perpetual senior in computer 
18647, science at the University of Texas, also emploved part-time as a 
18648. hacker, although I like lo tell myself that my heart really lies in the 
18649. liberal arts. I am unmarried but very much anached to a woman wh~m 
I%%). some of p u  may remember from earlier discussions in net.singles and 
18651. elsewhere: Pauravi is an American ol East I n d i  heritage. (There was 
18652. once some discussion of whether or not we constitute an interracial 
18653. wuple.) Our relationship is also a bit atypical b u s 6  of our diverse 
18654. career goals. I am basically a lazy sort, content enough to earn my 
18655. k q  but not particularly eager to build a bright and shining Career. 
---- 
19601. Since I think it is very good lor all of us to know who 
19602. we are, I'll add my prsonal history. I'm 23 years old. I got 
19603. my Masters in Cprations Research last year, but I haven't used 
19604. it yet. I currently feel more like a computer hack than a Maste~ 
19605. ol anything. I am wrrently searching for a new jab. I have more 
19606. to say on this but I'll save it until later. I live with my 
19507. l i m e .  We've been engaged since December, and have been going 
19508. togelher since last April. 

19820. Hi. My name is Susan Finkelman. I am a software engineer with Varim 
19821. Associates in Walnut Creeic CA. I've been reading this group for 
i9822. monlhs, but I'm tinaly prompled to write in response to Ginger's 
19823. query about Catholic school (fi98). 



Men \NQrnen Unknown 

# Contributors # Messages 

Men Women Unknown 
# Contributors 89 249 11 

# Messages 325 1,000 14 

46Figures for men and women include annonymous contributors 
whose gender could be assumed based on message text. Data derived from 
archive of Fernail Mailing List fiom its inception in February, 1984 to 
January 1988. Approximately 200 messages are missing from the archive. 



women consf,itrr&-cd -1iightly wer one f o ~ r t h  of  the rmt,Pirbutom 4LO Ssc.women, 

and they eontdmted nearly half of that group's messages. In contrast, the 

number of messages contribute$ to F e m d  by both men (25%) and women 

(74%) over four years closely approximated the representation of men (26%) 

and women (71%) in that group47 

The gender composition of the Fernail mailing list group has Erom 

time to time been a topic of discussion in that group. By looking at Femail 

Message 3 (p. 188) several interesting points emerge. Of the forty one people 

who responded to a message on Soc.women about beginning a new group, 

three quarters were women. Within three months, two thirds of the people 

known to be reading the list were women, one third men. At that time, 

eightytwo percent of the contributors were women, and eighteen percent 

were men. In other words, shortly aRer the group began, the number of men 

reading Femail increased. However, contributions to Femail by gender did 

not reflect that change. Unlike Soc.women where women contributed more 

messages per person on average than men, the contributions to Femail by 

gender have remained in proportion to the number of men and women 

contributors in that group. 

Ten months after the inception of Femail, the percentage of 

contributions by men had increased slightly, Erom twenty one to twenty seven 

percent. On average, men contributed more messages per person to the list 

than women (see Fernail Message Excerpts 5, p. 190). The slight increase in 

contributions made to Fernail by men continued into April of 1985, when the 

470ne percent of Fernail messages were authored by three percent of 
contributors whose gender could not be determined from either names or 
rnessage content. 



Femail Message 3: 
April 18, 1984 from Me moderator 

As some kind of aid in the WOl?&i-+iCe discussion, 1 am posting some statistics 
on the ratio of wonren/men, in h e  mail grow. I determined each person's gender 
bsed on their name @g. Rkr, Martha) or something they said in a mail 
message or from knowinr; them personally. 

Rea,ders: 
There are 79 people (that I know of) who are receiving the mailing list. The 
grwp consists of 49 (6%) women, 28 (35%) men and 2 (3%) people whose sex I 
could not determine. They are on 51 different machines. 
When I sent the first message out, there were 31 women and 10 men on the list. 

Posters: 
01 the fi;sl f t 5  [real) messages (#2 - $1 16), 91 (79%) messages were lrom women 
and 24 (21 %) were from men. 
I1 one looks at tie individuais who posted (some individuals made more than one 
posting -- like me), there were 36 diflerent women who posted articles and 8 
different men who posted articles. That breaks down to 73% of the 49 women and 
ol the 28 men, who decided to speak up. 

So, the ratio of womenlmen is changing from 311 to 312 bul more ol ihe men are 
simply reading and more oi the women are being heard from. 

I had a look at the latest postings (I chow the 35 messages I received, so 
far, in April). There were 25 (71%) from women and 10 (29%) from men. So, there 
is a slight increase in the number of articles from men, lately. 

At that point (fifteen months after the group began) thirty ptmxnt of' 

the contributions to Femail were authored by men. However, returning to 

Figure 6.2 (p. 185) that breaks down contributions to Femail hy gendw over 

four years, contributions by men constituted only twenty five prt!ct!nt of the 

total. The extent that men and women 'speak out' to Fernail renders 

fluctmtes over time. This is addressed in greater detail in ihc seciion iitied 

Moderation: Negotiating Group Prucesa On-line (p. 23R), in chapter wvrrn. 

THE PRESENTATION OF SELF: PERSONAL INFOKMATIUN 

In contrast to L%c.wome~~ messages where personal infhrmation 

appears to be almost secondary, personal information occupies a central place 



in the cornrnasrticative processes that together constitute the Fernnil mailing 

list. Aithcaugh the process of introducing oneself to the Fernail group often 

Femaii Message Excerpts 5: 
1087 November 8,1984 Message 356 from the moderator 

For you statistics bulk: 
Just went over my list of recipients. As of today, the total number of pecple 
(that I 'know about) who receive the Is! is 163, There are probably others 
who are gening the list forwardedi to them, that I do not know abut. 
Judging from rimes and other information, there seem to k 104 women and 
men I cannot determine the sex of the other 7 people. 
A quick look at the headers of articles 1-355 shows 73% of the articles are by 
women and 27% by men. There were 84 unique people posting those articles and 
exacfly 2/3 were women and 113 were men. 

invalves divulging personal inkmation, the presentation of personal 

information to Fernail readers does not s t ~ p  with introductions. All of the 

material in Fernail Message Excerpts 6 (p. 190) was signed by contributors 

with their names. 

Lines 4413-4414 of Femail Message Excerpts 6 are taken from one of 

the first contributions by a man, who in subsequent contributions to the 

Femail mailing list recounts the process of discovering he is a transsexual, 

and legally changing his sexual identity to female. Subsequent messages 

submitted to the Femail mailing list by this individual query readers among 

other things about side effects of estrogen therapy and where to buy size 13 

women's shoes. Through messages, readers are informed of the individual's 

highs and lows as he comes out as a male to female transsexual to parei~ts, 

friends, and co-werkers. 

Lines 1026% 10270 are from a message &at, is part, of a never ending 

discussion of birth control. The word "it" on line 10263 refers to a diaphragm. 

"SO" on line 10266 refers to significant other - a term that is used commody 

amongst Fenlail contributors to refer to the person with whom they are 



hasring sex, who they may or may not be married to or living with. This 

message 

441 3. 
4414. 
--- 
10262. 
10263. 
10264. 
'1 0265. 
10266. 
10267. 
10268. 
10269. 
10270. ---- 
24408. 

24409. 
24410. 
2441 1 
2441 2. 
24413. 
24414. 
24415. 
24416. 
24417, 
24418. 
241419. 

received a number of replies from both wornen and ~nen,  

Femail Message Excerpts 6: 
I would like to thank those of you who sent me advice abu l  getting my 
ears pierced. Now, if I could just get my eye shadow right :-) :-) 

That leads me to another qusstion (sort 01 embarrassing lor me to 
ask over a public 'airway'). The only time I do not want it in 
hhead of time is if we're going to have oral srtx betorefinstead 
of inkrcourss. I never figured the spennicick wouM taste that 
hot, but my SO says that the real probbm is "numb tongue.' I'm 
not that inexperienced, but this is the first person who ever 
mentioned this to me. He says it's pretty common. Is this true, 
and everyone else was just being polite by not mentioning it? 
Comments from the men? 

re: pubic hair, shorts, arid bathing suits 

I have rather dark and extensive puhic hair. I've mostly decided 
Po ignore it, but when I feel self-conscious, I trim it with a pair 
of small scissors. Cutting it down to about a quarbr or eighth of 
ar: 'r.-h makes it lass noticable but nol scratchy. I trim my underarm 
hair about once a month in the same way. I still shave my legs below 
the knee because the Rair is too dark and it bothers ma. During the 
winter il grows lairly long. I sometimes pluck out the hairs that 
groiw up l~ward  my navel. But hat gets tedious, i agree with Judy. 
If someone doesn't like it, that's their problem. My boyiriend 
doesn't seem to mind although he doesn't like stubble. I do not think 
that many people really notice. 

who often recounted their own experiences with spermicide in their 

responses. Other responses included suggestions about brands of spermicidc 

that did not taste so bad. Lines 24408-24419 arc from one message of' many 

where women discussed body hair in general, what their body hair was like, 

what if anything they did about it, and what their attitudes and society's 

were about it. 

b o n g  the other topics of a perssnai nature that Femail participants 

speak openly about are ferns  bout getting nrarried, becoming pregnant, 

pursuing promotions, and rnovillg with or away from a significant other in 

relation to professional opporturiity. Women talk about sexual abuse they 



sulffered, abortions they received, and relationships they ended. Through 

reading the list, one wornan began to see her husband as a batterer, and with 

the support of Femail readers went through the transition of leaving her 

husband, moving into a transition house, and getting her life back together. 

Although not all messages in Fernail bear out the intimate details of 

contributors' lives in what is at times shocking detail, this phenomenon is 

quite c a m o n  to messages that give or seek advice (see Seeking and Giving 

Advice On-line, p. 229 of chapter seven). 

The personal tone of Femail messages reflects a number of factors. 

First, in most cases an individual must make more of an eRort to receive 

Fernail messages than their Usenet counterpart, Soc.womem messages. This 

perhaps weeds out participants looking for convenient, easy amusement that 

one can find in Soc.women. Second, the group's size (both in terms of 

readership and number of contributors) is undoubtedly limited by the 

difficulties associated with constructing paths for messages to travel to  and 

from the moderator. Third, messages may be submitted to  Femail one week, 

and distributed to the group's readers a week or more later. Potential 

contributors, knowing this time delay exists, may choose to compose 

submissions to the group sometime after reading messages, rather than 

instantly, as is often the case with Ssc.women messages. The time delay 

related to the distribution of Fernail messages (as opposed to a sense that if a 

response is not submitted right away it will be dated, as is often the case 

with Soc.women messages), may lead to reflection pi-ior to submitting 

messages. In turn this may allow participants to think twice about 

antagonistic replies. 

Since all readers in theory receive all messages in the same order, 

and software used to submit messages to Femail does not automatically 



prompt users to include text verbatim from previous messages, discussion on 

Fernail is less likely to follow the form of a point icountcr-point debatc i.hm 

that encouraged by attr-ibutions and attributed text. Finally, the presence of' 

a moderator who takes responsibility for both creating group norms; in 

relation to the character of the discourse, and enforcing those norms 

facilitates a more personal exchange. 

Of all of the networks considered in this section, we know the \east 

about participants of the Cornpusewe Men's and Womerm's Issucts ~ection. 

Although a sense of participants can be gained fi-om a range of messngr? 

headers in Soc.wornen messages, as well as through text in Fernail messages, 

CIS messages offer scant information in either message headers or text about 

participants in the Men's znd Women's Issues Section. 

As a single node network, authors of CIS messages submit their 

messages to the Men's and Women's Issues Section of that network through 

CIS software. All participants potentially access CIS from different physical 

locations, and once they have connected to CompuServe, their messages arc 

moved around by the CIS software, The headers supplied by that software do 

not betray the location through which the author of a message has gained 

access to CIS, Consequently, we know virtually notbi ng about whcm CIS 

message authors are contacting the CIS network from. 

ACCESS 

A review of the time and date message headers !?om mcssagcl; 

submitted to the Men's and Women's Issues section over a one month period 

showed that thirby percent of the messages were submitted between 790 a.m. 

and 690 p.m. Eastern Standard Time (EST), and seventy percent of the 



messages were sirbmitted between 6:CO p.m. a ~ d  790  a.m. EST. The CIS rate 

structure, with lower hourly charges a t  night encourages higher use during 

night hours. 

Keeping in mind that CIS participants are potentially located in all 

time zones, but that their messages are stamped with whatever time it was 

in the eastern time zone when their message was submitted, we can make 

some rough assertions about where CIS participants are when they submi; 

messages. Assuming most participants in the Men's and Women's section 

hold jobs requiring their presence at  work during normal business hours, it4 

appears that the majority of participants access CIS frmn computers in their 

homes, after their workday ends. 

Unlike the other networks discussed in this section, one's access to 

CIS is dependent upon steady access to cash cry credit. Upon signing up for 

CompuServe, perspective users must supply either a credit card number for 

direct billing, or a chequing account number for direct withdraws. If a 

subscriber is outside of the US., the only billing option available is a credit 

card number. This requirement, along with the hourly fees charged for use of 

CIS ensures that regular CIS users (not Sysops, wk.0 use the area of CIS they 

operate for free) are relatively affiuent. 

Over roughly a one month period48 three hundred and fifty three 

messages were contributed to the ?-fen's and Women's issues Section of 

48Mcssage dates used here span the entire month of February, 
although access to CIS for this sample occurred between February 6 and 
February 28. 



CompuSersre. These were orgznized into three threads. Sevcnty pcrceilt of 

the participants (n=7) were men, who contributed fifty seven percent, of the 

messages in the section. Women, who constituted thirty percent of the 

contributors (n=3) authored forty-three percent of the messzagths. AitSnough 

the gender composition of contribut~rs was similar to that crf the % I C . W ~ I ~ U I ~  

sample, and the CIS section showed a similar pattern to Soc.warnen in terns  

of women contributing messages in a higher proportion than their 

representation in the group, a significant difference exists between the 

Soc.women and CIS samples that is worthy of note. 

In the Soc.wornen sample, the ratio of contributors to messages was 

one to 2.5. However, in the CIS sample, the ratio of contributors to messages 

was one to 35. A large number of people were engaged in debates in the 

Soc.women newsgroup. However, only a small number of people joined in the 

dialogue of the CIS Men's and Women's Issues Section. Of the 353 messages 

that comprised the CIS sample, 272 (or 77% of the total) were contributed by 

two people; a man who authored 126 messages, and a woman (also the sysop) 

who authored 146 messages. The woman sysop's messages, together with 

messages from two other sysops involved with maintaining the Issues Il'orum 

(where the men's and women's issues section is located) accounted for 48% of 

the total message Row in the men's and womcn's section of CIS. By thc time 

CIS was monitored for this study, the number of women using it to discuss 

women's issues had fallen off dramatically. 

THE PRESENTATION OF SELF: PERSONAL INFORMATION 

From reading the Femail mailing list one gains a detailed senm of' 

that group's participants, and what their lives are like. Information about the 

personal attributes and lives of participants is sparse in the Soc.wornen 



newsgroup, though it is frequently included incidentally in messages. In 

contrast, information about CIS men's and women's issues section 

participants is rarely included in message text. This makes participation in 

that group's discussions a bit disorienting a t  times. In reassuring a new CIS 

user about participating in a discussion, a seasoned CIS contributor 

comments on what i t  feels like to join a discussion on CompuServe: 

&Mi, Preston. Your parti cipatlon isn't premature a t  all. You got here pretty 
&much a t  the beginning of the thread, actually--an unusual thing in CompuS 
ewe. Usually i t  feels more like dropping in late on a conversation, and it's 
always a little nerve-wracking to do that (CIS.98.1P20, lines 1.102-1 105). 

After reading a thread in the men's and women's issues section of 

CompuServe for one month, a participant is likely to know no more about 

participants than their marital status or educational background. The 

message excerpts below (CompuServe Message Excerpts 2, p. 195) contain all 

of the information participants included about themselves in CIS men's and 

women's issues section messages over a one month period. The excerpts come 

from messages that were part of the "Feminist vs. Libber" thread. It appears 

to have begun shortly before CompuServe Message 1 (p. 156) was written. 

CompuServe Message Excerpts 2: 
male 11 
2222. 
2223. 
2224. 
2225. 
[Female 1 )  
2257. 
2258. 
2259. 
2260. 
[Male 1 ] 
2283. 
2289, 
2290. 
va le  '1) 
2572. 
2573. 
2574. 

I have spent a long time in academe, dealing with the extremists 
usually comfortably ensconsad in various "Women's Studies" departments, so I 
appreciate your distinctions. I use the phrasa libber for the more aeasonabk 
group !or fwo reasons. First of all, the very word "feminist" denotes a 

You and 1 must have experienced very different "acaclemic worlds.* In my 
experience. I do not know anyone who is "comfortably" in a Women's Studies 
program unless she first earned tenure by publishing more and working harder 
than many of her male colleagues. On severa! cases, women have sacriticed 

1 have spent 16 (almost 17) years at 13 univarsities, and have good 
canfacts at maiiy more. In that time, I have yet to see any significint number 
ol "Women Studies" bparlments that aren'l havens for ideologues and 

departments (and the ones that my wife informs me about at the schools that she 
has attended) lead me b believe that the %tage in those departments may indeed 
by higher 

(CIS.207; material ins& brackets added for clarification.) 



Like information about the personal attributes a d  lives nit' 

participants in Soc women, personal information included in CIS messages 

appears to be included incidentally, rather than as  a focal point of the 

message itself. In addition, similar to the personal information included in 

%oc.women messages, it appears that personal information in CIS messages 

often is  included to lend a voice of authority based on experience to claims 

made by contributors. 

For example, in CornpuServe Message Excerpts 2 (lines 2222-2225), 

that message's author includes idcrmation about his previous experiences in 

academia in response to a previous message where a contributor made a 

distinction between extreme or lunatic fh-inge feminists, and "the rest of us." 

In this case, personal information is included to both contextudize Male 1's 

current response, as well as his previous message (CornpuServe Message 1, p. 

156). In line 2257 of CornpuServe Message Excerpts 2, Female 1 incidentally 

mentions her involvement in academia, and then uses this as the source for 

her c o m ~ e n t s  in lines 2268-2260, that challenge Male 1's view of Women's 

Studies expressed in line 2223. Male 1 includes additional personal 

information in subsequent messages to Female 1, In lines 2288-2290 of 

CompuServe Message Excerpts 2, he refers to his varied exposure to 

academic environments in an effort to establish himself as an authoritative 

source in relation to the claims he makes about Women's S tud ie~  

departments, Finally, in lines 2572-2573 Male 1 incidentally mention8 hiu 

wife in a final bid to assert the validity of his claims. 

If CIS participants find the lack of idolrmation about participanis to 

be too disorienting, they can search a user directory for additional 

information about message contributors. The directory menu allowe CIS 

users to search the user directory by a person's name, a CIS 1.11. ( thk  i~ 



automatically appended to CIS message headers), or by interest. Searching 

by interest allows the user to specify a word to search for. If a CIS user has 

created a directory entry (this is optional) that contains that word, their 

directory entry will be retrieved. Searching for &he word 'women' would 

produce a list of entries like those in the CompuServe User Directory Entries, 

below. 

CornpuServe User Directory Entries: 
307. Avery Ray Colter 71067,606 
368. Fat-Aclivism I Chasing Fat Women <grin> I All Things Japanese I Raquetbal 
3 & I Skiing I P hotqraphy 1 Dungeons & Dragons I Hot-Chatting 1 Swimming 

310. MARCIE BURROW 71345,172 
31 I .  & METHODISM, SEMINARY STUDIES, PROFES SIONAL WOMEN, COMPUTER USE, NON-FICTION 
312. WRITING,CAREER CHANGING I MID-LIFE REMARRIAGE I INDUSTRiAL CHAPLAINCY 

313. &CHUCK 7 1361,2562 
314. UFO's /scuba divinghritish legends(gam-153)Aast cars and not so fast 
31 5. women 

316. vicki 71650,1470 
31 7. & Disablities and Edldcation I Women's Rights ! Country Music 

321. Nancy Zingrone '72240,3357 
322. (h history of science, medicine, psychiatry, psychology I womans history I 
323, parapsychology i UFOs 1 crypbzoology i co-pub. a new& on marginal 
324. science 

325. Sysop Ehrira Casal 72247,395 
326, menshvomens issues, femiriism I parenting, childrearing I education, 
327. & teaching I cultu re, languages, humanism I litm'ature, sci-fi, mysteries, 
328. writing. 

339. SHEAYL 73517,3275 
340. 8 women's issues I racial issues I Black American issues 

347. ROBERT W. SEXTON 76220,1772 
348. & MODERATE CONSERV ATWE I COMPUTERS I SPACE FLIGHT I SCIENCE FICTION 1 
349. & TRAVEL I PRO-CONTRA I PRO-OLLIE NORTH I INTERESTING WOMEN I MAKING MO NEY I! 

The length of entries in the CIS user directory is limited by the CIS 

software. In light of length limitations, participants who choose to include a 

directory entry will crfeen list their f nterests, perhaps something indicating 

what activities they engage in (e.g. lines 323-324, and in some cases their 

political beliefs. User directory entries may provide additional information 



about CIS participants. howeves placing one's name in the directory is an 

optional activity. This often means that no information about a given 

participant exists. Nonetheless, in the absence of other idormation about, 

participants, the user directory may aid participants in accessing their 

audience and communication partners. 

The absence of full headers in CIS messages combined with social 

norms that do not demand self disclosure in messages makes it difficult to 

characterize the participants in the CIS men's and women's issues section. 

From a technical standpoint, the physical structure of ComprlServe (a single 

node wide area network) would easily accommodate the inclusion of' more 

personal information about; CIS contributors. For example, if more space 

were allocated to user directory entries, CIS users could present more 

information about themselves in these directory entries. Similarly, if old 

messages were available on CIS for longer periods of time, C [ S  participants 

might gain a greater sense of participants through reading dated messages. 

Although communication in both the Soc.women newsgroup and the Femail 

mailing list take advantage of the one-to-many or many-to-many 

cornmcanication possibilities afforded by computer networking tec hnology , 

CIS communication may to a greater extent be predicated on the assumption 

that conrl~nunicatars will engage in one-to-one communication (c.g., all 

messages have a from and to header). Such communication, along with utx of 

CIS over an  extended period of time may allow participants to gain a sense of' 

one mother that would otherwise be difficult. 

THE WOMEN'S B~LLETIN BOARD SYSTEM 

Women's Bulletin Board messages, like CompuServe merjsagcu 

contain limited information in message headers about participants. However, 



participants tend to be more candid about themselves on the WBIi than on 

CornpuServe. where CornpuServe message threads often read like a 

conversation already in progress, in contrast, reading the WBBS feels more 

like entering a small town, and getting to knaw people a s  you run into them 

in a variety of settings. This sense is facilitated by the separation of the 

WBBS into several topically distinct areas. Contributors may offer extensive 

personal inforrnaGorm in some areas, but not in others. As participants explore 

the WBBS, they 'run into' contributors in different, contexts, and are able to 

gain a sense of what participants are like. 

ACCESS 

Because of the limited information contained in W B S  message 

headers, we knaw very little about where that  network-'^ users gain access to 

it. Most users appear to call the W B S  from within the New York City local 

calling area, where the WBS is located. Occasionally users mention in 

message text that they are calling from outside of the New York City area, 

via PC Pursuit (a value added carrier service that allows users to make calls 

from and to selected US. cities for a flat monthly fee in the evenings and on 

weekends). A review of the Date: header in 990 Women's Bulletin Board 

messages indicates that 41% of the messages on the WBBS were placed there 

during normal business hours (8 am,-6 p.m.), and 59% of the messages were 

posted between 6:O.l p.m. and 7 5 9  a.m.49 WBBS contributors appear to gain 

access to that network from both home and the workplace. 

Several contributors appear to work far women's organizations. At 

least one contributor regularly posts informational messages of interest to 

@Since not all contributors are located in the Eastern time zone, 
these figures should be considered estimates. 



the women's tomntunity on the WBBS as part of her job ( w c  lines 4098-4 !02, 

Women's Bulletin Board Message Excerpts 2, p. 200). In addition, feminist 

organizations appear to be points of access for some WBBS contributors (see 

lines 952-956, Women's Bulletin Board Message Excerpts 2). 

Women's Bulletin Board Message Excerpts 2: 
This board, with the rather cryplc title meaning something like inlormation, 
feminism, is abut feminist events, meetings, etc, around the world. I work at 
the resource center ol the International Womeo's Tribune CenW and am 
responsible lor putting up inlormatin on the board Eg.which i come across in 
various feminist publications from all over the world ..... 

Hi, my name is Reidun Brusletten I am here today with two other woman 
from Nwway. There names are Grete Eidorhagen and Agneb Shsem. 
We are here on behal of NGO's ot Norway and we are all impressed by what 
we have learned and seen here at Intern'l Women's Tribune Centre. 

GENDER COMPOSITION OF THE WOMEN'S BULLETIN B c ~ ~ I )  CC)NTIZIHIT'M)HS 

As of February 27, 1988, the W B S  llisted 639 users in that system's 

user directory. Based on assigning gender to names, twenty six percent werc? 

men, sixty one percent were women, and thirteen percent of' users had gender 

ambiguous names. The W B S  user directory lists people who have become 

permanent users of the WBBS. However, the listing in the user directory 

neither lists people who access the system, look around and do not come 

back, nor provides an  indication of who contributes messages to the W13I3S. A 

scan of 990 message headers however indicated that 70 of the contrihuturs 

were women (GI%), 36 were men (32961, and 8 (7%) had gender ambiguous 

names. Only 114 of the 639 people who signed on to the WT3I3S left messages. 

Clearly, a large number of people read the WBBS or v i ~ i t  it, but do not 

contribute. 

Organizers of the tXv%BS obser-eb that over time, the use of the 

WBBS changed. The WBBS was started by a group of activiut~ with 

organizational affiliations interested in creating a resource for the New York 

City women's community. However, over time the WBBS was used lesu by 



feminist. activists and more by members of the bulletin board eo r i tmi ty .  

During a group interview (November. 25, 1988, New York City) W B S  

organizers commented that as more bulletin boarders began using the 

system, representation of the women's community dropped off. And, in the 

words of one organizer, "these two groups just did not see things the same 

way ... we were more concerned with providing a service, and group process 

among the sysops; the RBSers were more concerned with the hardware and 

software ... we did not see things the same way a t  all." 

T I ~ E  FRESENTATION OF SELF: PEIRSONAL INFORMATION 

Where CompuSewe messages provide little information about the 

personal attributes of message authors, reading WBBS messages often leaves 

readers with a good sense of what the day to day lives of WBBS participants 

arc like. Some WBBS participants post introductions similar to those found 

in Fennail messages (see lines 1191-1193 and 1650-1659 of Women's Bulletin 

Board Message Excerpts 31, on board 1 (the Guest/Comments board). Other 

participants will introduce themselves in response to a message pasted on 

one of the other boards (see lines 19949-19959 of Women's Bulletin Board 

Message Excerpts 3, that are from a message in the Lounge Board, and 

respond to an earlier message on that board requesting contact with 

lesbians). 

Finally, a frequently used mechanism for presenting personal 

information on the W B S  is to include it in a story, as the authors of 

Women's Bulletin Board Message Excerpts 4 have dome. Lines 1063-1066 are 

from a message that recounts the work life of a 911 (emergency) dispatcher, 

Lines 12648-12666 weave a woman's lived experience in a particular instance 

(lines 12648-12649; her daiighter being sick) together with her larger 



political concerns (improvhg resources aboui and access to daycarc; iinw 

12663-12669) with more general persoaal information (lines I%%- 12663 ). 

Women's Bulletin Board Message Excerpts 3 :  
Hi, I'm Nancy, This is my first time on this board. i'm 24, a law student, 
Jewish, lesbian. I love my Macintosh, and am not into cats. I found out about 
h is ba rd  from the Alternative BBS in California. 

Hello A!!!! 
&low me !o introduce myself. My name is Daniel 0. Holzman. 

I am a student at Antioch Colbge, currently on co-gr programming for 
Bellevue Hospitals AIDS team. i will be in New Yo& until September, when I 
will be returning to Antisch for 3 montns for study, before I go out on co-op 
again. My hobbies include gaming (wargaming, RPG, etc.), computers (it's 
also my job, but my piefered field is Physics), and SF. I write a monthly 
ariicie lor PAP!!DEMBNIUM magazine, and have had my stories published in 
THE BLUE DIAMOND, an Chio SF magazine. I am a Representative of h e  New 
Yark Fandoms Alliance, and am active wiih NYCLONE, a SF convention in N.4. 

Hdo, there are lots of Dykes in Albuquerque, New Mexico! We have a 
great bar here called Champagne Taste -- nice, well ventilated, and 
decent musk. Every Memorial Day Weekend we have a huge celebration 
called Wiminfest. The desert is great. 1'1 like to make some chat 
friends on this 5BS. I do not log on too often because of the phone 
bill (plar! lo get PC Pursuit in the lall). I work in market research. 
My iniorests are mmmunication !or liberation and feminist theology. 
I am 36 and I have two children, a  dog and a cat (the cat is my favorite). 
I like to ride bicycles in the mountains, read Marian Zimrnsr Bradley 
books (among othars), and think &ut haw to change the world as I 
endeavor lo grow myself. So hello from Albilquerque! Pamela 

Lines 13159-13166 and 13204-13209 come from a series of messages about 

clothing and gender identity. Personal information in lines 13 15% 13 16 1 

contextualizes the story presented later in that message. Similarly, in 

responding to that message, the author sf lines 13204-13209 tells us altroud 

her work in lines 13204-13205, also contextualizing the story presented in 

the remainder of her message. 

Like Femail, WBBS members are at  times very candid about their 

lives in messages. However, unlike Femail and other nctworks discu~sed 

here, several types of messages are posted to the WBBS, depending on the 

section of the board one is reading. Personal information tends to he 



presented more on some boards than others, and is not explicitly encouraged 

by group norms to the extent that personal disclosure is on the Fernail 

mailing list. 

Bulletin Board Message Excerpts 3: 
Y e w  listening lo the same sbfies over and ova again. I am a 91 1 aperator 
and a ditcher. I am the p e m  paqh yell at w cry to belore the pdw 
an&. In my hands are life and death decisions which must be made at times by 
me and a rtpoyraphical ena can cost a life. 

f am sitling here Mnight after spanding the day taking care of my sick 
daughtw who has a e k e d  case of chicken pox. After reviewing Ihe various 
boards, I realized something which truly anger; me. This whole bbs has 
been created ferhylabout women, as I underslnd it. We have bsards here 
on women's issues, women of color, the story board, survivds, etc. Where 
the hdl is h a  board for dr4d care? Surely this wwki not fail under the 
calegcq ol "women's issuss" - altbugh perhaps ii couk! coilahate with 
Suwivor's! I am a 32-yr. OM single parent of a l y r .  OM. I am tortunate 
mugh to have a goodl job at AT&T, and can albrci to support mysell and my 
daughler livlcg in a 2-bedroom apt. in Morris County. I receive no alimony 
w child support, and kkmn rent, daycare, groceries, gas 8 electric, 
and a few little allowmces for me (this being my primary Seater), things 
can sometimes ge! tight. But ... where is there information lor working 
parents on Kis board? I am active in the AT&T Working Parents' Support 
Network, and would k happy to share anyialll informaton 1 receive with 
anyone *o is. interested. I wan1 b create lkts of d6cent daycare centers 
which concerned parents have approved; local sittm (daylevening) who have 
bean tested and can b contacted. WoulWt it be wonderful to move into a 
community and have this kind of inibmaiion wailable lo yw? 

I am lortunate to k the superintendent of the Lesbian and Gay Communiiy 
Sewices Center, and arn no required lo wear anything but boots and comfortable 
work clothes. Last summer they honered me wi!h accolades and flowers, and one 
of my employees dared me to war a dress, I &...and pumps ... and f haven't 
lived it down yet. It had baen over liftgen years since I had donned a dress.. 
and I may NEVER EVER wear one again. Besides i had to borrow the dress and the 
high heeled shoes since I do not swn any. 
Eat your hearts out ... 

You are one lucky woman. i work in the conservative !and Wall Street and anr 
forced to wear a dress - every day! My rebellion comes in the form 01 
brsaking stockings m e  ltie tempurature stays ahve 75. The credo in my 
company IS that women 'can't wear anything they can't take otf over their 
heads." Is that sick, or what? Amazingly, I've gotten quite used to it, 
dthcu~gh ltrn minute ! !md am!k ;@, !'!! b k k  ix pn!sl 

CaNcLusaoN 

Computer networks are accessible fiom some locations and not 

others. The specific locations that a particular computer network can be 

uccessed through are determined to a large extent by the network structure. 



For exampie, because usenet netnews software easily supports the transfer 

of newspoup messages between all Unix sites, Soe.womcn is potentially 

accessible from all Unix sites. In contrast, Fernail messages are distributed 

through a moderator at  a central node, who must construct addresses to 

forwarding nodes. The accessibility of the Pernail mailing list is constrained 

by technical difficulties related to addresses and paths. 

Both the Soc.wcmen and Fernail groups are only accessible to women 

and men with institutional and organizational afiliations (usually through 

work) that allow the costs of participating in these c o u p s  to be absorbcd by 

the institutions where nodes that serve as points of access to these groups are 

located. Access to the Soc.wornen and the Fernail groups is neither random 

nor heterogeneous. In a general sense, access to both of these groups is 

limited to people that are educationally privileged, and most likely to either 

enjoy the financial benefits of a job, or by virtue of their educational status, 

expect to become financially psivileged in the future, 

Interestingly, although both Soc.women and Femail are accessible 

from workplaces where women are employed in occupations that are not 

primarily scientific or technical k g . ,  data entry clerks and secretaries), these 

workers are virtually invisible on these work-based networks. Several factors 

may contribute to this. First, cultural persgectivos result in higher status 

being attached to jobs typically held by men (e.g., scientific) compared to 

those typically held by women b g . ,  clerical). The prevalence of these 

attitudes may effectively silence potential group participants who occupy 

these lower status occupatkns. Second, notions of professionalism and 

relaxed supesvisio~ of scientific workers (relative to clerical workers) may 

foster a sense of entitlement of access among scientifidtechnical worker8 to 

these networks. Non-technical women workers are likely to experience a very 



different set of social relations on the job, including closer supervision and 

less discretion over how time is spent. Non-technical workers may have their 

access to these networks constrained by the social relations of their jobs. 

Finally, as Benston (1988) points out, most Western women have 

been excluded from active practice in scientific and technical fields as well as 

basic training in relation to technology, "and are marginal to a male-created 

and male-dominated technology" (Benston, p. 17, 1988). &4s a consequence, 

non-technical women workers may not have access to the infomation and 

skills required for participation in these workplace based computer networks. 

Interestingly, Usenet was designed to be an "accessible" system. 

Ironically, although in an absolute sense the network is accessible, 

Soc.women appears to have limited appeal to women. Access in the physical 

sense clearly does not guarantee use. In contrast, the Femail mailing list 

(that in a physical sense is much less accessible than Soc.women) has a 

higher appeal to women (as indicated by both the percentage of women 

contributors and the percentage of contributions authored by women). 

Clearly creating a network that is widely accessible to women does not 

ensure that it will be used by women, even when the stated purpose of its 

existence is to foster discussion about women's issues, 

Access to the CIS Men's and Women's Section of the Issues Forum 

depends upon one's ability to demonstrate credit-worthiness and pay an 

hourly use fee that varies depending upon where one lives. The costs 

associated with access to CIS favour users in highly popdated urban areas. 

Judging from the high portion of messages that are submitted to that 

network at night, it is likely that most CIS participants are in an income 

bracket that allows them to own computer equipment (or gain access to it 

through a friend). Like Soc,women and the Femail mailing list, the structure 



of CIS (combined with its existence as a profitable business) hvotu.s 

financially privileged people, who are more likely to be tnen t,hm wornen. 

Although cost is not the only factor that determines the gender coniposition 

of an  on-line community, it is not surprising that the ~verwhelming majority 

of contributors to this forum were men. Two of the three wornen that, 

participated in CIS discussions were women, who as sysop wesc able to use 

CIS at no cost. 

Access to the WBBS is free to users in the local calling area where thc 

WBBS is located, who have access to a personal computer either through 

their workplace, a women's organization or a friend. Some out of town cdlcrs 

to the WBBS are able to take advantage of a cut-rate value added carrier i n  

accessing the W B S .  However, the cut-rate value addcd carrier is only 

available in a handful of highly populated U S .  cities. The WI3BS is not 

accessible through either the institutionally based or commercial value added 

carriers, with the exception of the cut-rate value addcd carrier (PC Pursuit). 

The fact that the WBBS cannot be accessed through wide area value a d d d  

carriers other than PC Pursuit contributes to the local orientation and 

community focus of that network. Finally, evidence of WBRS organizc?rs' 

goals of creating a network that meets the needs of the Now York City 

Women's Community are reflected in tho diversity of particlpantg on that 

network. Like the Femail mailing list the WBBS boasts more women 

contributors than men, And like the Fernail mailing list, control of the WI3I3S 

rests with women. 

The degree that participants discuss their own lives varies from 

network to network. Participants learn about one another through a 

combination of cues contained in headers, and information contained in 

message text. Although some network configurations (e.g., 'Usenet) seem to 



work against the inclusion of personal information in message text, the 

extent that participants discuss their lives on-line seems to be a function of 

who controls the network, who network participants are: and the processes 

they engage in as a group to establish communicative norms. 



CHAPTER 7: 

GROW FUNCTION .AND PROCESS 

INTRODUCTION 

When people communicate electronically vi;;, computer networks, the 

messages that together form an ongoing dialogue reflect a number of things. 

First, the physical structure of a computer network has implications for thc 

availability of that network, and consequently, it has an impact upon who 

can participate in electronic exchanges. Each network structure, together 

with the software used to organize messages into groups of messages or 

discussions creates a communicative space or environment. When individuals 

come together within this environment to communicate, they in a senso fbrm 

a speech community. As Painter (1988) points out, a speech community 

should not be viewed as a place, but rather as an ongoing pmcess.60 

Each of the computer networks discussed a t  length here constituti!~ a 

distinct speech community, marked by different types of interaction , di frerc nt 

message styles, and different group processes. In looking at the anaumy of 

network messages, it becomes clear that variation in the ntructurt: of 

messages exists; this variation is related to ar reflects network structure. In 

Sopainter (1980), building on earlier work by Hymes (1972), dcfinets a 
speech comnmrrnity as "A group of individuals who share rules for the conduct 
and interpretation of rules for the interpretation of a t  least one linguistic 
variety. The existence of a speech community must be viewed as  an ongoing 
process, not as  a place" (Painter, 1980, p. 134). 





4285), the relationship between beliefs and actions (line 26751, rind science 

education and women (line 5741). In addition, a number of messages address 

issues related to network structure (for example line 445 is from a n~essagc 

proposing new newsgroups of potential interest to Soc.womcn readers), 

especially forgery (lines 2976, 3494, 3836, 3923). Finally, a portion of 

Soc.women messages address the dynamics of participation within the 

Soc.women newsgroup itself (lines 681, 1061, 1332,3494). 

Socwomen Message Excerpts 2: 
4. Subject: Re: Despising Children (Re: Mikki Barry) 

39. Subject: Re: last names 
66. Subject: Re: children !=women 

102. Subject: Re: Something completely different 
172. Subject: Re: men and childcare 
21 5. Subject: Re: Fairy tales 
414. Subject: . . . the Black Woman 
445. Subject: soc,agual-rights,comp.equaCrights 
486. Subject: Re: last names 
51 9. Subject: Re: Earthsea is Juvenile? 
61 6. Subject: Re: Diane Keaton (was: Trilling Sexist Assumptions ...) 
681. Subject: Re: What we shouid think 

1061. Subject: Re: Flamage re Mark Ethan SmithlNetiquette 
1092. Subject: Re: soc.equal-rights,comp.qual-rights (moderated? just say no) 
1285. Subject: non-sexist children's stories 
1332. Subject: Re: What we should think 
1365. Subject: Re: children, and lack thereof 
1406. Subject Re: Rape: a reproductive advantage? 
1807. Subject: Re: men and childcare 
2675. Subject; Beliefs never harm; only actlons do 
2976. Subject Forgeries and "style* 
3494. Subject: Re: Flamage, pseudoposters, and a conditional apology lo MES 
3836. Subject: Re: Yet Another Forgery! 
3927. Subject: Re: Forgeries and "style" 
4285. Subject: Re: Sale Legal Abortion? 
4945. Subject: Re: Humor for a Change -- Girl's Guide to Condoms by Mimi Coucr 
5741. Subject: Scienee educabn for women 
5818. Subject: Re: the same dynamic in socwomen and soc.motss: minimizing won 

From both Soc.women message headers, and reading that newsgroup 

over a period ~f time one thing is immediately apparent. Nearly every subject 

line contains the word Re:. Although the subjects assigned to messages by 

authors are varied, messages tend to be responded to or addretis earlier 

messages in a particular way. Very few messages introduce new topics; 



message content appears ta be driven by a constant need to clarify portions of 

text in earlier messages, and to dispute the interpretation of message text 

articulated by other Soc.women contributors in an  ongoing stream of 

messages. In a general sense the content of Soc.women messages falls into 

three categories, that overlap. These are topic introductions and information, 

contentions, and messages related to network structure. 

TOPIC INTRODUCTIONS AND INFORMATION 

A small proportion of messages introduce new topics. Soc.women 

Message 9 (p. 212) is an example. In addition to new topics motivated by a 

need for advice, some messages that introduce new topics are primarily 

informational, such as Soc.wornen Message 10 (p. 212). Though infrequent, a 

small proportion of Soc.women messages are primarily informatiorral, and 

respond to topics already under discussion (see Soc.women Message 11, p. 

213). 

Within the context of Sac.wamen, topic introductions and 

informational messages are used to steer the group outward and away from 

its own internal workings and processes. Even though it appears that many 

of the women contributors would prefer to discuss things such as  good books 

they have read, problems with PMS (pre menstral syndrome) and how to deal 

with a stranger's assumptions that they are someone's wife, these topics 

represent the background dialogue of the Soc.women newsgroup. The 

foreground of discussion space in Ssc.women is occupied by a seemingly 

endless struggle about what role Socswomen ~heuld hU, whose v~ices  should 

be heard over the network bandwith, and what to do about c,roup problems 

related to network structure, including forgery of messages. 



Soewornen Message 9: 
I came upon a situation the other night which i though! 
I'd ask about here, just to star! a new topic. 

1 live with my SO, and sometimes gel called by people 
who know him (vaguely) and who call ME by his last name 
(as in Ms. or Mrs. X, when my last name is Y). 

Mow, in some cases its a phone solicilor lhal he has 
already talked to (like the cable company). 
It may be one ol his bosses who knows nothing 
about his private life. When 1 
answer the phone and get "Mrs. X?" I want to: 

1) let the caller know that they have the right number, 
BUT: 

2) 1 do live here and make decisions for the household, 

3) My last name is NOT' X, whatever our marital status, 

4) 1 do NOT want to !ell them what my last name is in 
case it's a really bogus solicitor we Q not want to 
talk to. 

I also do not want to get info the big thing of lecturing 
the caller, eqciai iy if it's someone I do not want lo 
be rude to {like an employes). I just want to let the person know that 
She has the right number, she can talk to me if slhe 
has anything to say, and let them know as little about 
myself as possible. 

How would you answer this? 

The only thing I can come up with is "The oniy 'X' 
here is Joe, and he's not here." Its to the point, 
isn't ru6,  and says no!hing about our status. 

Any other suggestions? 

Soc.women Message 50: 

Subject: Re: Subjugation of Women in Christranify 
Summary: not just Chriitianify 
Keywords: Women Christianity Religion 

A GREAT book to read on this subject is -The Skepticai 
Feminist- by Bafbara Walksr. In her essays she expfores 
the effect of patriarchal religions on today's society, 
and ties it in with her own experiences. 

I just gave this k w k  as a prew!  lo my SO'S molhar, 
raised Catholic, who enjoyed it tremendously. 



Soc.wornen Message I I: 
>In article <2677@zodiac.UUCP> booter@ein~os.ads.com (Elaine Richards) writes: 
>.k !a PMS, I only get that once a month. 

1 have finally totdiy e!iminated PMS and most amps. As a teenager 
I needed Darvon and somerimes atropine for cramps every month that 
made me wan! to die. The menstrual Mood was always full of dots 
(which are a causa of cramps). Later I developed PMS-sometimes for 
two weeks of evory month. A!l that is gore now. Treating my candida 
(with diet and oral nglatin) and allergies, and lawering the taxin level in my 
diet (red meal rarely, except organic; organic veggies) has smoothed 
out that PMS craziness. My bleeding is light and free of clots. 
What a relief. I do not mind menstruating at all. 

By far the majority of messages in the Soc.women newsgroup are 

what I[ call contentions. In the simplest forms, contentions challenge points 

contained in an earlier message, or provide an alternate interpretation of text 

contained in an earlier message. For example, in Soc.women Message 

Excerpts 3 (p. 214 ,  in lines 7684-7687 the author disputes the idea presented 

in a parent message (referenced in lines 7675-7682) that social factors should 

be considered of equal importance to technical competence in hiring 

decisions. In lines 87384742 the author of the parent message equates a 

failure to respond to messages with rudeness. In the original text of that 

message (lines 8944-8746) that notion i s  questioned. Soc.women Message 12 

(p. 215) is written by a woman whose son was killed by a male child care 

provider. After referring to an interpretation of one of her earlier messages 

(lines 180-183) the author of Soc.women Message 12 goes on in lines 186-205 

to clarify her original point, and in lines 206-209 she ends her message by 

introducing a contentious comment, 

Another form that Soc.women contentions take are messages that as 

well as being contentions, address as their topic contentious messages 

themselves. In Soc.women Message 13, (p. 215) in lines 336-340 attributed 

text is supplied, and an alternate explanation for the phenomenon it refers to 



(a 'flame war' about a comment made by a woman about despising chiidrent 

is provided in lines 342-344. As well as providing an alternate cxplwr~ation 

for the attributed text, lines 342-344 of Soc.women Message 13 provides an 

explanation for why contentions exist in Soc.women: they are a response to 

dealing with threatening views of the world. In this case, the threnteni~ag 

view is a woman's admission that she despises children (lines 346-350). 

Soc.women Message Excerpts 3: 

In article <1174@hpsdd.liP.COM> nick@hp-sdd.UUCP (Nick Flor) writes: 

>"I'm not going to hire you because you obviously haven't learned that 
>browri shoes do not go with a grey business suit. 
>Since you do not pay enough attention to social detail, you're obviously 
>not qualified for this de!aii-intensive job. Neverrnind the fact that 
>you singlo handedly progmmed all of Reagan's SDI satellites. No 
zsiree. You are obviously pos& of a miniscule mind.' 

What I find interesting in this argument is the contention that because 
you are TECHNICAL, you do not have to live in the real world, no! 
interact with it. Therefore, only TECHNICAL ability should count in 
your evaluation. Horse puckey. 

> Obviously, it's impossible to understand, because Mikki's failure to reply 
z 'zt all' is rude. 
> 
z Yours in Hell, 
> Mangoe the Malapert 

Why is it we are expected to keep on replying over and 
otler again tosthe same mindkss arguments? And if we 
do not, h 0 r r ~ r ~  upon horrors, we are considered rude. 

Contentions are the predominant type of message found in the Soc.women 

newsgroup. In a sense they represent the lifeblood of the group; the one thing 

that never changes over time as participants come and go. Although 

contentions can be read as mere disagreemerit, thi-ough taking a more 

detailed look at the topics addressed, one begins to wonder if conkntions are 

the primary reason for the group's existence. By looking at  the topics 

addressed through contentions we are reminded that feminism is still very 

much a contested terrain, and that women must still struggle in order t~ 



have a phce  to speak among themselves. 

Soc.waamen Message 12: 
In article <32300Q5@hpmcf.UUCP> m&@hpcnof.UUCP (M~ke David) writes: 
>It is ironic Vlat I this tragedy had not occurred the little boy which you 
>loved would have uitimafe!y become a rotten, viscious "MAN' inherently in- 
>capable of love. 

Gee! I do not remember saying anything like that. What I did say was: 

1 That I wouldn'l say that a! men are bad chiidcare givers. 

2. That men do not understand how much stronger they are than children. 

3. That men do not realize how delicate a child is. 

4. That each generation brings us dos r  to a lms when these things will 
. no longer be a prdem. 

5. And that I choose not to have a male childcare glver, but I won1 tell 
. others what lo do. 

I did not label anyone as rotten or viscious. If you saw thai in my posting, 
you were reading things that weren't there. If I felt that way, I would rtot 
allowed !he man who k ikd  my son to lake a plea bargain for involuntary 
manslaughter when he was charged with murder. You Be ,  even the prosecuter (sp) 
mild not convince me that the man meant to kill Nicholas. 

Also, I was trying to raise Nicholas as a gentle, caring person. I do not 
know if I would have succs&d, but I doubt if he would have been the type 
lo post thoughtless flames with no basis in fact. Perhaps you think men are 
rotten and viscious. If you do, I feel sorry for you. 

Soc.women Message 13: 
In article <7906@eddie.MIT.EDU>, ooblick@mit-eddie.UUCP writes: 
> What I find interesting, however, is that the main point oj my original 
> article is forgotten onca I said I despise children. Suddenly, Mining 
> women based on parenthood k unimportant. It's saying something honest 
>about CHILDREN thal brings the most yehiage. 

Naw, Mikki, it's not being honest that's the problem, its fiat 
some of the folks here will grasp at ANYTHING in order to put 
clown a viewpoint !hat threatens their ideas of the world. 

Face It, your not liking children is (to at least some of these 
folk) just an excuse to put you down as "no! a REAL woman" 
<road 'not a willing slaveN> they can dismiss ywr 
point. 01 course, i f  they h d  e pod argummt, perfiaps 
they wouldn't need to be deceptive in order lo put you down. 

Contentions, particularly those related to gender roles and feminism 

take on a life of their own in Soc.women, and are frequently the topic of 

2 15 



messages, along with the related topics of netiquette, who does and sho~tld 

control Soc.women, and forgeries. These topics are addressed in a swks of 

messages that include titles such as "Our own goddamn ~ewsgroup, and yes, 

Dear Sir"; "Beliefs never harm, only actions do*; "Control (what they say, 

what we hear)"; "Lightening Up"; "Mikki bashing"; "Snow White and thc Nct 

Police*; "the same dynamic in soc.women and soc.motss: minimizing wonwn"; 

"Trashing of soc.women9'; ' m a t  we should think"; "Why I t  Matters to Notice 

Sexism"; and "Women-bashing," One contributor to Socwornen commen tcd 

on the nature of that group in the subject line of his message: "My first 

posting to soc.women. I'm going to regret this." 

The tension within Soc.women is readily apparent to even a casual 

reader of that group. In addition, most contributors are in one way or another 

drawn into the debates that together comprise that tension. The dynamic of 

the Soc.women group itself is a frequent topic of contentious mcssiges. The 

author of Sor.women Message 14 (p. 217) provides one explanation fbr why 

that tension exists. He feels the group participants view the group in one of 

two competing ways; as a forum for women's perspectives, or alternately as a 

forum for the discussion of gender issues from anybody's perspective. API a 

result, women feel men are trying to dominate the group, and men feel 

pushed out. 

In an omitted portion of Soc.women Message 14, the author of that 

message proposes the formation of a new newfigroup as a solution to the 

problem he has outlined. In respnnse te this prrsposal, a second cantributcr 

suggested an alternate solution to the problem: that megsages only appear in 

one of the two groups, and that further discussion of topics occur in the group 

(Soc.women or Socmen) that matches the contributor's gender. Tho 

contributor who proposed this idea suggests that this would allow Soc.women 



to have a women's perspective, and Socmen a men's perspective. However, a 

third contributor found this idea problematic (see Soc.women Message 15 p. 

Soc.women Message 14: 
Subject My news group? Or yours? (was: Time for a gender-issues newsgroup?) 

)Lately, in my reading of socmen, m d  %.women, I've been noticing 
)two phenomena: 
1 
1 -- Articles (like this O P I ,  in fact :-) are heavily crossposted 
) batween socmen and soc.women. In a recent batch, a!! but 5 
) of 40 artides in sac.men were crossposted to sacwomen. 
1 
) - Various soc.women readers complain that men are trying to 
) dominate soc.women, when the group should be a forum for women's 
) perspectives. Other readers think that the group should be a 
) discussion of gender issues from m @ w s  point of view, and 
) complain that they are being shoved out. (These men's articles 
) are often among the articles crossposted to both groups.) 
1 
jl think the problem here is that the two group (and especially soc.wamen) 
)are serving a double duty. One of them 'is' a fwum for ths perspectives, 
)support, and opinions of women or men. The other is general discussion1 
)debale on gender issues. It seems that the first group i mentioned above 
)wants soc.[wo]rnen lo serve the first duty, while the s m n d  group wants 
)it to serve the second. 

Soc.wornen Message 15: 
Wouldn't this deleat the purpose of following up articles? 

rm posting this because I think that the samo people would I?a 
interested in this article as in yours -- if I didn't, this would be 
in e-mail. And also because I want to dispute your point; I do not 
think it should go unchallenged. To do lhis, I need to respond to 
your article in its original forum. 

The latter p in t  is particularly imporlant in a highly 
flammable setting like this one. Suppos I gel hit by one of !he 
occasional Flying Libals that appear here. OF I h# the Mikki Barry 
Jackpol o' Flames. Or even wrse, someone cwkl post here viciously 
slandering my entire sox! (Of course, lhis couldn't possibly happen 
in such an Enlightened Forum. :-) I'm s u p w  to reply 'to a 
different group? Sorry, but the other group ~sn'l the one with the 
behaviour problem. Or rather, it has its own behaviour problems. 

Rather than disallowing cross postings, the author of Soc.women 

Message 15 supports the formation of the new newsgroup, Soc.gender-issues. 

The author of Soc.women Message 15 envisions Socgender-issues as: 



somewhere where we can disclrss our mutual problems, withoul (much) 
fear of: 

"Get this %&$ out of SCC.XXXX!* 
*What gives you tho right to say ..." 
"There's a newsgroup tor you; post there and stop bothering us!" 
"But what can you expect -- it was written by a xxxx!' 
*Of what possible worth could a xxxx's opinions be ..." 
Take your drivel to soc.xxxx!" 
"What could you know abut  <subject>? You're a xxxx!" 

or the ever-popular 
"We xxxxs in soc.xxxx ail agree on certain points. If you 
do not, then your postings do not belong here!' 

(Continuation of Socwomen Message 15). 

Like many men who contribute to Soc.women, the author of Soc.women 

Message 15 would prefer that women engage in a discussion with men about 

the difficulties that women and men experience in relation to changing 

gender roles, rather than sit on the sidelines as  women discuss the 

difficulties they experience as  gender soles evolve in response to feminism. 

Another arena of struggle in Soc.women marked by contentions art. 

discussions about flaming. Like many debates in Soc.women, discussion of' 

flaming often becomes dichotomized along gender lines. Lines 8192-8205 of 

Soc.women Message Excerpts 4 (p. 220) point out what wouTd have bcwn 

obvious to even a casual Soc.women reader: that one contributor (Mikki) was 

being flamed extensively. Lines 820'7-82 10 and 105'7 1- lOFi76 of Soc. women 

Message Excerpts 4 were written by two different women who felt cornpellcd 

to respond directly to the text in lines 8192-8205. The author of lines 1.3068- 

13871 (a man) also commented on that text. Lines 130'73-13077 and 12888- 

12895 are two women's responses to the man's comments (lines 13068- 

Along with the varied explanations fix why Mikki is getting flamed 

(expressing opinions that violate traditional sex roles, bad luck in arr 

explosive environment, and lines 13068-13071 that attempt to dismiss or 

minimize the flaming), Soc.women readers become aware of both the struggle 



for what F e m d  contributors have referred to as "electronic women's space," 

and one of the mechanisms used in Soc.women to guard that space: the 

net.police (line 12895). In Soc.women Message 16 (g. 221), we find out more 

about who the net police are, as well as gain a greater sense of the struggle 

for control of Soc.women. 

In lines 2229-2234 of Soc.women Message 16, (p. 221) the author of 

that message first presents attributed text from an earlier message, where 

the author sf the parent message first attempts to  defend himself in relLion 

to accusations that he finds sexism acceptable (line 2230) or ,olerable (line 

2232). Then, in lines 2232-2234 he goes on to suggest that people (read 

'women') should spend less time looking for and analyzing sexism. In lines 

2235-6, the author of Soc.women Message 16 first responds, and emphasizes 

a typographical error the original author made (with caret or A symbols 

underneath), and then labels it a Freudian slip. In lines 2238-2243 the 

author of Soe.women Message 16 chastises the author of the parent message 

for minimalizing or trivializing avomen's concerns about sexism. The author 

of Soc.women Message 16 then returns to the parent message (attributed text 

in lines 2245-2248), to provide an example to illustrate her claim. 

It appears that lines 2250-2251 are attributed text that appeared in 

the message that the author of Sot-women Message 16 is responding to. 

Although the attributions are somewhat unclear, one of the contributors cited 

in the parent message appears ta have found another's attempt to impose 

limits on content in Socwomen offensive, and attempted to  call attention to it 

with the comment in line 2253 about the net police. The author of Soc.women 

Message 16 takes issue with the notion that Wilder (the author of the parent 

message) act as the net police, and asserts that Wilder has no right to act in 

such a capacity. She argues that allegiance with the net police is reserved for 



Soc.women Message Excerpts 4: 

> In the last several months, I've noticed that Mikki is coming in 
> for an enormous amount of fiammage. Since the topics have been 
> so widely varied, it makes me think there mmt be something about 
> Mikki herself which is causing it. Could it bs because she's a woman 
> who's not afraid to speak bluntly and forthrightly, instead of 
> pt~ssyfooting around and apologizing every other sentence for her 
a opinions and ending on a questioning note, like women are supposed 
> to? (Reference - Robin Lakoff.) Could it be because she's a women, 
a yet runs a company in a male-dominated field, and so is obviously 
z "unfeminine"? Cauld it be W u s e  the things she talked about like 
> not wanting chitdren and rejecting sexist applicants threaten people 
> with "traditional" values? 
7 

> Nah - of course th~se, couldn't be the reasons. 

Yes, of course those are the reasons. She's not doing what she's 
"supposed to*, as you say. VERY threatening. Just the Xenophobic 
factor alone would explain a lot of resistance ... but violating the 
daminan? gender roles? Serious NO NO. 

Seems to me, that if that was ail it took, we'd be seeing a lot MORE 
flames around here. Lots of other people's articles are just as 
flameworthy as Mikki's. 

I'd say it's just luck -- posting here is a lot iike throwing rock 
into a minefield, and Mikki has set off a few lately. 

>This sort of question wouldn't be bothered with if some male were being 
>flamed a lot in this group. Very many of the women would consider such 
>flarnage fo be right and proper; few if any of the males would feel the need 
>to say "quit picking on him." 

Maybe you haven't noticed, but this is soc.women. WOMEN. Men who are flamed 
here are usually !hose who also haven't noticed that. Womer: who go over 
to socmen and stall talking about how all men should be castrated are 
just as likely to be flamed, and deserve it just as much as the men who 
flame women for expressing non-traditional attitudes, here. 

Ah, but Charlie - what does it say right up at the top of the article? 
This is soc.WOMEN. WOMEN. WOMEN. soc.men is -another- group. By and large 
(and I know I'It get corrected if I'm wrong), the people who post here are 
interested in WOMEN'S voices. It's aiways nice to hear from -supportive- 
men, but others a n  go ELSEWHERE to vent their spleens. WOMEN speak here. 
WOMEN can disagree. Men can shut up and listen (lor once). 

[Please send a net.police uniform and badge.] 

the female members of Soc.women. i t  is worth noting that on line 2257, in 

connection with who the net police are, the name Mark appears. In this 

context Mark refers to Mark Ethan Smith. Mark, who frequents most of the 



computer networks concerned with feminism, claims to be a woman who has 

legally changed her name to Mark in order to point out to  people through day 

to day interaction how privilege is associated with maleness. Many network 

contributors claim Mark is a pseudo, or fabricated identity (see section titled 

Messages Related to Message Structure, p. 222). 

Soc.women Message 16: 
Subject: S n ~ w  White and tho Net Police 

In article <3689@ihlpl.ATT,COM> kgb@ihlpl.ATT.COM (Wilder) writes: 
>In article <1505@cartan.Berk;eley.EDU>, desj@brahms.Berkeley.EDU (David dedard 
>Never, have I suggested that "sexism" was accqfahls! In fact, I have on 
>several ocmssiona, commented on how much I disagree with the whole idea. 
>And never, have I suggested thai "sexism" doesn't exist! But if a person 
>spends all their time analyzing everything they see and hear for sexist 
>intent, theyre yon~a miss a whole-lolta other impotant aspects of life! 

A A A A A A A b  

A Freudian slip, I have no doubt ... but an apt one. 

You continue to tell women who are oflendad by sexism Mat it is not as 
"impotant" to recognize sexism as it is to enjoy other aspects of life. 
Once again, you are telling us what to value and belittling our own 
perceptions of what is harm!ul. Hope you do not mind too much if 1 decide 
to ignore you and tho "impotant" aspects of life, and continue to fight 
sexism, racism, and homophobia, all of which affect me daily. 

>Snow While has, il you choose to look for them, everything "most" people 
>on lhis net have accused it of having. But, why spend your time looking 
>for something that you have no control over, when you can spend that 
>same time enjoying the movie for what it is; a classic fairy tale. 

>> P.S. Please do not post any more on this topic unless you have something ta 
>> say about women (that is what this newsgroup is about, remember). 

>Who are you - Ihe net police? 

Not on this group, Wilder. On this group, "I' am the net police. 
Valerie is the net police. Marie and aMAZon and Marcia and Wendy 
and Hilda and Mark and Pooh and Dorothy and Doretta and Darci and 
inna and Karen and Miriam and Cheryl and Mikki and C.E. and Moira 
are the net police. This is OUR newsgroup. Stop condescending to us. 

again in message text, as well as message signatures, The selections in 

Soc.women Message Excerpts 5 (p. 223) are representative of the 

mechanisms or tactics employed by women in the Soc.womn newsgroup in 

attempts to have Soc.women function as a "forum for women's perspectives," 



rather than "a discussion of gender issues from anyone's point of view." I r?  

the first excerpt. (lines 12650-12655), the author (a woman) comments on 

attributed text in lines 12650-12655, where the original author suggests that 

men should refrain from electro~lically speaking. Line 12653 in a sense 

summarizes the struggle. Normatively, the newsgroup is for womerll. Through 

her reference to Ripley, the author implies it would be a bit of a miracle if' 

this were the case. And, in line 12655 she pledges her allegiance to t h  

net.police, through mention of the "blue togs and shield." 

Line 23681 and line 13560 are from message signatures. Line 23681 

identifies two inappropriate behaviours (bashing women, and men talking 

about women), and line 23560 suggests that an appropriate twhaviour is to 

allow women's perspectives to serve as the basis for the discussion, rather 

than men's. Lines 23564-23569 and 23591-23593 are from the same message 

as  line 23560. The author of that message has used line 23560 as  a 

springboard into a discussion of why people do not listen to women (lines 

23566-23569). She ends that message with lines 23591-23593, where shc 

outlines appropriate behaviowr for men in the group, and asserts that the 

group should be used for discussing women's experiences. 

MESSAGES RELATED 'IrQ NEWORK STRUCTURE: 

A third type of message found in the Soc.wornen newsgroup are 

messages related to network stmcture. Although occasionally mef;rjages 

related to network structure direct a contributor to a more appropriate 

newsgroup for the topic they brought up (for example, any discussion of' 

abortion should take place in Talk.abortion, rather than Soc.womcn), 

typically, these messages address forgery and the identity of (and in some 

cases the dubious existence of) Soc.women contributors. Messages related to 



network stmcture revolve around two themes: solutions (both technical and 

social) to the forgery problem, and contentions that dispute and debate 

whether or not messages are forged, and whether or not the proposed 

solutions to forgery will work. 

Soc.women Message Excerpts 5: 
12650. >WOMEN speak here. 
12651. >WOMEN can disagree. Men can shut up and Men (for once). 
12652. 
12€53. Normatively, yes. Dascriptively ... anybody got Ripley's number? 
12651. 
1 2655. Blue togs and shield enclosed. 

23681. Soc.women. Not sxbash-women. Not soc.men-tdking-about-woman. 
---- 
23560. > In soc.women, a woman's perspective provides the basis, Not a man's. 

I find the article and the signature quote says it all. 

Il's not surprising to me that folks do not listen to women. Women 
are supposed to be powerless in a patriarchal society. And when 
a woman 'dares' to speak up, she's vindictive, bitchy, oversnsilive, 
inappropriate, unladylike, "too much like a man". 

In this space, women's voices should be listened to. Then decide 
if you agree with what is Ming said. But listen first. 
Soc.women - z place for affirming the righb and experience of women. 

An example of a technical solution to forgery is found in Soc.women 

Message 17 (p. 223). In Soc,women Message 18 (p. 224) we first see a social 

solution to forgery (contained in attributed text in lines 7906-79121, followed 

by the author of Soc.wornen Message 18's initial response to that proposal. 

Soc.women Message 17: 
If anyone feels strongly enough about protection against 

forgeries, one system which does not invoke any fixes by anyone 
but ihe ussr himself is to post a large number which is the 
product of two large enough (say, -10A30) primes or pseudoprimes. 
In any subsequent article you wish to authentiie, you give a 
pinter lo the previous article and the irtctorization. Then you 
wpply a new campsite numbr. 

I admit it is sort of goofy, but it could easily be automated 

Then, in lines 7917-7920 we see another contributor's response (in attributed 

text) to that same proposal. Finally, in original text in lines 79921-7925 the 



author of Soc.women Message 18 points out that the solutions proposed fail 

to solve the problem of forged messages. 

Soc.women Message 18: 
In article ~7086@ihlpa.ATT.COhA> gadfiy@ihlpa.ATT.COM (Gadfly) writes: 

>In article t1431~oddjob.UChicago.EDU>, pmh@oddjob.UChiago.EDU 
>(for you to know and me to find out) writes: 
>> Anyone who leek they are cunently victims of a campaign 
>> to forge their articles can easily sake the problem. 

>> Announce publicly that you are now withdrawing from posting 
>> to the net for s ~pecilied period (three months or so), and 
>> that in this period of time, any and ALL postings from "you* 
>> should be ignored as a forgery ... 

I was going to point out that the "reawning" here was seriously 
flawed, but then I found: 

>Do not go io sleep! And for Heaven's sake, do not stop posting! 
>If you do, the pod-people will take over. Why would Pooh even 
>mention such an unthinkable strategy, unless ... 

I thought of that possibilily too. In fact, the fact that 1 
'did' have to think of it should alert peop!e to the fact that 
merely because you are unaware of any iorgeries going out under 
your name does not mean articles you write will automatically be 
above suspicion. 

In the Soc.women newsgroup, contentions that dispute and debate 

whether or not messages are forged are quite varied. Consider, for example 

Soc.women Message Excerpts 6 (p. 225). In lines 1071-1072, text attributed 

to Mark Ethan Smith (who is frequently referred to as MES) is presented, 

that disclaims that Mark has authored the message referred to. The basis for 

the disclaimer is an error (the appearance of the letter o rather than a zero in 

the message I.D.). Then in original text (lines 1074-1078) Mark's disclaimer 

that the message *under discussion is a f'rgery, i ~ ;  disputed. 'Fhe basis for ihc 

disclaimer is disputed, om both soda! grounds (the error is well known), and 

technical grounds (that it is easier to type zero than the letter 0). Finally, in 

lines 1080-1083 an  alternate explanation of the social role that forgeries are 



filling (dlotaring people to write things without being held responsible for 

thernj is presented. 

Soc.women Message Excerpts 6: 
In article <1841@epimass.EPI.COM>, jbuck@epimass.EPI.COM (Joe Buck) writes: 
> In article QlOt@kiIler.UUCPz era@killer.UUCP (Mark Ethan Smith) writes: 
> 
> The article I'm lollowing up to is a forgery. Note the UessageiB: it 
> has an 0 instead of a zero in the number. 

It seems to me that some of these "forgeries" might not be forgeries. There 
have been enough postings pinling out the 0 as opposed to 0 errors that 
any forger would Rave to know about it, and yet they keep %curing. Also, it 
is significantly easier to type 0 than 0 so I find it hard to see the 
mistake being made in Re first place. 

J am reludant to get into this MES flame stuff as I do not know the background, 
but it looks b me as though helshe is using the "forgeries' to make postings 
without any blame being attached, especially since i~elshe was tho first to 
bring it up about article numbers. 

In aecle <3089@kiiler.UUCP> era@kAler.UUCP (somebody) writes: 

>Karen, the article you are responding to is a forgery! 

I see. Now you are all me, instead of Rich Rosen, and I'm supposed 
to guess who wrote which forgeries. 1 think I'll start with this one, 
sicw it seams to be the easiest. 

Lines 4213-4219 are from a message (presumably) written by Mark. 

In line 4213 we see the text 'kra@killer.UUCP"; this is the I.D. that Mark 

usually uses. The word "somebody" following the I.D. on that line together 

with line 4215 put us on notice that the identity of the author of the message 

referred to may be someone other than Mark Ethan Smith: in other words 

that a message claiming another message was a forgery, was forged. In lines 

4217-4219 of that excerpt, an explanation of the allegedly forged forgery is 

provided. We learn from this paragraph that Mark believes several people 

are forging hisher messages ("now you are all me, instead of Rich Rosen"). 

Presumably Rich Rosen has been proviousiy accused of writing messages 

under Mark's name. In the remainder of the message lines 4213-4219 came 

from, we find out who Mark thinks wrote the forgery under discussion. The 



quote below was written by the person Nark acused of forgery, and copied by 

Mark from a computer bulletin board system run by the alleged forger, into a 

Usenet message. It illustrates how some Usenet users view forgery. 

You do not have to be a Usenet administrator to pose 
untraceable articles. Anybody can c 0 ~  it just as well as the site 
administrator. If only white males know how, it is only because 
only white males have bothered to read the news 
documentation (posted and publicly available). If women and 
minorities would bother to read the docanmentation, they could 
post libelous or defamatory anonymous postings on the net and 
not be held responsible either. 

The remainder of this message, and other messages written about 

Mark and the forged articles on Usenet debate whether the style of the 

contested messages matches Mark's writing style, accuse Usenct netnews 

administrators of ignoring the forgery problem, and provide an 

acknowledgement as  well as an explanation of why this is the case 

(disinterest, inability, or possibly malice). In the course of discussing 

forgeries, two people are accused of being "pseudos" (not existing in a flesh 

and blood sense, but rather only as fabricated identities or personalities 

communicated through Usenet newsgroups). The people accused of 

fabricating pseudos deny doing it, and suggest that such accusations might 

be the basis for libel suits. 

One Soe.women contributor points out that Usenet is not a Necurc 

networking system and never will be, and suggests social measures ri .e. avoid 

authoring inflammatory messages) as a mechanism for avoiding forgerieg. 

Another contributor argues that the notion of anarchy in the Ugenct 

community is used to defend defamatory messages as "free speech," kowevcr 

the existence of defamatory messages themselves suppress free speech. In a 

message that parodies the forgery problem, one contributor writes "1 believe 



that being an A1 [artificial inteiiigencej program means never having to say 

you're sony, and that forging a post.ing is the sincerest f o m  of flattery. And 

that you're nobody till somebody flames you." 

Clearly, along with the contentious nature of feminism, the structure 

of Usenet itself contributes to the problematic group process that 

characterizes Soc.women. The network structure along with netnews 

software easily accommodate both flames and forgeries. These in turn 

contribute to the prominent struggle about who should control the 

newsgroup, and what it should be used for. 

MESSAGE STYLE 

Excluding messages that are primarily idonnational in nature (for 

example Soc.women Message 10 on p. 211 and Soc.women Message 11 on p. 

211), most Soc.wornen messages can be characterized by one of two styles. 

Material in Soc.wornen messages tends to be presented in either a logical, 

linear, point by point manner (ie.  Soc.women Messages 9 and 12), or as  a 

parody 6 e .  lines 342-344, Soc.women Message 13). Occasionally the two 

styles are combined in one message (i.e. lines 17795-17802 of Soc.women 

Message 15, or lines 7914-7920 of Soc.women Message 13). 

The emphasis an rational, point by point discussim in Soc.women is 

not surprising. First, Usenet is accessible primarily from science departments 

of colleges and universities, and businesses engaged in scientific work. The 

people who have access to Soc.women through these locations are likely to 

have been extensively trained to present information in this fashion. In 

addition, the combination of Usenat's structure (that in the absence of a 

moderator does not allow chronological message sequencing), and software 

features that encourage contributors to quote from reference messages all 



contribute to the prevalence of a linear, rationd message style in Soc.women. 

TME ~~ MAILING LIST: CBPJCZOUSNESS RAISING ON-LINE 

Given that the Femail mailing list started as a result of 

dissatisfaction with Soc.women it is not surprising that although there is 

some overlap in Soc.women a 4 Femail participants, the cornmunicativt~ 

norms and processes that Fennail participants engage in are quite different 

from those found in Soc.women. Although the general feeling sf Soc.women is 

one sf disagreement and struggle, the Femail mailing list can be 

characterized by the ongoing processes of participants attempting do find 

solutions t~ day to day life problems as well as  larger life issues, and thc 

negotiation of an  environment that supports an  honest open exchange of 

personal information. 

Fernail participants tend to communicate with Femail readers 

overwhelmingly through stories, about a wide range of issues. Among the 

topics discussed on the Femail mailing list are being mistaken for a 

secretary, seeking out the s e ~ c e s  of women, someone's boyfriend saying "1'11 

propose when you lose 30 pounds", names and titles, the '60s, repair 

manuals, males acting in a 'queer' manner, women's vs. men's earningfi, 

support, discrimination in the workplace, the career/time-of-one'e-own 

dilemma, dumb things officials say, the biblical wornan "caught in the act of' 

adultery", "I now pronounce you man and wife", sharing the houmwork, 

death and grieving, cervical caps, marriage ceremonies, housewirrk, 

lmconditional acceptance vs. gmwth, =hying the corporate game, hodicr;, 

staying in  computer science, treating clerks as non-persons, birth control and 

teenagers, menstrual sponges, pheremones and perfume, Montessori schools, 

menstrual and other cycles, superwomen, opening doors, not scaring people, 



fiecondary relationships, naming the children, the fernail mailing list group, 

conversations and intempting, looking for a "son [significant other], feminist 

periodicals, attitudes toward singleness, crying in bad situations, flames 

about the mailing list, beautiful strong women, emotions at work, witchcraft, 

transsexuals, meeting others on the list, and time to unwind after work. 

Soc.wonlen messages can be categorized in terms of topic 

introductions, contentions, and messages related to network structure. 

Femail messages are not as easily separated into different message types. In 

general, Femail authors write narratives. In the narratives they introduce 

new topics, seek and give advice, and tell their personal stories. Although 

occasionally messages are primarily i ~ ~ o m a t i o n a l  (see Femail Message 

Excerpts 7, p. 229), the content of Femail messages most often revolves 

around seeking and giving advice related to day to day and life issues. 

Another prevalexit theme of Femail messages is group process: what the rules 

of the group are, what they should be and whether they should change. 

Femail Message Excerpts 7: 
33640. This from NARAL's legislative update LU#86-9 (6[6186) 
3364:. 
33642. HUMPHREY AMENDMENT TO DENY TAX-EXEMPT STATUS TO INSTiTUTlONS WHICH 
33643. PERFORM ABORTION --- IMMEDIATE ACTION NEEDED!!! 
---- 
35109. An upcoming event oi interest to feminists and those interested in 
35110. feminist theolqy and poiilia: 
35111. 
351 12. AN EVENING WITH STARHAWK': 
."-- 
5670. Subject: Women 'are' winning tefiure cases 
5671. 
5672. In this weeKs Chronicle of Higher Education there is an 
5673. arfide wHch announs f h ~ f  Prddent D m k  Rok o! &WW! h !  
5674. reversed a tenure dscisi~n made against The& Skocpol in 1980 by the 
5675. senior faculty of the Sociology elepartrnent at Harvzd. 

Femail participants appear to use the Fernail mailing list group 

primarily as an electronic place to go for advice on a wide range of questions 



and issues, and a glace to share experiences, opirmiens and soiutions. 

Requests for advice come in a variety of forms. For example, lines 5298-5504 

sf Fernail Message Excerpts 8 (p. 2311 are a simple request for information, 

and lines 21213-21222 of Femail Message Excerpts 8 integrate a squest, for 

advice in a narrative that discloses the author'::  inio ion about abortion (lines 

21216-21218), her sense of desperation about attempts to recriminnlize 

abortion (line 21213), her past behaviour in relation to "women's rights" (line 

21220), and her desire to act differently in the future (lines 21221-21222). 

In the Fernail group new topics are often introduced through onc 

contributor's response to another's message. In other instances new topics are 

brought to the Femail group when an event in the life of a contributor 

presents a problem. For example, in Fernail Message 4 !p. 231) the author of 

that message describes how her health has deteriorated over a period of time 

when she has been taking birth control pills. She recounts her interaction 

with her doctor about i t  (lines 9478-94791, and her dissatisfaction with the 

doctor's response (line 9479-9480). After providing additional inform a t' ron 

about her interaction with the doctor (lines 9480-9481) and her health (9483- 

9484 and 9487-9488), she seeks advice from Femail readers (lines 9486- 

9493). 

Fernail Message 4 drew several responses, including the text in 

Fernail Message Excerpts 9 (p. 232). Lines 9792-9801 arc fi.om a meHtjagc( 

that included more information from the PDR, a comment about headaches, 

warning of additional medical complications resulting when smokers u8e 

birth control pills, the assumed logic behind a doctor's recommendation of' 

vitamins as  a solution to the problem, a comment about the convenience of 

birth control pills and an assertion that the pill may be an inappropriate 

technology. The remaindm of that message recount a s h r y  about the 



Importance of second opinions about medied pmblen?~. 

Ferilail Message Excerpts 8: 

Request for children's books: 
I'm searching for children's books which are both interesting 

for kids, and non-sexist (of at least less sexist than the masses 
of children's books available at the book stores). I'm especially 
interested h kxlcs aimed at young children. If you have 
any :files to suggest please send me mail. I'll summarize 
if there is interest. 

Help!!!! 
I went on vacation and came back to hear !hat the movement is ever 
stronger to deny a woman's right to saek a pregnancy termination through 
abortion! Although i am sad to hear abut  ABUSE of abortion, I feel that 
Ierminaling a pregnancy is a woman's issue, for a woman, her God (conscience), 
and her physician. It is NOT an decision for the government! 

I have never h n  an 'activisr lor women's rights -- it may already be loo late 
-- I must start standing up for my beliefs. Where do I start from Portland, 
Oregon? 

Femail Message 4: 
A new (?) subject. 

I have bean on tho Pill far about four years. In about the last 6 to 12 months 
I have noticed that C have been more depressed, irritable, and have had wide 
mood swings that I didn't seem to have before. 
i also get lhese horrid headaches -- up to about 2 years ago, I never had 
headaches. 
I talked lo my doctor, and she just shrugged if off as "PMS" and gave me some 
vitamins. This made me really angry, because I felt she just wasn't 
interested in my problem. (At the time I asked her if i should 'go off it' 
for a while or switch brands to see it Ihe problem went away.) 

I guess I should say that I haven't had any problems other than what was 
mentioned. 

Does arnwdy else seem to have this problem? 
Could it redly be "PMS"? I really doubt it, because I seem to be this way all 
the time, not cyclicly, 

00s anybody havo a good suggestion? I would rather stay on some kind of Pill 
(convenient), but at this point I realize I need to do somelhing .... 

As Fentail participants submit messages to the list and receive 

responses with advice abbe;" their questions and problems, their lives often 

change. For example, one woman submitted a message to the Fenmil g r ~ u p  

seeking advice about moving out of her parents home at age twenty four (see 

lines 36181-36202, F e m d  Message Excerpts 18, p. 234). She received many 



responses that encouraged her to leave home. About two weeks later, she 

submitted the message that lines 43473-43493 are taken from. Finally, two 

and a half months after making her initial request for advice she submitted 

the message that contained lines 611201-61214. In this series of messages, she 

moves from being nearly phobic about leaving home (line 36200-36201) to 

taking a stand about it (lines 43473-43493) to taking action (lines 61201- 

Femail Message Excerpts 9: 
I am really surprised that your doctor was unconcerned about your 
headaches. There is goocl evidence that using the birth control 
pill can increase the risk of cerebrovascular disordeis. The follow 
is from the Physician' Desk Reference (PDR) and is available to any 
M.D. that takes Hw time to read it. (This quote is from the 
information lor Ortho-Novum, but applies to all oral contraceptives) 
This is based on "Oral contracepiion and incrsased risk of cerebral 
ischemia or thrombosis" N.Eng1. J. Med. 288:871-878,1973; and 
"Oral contraceplivas and strobs in young women: associated risk factors" 
J.A.M.A. 231 :718-722. 

Regarding your headaches, my SO is a doctor, and though she is 
reluctant to give medical advice over the lOMbit line, she urges 
you to get a second opinion. (1 will mention thai she mctt6red 
*bullshit" when she read what your doctor said. (:-)) 

Second opinions can be wonderful things. Several years back, when 
I had a suyicious lump on my thyroid, my doctor had the choice of 

The author of Femail Message Excerpts 10 was one of' fern ail'^ 

original contributors. She read and contributed to the Fernail mailing list for 

at  least three years, taking breaks from the list when her access to computers 

diminished or when work and other demands became too great. En addition to 

moving out of her parents house, she requested advice from group 

participants about body irrrage, problems with her rnenstral cycle, and about 

changing her name when she got married. She gzve advice tc~ pasticipant~ 

about changing self images, planning weddings, taking self defence classel;, 

and men and relationships. She submitted messages tr, the Fernail list that 

dedt  with sexist images of women in science fiction  book^, a well k n ~ w n  



woman professor in computer science failing to get tenure, and a handful of 

other i tans. 

Like many other Femail participants, this woman appears to  have 

used the list as a place to get feedback on issues that for several reasons 

might otherwise have been unavailable to her in her immediate geographical 

area. For example, although people may have existed in her environs who 

could address these issues, she may have rejected their opinions (as in the 

case of leaving her parents' home), or may not have been integrated into a 

peer network that could supply the information she needed (for example, 

with regard to her menstral problems). In some instances (such as dealing 

with her body image and self image) the anonymity of communicating with 

people she never met may have been a requisite to addressing these issues. 

Clearly, as the authors orP Femail Message Excerpts 11 (p. 235) 

indicate, Femail readers benefit from that group's existence, as they learn 

that others have experienced similar difficulties in their own lives. They 

come to see what many women learned in the late 1960s and early 1970s 

through conciousness raising groups: that difficulties women experience as 

personal problems are often shared by many women. Through sharing 

experiences and talking about a range of potential solutions, women are able 

to pursue new courses of action (see lines 19112-19229, Fernail Message 

Excerpts 11). 

MODERATION: NEGOTIATING GROUP PROCESS ON-LINE 

Participants in the Fernail mailing list, like Soc. women participants 

engage in a continual dialogue about group dynamics. However, unlike 

Soc.women where the debate about group process takes place though 

contentions and messages that address social problems (such as forgery and 
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36186. 
361 &7. 
36188. 
36189. 
36190. 
361 91. 
36192. 
361 93. 
36194. 
361 95. 
36196. 
361 97. 
36198. 
36199. 
36200. 
36201. 
36202. 

43473. 
43474. 
43475. 
43476. 
43477. 
43478. 
43479. 
43480. 
43481. 
[lines omitted] 
43489. 
43490. 
43491. 
43492. 
43493. 
- 
61201. 
61202. 
61 203. 
61204. 
61205. 
61 206. 
61207. 
61 208. 
61209. 
51210. 
6121 1. 
61212. 
61213. 
61214. 

Fernail Message Excerpts 10: 
I'm thinking about moving out of my home (really this time!). I'm 
24 and have never lived away from home {we've even ahvays been 
in the m e  house). The reasons 1 have br moving out are: I'd 
like to be independent, and 24 seems a reasonable dge (well, 23 
and 9 months, but anyway); I have NO privacy at home (if I lock 
my door, my sister or mother will knock and ask if I'm mad about 
something, or upset, and then talk for a while); related to that 
is that I can't study at home - there's always inlerruplions and 
discussions, and I just can't tell my family to shut up and leave 
me alone. Thinking about my reasons, il seems like a pretty good 
idea -- but then my father says, why leave home? You rnighl as well 
wait until ; ou have a real jcb (I'm a TA and work parttime at NIH), 
and if you move out I can't claim you as a dependent, and mom says, 
oh, you're leaving, do not you like us anymore? (jokingly, of course, 
but they say it everytime I mention moving out) 

Actually, I'm not sure what kind of advice to ask. Maybe, am I making 
a mistake? I mean, it seems pretty stupid to waste my money when 
I could have a rent-free room, f rw  food, gas, ect. Also, I'm 
TERRIFIED of moving out. I do not know why, really; it's like 
a phobia, but I know I have to sornetime. I also have trouble 
making decisions ... 

Thanks to all who wrote about me moving out. I need the support. As I 
mentioned, my parents and family are not reatly supportive. Neither 
are my friends - they do not say anything, but I can tell by their 
attitude that they think I'm crazy to leave home bolore I graduate. 
One person (I'm not sure I want to really cal! him "Iriend") 
definitely told me I was making a big mistake, syecially when he 
learned the guy renting the room was Indian. I was considering his advice 
(about it being difficult to live with a male apartment mate) until he 
started saying things like, "you won't like it, believe me." 

and so on, with Vic never menlioning anything specific. It made me 
want to take the place just to spite him. Well, I did. I can't back 
out know. It leaves me kind of breathless. At least, Raman is really 
nice (he even wants to go to Disclave (local SF con) with Bob and 1). 
So, here goes ... Any hints on how to move with a minimum of confusion? 

Well, I did it. I actually moved out. I can hardly believe it, and 
it's not nearly as "traumatic" as I was expecting. It's actually been 
rather exciting, and the guy I'm renting from (Raman) is really nice. 
I've met several of his friends - Ingrid $am Germany, her huhand 
from Iran, June from Ghani (I think that's it), several other p q l e  
whose namss I Q not rgmembr, !rom Yanezusla, In&, ad ot!w interesting 
places, lngrids parents were there for a visit. They spoke only 
German, so I got to practice, and they invited me to visit them when 
my sister and I tour Europe later this summer (I h o p  I hope I hope!). 
lngrids mother stibbied her number and address on a napkin, and 
hugged me gooclbye, and I can't 1 alp but feel good when someone d m  
that. I am really glad I had the courage to do it - and believe me, I 
was scared. I still get pangs of unease some!imes, but I'm kind 01 
committed. 



Fernail Message Excerpts 1-1: 
I am really glad to have been able to read the discussion .&out crying-at-work. 
As with so many things i had no idea so many other people felt this way, 
and lelt so much better as scan as i relaisad that they did 
- the benilits of mailing lists like this! 

Now to get to what I really want to talk about, but find 
so dfiicult to do. 
I have been helped so much by the open discussion that has 
taken place here regarding what 1 guoss I'll call libstyle 
(for lack ol a better term). 
Being the age I am, I was brought up in a world which did 
not prepare me for the world I find myself in. 
I think that I have elone a good job of chatnging my 
attitutes and expectations, but when the rules change as 
drastically as they have during my lifetime, it's hard 
sometime to know which of Ihe old rules are worth keeping, 
which of the new are harmful, which g o  useful. 
Throw a teenage daughter into the pot, and you m get 
mighty confused, q d a l l y  when most of the information 
you get about changing mores comes from the media. 
That's where this list has been especially heipful to me. 
It has hebed give me feec4ack on what real people are doing 
in their lives, and how those iives are going as a result. 

flaming) that are related to the structure of Usenet and the netnews 

software, Femail participants discuss group dynamics through dialogue with 

the moderator, and between participants. Among the topics addressed in the 

continual negotiation of group process among Femail participants are the 

purpose the group should serve, the role of men in the Femail group, the role 

of the moderator in the Femail group, participants' dissatisfactions with the 

group, participants' ideas about changing the group norms and/or structure 

of the mailing list (e.g. making it a moderated Usenet group), and technical 

issues related to network structure that may have an impact on the 

moderator andor Femail readers. 

The aegotiaiion of group parameters (in terns of function, 

membership and communicative norms) began with the first message sent 

out to Femail readers. Referring back to Fernail Message 1 (p. 137), we can 

see that the process of the moderator working with the group (and in a sense 

being responsible to it) began with the first Femail message. From lines 



18164-18165 we find that a proposal queried pote~tial  Fernail scudcrs i ~ h u t  

whether the Fernail mailing list should be women-only or feminist, After 

presenting the results of the query to the group (lines 18166-18170) and 

indicating the difficulty involved in making a decision about group 

membership (line 18171), we learn the decision made by the group's 

moderator was to include everyone in the group. In lines 18173- l8I'Js we 

learn that with one third of the initial query respondents in  favour of' 21 

moderated group, the author of Fernail Message 1 assumed the role of 

moderating Femail. In lines 18182-18184 the moderator first informs the 

group about her criteria for having a message forwarded to the Fcmail 

readership, and also invites the Fernail readership to help her define the? 

criteria for message exclusion. 

Shortly after the Femail mailing list was formed, one contributor 

described why she joined the group (to discuss women's issues with adult 

women in an  intelligent manner), and suggested that several ideas bc 

accepted as  axioms in the group. These appear in lines 31619-31624 of 

Fernail Message Excerpts 12. In commenting on the four axioms, another 

contributor brought the concept of 'wornenspace' to the Fernail readership, in 

lines 12032-12038 of Femail Message Excerpts 12 (y. 237). Tho notion of 

womenspace became central to the ongoing negotiation of group proccm 

amongst Fenmil participants. 

Among the issues addressed through the discussion of' womanr;paa? 

in  Femail were male group member's adherence to the idea that the group 

existed to "talk about women's issues, not how women's issues aflect men" 

(Femail Transcripts 1991, Message #35), that within the context of the 

Fernail mailing list it is appropriate to discuss women's problems, ta the 

exclusion of the larger problems of the world (Fernail  transcript^, 1991, 



Message #42), a distinction between 'woman-oriented things' and 'feminist- 

oriented things' and agreement that both were appropriate discussion items 

in Femail. 

Femail Message Excerpts 12: 
1. Women da not lo be calied girls. Period. 
2. Women really are discriminated against in the job market. 
;: Girls really are discriminated against in presentation of 

ny!ians (I mean in school when they tell you what p u  can 
be when pu grow up, 9ct.) 

4. Women do not like to be raped. 

Now, I realize here ae men reading thew mail messages but I am quite 
prepared lo treat this (for most purposes) as "woman-space" and I am not 
In the mood, here, to really a r e  that men are dso discriminated against. 
Just because they also have these troub!es does not invalidate the troubles 
of women. As a woman, I do not want to tight for men to become nurses -- except 
in a very general way -- but I WILL write letters, argue, march, wt. wher, 
another woman gets the shaft just k a u s e  she is a woman. 

The conditions under which men were welcome to participate in the 

Femail group were laid out early in the group's evolution, and re-negotiated 

over time. For example, in the forty-second Femail message (written about 

one month after the group began), a woman contributor reminds men that, 

although they are welcome to sit in and even contribute, that they "are on the 

list on sufferance." In the same message men are reminded that the Femail 

list was created because women wanted a space where they would be safe 

from the preaching and hostility of Usenet. About two months after the group 

began a male contributor both expressed his frustration with the group's 

moderation (lines 12089-12094 of Fernail Message Excerpts 13, p. 238), and 

presented his interpretation of the group's %hi t s  in relation to messages from 

men (lines 12095-12097). In writing that he did not treat Femail as a forum 

where he was welcome to post anything that came into his head (line 12095), 

he attempted to convey to the group the efforts he was .making to adhere to 

the group's norms. 

In response to lines 12089-12197 of Femail Message Excerpts 13, the 



moderator of Fernail again reminds readers of the concept of womansprtctt, 

and stepping out of her role as moderator (line 12103, "& yersrsnialiy ..." ) 

indicates her preference for hearing what women have to say (lines 12103- 

12104). She then makes a distinction between her preference as a group 

participant, and her role as group moderator (line 12104 "but as 

moderator..."), In lines 12184-12107 she indicates a willingness to transcend 

her personal preferences in her role as moderator, and again invites group 

participants to work with her in defining acceptable limits for the group. 

Femail Message Excerpts 13: 
I've tried to keep that in mind in wbsequent pstings. And I did have one 
paragraph deleted by the moderator once. She was quite fair about it, 
sending mail that indicabd she intended to &Me that paragraph and giving 
ms a chance to try to convince her that it was appropriate after all, 
but it ended up being cut nonetheless. (This is not to fault Judy - I 
understand why she thought it inappropriate; I just disagree.) 
But I do NOT treat this as a forum where I'm welcome to post anything 
that comes into my head, and I'm undtlr the impression that that's what 
the group prefers. 

Re: womanspace 
We discussed tho idea ol the mailing list as "woman-space* by mail, as Ihe 
group was being formed, as well. I, pisonally, am most interested in whist 
the women have to say but, as moderalor, I am quite happy to post all 
submissions that do not make me see red (watch out, my screen display is 
orange so I do not have far to go!). I depend on the comments of others to 
know whether they object to any ot the postings. 

From time to time a Femail participant became dissatisfied with 

some aspect of the grou?, and appealed to the group for feedback ahout the 

perceivad problem. For example, in lines 12148-12158 of Fernail Metjrjage 

Excerpts 14 (p. 239), the author of that message uses the ~wtior~ of 

womanspace as a mechanism for pointing out that messages authored by 

men are making her angry, and she fears that Fernail is slowly becoming 

more like its Usenet counterpart She then invites other readers to indicate if 

they share her dissatisfaction (line 12152), and defines the problem as a 

group problem by indicating that she expects men, women and the rnoderatsr 



to address it. Like many Fennail contributors, she is interested in 

accommodating men in the Fernail dialogue via compromise (line 12158), 

rather than the csnfrontationalt tactics employed in the Soc.women 

newsgroup. 

Femail Message Excerpts 14: 

Now b r a  quick whine. Why, since this is supposed to be wmanyrace, 
have my last three letters contained large sections dealing with 
remarks from MEN that have bit me feeling angry, frustrated, 
andlor misunderstood? I get a strong teeling this is slowly 
and insidiously turning into net.women,mail. Has anyone else sensed this? 
What mn  we (and I mean WE - men and women and not just Judy [the moclerato# do abut 
in My feeling is what we've trbd to do is a good thing but because 
of the medium we're never going to have a true womanspace here. 
I'm not suggesting we give this up, just venting a little 
disappoinlmenVtrustration. Ma$e we should allow interested men 
to read but not contribute? Is that a reasonable compromise? 

Another participant who felt her womanspace had been invaded 

ofl'ered an alternative suggestion about how ts deal with the problem: 

prohibiting additional men from joining Fenail while allowing men already 

in the group to stay. Later in the same message the disill.usioned Femail 

participant politely indicates a difkrence she has observed in how men and 

women view the purpose of the Femail group (lines 12191-12199 of Femail 

Message Excerpts 15, p. 240). At .the same t h e  that women appear to want 

to chat about their lives and, experiences with a group of frjends, men seem to 

be more interested in engaging in more abstract discussions of feminism and 

sex roles. Around the same time, another participant commented on what she 

termed 'a schism in style and substance' she perceived in messages ( l i~. ,za 

12202-12212, Femail Message Excerpts 15). After making the distirxtion 

between messages written 'from the heart' and messages consisting primarily 

of 'analytic, critical prose' she implies the latter message form (presumably 

written by men) poses a threat t~ Femail as womanspace. Similar stylistic 

differences were pointed out by a male member of Femail as  well. 



During debates about womanspace, though nlany wornen ft?l& their 

womanspace fkom time to time was being invaded or cor r t~pt~d,  they 

Femail Message Excerpts 15: 
I have noti& another trend and am wondering if anybudy else has noticed it: 
the men seem b have a very dinerent idea of the purpose of this group than 
!he women do, I've noticed lhat quite a few men have tried (unsuccessfully) 
to start more abstract discussions 30 feminism and wx roles while the women 
seem to be more interested in chatting about their lives and experiences 
with a group of friends. I permally also prefer chatting, but I also like 
to exchange information, which I thought was what net.women wauM be about. 
This was just a remark in passin. I though! the difference was interesting. 

On Our Womanspace: 
With only a few days of reading in this mail group, I am 

troubled by a schism in style and substance I percaive in the messages. 
At the risk of labeiing with over-simplifisd terms, I would say that 
same messages are from the heart and others are from the head. What 
I hear are people sharing from their hearts, asking qilest'ins about 
things that are very dose to their souls. M i l e  soma responses are 
"in kind," coming from the heart and responsive to the persods leellngs, 
others seem 90 ramble in (dry) analytic, CRITICAL prose, missing the point 
(as I read it) in the message. I share Sherry M's anger and frustration. 
I feel determined not to see our womanspace oxrupted!!! 

consistently attempt to accommodate men, and veto suggestions that Pernail 

be closed to message submission by men. These sentiments are echoed in 

Femail Message Excerpts 16 on p. 241. In addition, one participant. o f i r s  n 

rationale for continuing to allow men to contribute messages to Fcmail, "Not 

only do I appreciate rnen who understand and try to empathize with women's 

problems, I appreciate the support and suggestions about how to overcome 

some of the dogmas we have grown up with." In lines 3.2231-12235 of Fc?rnail 

Message Excerpts 16, aRer indicating her preference that mcn be allowed to 

contribute to Femail, the author of that message suggestc; that Judy (the 

modesator) has both a sense of the tone desired by Fernail group members, 

and the capability of dealing with inappropriate contributioiis. A8 a tangent 

to the womanspace discussisn, another contributor reminds the group that 

they need not agree with everything said by a woman in Fernail, though they 



~hould  he able to acknowledge that topics someone brings up are i m p 2 r h t  

to them. 

FemaiI Message Excerpts 16: 
First some feed-back on men homing in on 'our space.' i feel 
that not letting men contribute would be a real shame, especially 

Regarding woman space and whether men should be allowed to contribute. 
I for one really enjoy most of the contributions by mdes. 1 think 
Judy has a fdriy strong feeling for the rrpe of tone we are trying 
to pfesewe in the group and that she is capable of ddeting any 
male!femde contributisns that are way off the mark, I would rather 
lave it that way. 

In addition to taking a lead from the Fernail readers about the role of 

the moderator, from time to time the moderator requested feedback from the 

group about her role. For example, by appending a note to a message that 

read 'moderators note: is the following "educating" men about feminism?' 

(previously deemed an inappropriate activity of Femail) the moderator 

invited Femail participants to comment on whether or not a particular 

message was appropriate. Occasionally the moderator may make a decision 

that she senses is inappropriate (see lines 10372-10373 of Femail Message 

Excerpts 17, p. 242), or that a participant feels is inappropriate (lines 5944- 

5948). In the case of lines 5944-5948, the moderator is chastised for including 

a message (authored by Phil) that indicated the name of a participant's 

former employer. The participant had intentionally omitted this idonmation 

in a previous message. In lines 5964-5967, the moderator apologizes for her 

careless behaviour, that led to infingement on a participant's privacy. 

The tasks undertaken by the moderator appear to have evolved over 

time as the Femaii group grew and changed. For example, about nine months 

after the group began a contributor suggested that due to the increase in 

group size, its readers consider turning it into a moderated Usenet 

newsgroup, rather than remaining a mailing list. In relation to that 



discussion the moderator collected votes and summarized the results to 

F e m d  readers, who were 2-1 in favour of remaining a mailing list. As tht. 

group grew, the moderator assembled excerpts fPom earlier messages that 

taken together provided some guidelines for appropriate group behaviour. 

The moderator periodically sent these messages and information about how 

to submit messages to the list, to Femail readers. 

Femail Message Excerpts 17: 
I hata to see flames in the mailing list but Marion expresses so much so well 
I just had to post this! I hope she's cooled down a bit by now! 

I would like to say also that I believe that this is one 
instance where our moderator should have mtxlerated, at least lo 
the extent of deiaying dis!ribution of Phil's message and 
contacting me. To my knowledge, here have been no problem 
with mail delivety between wateng and calmasd. 

Gail is quite right. I SHOULD have asked her before sendng out Phil's 
comment. I saw Gail at USENIX last week and we talked about it. However, 
I would like to make my apologies public. I regret having been careless 
and I am sorry. 

Other tasks undertaken by the moderator incl udod providing 

information to readers about network routing changes and node name 

changes (in theory increasing readers' chances of submitting messages to the 

mcs  group), reminding readers of problems with the medium (i.e. that wmct' 

messages go undelivered and the sender receives no indication), sr4ting up  

an  efficient delivery system for the messages, and reminding participants of' 

how certain group norms (e.g. stripping message headers to r?nr;ure 

anonymity) came into existence. 

Over time, participants commented on how the group had changrd or 

was changing. Among the changes participants identified were an increase fn 

the proportion of messages where women expressed their anger at men, :I 

tendency towards circular and repetitive topics, and an increase in variety i n  

the tone of submisoions. After two years there were over five hundred known 



Fenmi!! readers, au well as an unknown number of 'iurkers': people who 

through friends or an institution received Femaib mailings, but were not 

registered with the moderator of Fernail, Solutions to each of these potential 

problems were negotiated through messages submitted to the group. 

Although communication in the Fernail group was kom time ta time 

problematic, it appears to have never become hostile in the way that 

Soc.women frequently is, The constant negotiation of appropriate group 

behaviour and constant attention towards having the group fill a set of needs 

articulated by its members, along with the relevance of the messages to their 

lives, appear to foster an atmosphere similar to a cansciousness raising group 

for Fernail participants. Though group membership is fluid, many members 

have participated in the group since its inception. Occasionally participants 

lose access to Femail (they change jobs or relocate}, and submit almost 

tearful goodbyes as they leave the graup. On occasion Femail members have 

relocated to areas where they know no one other than their electronic Femail 

fsicnds, who they arrange to meet in person. For the women and men who 

have access to and read Femail, the group appears to fill a real need in their 
-. 
I~ves, and often gives them access to a social network otherwise not available 

t3) them. 

MESSAGES ABOUT NETWORK STRUCTURE 

As a wide area central node network, Femail is relatively free of the 

problems related to network structure that are prevalent in Soc.women. For 

example, in messages over a four year period, only one forgery (that occurred 

via private electronic mail in relation to the moderator} was brought to the 

group's attention. The f a c ~  that the network structure accormaaodates 

chronological message ordering (making attributed text unnecessary) and the 



rejection of potentially offensive messages may contribute to the nztarc 

personal nature of messages submitted to Fernail, relative to Soc.won~cn. In 

addition, the time delay between when contributors read mcssnges ;~nd whcn 

they 'have to compose their responses may also contribute to the more 

congenial nature of Femail. One participant's comments on this are found in 

lines 58555-58560 of Femail Message Excerpts 18 (p. 245). In lines 63797- 

64809 of Fernail Message Excerpts 18, another Femail participant aitPibutes 

the more congenial nature of Femail (relative to Sot-women) to the fact that 

participants read Femail and submit messages to Fcmail through their 

electronic mail systems (typically e-mail is private), rather than a proppm 

like Usenet's netnews that was designed explicitly to foster a public 

exchange. 

Although from the tone and content of Femail messages it appears 

that most Femail participants treat that network as a form of yrivatt! 

connnaunication, messages frequently indicate (through opening lines such as 

''I have been a read-only member of this group for quite some time", or "I 

want you to know that it is gaining popularity here a t  U.C. S a n  Diego and 

that I have begun a distribution list here. 1 forward this list each time mail 

comes in. As yet, they too are lurkers") that silent readers or lurkers exist. 

Although for the most part the lurkers and silent readers pose no probltms, 

occasionally, in spite of the constant reminders that Femail is not private, 

someone will contribute something with the assumption that nicssagcs are 

private. This leads to problems. 

In Femail Message Excerpts 19 (p. 246) we learn of two incident8 

where the assumption of privacy proved problematic foro contributors. In the 

first (lines 47272-47276) a contributor wrote a porjitive message about a 

woman she knew. Apparently when the subject of the message saw it, d he 



became embarrassed, and let the author of the message know. The fiecond 

incident (lines 37225-37232) involved a woman writing a message about her 

husband, from whom she was seeking a divorce. A silent reader told the 

husband about the message- This proved problematic for the author of lines 

37225-37232, In the context of discussing whether or not the list should 

become a moderated Usenet newsgroup, one contributor first points out that 

the means of transmission of Femail messages is not private (line 67102 of 

Fernail Message Excerpts 191, and goes on to characterize the problem: that 

the maif group provides an if tusion of privacy. 

Femail l'vlessage Excerpts 18: 
The lack ob real-lime in?e;action in this group is a strength (there's time 
for reffactEon) and a weakness. The discussion can get out of hand, due 
to the la& of imrmedi;xte fe&ack. But we can use our inbllect m d  emotional 
sensitivity to counter this- to stay in tune with the trends jsof the 
submissions and lo act accordingly, much as one might steer the conversation 
at a party away from partiiulaly ditasdsbfuf subjscts. 

A feu, mmfhs ago, Kim Mlalktn {of the mail group) and I discussed the difference 
in tono and came up with what w m s  lo be a plausible explanation. &cause 
mail is used fdr our mwges ,  we feel they are more personal, more directed 
to us individ~ally than is the case with Usenet arlicles. There bs much more 
tendency to reply to a personal biter Than to a "public posting". The 
most impootant etfect of this is that atmore 'pasitive" replies are sent; it 
seems that @q!e usually reply to public pnstings oniy I they are incensed. 

We all know we like lo get mail. So, consciously or not, we do things to 
elicit mail. On Usnet, that means flaming-- generates mail. But 
in the mail group, we are more likely to get a positive response by a 
thoqhttul article. The fgward structure is Merent, so the tom is 
differen!. 

Another frequent topic of Femail messages that relates to the 

structure of the Fernail network is distribution paths, or addresses. Although 

computer network site addresses and path names have become more uniform 

in general in the six years since Fernail began, problems such ae those 

outlined in Fernail Message Excerpts 20 (p. 247) remain a constant problem 

for mast people communicating via a non-Usenet wide area multi-nude 

network. In lines 29010-29014 we learn that not all sites (computers serving 



as message transfer nodes) interpret messages the same way. We also le;trn 

(line 29012-29013) that in some cases, more than one addresslpath cxists 

between two computers. Lines 38677-38681 alert readers to a link in the 

distribution chain that should be two way, but which, however is functioning 

improperly as a one way gateway. In lines 41358-41363 we learn that a site 

has changed names. This name change caused some sort of problem (perhaps 

large amounts of bounced or  undeliverable mail) for the mail administrator of 

that site. 

47272. 
47273. 
47274. 
47275. 
47276. 
--- 
37225. 
37226. 
37227. 
37228. 
37229. 
3'7230. 
37231. 
37232. 
-.-- 
671 02. 
67103. 
67104. 
671 05. 
67106. 

Fernail Message Excerpts 19: 
A while ago, I subnWd an article (quite favorable) about a 

female role-model for successful family/car~r balance. The mailing 
list is sufficiently widely distributed (bulletin boards included) 
that this posting proved somewhat embarrassing for the subject. 
This is just a note of caution ... 

In the past I never worried about the contents 01 my messages, but 
a recent incident has made me think twice about anything I might post 
in Ule future. One of the "silent readers" of the list mentioned my most 
recent message to my estranged husband (you know, !he guy I am being 
divorced from). I didn't need that, and I do not think anyone else here 
dogs either. Knowing that anything I write *heree, of all places, might 
get passed along certainly inhibits me from speaking ireely on a number 
of topics. 

Uucp mail is not private anyway. What the mail group 
provides is f 1) an illusion of privacy and (2) a way to identity 
crashers. Perhaps if you mainkin the subscription list -- the list 
of permitted posters -- and require that people ask to be added to the 
list that will maintain sufficient privacy. 

Another problem related to network structure is the need to 

reconstruct paths to all sites that distribute Fernail messages to group 

readers when there is a change in moderators (assuming the past and 

present moderators are at different sites). This proved somewhat problematic 

when the group's original moderator went on maternity leave and passed the 

job of moderation on to another group member. Distribution of messages 

slowed down as the new moderator identified paths from her site to 

distributing sites, and submissions to the group slowed almost to a halt as 



potential contributors constructed new paths to the moderator's node. In 

Femail Message Excerpts 21 (p. 247) Fernail's new moderator makes 

reference to address and path problems (lines 32730-32735), as well as other 

circumstances that led to an intemption in Femail message distribution 

(lines 32736-32741 and lines 38665-38668). 

Femail Message Excerpts 20: 
Cs possitr!e that some s i t s  would mislderpret this address 
by sending ~;dinK4h!iall8n.wbst to xe?ox.arpa. To ba ultra safe, 
you can t;se an all-uucp address like 

... !w?.~math!xerox.arpa!iallen.ht 
Watrrath will rewrite xerox.arpa!iallen.wbsZ to iallen.wbst@xerox.arpa. 

For the wane! pecple: Our link to the arpanet gateway umcp-cs 
Isems to be only one-way at the moment; ix., 1 can send to it but 
it can't send to me. So the best path is still from umcp-cs to 
seisrno to gatech and hen to me. Liz Allen at umcpcs (umcp-cs!liz) 
can help you with syntax. 

I have received several messages lately from a sympathetic (but 
beleauguered) system administrator at the site 'cci632". This site 
USED to be called "cciceS and it appears that I did not reach 
enough people to tell thorn to switch the address. So, again, any of 
you who mail to me through CCI in Rochester, NY, the name is now 
"cci632". Thanks, Heather. 

Femail Message Excerpts 2 1 : 

Here, at last, is the next batch of messages. I am terribly sorry 
that there was such a May, but circumstances preventd me from 
doing it any sooner. Fiffil, I got a phenomenal number of returned 
messages from mailer daemons dl over the world and E didn't want to 
send out another mailing until I m i l d  be reasonably sure that at 
least the majority of the people on the list were receiving it. 
Then our phone lines to our mail feed were accidentally disconnected 
and it took a whik, to locate A. Then we moved our entire computer 
facility lo a new building and were down andior inmmmunicado for 
about a week. Everything is as normal as we can hope for n w ,  and 
the address hasn't changed (although our phone nun~ber has changed, 
for those of you who might did in), so I hope for smooth sailing 

l%ile i was away our s n d  mail programs and the spooi direciory 
conspired to keep me from getting anything addressed to 
'rayssd!femailm. That's besn fixed now, so if you go! any bounced 
mail that we didn't catch, please resend it. PIease note that mail 

Although the structure of the Fernail network may lead to a more 

supportive and congenial atmosphere than what is typically found in Usenet 



newsgroups such as Soc.women, the use of a distributed multi-node network 

with a central node through which messages are funnelled is not without 

problems. In technical terms, the smooth operation of the group is contitagent, 

upon the expertise of the moderator, the reliability of computer equiprrlcnk at 

the moderator's site, the reliability of computer equipment that rnrssages 

pass through along the way, and finally, the capability of potential 

participants who must construct paths to the moderator in ordcr to submit 

messages to the group. Although Usenet is also a multi-node wide artla 

network, many of these problems are minimized on Usenet because it was 

designed for the explicit purpose of allowing Unix based computers to pass 

messages between multiple sites. Soc.women contributors do not need to 

know any paths or addresses (these are built into the Usenet software), they 

are not dependent upon the expertise of a single person to gtt the mewages 

out (this task is automated), and because of how messages are sent around 

the system, even with non-hnctional nodes along the way more messages are 

likely to reach group readers. 

COMPUSERVE ~ O ~ T ] [ O N  SERVICE MEN'S AM) WOMEN'S ISSUES 
SECTION: AGREEING TO DISAGREE 

Unlike the Sot;.women newsgroug and the Femail list, participarlts in 

the CIS Men's and Women's Section number in the tens rather than thc 

hundreds. In addition, although on both of these multi-node networkt.; ~evcral  

participants typically commented on any given topic, conversation on the CIS 

Men's and Women's Section tended ta occur between two participants at a 

time. Subject headings for topics addressed on CIS during the data ctrllection 

period were Sexism on Sesame Street, Boy Scouts, the terms Feminist vs. 

Libber (see CompuServe Message 1, p. 1561, and two advertisement6 h r  an 

on-line women's conference (the conference drew two sysops, myself and one 



man), 

CONTENT OF COMPUSERVE MEN'S h - D  WOMEN'S &'CTIOPT MESSAGES 

The boy scouts message thread (that included only a handfd of 

messages) revolved around the story of a woman boy scout leader who 

became a troop leader in efforts to keep the troop from disbanding when the 

former leader retired and no men volunteered for the position. One of the 

messages generated by this story pointed out that the woman was only 

allowed to act as a leader, and the boy scouts' organization refused to give 

her proper credit. One contrit  tor on this topic (a woman) indicated that she 

was bothered when an organization "gets into legal trouble just by labe:!lng 

itself males only," and ends with an innuendo suggesting that she might like 

to be a boy scout leader if all the scouts were over eighteen. 

The 'sexism on sesame street' thread (that was slightly more popular 

than the boy scouts thread) began when a contributor wrote a message that 

painted out that "except for the =adult human= characters (that are about 

equally balanced between male and female), a large portion of the 'cast' of 

Sesame Street is male." The message went on to point out that all of the well- 

known Sesame Street Muppets are male, as well as most of the monsters on 

the show. The message thread included a few messages that reported on a 

content analysis of Sesame Street, and the thread ended after a small debate 

broke out when one contributor commented that throughout history humans 

have largely depicted monsters as male, 

ARer a few messages about the gender of monsters in mythology, one 

contributor signaled a debate by beginning a message, "I suggest that you go 

do some in-depth research into the idea of 'Monsters' in the various world 

cultures." The first contributor responded with CompuServe Message 2 (p. 



CompuServe Message 2: 
1 =have= done some research an the subjac!. What I said was not that thera are 
&an equal number of male and female monsters in 
world culture but that there are 

plenty of female gonsrers =and= that the image of tho woman as a monster is not 
&unknown in 
&western so 
ciety. 

I also sugcrr,;&d that one reason that we know of more male monsters is thal the 
B'defaul!' value for gender is male. 
8 Th~rs d hermaphro 
titic or sexless monster 
IS still a "he" and a monster of u ~ q x i l e d  sex might easily be seen as a maie 

&monster. I1 is not 
surprising, furthermore, that more monsters am male than 
&female since more =heroes= (that is, the ones who battle monsters) a 
re male 
8 t 
han female. My point was merely that there is nothing aboul the concept of 
&"monsterhood' that makes a tsmale monster unlikely 
8 EXCEPT the very 
type of 
sexual prejudice we are discussing. 

I find it interesting that the only female monsters on Sesame Street are 
BWcornp 
anions" to the male monsters. (Oscar's triend Grungetta and Teily's new 
8gid hiend come to mind.) Especially when you consi 
Lder that p 
art of Ihe 
purpose of the "monsters' on S m e  Street is to ease childhood fears aboul 
Brnonsters by making mmsters appealing, 
it would seem a good idea to also deal 

&with sympathetic &male= rnonslers. But in our culture, the concept of 
?ld 
woman" and 'monster' sggm lo be further apart than the concepts of "gaod man* 
&and 'monster.' (The monster, after ail, 
&is oftan seen as 
another side= of the 
hero -- as in Jekyll and Hyde, but it is jnvariabiy seen as a =distoftlon= or 
8curruption of the female 
self.) 

lii short, i & no: ojnsiQi itre argument iSlai iheie aie lewei feinale monsteis on 
&Sesame Sbwl because there are few  
&r !emale rn 
ansters in world mythology quite 
convincing. To me, a better explanation is that there are airnos: no female 
&monsters on Sesa 
&me Street for the 
same reasons that there are lewe: lerna!e 
monsters in world mythoiogy. I3 pt! see what I mean?. IElv~ral 



250). Iline 13941 of that message responds to the call to debate introduced in 

the message that, preceded it. The equal signs on either side of the word 

'have' in line 13941 were added by the author of the message for emphasis. 

Line 13941 also signals amtention. Like many Soc.women messages, 

CompuScrve Message 2 is dedicated in part to reiterating and reinterpreting 

text of a previous message. 

The debate continues on for a few messages, and moves through both 

a tone and topical transition when one contributor writes a message in 

numbered, point form, complete with references. The torre and topic sf the 

thread changed when the other contributor thanks the first for the reference, 

and continues the discussion by focusing on a tangential point (see 

CompuSerare Message Excerpts 3, p. 251). A few messages after the argument 

is settled, the thread ends. 

ConplaServe Message Excerpts 3: 
141 19. Thanks :or the relerence. My main reference on his subject has been Stone's 
141 20. B = h c i m t  Mirro 
14121. rs of Womenhood= which tends la fxus mostiy on g&aws,  not a 
14122. &lot on monsters at ali (unless you count "demons" 8s mans 
14123. tm). 
14124. 
141 25. It is interesting !hat you say the Alricnn cultures do not have many female 
141 26. 8supmatural figures besides !ha "Earth M 
141 27. oher" because, accordirjg to Stone 

By far, the discussion that took up the most space in  the CIS men's 

and women's section during the data coilection period was the feminist vs. 

libber debate. It began with CornpuServe Message 1, on p. 156. After the first 

contributor defined the terms feminist and libber in CompuServe  message 1, 

the second contributor made a distinction between "extreme or lunatic fringe 

feminists and the rest of us, who are not out to take over the world." The next 

message begins when the first contributor !a man) labels members of 



women's stlldies departments extre-mists, and goes o!: to present, Justificatis:~ 

for the use of the phrase libber to describe the "more reasonable group." 'I'h 

rationale provided is that the term feminist (that the author of the message 

claims originated in the 1970s) denotes a woman-oriented rather than people 

oriented mode of thought, and hence is antithetical to the notion of equality. 

The message thread continued with debates about w h m  the tcrm 

feminist originated, what it meant, what the term libher means to the second 

contributor, and a discussion about the working conditions of womcn'p; 

studies instructors, the calibre of research conducted in the name of wonnen'n 

studies and whether or not women's studies should exist as  a discip8ine. At 

one point the discussion turned to the relationship of language to rncaning, 

and then returned to the debate about the quality of scholarship within 

women's studies. After the female contributor in this dyad commented that 

she has never taken a women's studies course, the male responded with, "I 

know that you haven't been in Women's studies, you write far too well, and 

far too cogently." 

The discussion lay dormant for a week, when finally, a third pcrson 

joined the discussion with one message that acknowledged the distinction the 

first had attempted to make between feminists and libbera. The newcorncar 

indicated his preference for tSw terns used by the woman corrtrihutor. A 

fourth person (dso a man) joined the discussion and attempted to clarify the 

initial contributor's assertion that a movement that focuscs on only women 

will never result in equality, but that instead, a "people's movement" will 

bring about equality. From here, the first contributor acknowledges the 

support of the fclurth, and the two men carry on for a few meljfiagofi about 

how men are scapegoated by feminism, and each asserted that "the alleged 

'victim' is part of the problem." One man suggests to the other that he will 



CompuServe Message 3: 
There's no way to get back a msg that has suolled off. Maybe if Scott kept a 

&copy, he can epx it to 
you. Scott's argument has been that the word "feminist" 
Bitself wggests that h e  interests OI feminists are focused only on i 
ncreasing 
power lor women. He p ropes  Yibber" (from %omen's liberation") as 
&suggesting a greater concern for equality. Se 
veral in the forum, including 
mysell, have pointed out thal " l ' i r '  has quib a few f&gative populat 
&connotalior&. My p t  
ion in this argument has been that there is nothing in 
&the =word= feminist nor in its origins (the 19th century) that impli 
es that the 
movement is intsresteei only in advancing the position of women. My comment 
&ahrout raising women to the same level 
as men was in the confext of this 

dix.msion. My point was hat ii women are agitating to (for insknce) get more 
&WG;;>~ I in C 
ongress, his isn't necessarily because they think women are better 
&than men but because there are more men than women in Cong 
&res 
S. 

So far, this thread has noi dealt with whether women have advantages that men 
&do not as wall as vice-versa. Ths main is 
&ue has simply bee 
n whethor a feminist 
is (by definifion) ouf to put Ihe interests of women ahead of the interests of 

&"qua!ityW or not. My po 
sition is that there are many different types of 
feminists (and not all of them are women!). Among feminists some, no doubt, 
fit the stereotype that so bothers Scol. But there are many ohers who 
Bldenlify themselves as feminists (myself among them) 
who are truly wncernd 
with achieving equality through the re-evaluation and denial of old sexual 
&stermIypes. Basical 
ly we believe that, in a perfect worid, a woman shausd be 

%&I@ to be president OI General Motors (if she has the ability and t 
he desire) 
and a man should be able to stay home and w e  for the Wds (if he wants to) 
&without suffering a social stigma. W 
Be would li 
ke lo see men and wornec sharing 
more oi =ali= the duties invoivd in iaidny and wppaiiing a iamiiy. 
&like lo see m 
Ben "adlowed' to c 
ry, and women 'albvved" !o get angry and curs 
without being labeled 'unstable" .... and that's just lor starters. 

find like minded people by joining the Coalition of Free Men, and then the 

two go on to discuss strategies for curing feminism. 





disagree" (Cc~mpuServe 'Transcripts, 1991). In CornpuSeme Message Excerpts 

Ld, we see other evidence of the woman contrdbutor/sysop's attempts a t  altering 

the tone of the debate. 

MESSAGES ABOUT INTERACTION IN COMPUSERVE MEN'S AND WOMEN'S 
SECTION 

In Soc.women, the graup's process is addressed through contentions 

and messages related to network stmcture. Although debates often occur inn 

relation to individuals, it is quite conwon for other group participants to 

comment on a debate, elevating it to a group issue, as  was the case for 

example with the flame war about Mikki Barry. Though much of the debate 

in Soc.women about group process is not initially dealt with as such, as  we 

saw through the emergence of the net police, conflict between individuals 

evoEved to take on significance as a group problem. In contrast, on the Femail 

mailing list, issues related to group process tended to be addressed explicitly 

as group issues, often beginning with a query from the moderator, or 

occurring in relation to the moderator's action OF inaction. Though group 

process is handled very differently on these two networks, within the context 

of each there is a sense of a group, struggling either over divergent interests 

(Soe.women), or to establish shared interests (Femail mailing list). 

In contrast, dialogue in the Cornpuserne nien's and women's section 

rarely reads as though it i s  shared by a group. Rather, reading the CIS men's 

and women's section feels a bit iike observing a conversation that was really 

meant to be private, but through some misfortltme has accurred in a public 

place, to be heard and observed by all. And: though the intemcticm of 

participants in the CIS men's and women's section may fiom time to time 

become a topic of message exchange (see for example CompuServe Message 4, 

p. 257) in the case of the feminist vs. libber debate, it remained a discussion 



between two inchviduals about haw they were interacting. rztttriar than i t  

discussion about interaction amongst individuals who w c w  past of'a group. 

Cornpuserne Message Excerpts 4: 
9936. What alse is there to say? Shall we agree that we h t h  have toubk 
9937. &communicating our ideas without becoming overbearing and 
9938. olfensive? I'm really 
9939. exhausled. Aren't you?. iElvirai: 
*- 

9955. Hey! M a t  do you know, we AGREE! What have i been taking abut  all along 
9956. &except the necessity of some parent 

Where the Fernail mailing list boasts a moderator, the CIS men's ;and 

women" section has a sysop. In theory, the Femail moderator and the CIS 

men's and women's section sysop fill similar roles. Although the moderator of' 

Pernail engages in a continual negotiation of group process with that group's 

participants about both the group and her role, no similtir process occurs on 

CIS. There are many factors that may contribute to thm difkrence. First, 

with only ten people participating in all ofthe debates in the CIS men's awl 

women's section during the data collection period, and with most exchanges 

occurring between two people, one rarely has a sense of'C!S piirticipmts as n 

group. From reading the message threads, the overwhelming smse is that 

conversation occurs between individuals. Second, CIS is not ;I shartd 

resource in the sense that Soc.women and Fernaii are. 

Soc.wornen and Femail. are both run through workplace computers 

and are administered voluntarily. Participants themselves incur no financial 

costs in using either of these networks. The costs of equipment that passes 

messages between machines and that participants send and read message6 

through (as well as the costs associated with the use of value added curriers), 

are absorbed by institutions and businesses. The labour that keeps these 

networks' messages freely flowing over value added carriers is provided hy 

workers at the network nodes (probably to a large extent on company time). 



CornpuServe Message 4: 
&Scott: Why is it 'crick 
el" for you to imply that I am stupid or sexist while 
il is not "cricket" for me to imply the m e  about you? 

&Why am i supp 
8-d to take sugg 
estions that 1 am either a fool or a hypocrite 
&"as g o d  clean fun" while, when I suggest that your staternests suggest "sexism" 

&to me, you star 
t complaining about the 'slurs' I'm casting on your character? 

&I am quite ready to believe that you meant no harm, but, neith 
er did I. 

The fact is that ! generally take my 'tone' froni the way in which I am 
&addressed. If a person is courteous and s 
Beems to k 
making an honest effort is 

understand what I've got to say, I try to do the same for himlher. If a person 
&is consistently h 
&oslile and overbe 
aring, I also counter in kind. 

You may be right that you are only lollowing a style of debate where your 
&insults to me are 
somehow 'good clean fun" but my responss to p u  was 
&inexcusably wde. But you have to understand that, according to =my= code 
01 

&debat 
ing, what I said to you was well in keeping with what you had said to ME. 
&Okay So we've both said that we didn't mean to of 
fend each other, and we've 
both communicated fiat we think =the other= didn't Play fair" in the debate. 
&Let's learn from th 
is experience and try to undersiand each other better in the 
&future. It's easy to get over-excited about this type of issue a 
nd, of course, 
il isn't personal at all.. lElvird 

Although Socawomen and Femail participants do not own the hardware and 

transmission lines that allow these networks to exist, participants and their 

co-workers cants=! them, &.ad, t;= the extmt that the ope ratio^ of these 

networks is dependent upon each of the nodes involved, the ownership as 

well as the control of these networks is  decentralized. These computer 

nctworks are in a sense a commons; the information equivalent of a town's 

open space, owned by no one, used (and in theory), run by all. Since no one 



'owns' either of these networks, adimintstrstian of esch of th:m !:cco;a;cs 

collective enterprise, shared by participants. 

Unlike Soc.wornen and Femail, CornpuServc is a public cornpmy, 

whose success depends upon generating revenue by sclling use of i l  cornputtar. 

CompuServe does that by providing a range of products. Some products allow 

consumers to perform a task (such as booking an airline reservation from 

home), and others provide a vehicle fbr interaction (such as fvrcirns and tl- 

mail). Participants in CompuServe forums are consuming a service. lacking 

a sense of ownership or control (with the exclusion of Sysops), CIS 

participants are far removed from decisions that may have an impilct on 

what tasks they can perform, the software that organizes thcir intt!r;tction, 

and a great deal of the information available for their consumption. 

As sysops and assistant sysops, CIS participants are contntctiaal 

employees of CompuServe who may or may not receive financial 

remuneration for their labour, and who are likely to have little input irlto 

decisions about software, and no input into decisions about larger issues 

affecting CIS users (such as the cost of an hour on-line). Although sysops will 

send welcome messages to new users, answer participants' questiems and, :ifi 

was the case with the men's and women's section, contribute with great 

frequency to the dialogue on-line, they have little ability to substantially 

alter on-line interaction. Perhaps these factors contrit>ute to the fkct that 

participants in the CIS men's and women's section do not appear to address 

issues related to group interaction. 

Another factor that probably contributes to the lack of a sense of 

group in relation to the CIS men" and women's issues section is the small 

number of participants involved. Finally, CIS boasts the highest proportion 

of both male participants and percentage of contributions by men, Ironically, 



CIS was one o f  the first computer networks that brought women together to 

communicate electronically about feminism and women's issues. And, from a 

combination of published accounts (Van Gelder, 1985)' files that were located 

in the Issues Data Library during the data collection period, comments about 

CIS on other computer networks, and both electronic and phone 

conversations with previously active CIS Men" and Women's section 

participants, it is clear that at  one t h e  many women participated in feminist 

discussion and debate via CompuServe. The two most common reasons 

former participants cite for discontinuing their use of the CIS Men's and 

Women's section are money (one participant reported a three hundred dollar 

bill for one month's use of CIS, that took her six months to pay off), and 

irrelevance of the debate. 

THE WOMEN'S BUUETIN B o r n  SYSTEM: GREAT EXPECTATIQNS 

As a single node network, the Women's Bulletin Board System 

(WBBS) is most similar in organization to CompuServe. With forum sections 

set aside for a multitude of topics ranging from a to z, to someone interested 

in women's issues and feminism the CompuServe men's and women's issues 

section is like a single, possibly edible plant in a forest. To the same network 

user, the WRBS is like an edible garden; not as large as  a forest, perhaps not 

as  varied in its ofl'erings, but more reliable in filling a hunger for feminist 

dialogue and information. Where CIS offers role-playing games, electronic 

encyc'ropedias and an electronic mall in addition to electronic mail and 

forums, the W B S  ofYers infomation about arts and political events of 

interest to women, the opportunity ta participate in the creation of a feminist 

story, or if you are a woman, exchange messages only with women on the 

lounge board. 



The organization of the Women's Bulletin Board System into several 

sub-boards, each accormnodating its own range of topics results in a diverse 

communicative environment. Both the content of messages and the ways 

participants interact with one another vary from board to board, within the 

Women's Bulletin Board System. Each of the other networks discussed so far 

provide participants with only one electronic space within which to interact 

about feminist and women's issues. However, the W B S  offers several, c w h  

with its own feel. 

The difference between the W B S  and the other networks discussed 

here is somewhat like the difference between attending a party held in one 

room versus attending a party held in an entire house. With the Soc.women 

newsgroup, the Fernail mailing list and the CornpuServe men's and wornen's 

section, participants are offered only one electronic space (all messages 

appear in one place, and are organized minimally or not a t  all by topic). 

Participants may be communicating in small groups about :liflerent topics 

within that space, much as a roomful of people a t  3 party might interact face 

to face. At a party held within the confines of one morn when one dialogue 

becomes particularly loud or raucous, in the absence of sound or visual 

barriers, often all participants are drawn into that interaction, and astlume 

new roles in relation to the dominant communicative event. It appears that a 

similar phenomenon occurs when participants in computer-mediated 

discussions about feminism attempt to communicate in an environment that 

prohibits the separation of competing communicative events. 

Each of the networks discussed here accommodates a different degree 

of topical and tonal separation. As a multi-node widc area network with a 



fast paced message distribution system ithe software easily accommodates 

quick response to messages and messages are removed from the system after 

brief, regular intervals) and no moderator, the Soc.women oewsgroup offers 

the fewest opportunities to separate messages according to topical content or 

tone. Although the Femail mailing list is also a wide area multi-node 

network, the difficulties associated with sending messages to the central 

node, the time delay that results as the moderator waits until there are 

enough messages to form a bundle of messages for distribution, the threat of 

message rejection by the moderator, and the moderator's role in  facilitating 

communication all contribute to a communicative environment that is 

topically varied, and more consistent in tone (and certainly less 

confrontational) than Soc.women. Although in the Femail mailing list group 

participants and the moderator engage in a continual discussion and 

negotiation of group norms and policies, the roles assumed by both CIS 

sysops and participants appear to reflect a more traditional separation 

between people designing and maintaining technological systems, and users. 

Even though the physical structure of CIS can accomodate greater 

separation of messages than Soc.women or Fernail, its fee structure and its 

offerings appear to restrict its use within feminist communities, making 

greater message organization impractical from the standpoint of profit 

generation. 

At the time the WBBS was begun, and specifically in relation to the 

computer hardware that was donated to WBBS organizers, most software 

available far running co~nmunity based bulletin board systems allowed only 

one sysop. After evaluating several computer networks WBBS organizers 

chose the software they did because it allowed not only multiple sysops, but 

also allowed sysops to perform their duties from a remote location - a feature 



that a t  the time was not available in most bulletin board software. 'T'hc 

selection of this software meant that severd sysops could share responsibility 

for running the M B S .  When the WBBS began there were two technical 

sysops (one dealt with hardware and software changes, the other with day to 

day tasks such as validating new users and answering questions from users), 

as  well a s  moderators responsible for different discussion areas. In addition 

to communicating through a closed discussion area on the WB13S, WBRS 

sysops and moderators met face to face cn occasion to discuss the W1313S. The 

existence of multiple discussion areas (each with its own sysop) allows the 

Women's Bulletin Board system to be used for a number of purposes and to 

support a number of dialogues. 

Women's Bulletin Board Message Excerpts 5: 
Jusr out of curiosity, and using the above two messagas as reference -- 
I'd be interested to know how many people here are using WBB more lor 
priL:!e conversations about issues & stuff, rather than postins on the 
pililic boards. 

You SL.? I can only judge how busy the board is by how many people sign or1 
per day, and how much they leave on the public boards -- which hasn't k n  
an awful lot. If people are actually posting more private than public 
messages, it would mean that this BBS is getting more of a workout than 
! ".iouyht! 

.. ~ ~ l o u l  emailing & posting. The reason I asked was because I suspecled 
that there was more activity going on than could be seen from the messages 
being posted -- glad to see my suspicions were correct. 

So here's my next question la all and sundry: what do you think ol the 
sohare used here? Is it too diPicult? Reasonably simple? If you've 
been having trouble using it, what kind 01 changes would you want lo 
make things easier for you? 

Board 1, the guest/comments board is a general area where new 

participants often introduce themselves, one-time visitors leave comments, 

and new users experiment with the software used to compose messages. 

People leave messages of general interest (advertisements for cars for sale 

and job announcementsj. In addition, the guestlcomments board is the place 

where participants may leave their comments and suggestions about the 



WHIJS, and where sysops leave messages soliciting feedback from users, as  

Women's Bulletin Board Message Excerpts 5 (p. 262) indicates. 

Lines 884-892 of Women's Bulletin Board Message Excerpts 5 drew a 

number of responses, that indicated that some people were using the 

guest/comments board primarily as a one to one open discussion area. In 

addition, other responses indicated that many users frequently accessed the 

WBBS to read messages, but infrequently left messages. Lines 1008-1011 of 

Women's Bulletin Board Message Excerpts 5 drew several responses, 

including many from men. Some of the responses are included in Women's 

Bulletin Board Message Excerpts 6 on p. 264. Most of the responses indicate 

that users are dissatisfied with the W B S  software. The responses from 

wwnen (lines 1046- 1048, 1102-1 106, 1128-1 133, 1139-1146) were in general 

more charitable than those from men, and much more likely to indicate that 

users had interacted with either the sysops through e-mail or someone else 

about technical difficulties (lines 1103 and 1128-1131). 

Board 2, the action alert board contains messages of a time dated 

matter, and request that the reader in some way take action. Messages night 

alert readers to upcomicg demonstrations (anti-racism, peace, a women's 

candlelight, march) or events (the Aids Memorial Project, an  Audre Lorde 

film, PeaceDay), ir,form readers about wornell in need of all forms of aid 

throughout the world (nurses in Sri Lanka, a Chilean women's centre), and 

offer suggestions about how to support them. I t  appears that a few women 

working in women's organizations in the Mew York City women's community 

type information into W B S  messages on boards 2, 9 (events link), and 10 

(researcWpolicy) as  part of their jobs. 



Women's Bulletin Board Message Excerpts 6: 

You're not going to love me for saying this, but: 

The soMare is so bad it should be completely junked afier you find something 
which gives the user more control with more natural fi.e., instinctive) ways 
of doing things. The command structure here is so arcane It lakes a broad and 
deep background in hacking at various sysbms lo figure out how lo use it. 

I hops to god p u  do not ask me to cite examples. Trying to explain why this 
sottware is so bad is roughly akin to !tying to explain lo a 5-year-old who 
has proudly presented to you his drawing of meaningless scrbbles just what, 
exacgy, is Wrong* with it: I just da not know where lo start. 

... in response to your question ... !his is an extremely ladious and boring 
system to get use to ... but since it is a very exciting board, it difficulty 
of learning your software is well worth it ...... 

I think the sohare is baeutilul ... and fast, too. I do miss the ability to 
confirm whether or no! E-mail was r ~ e o v e d  to someone you wrote. 

Barbar, any BBS software that has no word wrap in the editor nor true 
message threading in this daynage is disgraceful. Also, the command syntax 
is arcane, compared to modern msnuing or tree-$ased systems. 

I dc not think this system is that difficult to use once you've figured il out, 
but if I hadn't had help ! would have had a hell of a time doing so. I do not 
suppose it would ever be possible to have simultaneous users with the hard- 
ware the system has, would it? That would really be something. 

Barbara, i must confess 1 had some difficulty with the software when I first 
started - but I managed io gel enough of a message through to let you 
redize I was having difficbities, and you were very gracious in letting 
me have help pronto. Now Mat I am used to it I do not mind it at all. In 
fact it seems quite easy cornpared to the envirmment I've been working 
in lately - the University's VAX, and BITNET. 

I'm glad to see that I'm not the only one having problems with this board. I 
alwa'ys feel real frustrated when I can't get around. It made me feel outright 
stupid, in fact since rrn often unsure of what I'm supposed to do next. So I 
do not call as often as 'I'd like,and do little posting. On my Brotheh board, 
the Unknown Cave, I had 105 repli@osts last week. It's an easy board !o gel 
around or,. 1 do have a big mouth, but I'm not comfortable when I ksep being 
told I do not know what I'm doing ... which is what this board does. I've 
improved some, but I still have problems. 

Board 3, the women's issues board contains a wide range of material 

pertaining to women's issues, including requests ibr information (about the 

Leagie of Women Voters, lror an alternate tern for "unskilled workers") and 

general comments and discussions (about politics, women and modems/ 

computer networking, recent supreme court decisions affecting women, 



wearing high heeled shoes:. 

Board 4, (the technical help board) as the name suggests, is the place 

to go ta, leave a message requesting help with the WBBS, or look for answers 

to kchnical problems. In addition, the technical help board contains an 

electronic column fregularly featured on another bulletin board system and 

uploaded to the W R S )  that addresses general issues related to computer use 

(software piracy, backing up hard disks, the next generation of 

microcomputers), and an article about Grace Hopper (one of the first 

computer programmers in the United States). Several messages provided 

information about new computer viruses, and participants IleR messages 

requesting infc~mation about such things as reducing telephone line noise 

that interferes with modem operation. 

Of all the computer networks considered here, the WBBS provided 

perhaps the best access to sysops for help. As wide area multi-node networks, 

neither Soc.women nor Fernail included a forum for obtaining technical help. 

In the case of Soc.women, access to Usenet occurs largely through locations 

where users are assumed to have a high degree of knowledge about computer 

system,. ORen indications (in message text) that a contributor was less than 

proficieiks in using Usenet drew a rash of criticisms addressed towards the 

unsuspecting novice participant. Although some Usenet newsgroups exist to 

provide users of a particular computer program or programming language 

with access to help, these too can be vicious places where contributors are 

likely to receive responses such as "you would not ask such stupid qdestions 

if you read the manual." 

In the case of Femail, since each user is likely to be using diEcrent 

hardware and software to access the discussion group, and addresses to the 

central node are different from each location, Femail participants are not 



likely to have answers to each other's questions. On CornpuScrvc, 

participants gain access through a handful of microcomputers and 

comunicatians programs. A number of technical forums exist on CIS. 

Perhaps the greatest obstacle to obtaining help through a forum on CIS is 

finding the right f o m ,  and once in the forum, finding the answer t.o a 

question without going broke, 

A message left on the guest/comrnents board iWorrmcn's khallutin 

Board Message 3, p. 266) both describes board five (the artr~ews and rc.views 

board), and indicates that it was altered in hopes of encouraging naorc? 

activity. The artnews and reviews board contalias messages informing 

readers of upcoming performances and events, as well as  contributors' 

responses tn movies, plays and other events. 

The holistic health board (board 6) appears to have contained 

messages about a range of health issues including stress, and attitudes 

towards alternate health care strategies. Prior to August of 1988 the board 

seems to have been fairly active. However, between August 1988 and  

February 1989, no messages were posted. Like board 6, activity on the wnews 

News Board (board 7) appears to have fluctuated a great deal over tirnt?. 

After a burst of messages containing information about a wide range of' 

conferences and organizations, no new message appeared for several months. 

Women's Bulletin Board Message 3: 
Tills: board change (1 7tI46) 

85, formerly arts infohilo has been changed to artnewsirevws to 
really enmurage you to use the board both to list, taik about, dscua 
books, movies, events you have seen, want to see ect. as well as bring 
up issues or bits of information about the arts. It should be a place 
you can check w: io see what others ihink about '&a: film' or where 
you can go for suggestions of good books b rea4-or bad ones to avoid-- 
or current events of interest to the women's bulletin board. Please 
parbcipate with your comments, &as ect. We shouM be able to do 
way Setter than old arts & leisure!!!! 



Low message zctivity and large time gaps between messages occurred 

on other sub-boards that served primarily as a vehicle for broadcasting 

infomation (board 9, the events link b a r d  and boasd 10, the research/policy 

board), rather than a forum for two way dialogue. Although the research 

policy hoard had the lowest message activity, as Women's Bulletin Board 

Message Excerpts 7 (p. 268) indicates, at least one attempt was made to 

generate some activity there. One possible explanation for this is that women 

engaging in research often have access to not only a community of other 

researchers, but also other computer networks. Another board with very low 

message activity (the second lowest of all of the boards) was board 8, the 

women of colour board. Although it is only possible to speculate about the 

reason For the low activity on the women of cslour board, one plausible 

explanation is that non-white women in the feminist commmity have even 

less access 4A) computer networking technology and/or the time to participate 

than their white sisters. 

Board 11 (the modern life board) lay dormant for about five months, 

and picked up when one participant began uploadi~z humorous tales about 

life in New York City to that board. In addition, a male participant selected 

board 11 as the place to leave an ad seeking a position serving a woman. This 

generated activity when women questioned the man about why he wanted to 

be submissive, and suggested that women were not likely to be interested. 

Board 12 (the fiRh estate board) also lay dormant for a time before picking 

up With a discussion about the 'information revolution.' Once a discussion 

was active, contributors who were not engaged in the discussion began 

leaving messages about other items related to the media. Bomd 13, the story 

board allowed participants to collectively author a story, line by line. Lines 

14200 and 14207-14208 of Women's Bulletin Board Message Excerpts 8 are 



taken from two consecutive messages on that board. 

Women's Bullletin Bcsrd Message Excerpts 7: 
625. This is just a quick note to tell the world [or at lens: the Women's HBS users) 
626 . that Board 10 the Research bulletin board is back in action. Wr are currently 
627. seeking stimulating dialogue on hot reszarch top~cs Come jom the fun! 

Women's Bulletin Board Message Excerpts 8: 

14200. ... DAY WAS BRlGHT AND BEAUTIFUL AND NOTHING HAPPENED ... BUT THEN ....... 

14207. ..... A loud explosion startled Rose (only for a moment). As she stood her 
14208. guard, slowly turning around, she was :aced with .... 

By far the most active public board sf the women" bulletin board 

system was the Battleground, board 18. Women's Bulletin Board Message 4 

(p. 268) from the XWBS sysops explains the origins of th? Battleground. 

Women's Bulletin Board Message 4: 

We have instituted a new board on the system = B18, known 
as the BaElaground. This was instituted so that there will 
be a place for any confrontational Uiscussions -- expcialiy 
those btween men and women -- that develop here. We are 
cartainly not encouraging these discussions; however, we 
cannot ignore the fact tliat, with the influx of new users to 
this system, they are more likely to occur. In this mamer, 
wa have provided a p las  for those who have strong opinions 
on gender roles and other topics without disturbing the majority 
of users on this system who may want to concentrate on the 
more intormational and/or subtle issues concerning women. 

The sysops of this board therefore reserve the right to 
hansfar any such discussions off B1 and onto B18 when we 
feel it has stepped into this category. Moderators of other 
boards will a b  either tranfer such discussions or request 
that they be transferred, if they wish to -- it is totally 
up to them. Notice will be placed on the original boards 
for those who wish to continue the transferred discussions.. 

As well as gaining a general sense of the function of the Uattleground 

from Women's Bulletin Board Message 4, that message raises a number of 

important points. First, the battleground apparently grew out of a need t r~ 

control confrontational discussions between men and women (lines 57 1-573). 

Confrontation increased with an influx of new users (lines 573-575). Lines 

577-579 indicate that at  the time the battleground was instituted (August 

1986) the majority of WBBS users were using the WBBS to ubtain 



information, or discuss subtle issues concerning women. As well1 as outlining 

the procedures that wj3I be followed with regard to the battleground, we 

learn in lines 583-586 that board moderators were given discretion to move 

messages to the battleground. 

A wide range of topics made it into the battleground, including Israel 

and Palestine, the U.S. presence in the Middle East and elsewhere in the 

world, a comment made by a woman (assumed by a few users to be a teenage 

boy in disguise) implying that men are superior to women, the role of men on 

the WBBS, socioeconomic class and computer technology, whether or not 

computers are n !uxury item, the Tawana Brawley rape case, Ronald Reagan, 

Dan Quayle ;and other topics related to U.S. politics, 

Women's Bulletin Rolard Message Excerpts 9: 
14533. Do you think it would be possible to conduct a discussion of the events 
14534. and media coverage o! Tawana Prawby's ordeal in %is space? I know Wat it 
14535. is an aimost unmentionable topic in my workplace, which is an inttyrated space. 

Women's Bulletin Board Message 5: 
26079 Chris .... l think you are ignoring some of the data in the Tyson- 
26080. Givens quarrel. 
26081. 
26082. To the sy sops... ll there is a continuation on this topic appearing 
26083. on this bard, can they ail be moved to 818, The Battleground, which is 
26084. the locus for identitication with maie heroes and the expression ol 
26085. antagonisms tcwards females? 

Prom time ta time a participant would introduce a topic on the 

Battleground, believing that discussion of the topic would be controversial. 

Discussion of the Tawana Brawley rape case began this way (see Women's 

Bulletin Board Message Excerpts 9, p. 269). It appears that participants both 

appreciated and ~i i i ized the battleground. For example, in -Women's Bulletin 

Board Message 5 the author of that message first indicates ta another 

contributor her disagreement with the issue under discussion (lines 26079- 

26080), requests that any hr ther  discussion of the topic be moved to the 



battleground (lines 26082-260831, and finally articulating her ir~ldcrstarading 

of the fmctisn of board 18, makes it clear to another participant what she 

thinks of his message (lines 26083-26085). 

As a social intervention, the battleground appears to have worked 

well. Unllke the other networks discussed here, where confrontiational 

messages are interspersed with non-confrontational dialogue (and often deter 

nsn-confrontational dialogue), the existence of the battleground allows users 

totally to avoid confrontational communication on the WRHS, if they desire to 

do so. This performs a similar function to leaving one room a t  a party and 

going to another when the activities in the first room become unpleasant. 

Although the moderator of the Femail mailing list also works as a deterrmt 

to csnfrc-+tation, when confrontation does occur on that network users arc. 

unable to avoid i t  entirely, as they are on the WBBS. 

Women's Bulletin Board Message 6 (p. 2701, which appeared on 

board 1 describes board 19, the Pen Tangle. In addition to messages that 

contained original writing and comments on original work, contributors to 

board 19 discussed journal writing, Sylvia Plath, publishing and whet her or 

not word processors help non-professional writers to write. lJike many of the 

WBBS boards, board 19 periodically became inactive, and after a period of a 

few months, came back to life. 

Women's Bulletin Board Message 6: 

Title: Pen Tangle (71146) 
Announcing the htest board on the Women's Bulletin Board System! 
Pen Tangle (B19) is a b w d  for writers to discuss their writings, 
other writings, their agents, blocks, freelancing, paidlancing, 
poetry, prose, fition, nonfiliin, and anything else that has 
to do wi& the written word. 

Anybody who writes - for fun or profit (ar both) is welcome! 

Board 20 of the WBBS began as  a teen board. It not only suffixed 

&om low activity, but also appeared to have few, if any women contributorfi. 



Early in 1989 it was changed to the EarthWise board, dedicated 20 the 

discussion of environmental concerns (see Women's Bulletin Board Message 

7 p. 271 for a descriptionj. Topics included the New York Green party, 

problems associated with the disposal of plastic diapers, fascism and 

environmental exploitation and global warming and the greenhouse effect. A 

sequence of messages on the EarthWise board also listed a number of classes 

offered in the New York City area that addressed environmental concerns. 

Along with the battleground, the Lounge (board 21) appears to meet 

a need that is left unaddressed by the other computer networks considered 

here. As the descriptim of the lounge (see Women's Bulletin Board Message 

8, p. 272) indicates, the Lounge is a restricted board, accessible only to 

women users. Conceived of as an area for women to "sit around and 

schmooze," WBBS nsers gain access to the Lounge by sending electronic mail 

to either the moderator of that board, or the WBBS sysops. Unlike all areas 

of the WBBS other than the swvivors' board, within the lounge, participants 

are able to leave amnyrnous messages. 

Women's Bulletin Board Message 7: 

25:51. The purpose of this board is to provide a forum for discussion of our 
251 52. environment and ol v ~ r  place in it. It has become increasingly clear that the 
25153. uncon$olled exploita:ion of nature is leading to ecological disasters such as 
25154. the greenhouse effect, extensive soil erosion, and hazardous pollutants in our 
25155. air and water. This exploitation is dso linked to the exploitalion of women 
251 56. and people ol the Third World. Bmuse of this connection, human rights issues, 
251 57. worltplace safety, and housing are also environmental issues. 

Although the occasional Soc.women or Femail message either 

mentioned lesbianism or indicated that a contributor was a lesbian, from 

participating in either of those networks or the CIS Men's and Women's 

section one might easily have the impression that lesbians do not use 

computer networks, or are unwelcome in these electronic spaces. For 

example, a t  one point when a Femail contributor queried that group about an 



issue related to lesbianism, another contributor responded with a rwssagc 

indicating that a Usenet group (called MOTSS, for members of the s m w  scs) 

was a more appropriate place for her message. A male contributor t,hcn 

responded with a message suggesting the lesbian join in the diucussion in the. 

MOTSS newsgroup, that, like many instances where lesbians and gay mtw 

work together, was dominated by men. Although many con&riizutors to ttw 

WBBS lounge were clearly not lesbians, unlike the other networks discusst?d 

so far, lesbians had a strong presence in that area. The fact that access to the 

lounge was restricted to women, that authoring messages anonymously was 

possible and that access to the WBBS did not have to occur through users' 

workplaces probably helped foster an environment in which lesbians felt 

comfortable. 

Women's Bulletin Board Message 8: 

For years and years, the male has had a place to call their own where they 
cc4d sit and enjoy the atmosphere of a men only domain. Some ol those places 
were called: The Health Club, The L0~k6f Room, The Club House, do not forget the 
heehouse that belonged to many a lid!e boy ect The WBB system, not to be out 
done hereby presents a first in BBSdom in NYC, 
Fanfare. 

THe Lounge. 
Fanfare digs down slowly. 

The lounge is a placa lo: women of all lifestyles lo sit back and have a good 
time in an atmosphere similar to the good ol' dayz previously shared by males 
only. Basically what I would like to ses is a sub-board where females can be 
alone and tadtle issues that are female orienbled. Women can be thamselves and 
not fear pressure from males and post away to thcir hearts content, Gossip is 
permitled provided it d c ~ s  not defame any user ol the system or of any other 
system. Laughter is a requirement lor anyone who accesses this subbard as are 
the tears which may show up too. 
The lounge will give gay femaies and heterosexual females a chance to communi- 
cate with one another and do so if they wish anonymously. The problems of being 
in the dmt or combg out can be shared a mms probbms of k i n g  s!!aight ir! 
a gay world is spoken of. The idea here is to share and meet people in a more 
relaxed atmosphere and to enjoy. 

And !ha! is just what I hope all shall do. 

Topics addressed in the lounge were varied. One woman who had 

always been a lesbian (i.e., had never had sex with a man) asked other 



readers to comment on whether or not they saw lesbianism as  a choice. In 

response, a few women wrote messages about their coming out process, 

including one woman who had come out a t  age fifty eight. Several women 

wrote messages about issues related to being closeted as  lesbians or out as  

lesbians in their workplaces, and some messages addressed homophobia. A 

series of messages bearing the title "terminology" reflected on how 

contributors felt about the word "dyke." Other contributors wrote romantic 

poetry, and the occasional message advertised other computer bulletin boards 

catering to lesbians or sex. After a message was posted seeking an S/M sex 

partner, one contributor expressed her disgust in a message, and another 

contributor who had spent time in the New York S/IM coxmnunity attempted 

to dernystify that community for other lounge participants. Participants 

discussed breasts (including one woman's difficulties with wearing a bra for 

the first time in ten years), advertised lesbian events, explored stereotypes 

associated with roles and clothes, and the relationship between clothing and 

passing as heterosexual. Women wrote erotic stories, and asked other lounge 

participants about the current status of New York City women's bars. It 

appears that the lounge provides its participants with a sense of relief (see 

Women's Bulletin Board Message Excerpts 10). 

Women's Bulletin Board Message Excerpts 10: 
32373. Isn't it nice to be Lounging around, away from all the strife and fuss 
32374. on b18 (not b mention the NYC subways)? Even though I'm just an illogical, 
32375. emotional, diminuitiire female, 1 can be happy here. 

The agism and aging board (board 221, as the name implies is a place 

for participants t~ comment about any aspect of aging. In two and a half 

years, just thirty-three messages were left on this board. Though one can 

only speculate about why participation on this board was so low (this topic 

has become increasingly important in the lesbian community a s  women have 



become older), it seems quite possible that women who engage in face to face 

dialogues about aging lack access to computer networking technology. I n  

general, older women did not work with computers growing up, and rilay bc 

less likely to have gained workplace or home access to comput.ess. 

Mom's Apple Pie (board 23)' as Women's Bulletin Board Message 9 

(p. 274) indicates, is there for anyone who has ever participated in childcare. 

The portrayal of fathers in children's books, fathers' roles in childcare, 

alternative forms of families, and social prejudice against women who are not 

parents are among the topics discussed on Board 23. 

On the Mixed Media board (board 24), participants are encouraged in 

the introductory message to write about all aspects of the airwaves, including 

telecommunications. Among the topics suggested to contributors are 

computer bulletin board systems, legal telephone communications, Cable TV, 

satellite TV, Radio and regular TV. 

Women's Bulletin Board Message 9: 

714. Announcing a mmelous new board, courtesy of WEBS! Mom's 
715. Pgple Pie fB23) is there for everyone who is now or has 
716, ever participated in the care and feeding of children. 
717. Parents, granrJparents, siblings, baby sitters, foster 
71 8. parenrs, or just faiinds are all invited to shhre advice, 
719. concerns, and stories. You can even bring you7 photo. 

Participants inform one another about other bulletin boards, and 

sysops from other boards leave announcements about their boards in hopes of 

gaining new users. Callers from across the country ask others if they know of' 

feminist computer bulletin boards in the region they are calling from (sadly, 

only Chicago had one, and it received poor reviews). Participants post 

reviews of other bulletin boards they liked or found useful, including a 

number of gay bulletin boards. Messages contain i~lformation about the 

changing legal climate surrounding computer bulletin boards, encourage 



users to protest proposed regu!ations affecting ccmputer buileiin boards, and 

express their feelings about the growing trend of pay (as opposed to fret.) 

bulietm board systems. Participants talk about bulletin board etiquette, 

sysops' relationships with and . ditudes towards the systems they run, and 

whether or not computer bulletin boards constitute a subculture. 

Although most discussion on board 24 is concerned with computcr 

bulletin board systems, other topics addressed on the mixed media board 

include obscene phone calls and the politics of a New York city cable 

television company. In addition, one woman writes about the installation of a 

new phone system a t  her workplace, and the problems that result in re1 a t' ion 

to modem use. In response, another woman writes a message describing the 

difference between voice and computer communication, and a man offers to 

ask a friend who works for a telephone interconnect company for more 

information. As the woman suffering through the implementation of a new 

phone system learns more about the equipment that is being installed, she 

informs board 24 users abmt  it. 

Like the Lounge, the contributors to the Survivors' hoard (board 25) 

are permitted to author anonymous messages. Among the topics addressed 

on that board are child abuse, love and abusive relationships, borsks about. 

COA's (children of akoholics), eating disorders, alcoholics anonymous and 

the : wlve step tradition. On board 27 (the women and AIDS board), i n  

adctition to news and information retyped and uploaded from other clonrces, 

messages in this section address the use of mice in AIDS rcmarch, the 

relationship of female circumcision to the prevalence of AIDS among womcm 

in Africa, heterosexual interactions about AIDS and the spread of AIDS 

amongst heterosexuais, lesbians and AIDS, and AIDS treatment strategies. 



THE WOMEN'S BULLETIN BOARD SYSTEM As A COMMUNITY 

With the exception of the 'VVBBS, each of the networks discussed here 

has followed a fairly predictable pattern, with the tone of dialogue remaining 

fairly consistent over time. Regardless of the content under discussion, 

Soc.women follows a pattern of contention and struggle. The Femail rnding 

list follows a pattern of participants addressing issues through stories, and 

group process through continual dialogue with each other and the moderator. 

In the CIS Men's and Women's section, participants began discussions that 

escalated into debates, and died clown when the participants agreed to 

disagree. In contrast, interaction on the Women's Bulletin Board system is as 

varied as the number of boards found there. Although it is true that one can 

pretty much always expect the battleground to be contentious, and the 

lounge ts contain an abundance of material concerned with lesbianism, the 

content and tone of messages on the guest/comments board, the women's 

issues board and the mixed media board vary over time. Some boards (the 

action alert, wnews, events link and researcldpolicy boards) appear to be 

primarily used for broadcasting irnformation. Other boards (modern life, the 

fifth estate, pen tangle, holistic health, artnews and the fifih estate) cycle 

through periods of inactivity and activity as time passes. Like a party held in 

a large house with many discreet spaces, the locus of activity changes over 

time on the WBBS. Similar to a well planned multi-use urban space, the 

WBBS appears to be used by many people in their efforts to meet diverse 

needs. 

GROUP PROCESS AND GROUP NORMS 

Within the Women's Bulletin Board community, the creation of 

norms occurs in multiple sites, through a variety of processes over time, For 

example, many of the messages describing the function of a particular sub 



board (for example, Women's Bulletin Board Messages 3, 4, 6, 7, 8 and 9 

above) appear on either the guest/comments board or as the first message on 

the board described in the message. These messages alert readers to both thc 

purpose of a given board and its operating principles. With one of the explicit 

functions of board 1 being a place for users to leave comments about the 

WBBS, a fair bit of dialogue (for example see Women's Bulletin Board 

Message Excerpts 5 and 7, above) occurs there between participants and the 

sysops, that helps establish norms. Also, board 1 is the place where users are 

informed of operational changes (see Women's Bulletin Board Message 10, Q. 

277) by the sysops. 

Women's Bulletin Board Message 10: 

806. Tile: Time Limit (1 511 46) 
809. 
810. Because of several complaints about not being able to get on-line here, a 
811. TIME LIMIT of 1 hour, 30 minutes is now in effect. If anyone has trouble with 
812. this limit, please let WBB sysop know at id=l. Thanks 

Women's Bulletin Board Message 11: 
Actually, the relative safety of this M s  beak hell out of me -- and I'm 
one of the sysops! When I agreed to play referee far WBBS, I assumed that 
I would be constantly deleting obscefie relelences and anti-woman polemics 
from peeved adolescents. The result? I'v9 only had b actually dolete messages 
outright two times -- one time, it was somsfhing on h e  order of "ladies, 
if you want a goad tima ..." and quite tankly, I was mare ollsnded at the 
lousy grammer Wan the message itself. The second lime was a series of 
two obscene and violent messages left by a user who has not been back. 

It's nice to know we're doing somothing right. Or maybe people are just 
nicer Lean we gwe them credit for? 

In some i ~ s ~ a n c e s ,  users provide feedback about the WHUS as a @pin- 

off of another discussion, as was the case with Women's Bulletin Board 

Message 11 (p. 2771, that grew out of a discussion on the mixed media board 

about sysops' attitudes towards znd relationships with the boards they run.  

Occasionally information is broadcast to the entire WHBS community 

through a sign-on bulletin, that all readers see upon accessing the Bystern 

(see Women's Bulletin Board Message 12 on p. 278). In addition, on each of' 



the sub-boards, participants are likely to contribute to creating norms as they 

comment in messages about things they like or do not like that are occurring 

on-line (see Women's Bulletin Board Message 5, p. 269). 

The Women's Bulletin Board is not without problems, and as 

Women's Bulletin Board Message 12 suggests, (line 25998) one of those 

problems is low participation. Although I was the 11,568th caller to access 

the system twenty two months after it began, slightly less than twenty two 

hundred messages had been posted. By the end of February, 1989 (two 

months short of three years after it began) at least 2,600 messages had 

qgeared  on the VVIBBS. Although the total number of messages pier year 

appears to have a t  on2 time been nearly three times that of the Femail 

mailing list, often no new messages would appear on a given board for a few 

weeks or months, leaving participants with the sense that the W B S  

suffered from chronic inactivity. 

Women's Bulletin Bsmd Message 12: 
Bulletin: Updated 02R4iW 

THIS IS YOUR VOICE! 

WBBS is a cooperative venture that vans solely on the work of three 
groups: its sysaps, its moderators, and ls users. We need the 
participation of all in order to survive. 

WBBS is not so much a service as a forum for all its users. We are 
here to publicize your concerns, your events, your in8ormation. is 
your group having a fundraiser? Post it in the Events bard. Are you 
worried about Ihe side effects of certain spermacides? Ask about it in 
Holistic Health. Your two-year-old is m&ng you crazy? See i f  there's 
anyone with advice in Mom's Apple Pie. Fwl  that you're all alone with 
your drug/almhollemotional problem? Post anonymausly in the 
Survivor's bard. The "No girls allowed" atmosphere in your local BBS 
getting on your nerves? Sound oii in Mixed Media. 

Many pwle sign on to WBBS e c h  week from around the country. What dc 
you need that somebody else might be able to provide? What do you know 
that could kelp somebody else? WBBS can De a valuable tooi -- but only 
it you chaose to use it. 

PLEASE PARTICIPATE! 



Unlike the Femail mailing list, Soc.women or the CIS Mcn's and 

Women's section that offer only one area for communication, with a number 

of sub-boards (or sites for commul-kication) the WBBS may appear to 

participants to be less active than it is in reality. One way to think of the 

plight of participation on the WBBS is found in returning to the analogy of a 

party. With all of its sub-boards, the WBBS is like a party of two hundred 

people being thrown in a football stadium. Though several canvcsrsations may 

be taking place at any given time, i t  may appear from any location within the 

stadium that not a lot is going on, and the overall volume of noise in the 

stadium is low. 

Women's Bulletin Board Message 13: 
Title: Politics 8 Modems (63253) 

Is this business of moderns and bulletin boards itself a women's issue? Or a 
pain in the neck? Or a !ascinating hobby? I've been thinkip: &out the 
politics of it lately, since our lady sysops are worried thC,c it's too hard 
for most new users to get satisfaction -- or even minimal utility -- from a 
system such as this. 

First, I want to say (without much hope of being belie.ved) that, even for com- 
puter professionals (such as myself) and for veterans of many such "boards," 
computers and telephone lines spell TROUBLE (with a capital 1). The only 
differencs between such hardcore types and your tremulous beginner is: 

The veteran "expects" complications and frustrations, while 
the beginner is convinced that problems are the resill! of her 

own stupidity or ignorance. 

The number of 'onhe" vderans b growing, and most of them seem to be men. 
Here comes the po!itics. The world is corning more and more to turn on the 
rapid flow of information, and on human ingenuity in finding better ways to 
sift out the meaningful and useful from this great flood. We women tend to 
be very good at the 'meaningful sifting" part, but I think we get leit oul 
of that process because we aren't yet able to do the "rapid flow" pad 
(elec?ronic/telephonic communications). 

So I see this modest bulletin ba rd  as a technical training ground for us 
women - to gain experience and confihnce and (least of all, since there is 
less of it around on this subject) information01 Lastly, let me note :hat, 
as ever, imguage is power -- if you learn the buzzwords (and a fuzzy idea 
of their general area of significance), you're on your way to veteran status. 

Unlike both Soc.women and the Femail mailing liut that are 



accesrjihle primarily to women who, at the time they began participating in 

those groups, had a background in ~ornput i~~g,  the WBBS is both run and 

used by people who lack extknsive experience with computers and computer 

networking technology. The collective lack of experience within the target 

group of WBBS users also acts as a constraint to participation. One WBBS 

participant commented on this issue in Women's Bulletin Board Message 13 

(p. 2'79). 

Unlike each of the other networks discussed here, that relied on no 

single individual (Soc,women:, a single moderator (Fernail) or a single sysop 

(CIS), mnning the W B S  is dependant upon a group of sysops and 

moderators. The collective management of the W B S  is consistent with 

feminist organizational principles, and in theory could protect the WBBS 

from collapse (decentralized power and control allows the system to function 

even if someone leaves or quits). However, sysop and moderator turnover 

have proven to be problematic for WBBS organizers. 

After failing to reach the WBBS in the fa11 of 1990, I phoned one of 

the board's founders, Beva Eastman, to inquire about it. I learned that 

around June of 1990 the W B S  modern had died during a thunder and 

lightning storm. Around ithe same time one of the sysops had leR. Although 

the WBBS at the time of this writing is not in operation, plans are to move 

the WBBS equipment to a new location and get it back on-line. One of the 

things Eastman had learned was that a great deal of time was required to 

keep a community bulletin board system mnning. Eastman also commented 

that beginning and maintaining an electronic commmity for women is like 

other feminist organizing - it takes a lot of energy and often proceeds slowly, 

over a long period of time. 



CONCLUSION 

From looking at t5e diRerences in message content and the procrhsscs 

that together constitute the negotiatiolra of on-line speech communities om the. 

four computer networks discussed at iephgth above, a number of things arc 

evident. First, despite the perception of Usenet as a grassroots nctwork, and 

the belief that decentralized management, of computes networking resources 

can lead to a more participatory form of denwcracy, Usenet fails as a vehicle 

for c~mmuxLication about women's issues and feminism. The combination of 

mrestrickd access and lack of control on Usenet leads to an environment in 

Ssc.wsmen where message content about women's lives and womcn's issues 

becomes secondary to women's efforts to maintain space and have their 

voices heard. Although multi-node networks were initially designed to 

maximize participation and were seen as a mechanism for increasing 

communication possibilities a t  the grassro~ts level, both Soc.womcn and 

Femail are frequently plagued by technical problems that often turn thtb 

discussion on those networks to social problems te.g., forgeries). Ironically, 

many of these social problems result from the teclmical environment system 

designers developed in efforts to make these systems more accessible. 

The extent that system users have some sense of ownership or control 

of the systems they are using seems to be related to the extent that users of 

those systems interact about group process. Of all of the networks considered 

here, CIS stands out in terns  of the lack of discussion about group p r i ) ~ e s ~ .  It 

is also the only commer~all  network discussed here, and as such, its um-.rj 

appear to have little potential. to alter how it is run. 

Although both Soc.wonien and the Femail mailing list are multi-node 

networks, only the Femail mailing list has a moderator. Clearly, when a 

computer network exists via multiple nodes as both of these networks do, thc 



US€? of a moderator can mitigate some sf the dificuities associated with the 

multiple-node structure. However, as the dialogue on Fernail also suggests, 

moderating an on-line discussion requires a great deal of t h e  and continued 

input from group participants. From looking a t  discussion n the CIS Men's 

and Women's section it is clear that the use of a moderator or sysop does not 

guarantee that group process will be explicitly addressed. This suggests that 

the task of moderating an on-line discussion should be explicitly addressed 

on an ongoing basis by participants in group discussions. 

From looking at  all of the networks discussed here in depth i t  is clear 

that in a general sense computer networks support a range ~f types of 

communication. These include a r m e n t a t i o n  (Soc.women), personal 

narratives (Fernail and the W B S ) ,  information exchange (the broadcast 

oriented boards of the WBRS), and dyadic debates (CIS). Although it  is 

impossible to ascertain which aspects of a computer network are most 

influential in setting the tone and content of the communication that occurs 

on-line, it does appear that the active engagement of a group in establishing 

group norms for comnnunication is an essential aspect of building a network 

that supports personal narratives about women's lives. 

Althaugh all of these networks can potentially support broadcasting 

of information, the phenomenon of placing information of general i ~ t e r e s t  to 

the conmaunity occurred most on boards intended for that pwpose on the 

WRBS. Ironically, though informational messages were more in evidence on 

the WBBS than on other networks, the areas of the WBBS intended for the 

purpose of broadcasting information were among the most problematic of the 

system. As environmentalists have often pointed out, when a c o m o n s  

exists, i t  is easy for users to take, without giving. On the computer networks 

discussed here, it appears that participants would much rather author 



messages than copy-type material of general interest to the community onto 

a computer network. Although it appears that setting aside particular areas 

of a computer network for idomation broadcast may encourage users to 

'st arms provide more infixmation of general. interest to the community, if' thcl , 

are not actively used it may create the impression that the entire network is 

dormant. 





In considering the use of computer networks in the contcxt of' 

feminist social change, two issues are of particular imiportance. First, it is 

important to understand how past uses of computer networks by women 

interested in discussing women's issues and feminism are related to the 

larger arena of feminist social change. Second, it is important to consider the 

pokn t~a l  usefulness of computer networks in terms of feminist social change, 

and to identify issues that might arise as feminist organizations increasingly 

attempt to utilize computer networks in organizing efforts. A brief review of 

the concept of femixlism, and the unique form of social change it suggests is 

an appropriate stading point in considering the use of computer networks in 

the context of feminist social change. 

GENDER AC AN ANALYTIC Tooa, 

Feminism is concerned with understanding gender relations. 'l%e 

central concern of feminism is to understand gender-based inequities, whilc 

the central task of feminism is to correct gender-based inequities. Although 

feminism has often eluded definition, Hartsock (19'79) has characterized it as 

"a mode of analysis, a method of approaching life and politics, a way of 

asking questions and searching for answers" (Hartsock, p. 1979), and 

identified three characteristics, that, when taken together make a feminist 

perspective unique. First, feminism focuses on everyday life and experience, 

that makes action a nwessity. Second, the nature of our theoretical 



understandings are aitered and brought into an everyday relation with 

practice. Third, a transformation of social relations, both in consciousness 

and reality foblows directly from theory, because of its close connections to 

real needs. 

Feminism has provided a forum for women to explore the differences 

between women's and men's experiences in the world. A number of tools and 

theories have emerged that have helped us identify a range of cultural 

assumptions that support as3;mmetrical power relations between men and 

women. Feminist activism seeks to alter gender-based inequitks. By working 

with new sets of assumptions derived from feminist theories, feminist 

activists develop strategies and implement programs aimed a t  balancing 

gender-based power relations. 

At the root of feminism is the concept of gender, distinctly different 

fi-om sex. Although the terms "sex' and 'gender' are often used 

interchangeably, many feminists make a distinction between the two. 

Warren (1980) for example points out that gender is often used as a synonym 

for sex, referring to biological maleness or femaleness. However, feminists 

widely use the term gender to refer to socially imposed masculine and 

feminine roles and character traits that are dichotomous. In both uses sex is 

physiological. However gender, in the latter usage, is cultural. 

For Warren (1980) and other feminists, the concept of gender 

(masculinity and femininity) as a socially constructed phenomenon is crucial. 

If the categories of masculinity and femininity were viewed as  biological 

rather than socially constructed, then interaction between people of opposite 

sexes could be viewed as fixed and immutable. The absence of women in 

scientific and technological professions and in positions of power could be 

diisnlissed as  a result sf nature, implying little possibility for change. Since 



feminism is a!! about changing interaction between men and wonwn, it must 

be built on and reflect the premise that ways of interacting organized around 

sex rs1c.s can change. Feminism is built upon the premise that gender roles 

are changeable, and comes kom the realization that in general, women and 

men in our culture have very different experiences in nearly every aspect of 

life, including in relation to technology. 

As Briskin (1991) points out "Feminism is not a unitary discourse or 

a unitary practice'' (p. 25). Indeed, there are both many layers of feminism 

and many frameworks one might adopt in describing feminist theory, 

feminist practices, and the relationship between feminist theory and practice. 

Although controversial,51 with the aim of both identifying how women's past 

use of computer networks to discuss women's issues fits into feminist 

practice, and identifying issues that might arise in the f'uturt: use of 

computer networks by women's organizations, it is useful to think of feminist 

social change as occurring on three inter-related levels. These are an 

individual or personal level, a group level, and a t  the level sf the dominant 

power apparatus of o w  cultme. 

First, feminist social change occurs on an individual level. That is, 

individuals become aware of and concerned with gender-baued inequities. 

Many of these individuals seek out groGps where they attempt to further the 

goals of feminism. In light of the emphasis inherent to feminimn of everyday 

practice reflecting theory (and vice versa), within groups feminists often 

attempt to apply and practice feminist theoyz. This has led to feminist 

51Linda Christiansen-Ruffman and Frances Wasserlein have both 
d i sp~ ted  this formulation in conversations that unfortunately remain 
uminished. 1 am grateful to both women for challenging m y  ideas, and look 
farward to future dialogue about the problems with this formulation. 



organizational practices (such as consensus decision making, cooperatives 

and collectives). Hence, a second dimension of feminist social change has to 

do with how women work together in groups, and within organizations. A 

third dimension of feminist social change has to  do with how groups interact 

with the larger power apparatus.52 All feminist theories, diverse as they are, 

either imply or explicitly suggest a strategy for social change that involves 

interacting with (or opting out of) the power apparatus. The three dimensions 

of feminist social change outlined above evolved along with the contemporary 

women's movement in Canada. 

In discussing feminism and social change below, the focus is on what 

is frequently referred to as the contemporary women's movement, or the 

second wave of feminisn~. Though not. distinctly different f i ~ m  the "first 

wave," th.e second wave of feminism is generally considered to have emerged 

in the 1960s in Canada and the United States. Where the first wave of 

feminism in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries focused on and 

secured basic human sights (such as the right to vote and own property), the 

second wave of feminism "has been more sweeping in its demands and 

successes" (Wine & Ristock, lWf,  p. 2). 

k number of forces combined to give rise to the contemporary 

women's movement in Canada in the late 196.0s. First, there was a general 

climate of activism that in the United States included the civil rights and 

52~ome feminists consciously choose to not interact with the power 
apparatus. In referring to how feminist groups interact with the power 
apparatus, I mean to include these groups under the general category of 
interacting with the power apparatus. 



anti-war movements, and in Canada, the peace and New I A I  st'udent 

movements. These popular ,movements pulled women into social change 

activities, where they experienced many contradictions. Women's expericnors 

showed them that while they were fighting for the rights of oppressed groups 

in  protest organizations, they were not full-fledged members in these 

organizations. Relegated to menial tasks, objections were raised when women 

attempted to play the same role as men in terms of action and thought in 

organizations fighting o r  human rights (Dumont, 1986). Wot~un's 

dissatisfaction with the male New Left is often identified as a major factor in 

the emergence of the contemporary women's movernenzt in Canada. 

In contrast to the United States, where most of the organizations t h t  

had formed during the first wave of feminism had ceased to exist by the 

1960s, in Canada there were a number of groups (such as the YWCA, the 

Canadian Federation of University Women, the National CounciI of Jewish 

Women etc.) that continued to exist after the first wave sf tho women's 

movement, and remained in existence in the 1960s. Adamson, Bri~kin and 

McPhail (1988) argue that these groups played an important role in thc re- 

emergence of the Canadian women's movenent. In addition, tht? Voice of' 

Women (VOW) !a women's peace organization formed in 1960 in Toronto) 

played an important role. The VOW quickly became a national organization 

and expanded its focus to other issues of importance to women. It provided 

an  opening for many women who might not otherwise have bfjcome involvcd 

in  women's rnovemnt activities that, characterized the late 1960s. 

Women from thirty two (Anderson, 1990) of these organizations (who 

were mostly white, middle-class, professional women) formed The CornrniCim 

for Equality of Women in Canada (CEWC). The CEWC lobbied the federal 

government for the formation of the The Royal Commission on the Ststturj of 



Women (RCSW), that was formed in I967 (Wine & Ristock, 1991). The RCSW 

produced a report in 1970, that led to the creation of positions in both the 

provincial and federal governments in I970 to address women's issues and 

concerns (Wine & Ristock, 1991). By this time women who had come to 

feminism through their dissatisfaction with the New Left had begun 

organizing consciousness raising groups, autonomous women's organizations, 

and lobbying the federal and provincial. governments far change. 

Since the late 1960s thousands of women's groups have been 

organized around numerous issues. Dumont (1986) identified four major 

objectives of feminist change, that she identified under the headings of the 

body, employment, a voice and power. Issues addressed under the heading of 

the body include contraception, abortion, pornography, battered wives, rape, 

control of one's health, intervention against sexism in therapy, ~e l~defense  

techniques, support for single mothers, pregnant women and lesbians. Issues 

addressed under the heading of employment include sexual discrimination in 

jobs, salcwies and promotion; access to training programs, maternity leave 

and day-care, sexual harassment and the workpkxe, the impact of new 

technology on women's work, access to non-traditional occupations, 

housework and financial support of women in the home. Issues addressed 

under the heading of a voice include homes for women, consciousness-raising 

groups, publishing houses and bookstores, plays, shows, films, magazines, 

publications of all kinds, research groups, conferences and courses, 

progi-axmes of study, and assodatiens. Finally, women have chailenged 

power in a11 of its forms, including ~wrnen's access to party politics. 

The scope of feminist organizing efforts has been extensive and 

varied. Although women's organizations are diverse in the foms they take, 

they often share a rejection of traditional organizational stmctures based on 



hierarchy. The evolution of alternative organizational forms in the wotncnvs 

movement is related to the notion that 'the pprsdnal is poliiicd', that was  

central to csnscioue- as-raising groups cf the 1960s. 

Central to the concept of feminism is that the personal and political 

are inexorably linked, as are theory and practice. These close ties between 

the personal and political, and between theory and practice can be traced 

back to the emergence of the contemporary women's movement in North 

America. In both Canada and the United States the consciousness-raising 

group (CX group) was an important unit of social interaction and source of' 

personal change. 

For many women working in social change activities during the 

1960s, a contradiction surfaced. Women participated in activities and 

belonged to organizations whose goals were to end oppression (class 

oppression, race oppression), and, within the context of those activities, and 

within those organizations, they came to realize that they were oppressed as 

women. Women began to develop a consciousness of themselveti as women. 

MacKinnon (19891, in discussing where consciousness comes from dcscrihcs 

this pzocess of becoming aware: it 

seems to be a response to an unspecific, often unattached, but 
just barely submerged discontent that in some inchoate way 
tl,A ~ ~ l r r e n  relate to being female. It has not escaped wtrmohl's 
attention that their femaleness defines much sf who they can 
be (hlaeKimon, 1989, p. 85). 

Nthough it is still difficult to say just what causes this awareness, it 

led women to form small women-only groups (consciousness raising groups), 

where women h r the r  explored the common social reality they share as 

women. The temporary absence of men in CR groups helped women feel more 



free of the immediate imperative to compete for male attention and approval, 

to be passive or get intimidated, or to support men's version of reality. 

Equality within CR groups was a goal. ]It reflected a value of non-hierarchical 

organization and a commitment to confronting sources ~f inequality that 

were the basis of member's exclusion or subordination. The content of 

discussions in CR groups was the personal experience of group participants. 

Women's lives were discussed in all of their momentous triviality; their lives 

were discussed as  they are lived through. As both a method and practice, 

consciousness raising is not confined to groups organized explicitly for that 

purpose (MacKinnon, 1989). 

Consciousness-raising techniques explore the social world each 

women inhabits through her speaking of it, through comparison with other 

women's experiences, and through women's experiences of each other in the 

group itself. CR is a means of sharing reliable idormation about female 

experience, as well as a way of learning to see and feel the previously 

invisible eRects of patriarchy. In consciousness raising groups, the point of 

sharing information about personal life and experiences was to connect those 

into something that could transcend the personal (Adamson, Briskin & 

McPhail, 1988; Eisenstien, 1983; MacEZinnon, 1989). 

Instead of internalizing problems and blaming themselves, through 

the CR process women talked about what happens everyday, and in doing so 

uncovered realities hidden under layers of myth. Taken together, these 

details docurnenied the kind of world women inhabit socially, as weil as  what 

it feels like to live in that world. Women explored how they are 

systematically deprived of a self, and how that process 06 deprivation 

constitutes socialization to femininity (MacKinnon, 1989)- In CR groups, 

women were allowed to vocaiize their often hidden problems; this gave them 



legitimacy beyond each woman's personal experience (Adamson, Briskin & 

McPhail, 1988). Through CR, women learned that many of their problems 

were common to women, rather than specific to an individual. The discovery 

that problems once identified as a function of an apparently unchangeable 

natural order were in fact a result of powerful social conventioras left women 

relieved; what had been seen as individual failure no longer appeared so 

individualized. 

A first assumption about CR was that what women had to say ahout 

the details of their daily lives and their personal exgerieraces and histories 

not only mattered, but was significant and valid. This sense of validity was 

encouraged by corroboration of the other women in the group. Women were 

the experts, authorities, and sources of knowledge about themsc2ves 

(Eisenstien, 1983). The exploration of personal experience was Hecn as  

central to personal change, as  well as central to the development of theory 

based on women's experiences. The CR process bridged the gap between the 

public and private realms. In order to acknowledge and understand the 

problems of women, a whole range of questions previously shoved aside as 

private had to be analyzed, discussed and made part of our social theories 

This allowed women to ccnfront issues, and moved those issues from the 

privacy of the home into the political realm. By encouraging women to speak 

about what were apparently personal problems, and by discovering thc 

common character of these experiences, the CR process played a key role in 

exposing the institutionalized, entrenched oppression of women in our society 

(Adamson, Briskin & McPhaii, 11988). 

CR helped break down the numbing isolation of personal experience. 

Women's pain and anger could now be given an external fbcus, and their 

helplessness was ofkn transformed into a conviction that social change could 



be achieved through political action. Consc.;iausness raising had a double 

aspect; it both examined the means of women's sppression (this led to an  

analysis of the workings of patriarchy, based on participants' experiences), 

and it sought to create a small piece of the world where the experience of 

women mattered, had authority, and was directly useful to other women. The 

CR process actually changed the view of women as unimportant (that had 

depoliticized women), and empowered women to become politically active 

(Admssn, Briskin & McPhaill, 1988). 

The CR group made a significant contribution to the x i l r0~9~18  

movement for several reasons. First, CR groups lead to tile devt.lopment of 

the nation that the personal is poli t id.  The personal is  political was an  

assertion that the shape of women's personal lives is not the result of 

individual choices, lor even laws of nature. It asserts that the reverse is  true: 

the overall direction of women's lives are shaped by the particular ways that 

society is  structured. This challenged the dominant understanding of how 

change took place; change was not the resporisibility of the individual woman 

and the decisions she made in her life, m d  it was not subject to ungovernable 

laws of nature. Personal concerns were seen as  manifestations of the larger 

social organization, and consequently as belonging b the public or political 

realm (Adamson, Briskin & MeFhaill, 1988). 

Consci:iousmess raising was also signiffcant in that i t  played an 

important role in the development of feminist theory. MacKinnon (1989) 

points out that feminism is the first theory to emerge from those whose 

interest it affirms. MacKinnon, along with Hartsock (1975) credits 

consciousness raising as feminist method: "the collective mitical 

reconstitution of the meaning of women's social experience, as women live 

through it" iMacEnnon, 1989, p, $31. 



Hartsock (1975) credits the CR group as the clearest cxa~nple of 

method basic to feminism, With its emphasis on exanlining and 

understanding experience and on connecting personal experiences to thtb 

structures that guide our lives, it allowed women to develop an analysis of 

patriarchy beginning with women's experiences, and a t  the same time 

signaled the importance of this approach. The examination of perstand 

experiences in a small group setting led t~ connections between women's 

personal experiences, and political generalities about the oppression of 

women. 

Consciousness raising groups claims Hartsock (1975), in encouraging 

women to focus on daily life and everyday experiences, made it clear to 

women that they were active in creating and changing their lives: that they 

produced their existence as a response to specific problenls posed by reality. 

This led to the unavoidable realization that women experience patriarchy on 

a daily basis, and that ending the oppressisn of women would require daily 

opposition to the male institutions, as well as opposition to male institutionti 

in every area of wamen's lives. 

Following from this line of reasoning came the idea that a 

fmdamental redefinition of the self is an integral past of action for political 

change. Hartsock (1975) argues that rather than living in a vacuum that. 

produces and reproduces our lives, that individuals take their meaning from 

a social whole. Changed consciousness and changed definitions of the self can 

only occur in conjunction with a restructuring of the social and persarnul 

relationships in which inciividuals are involved. This in turn requires a 

rejection of the institutions of capitalism and patriarchy. The development of 



new se!ves requires a recognition of the large-scale forces of change, and 

requires simultaneous recogniticn that the individuals we are trying to 

become are products of history and struggle; we can transform ourselves only 

through transforming the social relations that define us. 

Hartsock (1974) points out that CR groups stressed clarification of 

the links between the persona? and political, and that this led women to 

conclude that a change in consciousness and in the social relations of the 

individual is one of the more important aspects of political change. Hartsock 

asserts that this could only occur in conjunction with a restructuring of the 

social relationships that dominated women's lives. This suggests that 

altering the dynamics of social institutions is an essential component of 

feminist social change. 

Since the emphasis in the early stages of the contemporary women's 

movement was on the personal, theory also grew out of personal experiences. 

Hartsock (1975) asserts that for feminists, theory is an articulation of what 

our practical activities have already shown us in reality. For feminists, the 

practical problems we faze in o w  lives become the basis for our study, and 

consequently our theories. We use theory to make the problems we 

experience in our lives coherent. Political theory and political action do not 

occur in separate realms, but rather the concepts we employ in 

understanding the social world emerge &om and are defined by our 

activities. Thus our practices as feminists derive from our theories, and out 

theories are derived from our experiences in the world. 

COMPUTER NETWORKS AND PE'R~CSNAL CHANGE 

The material presented in Part B suggests that computer networks, 

under certain circumstances, can provide participants with an experience 



akin to the CR groups of the 1960s and early 1970s. Through the Fernail 

mailing list, and in certain areas of the Women's Bulletin Board Systcm, 

participants were able to explore the social reality they shared as women, 

and develop a consciousness of themselves as women. Through discussion of 

personal experience, participants were able to discuss personal problvrns 

(such as violence within their marriages and dissatisfaction with their sex 

lives), and see these issues as legitirnat? areas of concern. In several cases 

(e.g., the woman who a t  the onset of the Fernail mailing list queried readers 

about leaving home), participants moved from a state of helplessness to one 

of political action (e.g., after three years of participation in the Fernail group, 

the woman who had difficulty leaving home had moved across the country 

and become involved with the women's self defense movement). Through 

communication with others via computer network, women's consciousness 

often changed (e.g., the Femail participant who came to see herself as the 

victim of domestic violence), and women began to restructure the social 

relationships that governed their lives (e.g., the victim of domestic violcnct? 

left her husband and began to rebuild her life). 

As the dialogue that occurred between members of the Femail group 

indicates, computes mediated communications offers participants the 

possibility of exploring the common characteristics of their day-to-day 

experiences, and appears to lead participants to change their lives. Unlikc 

the CR groups in the 1960s, the Feminil mailing list is not a wonnnn-only 

group. Mthough many women WOUH have preferred a women-oniy group, as 

it exisis the Fernail group is unusual in that women's voices are heard by 

men. This offers women who are uncomfortable with excluding men an 

opportunity to participate in the type of dialogue found on that network, and 

also offers men an  opportunity to 'listen in'. Although there is a fine line 



between men 'listening in' and dominating the discussion, and some women 

are undoubtedly reluctant to participate fully in the discussion because men 

are listening in, this type of mediated discourse provides a unique 

comnlunicative opportunity that deserves to be h r tke r  explored. The 

struggles that occurred in See-women and the CIS Men's and Women's Issues 

section between men and women indicate that discussions that begin with 

women's experiences still pose a threat to many men. 

Although the physical structure of the Fernail network limits the 

group's membership on the basis of institutional affiliations, at the same 

time it brings feminism within earshot of a population (women scientists, 

applied scientists and engineers) that has traditionally been 

underrepresented within feminism. Although feminists are often discouraged 

because we are 'preaching to the converted', networks such as Fernail offer 

the possibility of widening the appeal of feminism to women who might 

otherwise not take an interest in it. However, under other circumstances, 

women-only groups designed to promote the type of dialogue found om the 

Femail network could be formed. 

One of the important things to recall about the Femail mailing list is 

that the network it is run on was not designed (but rather was appropriated) 

for the purpose of feminist dialogue. With hardware and software designed to 

meet a set of explicitly articulated feminist goals, and attention focused on 

social issues such as  user support, it is likely that even a multi-node network 

could better meet the type of communicative needs that are currently being 

met through the Femail mailing list. 

' I * U H - N ~ G  WORY NY) PRACTICE: F E ~ S T  ORGANIZATIONS 

Consciousness raising groups accommodated a process of &scovergi, 



that in turn contributed to the development of a process oriented feminist 

theory. The theory that began to emerge from CR groups suggested that 

change for women would require new organizational forms. Lamoureau, 

Mayer and Raymond (1989) describe the relationship between altcrnativc 

organiza.tiona1 structures and social change. They describe community 

organizing as a series of acthities that can be carried out only by bringing 

together people who elther directly or indirectly have common interests, They 

h r t h e r  point out that community organizing 

is democratic, in the sense that the action has a democratic 
objective., . .The democratic aspect of conmuni ty organizing 
should be reflected in the internal fbnctioning of the group, in 
terms of both decision making structures and the emphasis 
placed on the participation of all members. Community 
organization is also an educational process that validates 
people's existing knowledge and skills and enables them to 
acquire new ones (p. 7). 

Although not writing specifically about feminist activism, 

Lamoureau, Mayer and Raymond (1989) capture the essence of fiminist 

organizational efforts designed to promote social change. From their 

description, it would appear that organizing for social change is simply a 

matter of beginning the endeavor with the proper ideological cornrnitmcnts. 

Evidence from the women's movement however, suggests that hminist 

organizations are &aught with numerous prubierns. 

Writing about feminist organizations covers a variety of topics, 

including the relationship between organizational structure and personal 

change (Hartsock 1975 & 1979; Woolsey & McBain, 1987), organizational 

structure and social change (Hartsock, 1974), alternative organizational 

structures (Nurminen, 1989; Ferree & Hess 1985), the different typcn of 

functions feminist organizations serve (Bamsley, Ellis & Jacobson 1986; 



Freeman & Macmillian, 1976), problems irherent t~ women's organizatims 

(Freema,  19731, feminist organizations as workplaces (McDonald, 19761, 

and strategies employed by feminists in their social change efforts (Bunch, 

19'74 & 1986; Egan, Cardner & Persad, 1988; Hartsock, 1974; Jones & 

Jonasdottir, 1988). In addition, related to the general theme of what happens 

in women'e, groups and how women's groups work are the topics of power and 

leadership. These topics are addressed by many of the authors above, as well 

as  Bunch ( 19879, Downton (lW3), Giele (1984), Jenkins I(P9801, Sacks (l984), 

and Stamm (1984). The first Canadian collection to address feminist 

organizing practices, 

(Wine & Ristock, 1991) addresses virtually all of these issues in a 

specifically Canadian context. 

Several authors diflFerentiate between two types of organizational 

structures adopted by feminists in their social change groups. Freeman 

(19759, for example, in writing about the contemporary wornen's movement in 

the United States differentiates between the older and younger branches of 

the women's movement, and argues that each adopted different 

organizational infrastructures. The style of organization adopted by the older 

branch can he characterized as traditionally formal, "with numerous elected 

officers, boards of directors, bylaws, and the other trappings of democratic 

procedure* (Freeman, 1975, p. 449). In a Canadian context, Adamson, 

Briskin and McPhail (1988) make a distinction between institutional 

feminism (exemplified by groups such as the Canadian Federation of 

University Women, the YWCA and the National Council of Jewish Women), 

and grass-soots feminism, typified by loosely organized groups that avoid 

traditional hierarchical structures. Finally, B (1991) makes a 

distinction between two poles of attracticn in fsminist activism - 



disengagement and mainstreaming - that refer to strategies fenhist 

organizations pursue in hopes of effecting change. Disengagement "operates 

from a critique of the system and a standpoint outside of it, and ;a desire, 

therefore, to create alternative structures and ideologies" (Briskin, p. 31). In 

contrast, mainstreaming "operates from a desire to reach out to the majority 

of the population. with popular and practical feminist solutions to particular 

issues" (Briskin, p. 31). 

Ferree and Hess (1 985) characterize the organizational structure that 

Freeman associates with the older branch of the women's movement as 

bureaucratic, and the organizational style Freeman associates with the 

younger branch of the women's movement as collectivist. They identify eight 

organizational  characteristic^^^ and outline how each would function in the 

ideal bureaucratic and collectivist ~ r g a n i z a t i o n . ~  Bunch (1974) and Freeman 

(1975) acknowledge the use of the terms 'reform' and 'revolutionary' to 

describe these differences, however, both argue that these are inappropriate 

stereotypes that do not really reflect the differences between these two types 

of organizations, that mostly have ta do with style and surface content, 

'%?hese are mthority, rules, social control, soci a1 relations, 
recruitment and advancement, incentives? social stratification and 
differentiation. (Ferree & Hess p. 50, '1985). 

% ~ u r m i n e n  (19891, who discusses organizational structure in the 
context of introducing computer systems into work environments, identifies 
three orq&2izational structures, that he links to tranriaction  structure^: the 
market structure, the bureaucratic structure and the clan or grmp structure. 
Although he is  certainly not writing about feminist organizations, the 
characteristics he associates with clans are useful in understanding the 
dynamics of women's organizations. In addition, the link betwen 
organizational structure and transaction structure is useful in te rns  of 
understanding problems I have observed in women's groups. 



rather than substantive con ten^ or ultimate goals. 

Regardless of the terns one employs in describing the two types of 

organizational strwctures common to women's organizations, one form 

(bureaucratic) follows traditional hierarchical organizational principles, and 

the other (collectivist) attempts to embody principles that grew from 

realizations gained through consciousness raising groups. In some cases 

lacking a critique of traditional organizational stmctures (and in other cases, 

perhaps finding collectivist process too cumbersome for the size of the 

organization),55 typically, bureaucrat.ic women's organizations retain the 

structures and processes that characterize traditional bureaucratic 

organizations. They rely on a hierarchical structure, have set rules (and often 

operate with the aid of Roberts Rules of Order), pay that reflects position and 

so on. However, they may modify these structures to meet their needs 

(Adamson, Briskin & McPhail, 1988). An example of such modifications 

might include working with a much larger than required board of directors or 

executive, in order to insure regional and ethnic representation. 

Although in the early years of the contemporary women's movement 

in North America bureaucratic organizations tended to be organized 

nationally, in contrast, several groups formed spontaneously and 

independently of each other in major cities in Canada and the United States, 

beginning in 1967-1968. These groups tended to be organized around issues 

55This may be true for the National Action Committee (NAC) in 
Canada. NAC is the largest women's lobbying organization in Canada, 
representing over five hundred women's groups ranging from women's 
caucuses in organized political parties and unions to small colIectivist 
organizations that exist to address local needs in their connmuities. See 
Vickers (1991) and Greaves (1991) in Wine & Ristock (1991) for extended 
discussions of NAC. 



of local concern, and were linked by journals, newsletters and cross-coui~ery 

travelers. Rather than adopting foraal organizational structures, these 

groups tended to pride themselves on their lack of organization and their 

rejection of hierarchy and formal leadership. 

CHARACTERISTICS OF FEMINIST ORGANIZATIONS 

The term 'collectivist organizations' (here used to represcrmt tho sanw 

organizational forms that Bunch ( 1974) and Freeman ( 1975 ) term 

revolutionary, and what Adamson, Briskin and McPhail, (1988) term grass- 

soots) does not refer to a single rigidly defined organizational form, but 

rather to a multiplicity of forms that share some characteristics. 56 

Collectivist feminist organizations (particularly early organizations) can be 

seen as  much as  an exercise in process, as they can be viewed as  am ideal 

organizational form.57 Hartsock (1975) captures this concept in arguing that 

feminism does not prescribe an organizational form, but rather leade to 

questions about organizational priorities. She stresses the need to use our 

organizational experiences to transform the organizations t,hemselves. 

Among the characteristics of collectivist organizations are that 

authority resides in a collectivity as a whole, although it rnay be temporarily 

delegated. Rather than a hierarchical structure and fixed rules, collectivist 

organizations strive towards consensus, and fluid rules (that are situational 

and ad-hoc, rather than fixed and impartial). Social cont.so1 i u  exercised 

through personalized appeals and shared values, rather than through 

5 6 ~ e e  F e m e  and Hess (1985) p. 50 for a comparison of the ideal 
bureaucratic and collectivist organizations. 

5 7 ~ e e  Echols (1989) for coverage of t h i ~  phenomenon in a U.S. 
context. 



supowision and formal sanctions. Within the ideal collectivist organization, 

there is no hierarchy of positions, and rewards (pay and benefits) are 

distributed in an egalitarian manner with limited differentials, rather than 

by office as status. There is a minimal division of labour, with administrative 

tasks often combined with performance tasks, and a generalization of jobs 

and functions. Rather than specialized roles, competency in a wide range of 

areas is stressed. 

Interestingly, in none of the literature reviewed here about the 

women's movement in general, and organizational structures of the women's 

movcmmrt in particullar, has there been a discussion of the differences 

between collectives and cooperatives. Without going into too much detail one 

of the things that distinguishes these two organizational forms has to do with 

the division of labour. In a true collective, the division of labour is minimal, 

with all members rotating between all &asks. In a cooperative, there is 

usually a greater division of labour, with certain members responsible . 
exelufiively for certain tasks. In addition, cooperatives often fmction 

internally according to prescribed rules (such as one member, one vote; there 

may be a director and so on? that bear some relationship to the internal 

structures of a bureaucratic organization. 

In a sense, and to the extent that feminist organizations operate 

outside of the state/institutiomal structure, they are free to practice 

dlectivism as they see fit. In contrast, many feminist organizations (that, 

especially in Canada are often tied t~ s t a h  fitmding, a d  are *dt:lniately 

concerned with exerting pressure on the state?, must maintain a certain 

a t z o u ~ t  of legitimacy in the eyes of the state. If an organization is a nsn- 

profit organization, by law it is required to maintain a certain organizational 

structure, if only on paper. In situations where this is the case, a fernidst 



organization, by virtue of not disengaging from the state, must rcroncilt. the 

competing demands of practicing a collectivist organizational strntcgy within 

the organization, as opposed to running the organization according to thtl 

criteria established by law. In the best situations, this is easily resolved: 

everyone consciously agrees on a structure that will make funding sources 

happy, that is simultaneously consistent with feminist organizational 

principles. In the worst possible cases, this tension between competing 

demands remains unresolved, and the organization collapses. 

Perhaps because of the emphasis within feminism, particularly 

during the early years of the contemporary women's movement, sf developing 

an analysis of women's oppression that held some truth for all women, there 

is very little written material coacerned with the needs of individuals, and 

the actions of individuals as feminists within organizations. Echols (1989) 

briefly mentions personality issues that surfaced in the emergence of early 

U.S. radical feminist organizations, and notes the existence (also prevdcnt in 

the New Left a t  the time) of a belief that the needs of the movement wcrc 

more important than individuals' necds. Freeman (1973) in the now c l a ~ ~ i c  

Tvrannv of Structurelessnesg also mentions personality in her discufision of 

covert power structures within feminist organizations, Ironically, in 

discussing the demise of many feminist organizations, frequently individuals 

andor personality conflicts are identified as the problem. 

FrJNCTIONS OF FEMINIST ORGANIZATIONS 

Women's organizations address not only a number o f  i~srrcjs, but  exkt 

to perform a number of functions, including lobbying the government, and 

providing s e ~ c e s  and education (Barnsley, Ellis, & Jacohon, 1986). 

Freeman and Macmillian (1976), identify the functions a wornen'f.1 



organization can serve. These include the production of a product (e.g., books 

or media resources) or provision of a service (e.g., crisis counselling); the 

provision of a .job and/or skill development for workers (this is often an 

implicit characteristic sf collectivist organizations, and in Canada is made 

more explicit when government job training funds are relied on for staff 

salaries); the provision of research or educational services, and the 

transmission of education and ideas through the media. In Canada in 

particular it is not uncommon for coalitions to form to plan events (e.g., the 

March 8th Coalition plans the annual International Women's Day 

celebrations in Toronto), or col!aborate in hopes of improving service delivery 

in relation to a spec<fic issue. For example, despite suspicions held by 

members of both collectivist organizations and state agencies, the Inter- 

Agency Committee on Violence Against Women was formed in St. John's, 

Newfoundland. It includes representatives from all agencies involved in 

providing service to women who have experienced violence in St. John's, 

including the police force and government social service providers. 

k3SUES ARISING IN FEMINIST ORGASIZAT~ONS 

Briskin (1991) points out that the emphasis on the 'personal is 

political' has led to an over-emphasis on experience inside the women's 

movement. Although it challenges the publidprivate split, and the over- 

valuation of the rational and validates experience over expertise, it has at  

times been translated into an intense validation of personal experiences that 

iri turn has led to a competitive hierarchy of oppression, and an opposition to 

any kind of theory. The tendency towards anti-inieilectuaiisrn and anti- 

tkeory can promote individualism. 

Wine and Ristock (1991) point out that the feminist movement in 



Canada is somewhat contradictory, since it has been shaped by comp~ting 

aims. On one hand, the feminist movement pursues gods related to 

restructuring the state. On the other hand, the movement is largely a state- 

funded movement. Briskin (1991) points out that as a result sf funding 

practices in the Canadian women's movement, "feminist alternatives then 

are not able necessarily to provide a lived experience or a prefigurative vision 

of social transformation" ( ip.  31). 

Briskin (1991) and Ristock (1991) both point out that feminists have 

faced serious difficulties in attempting to build alternative orgiinizaticmal 

structures. Ristock describes this process: "working collectively can feel like 

working in a structureless group where consensus is dif'ficult to reach and 

where organizing efforts are stuck in a web of conflict" (p. 42). Freeman, 

writing about collective organizations in 1973 urged women's groups to 

formalize leadership, so that those in positions of authority would bc made 

accountable. Freeman argued that where leadership remains informal, it can 

become manipulative ~ n d  undemocratic. Ristock, writing nearly twenty years 

afker Freeman points out that Freeman's focus on authority, leadership and 

power was prophetic; these remain key issues for feminist collectives in the 

1990s. 

A largely undocumented issue is the relations between paid dadY 

members and volunteers in feminist organizations. Often feminist 

organizations, operating with minimal resources have an inadequate number 

of paid staff members, and rely on collective ~nernhers for subs.rtantial 

portions sf work. This leads to many difficulties, including tensions between 

voluntary stafl' members and paid staff, a blurring of responsibilitiert, the 

devaluation of work performed by voluntary staff, dificultiea associated with 

trying to enforce work standards and deadlines among voluntary &tail' 



members, and long term organizational instability that occurs when 

voluntary staff leave an organization. 

FEMINIST O R G ~ U ~ P I O N S  AND C O ~ U ' ~ R  NETWORKS 

With such great variation in the goals of feminist organizations, their 

infrastructures and characteristics, there are no hard and fast rules to 

govern the introduction of computers in general and computer networks in 

particular into feminist organizations. Clearly, the introduction of computer 

networks into feminist organizations will add an additional layer of 

c~mplexity to what is in many cases already a complex and unstable 

organizational environment. 

Contributors to the collection Com~uters for Soda1 Chanye and 

tv Qranizing (Downing, Fasamo, Friedand, McCullougli, Mizsahi, 

& Shapiro, 19911 identify several issues that have emerged in their efforts to 

implement computer systems in social change organizations. Fasano and 

Shapiro desrribe these organizations as '6small non-profit political and 

community-based organizations ... with small staffs, low budgets, lack of 

formal bureaucracies, [that arel value driven ..." (p. 130). These organizations 

are structurally similar to women's organizations, and hence can provide 

valuable insights in terms of the use of computer networks by women's 

organizations. 

Cosdero (1991), in writing about a non-profit community development 

organization, reports that internal organizational problems related to a new 

computer system revolved around training and staffing. She reports that it 

was easier to get money for hzrdwarz, or donadons of hardware than it was 

to get money for staff, training, or software. Observations of a St. John's 

Newfoundland women's organization suggest that this situation also exists in 



women's organizations. In the organizaiticln Cordero writes about, collegtx 

interns with little con?raaitment to the organization carried out initial 

programming tasks. The resultant system had many "bugs" ttechnical 

problems!. High staff turnover made it difficult to both train people to use 

the new computer system, and obtain information about its effectiveness. 

In Cordero's workplace, the organization benefitted from having o m  

person assigned the responsibility of maintaining the computes system, In 

addition, a computer specialist (employed part-time as a consultant) was 

involved with computer implementation on an ongoing basis. Finaliy, 

C~rdero  (1991) observed that even when a need for computers was recognized 

and computer facilities existed within an organization, users may not use 

computers because they lacked the time to learn (&aka,  1986 reports a 

similar phenomenon). To counter these difficulties, Cordero advucated 

computer support groups geared for non-profit organizations. 

Several of the computer consultants specializing in non-profits that 

Fasans and Shapiro (1991) interviewed reported problems when 

organizations did not have a person in the organization who wag willing to 

"champion the process" of computerization. A woman esnaultant Intcwiewcd 

by Fasano and Shapiro stated that 

I, in fact, don't even take jobs now unless an orgeinizat,isn ha& 
one person who is the computer charngiodgum. And if an 
organization can't come up with that person, then I tell them 
they're not ready to install a database system (p. 132). 

The quote above suggests that specialization of tasks may he a desirable 

state of affairs in terms of implementing computers in an organizational 

context. Along these lines, the Fernail mailing list benefitted from the 

assignment of tasks related to group moderation to one person. And, perhapti 

the greatest problem with the Women's Bulletin Board System was that 



although diEerent woaen performed QiEerent tasks related trs the 

maintenance of that system, areas of the W B S  set aside for broadcasting 

information were chronically undes-utilized. The task of placing inf'omation 

os, broadcast areas of the WBBS was left unassigned. 

ironically, although collectivist feminist ~rganizations have stressed 

she developmeat of skili and sharilag of work tasks, observations suggest that 

with regard to the use o f  computer systems these mble goals have often been 

abafidoned. Often male friends of collective members voluntarily maintain an 

organization's computer systems for a period of time, or paid consdtants are 

hired to fix what seems like a never ending stream sf computer problems. In 

both collectivist and bureaucratic organizations, the skill required to 

maintain computer systems is rarely available in-house, and despite an 

awareness sf both work processes and group process, computer systems have 

fallen outside of the scope of feminist analyses and practices. 

In the few cases where in"bsmation is available about the use sf 

computer networking systems in Feminist organizations, overworked st& 

members have consistently expressed concern about the increased tasks 

related to the use sf computer networks. Despite rhetoric about the equal 

valuation of traditional women's work and work usually perSbrmed by men 

(e.g., management tasks). one interviewee (who maintained her 

organization's computer systems) indicated that in her organization 

computer work was equated with clerjca! work, and was devalued. 

Pre'lirnInary research conducted by a student in a co~mnmriicaicionr; research 

nnethocls course 1 taught, a t  Simon Fraser University in the fall of  I983 

indicated that in one Vancouver women's organization, all work that 

required ease of a computer was conducted by volwm'reers, rather thaar paid 

stRK In that organization, a paid consultant was responsibic for 



implementing m d  maintaining the organization's computer systemns. 

Despite these potential problems, computer networks can pottntially 

be used to both perform tasks (such as the collection and sharing of 

infomatnion) in which many organizations are already engaged, and expand 

the scope sf an orgariiaatian's activities. In the tradition of good feminist 

organizing? the adoption ~f computer networks by feminist organiz a t' Ions 

should be accompanied by a heightened aw,weness of group process and 

concern for working conditions. Far addition, material presented in p ~ r &  H 

suggests that organizartPaons should engage in an explicit process that allows 

groups to articulate the social goals they wish to attain in adopting computer 

networking teclanology. The adoption sf computer raetworks by feminist 

organizations should address explicit social goals, rather than foster what 

merely is  possible with oE-of-the-shelf hardware and software. Extensive 

care should be taker: to ensure that whatever computer networking sy~ tcm is 

selected will meet the cormunicative gods explicitly articulated by group 

members- 

CONCLUSION 

To date, most of the infomation we have about the use of computes 

networks in the context of feminist social change addresseti the u ~ c s  of 

computer network in terms of personal change, or changc on an individual 

level. The success sf the Fernail mailing list as a vehicle for c o n : k w m c . ~  

raising is encouraging. Although there is still very little ififormation about 

the use of computer fietwwks in terms of group process, the suecew that 

mernbe~s of the Fernail mailing list enjoyed in terms of managing praccsn 

issues that arose in that group, and the evidence from the Women'rj hlle-tin 

Board System (e.g., the discussion in the Lounge about LS/IM sex) suggeriits 



that ~m-nputer-n-~ediated csmrnunication might well accomrniadate feminist 

group process, and the discussion of heated issues that are often ill-suited in 

Iface- to-face meetings, 

Although we have little id'onnatlon about the processes that 

surround the implenentaticrm. of computer networks in women's 

organizations, data presented in part B and writing that addresses issues 

that have emerged as  soda1 change groups attempt to implement computer 

systems in an alternative organizational setting suggests that the adsgtisn of 

computer networking systems by women's organizations (particularly 

colllectivist women's organizations) is likely to be problematic. However, the 

ions can desire to use computer networking systems within women's orgaPrizat;I 

be seen as an opportunity to cIaridjr issues related to roles within 

organizations, and issues that arise in terms of goup precess. 

We know very little aboilt how computer networking systems can be 

used by women's organizations to effect; change at the levell of  the state. 

However, observations made by PeaceNet administrators, that groups using 

PeaceNet increased contact with other groups on that system and became 

more aware of the activities of ather groups suggest that computer networks 

could potentially expand the capacity for coalition organizing in the women's 

movement. Alternatively, if each organiaatinn pursues computer networking 

in isolation of others, use of computer networks could potentially decrease 

(the potential for collaboration and cooperation between groups- 



In response to the question "What exactly does technology do to us'?" 

Schu%mam (1988, p. 99) comanents that the question, Em general as well as h r  

comsmunications, remains uresofved. In a sense, this is an essentially 

epistemological guestior~, h a t  does not invite a single, discrete, commonly 

accepted answer. S c h d m a ~ ;  suggests that what we -need i s  not an abedute 

definition of the process of technological change, but rather tl range of 

possibilities, or a sensitizing concept to use in our edl'osts to understand how 

technolog7 and society interact. Although ques~icans about how slpcicq and 

technology interact are essentially epistemological, the perspectivw that 

guide our understanding of technology and culture also guide our interaction 

with technology. 

Ihlthough there are numerous framewo~k9 one might adapt in  

discussing the process cf technological change, in Sight of the focus here on 

analyzing current uses of computes networks, and suggesfirig how WL might 

mare eEective8y design and implement computer networks Cri rnect thc 

specific social. goals of feminist social change, i t  is uwful to begin with a 

review of the development ;.I d m o l o g y  as a feminist concern. 

WOMEN, TE@)~[~YOLOC;Y AND SOCIAL CHANGE 

For as  long as there has been technology, there have been rjoc+al 

critics concerned with how teeh-nclogy aRects culture. Among thobe cprncerncd 

with the ssdal impacts of kchnological change have been academics, 



governments, workers and activists (luddiks, the alternative 

encrgy/appropriate kchnolog?ir movement, the peace movement). As new 

technology has been introdaced and the pace of kchnologicai change has 

quickened, concern nhout the social impacts of technologica% change has 

grown. Before the late 1860s, only the odd beak about the im-pact of 

technolorn on society appeared, most notably I'vfa~m~ord, (1934) Giedon, 

f 1948) Ellul, (1967) and Walker, (1962); since that time entire bodies of 

literature have emerged, representing various perspectives about the 

interaction of technology and society, 58 

Since ehc; early nineteen seventies, feminists have been thinking 

about and writing about the role of fffck141010~j in women's lives, A great deal 

of the early writing on this topic focused on B~ousehold technohgy. Vanek 

11974) asserted that women spent as much time doing housework in f 966 as 

they did in 1928. As washing technology changed, so too did dothing (It gets 

dirtier faster), wardrobes (we own more clothes), and starldards of cleanliness 

57~istorians of science and teehology include Var~cferbilt (1974), and 
F!ink (1970). Rosenberg [I972 & 1979) is conzeemed with the economics of 
technc~3ogicai change, while Psrsell, (19'99) &ssc%n (29761, Noble (9977), and 
York (1976) have been concerned with the relatiomhip of technology &s 
gsvernmcnt. For material which addresses how workers are affected by 
technological change see Braverman (6974) and Noble (198%). Lud&sm is 
addressed by Robins and Webster (19853 and Kohl . i ~  Processed Warld 14 
( 1985). Since the late 1968s the impact on" tech-olom on society has become a 
topic of university courses, as evidenced by texts edited by Beream (19761, 
and Burke and Eakin (1979). Matmid in praise of techolsgy includes 
Floman 41976), Frekiss f l969), snd Dlmck~s (1970). TafateAah questioning 
the extent to which humans control technology ineltides C o m o n e r  (1972) 
and Winner (197'9i. For coverage of kehology  assessment which became 
institutionalized in the United States in 1972 see Psrtw et al, (1980). Two 
anthologies, edited by Zimmemm (1983) and RotZ~scS-uId (1983) marked the 
emergence of a body of literature concerned with womm and techoIsgical 
change. 



[clothes notv I ~ S %  be whiter than whitel. C o ~ a n  (1374 & 1976) demsnstratcd 

that women and men were differently afffected by changing household 

techolsgy. She argued that although the quality of women's lives sow in 

general as hsusehcM techcllogy changed, women's status relative to men 

declined. Bush reached this same conclusion in relation to tho impact of new 

farm technology on women, and the impact of the horse on the lives of native 

American women (Bush, 1983). 

These articles, along with anthologies edited by RothschiEd (i983) 

and Z i m e m a ~ l r  (1983) in some senses marked the emergence of tcc%~nology 

as a femirxist issue. They reminded us that technological change stimulates 

social change, and provided us with a place to start our investigations of how 

women's lives are afictedl by technology, and how changes related to new 

technology diger for men arrd women. Thcugh tceehology is still not a major 

concern in the women's movement, many astides have appeared that look at 

the impact of technology on women's psid work, on the absence af women in 

scientific professims, and a number of related topics. 

<.p 1 a Many recent feminist analyses of technoiogy focus on tcchnolq,,~ 

force that reproduces patriarchal and/or capitalist ideology in society. They 

revolve around a few basic claims that have been widely ~ ~ S C U H ~ C ~  in 

literature on the social relations of the workplace (Braverman, 1974), as well 

as the relationship of capitalism to patriarchy (Reaston, 1969; Martmann, 

1979). Tne basic starting point, of these maXyses is that the power relations of 

czpitaliam play a role in legitimating gender relations and that gender 

relations help legitimate the power relations of capitalism. 

Most o f  the work coaiducted $2-m within this theoretical perspectlw 

has focused on the effects of k ~ h o l o g y  in workplaces. In a sense, the 

=alysis of computer networks prssected in part B doeumernts the claim that 



technoiogy is an expressio:: of a class and gendered system, and in 

embodying the v d m s  of that syste~n, reproduce it in the realm of' production, 

Computer networking technology acts as a reproductive force in society: that 

is, a force &hat reproduces divisions along class and gender fines. Computer 

networking techrrologs was developed largellv by economically and technically 

pm-jviieged, men. It remains acrssible primarily to men, eesnofica2ly 

privileged WOIYI~II.  

With the exception of a few recent articles the focus of research 

crindrrcted from this theoretical perspective is on technology as a product or 

artifact thatpperpett~ates class and gender divisions that aiready exist in 

societ?. Before t.uLming to recent works that focus on the processes of 

producing, designing, a9.d implementing technology, and &he role of these 

processes in reBati;ion to the reproduction of class arid gender divisions, it is 

useful to consider popular views of technolcgy. 

In developing a &minist analysis of technology, it is  important to 

understand what pop~jiar -Aews of &choi,ogy imply abmt how women are 

affected by technology. It is aivo usefd to consider the various courses of 

action each sf these views suggests for worm3 in relation to technology Ira the 

future. On!y after we identify how these views of kcknslogy structure and 

limit G a r r  understanding of issues reiakd to women and tec'motogy can we 

begin to develop a feminist analysis of techolcgical change and =understand 

the role these views play in strategies c;npls;ed by women in using compeller 

networks for social change. 

POPULAR VIEWS OF ~"ECKNOLOGY 

Debates about the interaction of tecim01ogy and society have been 

varied. Amcng the topics addressed have been the role of technology in 



e n ~ r o m - e n b l  destructior,, the e8ects of iechviogy on home and work life., 

and how to assess the impacts of technology. Despite this variety, the 

characterizations of teclmollogy that these arguments are raften built upon do 

not encourage us to look beyond effects and impacts of technology fi3r ideas 

about and strategies for changing technology. Few studies have becn 

conducted about people's genesall views of techno4ogy. Those that have been 

undertaken (Balka, 9986; Taviss, 1972; Pion & Lipsey. 1981) support 

theoretical claims that cultlarally we view technology as  either ~liuutrd itrad 

value free, as inevitable doom, or as inevitable progress. Bush ( 1138 1 & 1983) 

refers tcp these views of technohgy as technology as tooi, tcch~aolog~ as thrctak, 

and technolcgy as triumph. Work by Bush and others is useful in developing 

an  unders~~anding of the limitations these views pose in relation to 

interactions with technology. 

Eush (1983) paints out that the belief that techlaology represents a 

triumph of human incteliigence is one of America's most ehenshcd cultural 

myths. Indeed, just a quick giance at advertisement headlines confirms this. 

Statements such as  "The Revolution Continues With Our New 'I'urbo C" (:an 

advertisement for a computer programming language!, lull us along in our 

thinking that new teeimology is revolutionary and fxiiurc oriented, that 
59 technology smooths the edges of human existence. 3 n e  extension of i h t i  

belief is that technology exists tc fix problems, and there are no problcrm 

that technology cannot fix. K a q f  (1987) calls this kchnophorirr, and argues 

that i t  leads us to believe that tecbology has, or can potentially liberate 

women. We see evidence of this view in the processes that characterize the 



adoption of computer networks by social change groups. However, this view 

has not survived careful scmtky. It is this sixarplistic view of techoBogy that 

much sf the critical writing ataoaae technology and social change has 

a ttemptied to counter, 

Like a%i generdizatiorns, this myth is at least par t idy tx-w (Bush, 

1983). Technology hag decreased hardships and increased the standard af 

iiviag in industrialized countries. However, industrialia;ation has not bee11 

entirety iramps~blemakic. It i s  not discult  &a see through bold claims that 

technology represents unmitigated progress. Indeed, the p r e v a h c e  of 

pollution and the incidence of CRF accidents are enough to encourage some 

people to question whether or not automobiles realty represent progress, or to 

question the very concept of progress at  least, It is not diB5cull to see that 

along with the benefits of fast, in&vidualized transportation there are rponse 

costs. In refation ta computer networking techology, along with the 

potential of communicating qu.ick!y (and at times inexpensively) with p~o$e 

in other geographic Iric.c8tions come pota~atisll threats privacy. 

It is the costs assodated with technological developmnents that 

pr~~pranemts of &he 'techloiogy as threat' argument have focused on. Those 

whla argue that %echno20~ i s  a threat tx human existence see evewkng 

from pollution to tasteless t~matoss as the result of increasing attempts to 

control nature through technology. T'rais set of beliefs perhaps mcativates 

claims that computer networks do not aceornodate intimate or personal 

corn~municstion. It is precisely these attempts to sohe problems with 

technology that lead to more problems. Ikxi again, this generalization is 

partially true. Technology has mused some problems as i t  has set out to ssfw 

others. 

Although it is easy to see through claims that t6?chology 6s a k;riuwh 



or a threat,, it 1s much more dificult to counter claims that tech:nnbgy is u 

neutral tool. One of the leading proponents of this view is M-them i 19'701, 

who argued that tech-ology has both positive and r~egative effects, that often 

occur at the same time. Several views underlie Pdesthcnt.'~ rnodcl of tlac 

teclanology/society relationship, Included among them are that technology is 

progress, it is neutral a~hd vaiue free, and how it is used dcterrnincs if it is 

good or bad, Along with this is the un$erlying idea that ultimately the 

negative effects wilii be overcome (by the application af more technology) and 

that progress will rest&. It is this view that has perhaps guided the 

implementation of many computer networks in the social change sector. For 

example, when a PeaceNet administrator was questioned about w h t  steps 

PeaceNet organizers had taken to ensure that the PeaccNet eomput.cs 

network would meet the needs of the social change community it serves, it 

became clear from his response that he assumed that by virtue of its use by 

the sccial! change community, the technology as it existed would meet its 

users' needs. 

Karpf ("19871 refers to this as the useIabuse model, and argues that to 

view techohgy as neutral is ts view it without any intrinsically good or bad 

moral or political values, Like Benstcrn (1989), Bush (1983) and others, ~ h c  

reminds us that this view of' t e cbdogy  assumes that it is the human 

application of technology that abuses and misuses it. Once again? thk  

generalization is true, at leabt partially. Technological dew?lupmcnt h m  been 

both positive and negative. And, the values of those resyonsil>%e f ~ r  the 

implementation of technology do to some extent have an effect. OD how 

+q WCXQ kchological change is experienced. For example, Fernail pastieipan,, 

able to mitigate some of the problems associated with the use of a multi-node 

network through the use of a moderator, and adherence to some operating 



rules. 

The three views of technology outlined above appear initially to diRer 

from one another. In some respects, these views do differ. If cane sub~cr-izibes ate 

the theory that tcchology is triumph, the course of action called fbr is 

support of technological change, If one subscribes to the theory that 

technology i~ a threat, the course of action called for in a rejection of 

technologkal development. And, if one subscribes to the theo-rgr that 

technology is a neutral tool, the csurw of action ca"rled for may be to increase 

women's access to dechnolsgy, so that technology can be used and experkraced 

in a more benign and convivial way by women. However, data from 

Soc.women suggests that even when vmmen do have access to techalogy, 

women's interaction with it is not necessarily convivial. Or, one might accept 

tecb~mlogical development as I t  occurs (as the Board of the American 

Associatiam of University Women and users of the CompuServe Men's and 

Women's Issues Section did), or alternatively accept tes!molcsgical 

development and at the same time push for more mom: uses arnd applications 

of technology Cas Fernail group founders did). 

This approach has been central. to the impiementation and use of 

computer networks in the context of femirmism, Each of the networks 

discussed at length in pad  B (as well as many others) were adopted by their 

users as they initially existed '0E the sl~e%f.' Nehsugk Fernail. members were 

able to alter their comunicat.i.ae environment to a certain degree through 

the designation sf a central node and a .moderator, S~c.wsrnen and CIS users 

have accepted the technology their commu~~cation depends upon with little 

question. Of all of the networks discussed in part B, only the organizers of 

the Wornen's Bulletin Board System relied extensively an social goals 

articulated by users in choosing network software, The \;tIBBS also stands out 



among the networks discussed in part B in that it was the imly iietwork that 

was modified aRer implementation by its organizers in attempts to better 

meet users' needs.60 

Despite the dif'f'erences in these views, some important ~irnilarit~iea 

exist. None of these models of the technology/society relationship encourages 

a n  in depth analysis of technology. The technology as  triumph argunent 

suggests that "since it is the job of technology to solve problems, there art. no 

problems that teehology cannot solve" (Bush, 1981, p. 6). Ali problems (t?.g. 

acid rain, nuclear waste, exploding apace shuttles, collapsing bridges) art? 

seen as  temporary glitches in a perfectible system. This assumption is 

appealing because it allows people to remain focused on the technical aspects 

of a problem, and at the same t h e  igrisse the social circumstances 

surrounding its development. Accepting technology as triumph allows us to 

drop the entire matter of the relationship of tmhnology to social charngc.: from 

our list of concerns. 

Believing that technology is: a threat blinds us to the bencfitfi of' 

technology. Given this assumption, the solution to problems is seen nR ia 

retreat from techslom, As Bush (1983) points out, the technology as threat 

assumption appeals to us because it provides an enemy t'sr khi3  CUM of our 

h s t r a t i o n  and discontent. This view allso offers one ~implistic so1utiz.m &CJ 

many extremely difficult problems: get rid of the machines. 

The assumption t.h& technology is a neutral tool is appealing bcuausct 

it focuses on the human side sf technology, implying that technological 

~ ~ F o I  example, in addition to implementing the Battleground after 
the WBB8 had been in operation, PmBS organizers also implemented a 
cornand (getall) that allowed users b quickly and easily capture all or a 
postion of the materid posted b the WI35 since a user's previous sign-on, 



prohlems are really only scuc<al problems, and suggests that a simple change 

in those who ccirntroi technology will ameliorate technology's aegative eEects. 

Rensbn (1989) has noted that this view allows ads to admit that there are 

negative effcets associated *with modern technology, and allows as  to a s s w e  

that progress will result when the right people gain control over the 

technology. h e  struggles thst characterized commnulzication in  he 

Soc.wcmen group reflects this view: it fbcused nn who controlled the network, 

rather than the relationship between network structure and coanamunication 

possibilities. Data &om the Femail mailing list. suggests however that even 

when "the right people" control the technology (in this case women), probiems 

(e.g. with message routing and privacy) still persist. This view of techolo 

falls short of suggesting that the experiences people have in relation ts 

technology ofken occur along class and gender lines, as labour and feminist 

studies of technology have suggested, and the material in part B 

subatantiates. 

For example, material in chapter six suggests that when eEorts are 

not made to control group membership (e.g., Soc.wsmen and the CIS Men's 

and Women's section), that computer networks are more accessible to men 

than women. In addition, network structure helps determine where networks 

are accessible from, and who has access to &hem. If founders of the Amazon 

Line had approached the development of t h t  network with the assumption 

that it was being introduced into a class and gender-based sociai context, 

they might have realized that their target user group lacked the knowledge 

required to use the service they were offering. 

Several, people (Bush 1983; Gay 1986; Einn 1987; Noble 1984) have 

recognized %he threat popdar models of the kchnologyhciety relationship 

pose to the fight for women's equality. Bush explains this phenomenon: 



The assertion that technology is beneficial lulls people into 
believing that there is nothing wrong that can'h be fixed, so 
they do nothing.. ..The argument that techdogy is value-free 
either focuses on the human factor in technology in order to 
obscure its valance or  else concentrates on the autonomy of 
technology in order to obscure its human control. En a19 cases, 
the result is that people feel they can do nothing ... rhetoric 
wars draw public attention away firom more important 
questions such as  who is making techolo~.ica% decisions?, CBM 

what basis?, what will the effects be? (Bush, 1983, p. 156). 

Einn (1987) points out that possible areas for political action rare 

narrowed by the taken for panted nsture of techology; that the given-ne~s 

of technology gives i t  its power, For example? Ssc.women participants rarely, 

if eves focused om altering the &echological infrastructure of Ufielret. By 

taking Usenet's stmeture for panted, a range of communicatiorl possibilities 

were eliminated, while other options weslit given preference. Questioning 

Usenet's structure however, might result in the removal of the ability to use 

aliases. This in turn might reduce the volume of messages related to forgery. 

In discussing sodalist and feminist perspectives of technology, Einn 

reminds us that often feminist and socialist critique of technology view it aB 

a mechanism for control; feminists sften see technology "as an instrument of 

male power" and socialists ~ B e n  view it as "a weapon wielded by capitalkt 

management to discipline paid Iabaur" (Einn p. 128, 1987). The focus has 

been on technology and hardware. This gives pre-eminence to materid 

science, out of a mass of other social factors. In recent years, some scholars 

and activists have begun to address shortcomings inherent to lhcsc earlier 

approaches, by vie-wing technology as a social, as well a;; a technical 

phenomenon. 



R m e F r m c  TIXHNBLOGY 

F3r Linn (1987) and others,61 there is more to technology than 

hardware. For women, kcholog-y never exists in am as~cial sense. It is 

reflected in social practices, including language and other farms of 

represcanfiation, in traditions of use, techniques and training practices, in 

domains of knowledge, and in rekition to production and consumption. 

Technology is, in short a cultural product (Einn). Nong similar lines, Noble 

(1979> and Karpf (198'7) both argue that it is people and social forces that 

shape and create kch9log-y; techological products both bear the imprint sf 

their social context, and themselves reirhrce that social context. Tech4aolog-y 

is constituted by, and also kelps constitute social relations. The development 

and use sf computer networks in general, and Usenet in particular validate 

this claim. Network developers were preoccupied with technical wizardry, 

and determined to create a system difficult for others to control. Not 

surprisingly, many computes networks today are difficult for lay people to 

use, and just as diff~eult to alter. 

Bush (1981 & 19831, Benston (1989), Bernard (1983 & 1985) and 

''see also Benston (19881, Bernard (1983), Bush (19831, Cooley 
( 1980) and Noble (1979). 



othersG2 have gone beyond this focus on hardware, and work from khc 

assumption that technology operates in several contexts, one of which is a 

social context. Bush's (1983) definition of techlology captures this concept. 

She defines techndogy as: 

a form of human cultural activity that applies the principles of 
science and mechanics to the solution of prc35s5erns. Ht includes 
the resources, tools, processes, personnel, aid sysbems 
developed to perfom tasks and create immediate particular, 
and personai! and/or competitive advantages in a given 
ecological, economic and social context (Bush, 1981, p. 11.63 

Through examination of the eff'ects o f  a technology within tkac various 

62~acey (1983) uses the term technology-practice, which is composed 
of the tachnical, organizational, and cultural. aspects of technology.. . .The 
technical aspect includes knowledge, skill, technique, tools, machims, 
chemicals, liveware, resources, products and wastes. The organizational 
aspect includes economic arid industrial activity, pr~femional activity, users 
and conslmers, and trade unions. The cultural aspect of technnlogy-praceicc 
includes goals, values and ethical codes? Relief in progress, awareness and 
creativity. There is a rough parallel between these and Bush's (1983) de~ign,  
user and culltural cirntexts. There are only a few others who try- to broaden 
the definition of technology in this way and t8hese are not generally ara 
successhl. For example, Hanny and McCinw also considered "external 
cantexts of rnode=m technology," They outline five of them: the governmental 
context, the environmental context, the financial sontext, the r;ocial context 
and the political context. 

63~hese  are: the design or development context, the user context, the 
envisolr.11menhE context and the cultural context. The design or dcmhyrnent 
context iradudes all the decisions materials, personnel, procepiws, and 
systems necessary to create tools and techniques from raw materials. The 
user context includes all. the motivations, intentions, advantages, and 

f l  adjustments called into play by the use of pwkicu!ar techniques G,P ~VC!O!H. ! he 
environrnenthl context refers to the eff& sf the technology on the 
environment in which a $echalogy or tool is developed and used. Th2 
cultural context includes all of the norms, valuea, myths, aspirations, law8 
and interactions of the society of which the tool[ or technique is a part (Bush, 
1983). 



contexts in which it uperates, Rush (4981) locates kchnolagy in a swi2l 

context. By defining the user context that technology operates within, 

technology is given a human dimension. By defining technology as a human 

cultural activity, through inverse logic technology becomes ~mmethhg that 

can be subject to ccl'lective action. People are no longer entirely subjects of 

technology, but somehow create it as well, This view of technology gives the 

effects of technology on the user priority, along with another neglected area, 

the effects of technology on the culture. Unlike more pspdas views of 

technology, this definition encourages all in depth analysis of' how the 

process of technological change occurs. 

Benston (l989!, Bernard (1953) , Linn (19871, Noble (P984), Srrchman 

and Jordan (1988) and others have relied on similar views of technology in 

developing an analysis of technology that suggests that social bias is built 

into machines and techrmlogical systems. Before turning to a discussion ~f 

this perspective, it is useful to consider the courses o f  action each of these 

views implies far women in rekition to computer networks. 

If technology is seen as h e  root of contemporary probljms 

(technology as doom), individuals and organizations are likely to reject 

computer networking technology. In fact, many individuals m d  

organizations in the early and mid nineteen eighties did reject computer 

t e c h n s l o ~ ~ ,  on the grounds that it represented a threat to privacy, security 

and potentially, freedom. Although computer technology certainly can land 

does) pose a threat to privacy and security, in flatly rejecting technology we 

give away the potential of changing it. In addition, we continue to view 

technology solieiy in terms of hardware and technical systems, rather than 

recognizing that, 88 Bush (1981 %, 1983, kinn (198'71 and others have 

argued, the processes sumomding the design and implementation sf 



technology are essentially social processes. A focus on itsrdwnre m d  

technical systems discourages us froin investigating the social ~?asnic-xt witfnn 

which technology is developed and discowages us from per~stvfrrg the type sf 

infsrmiab;isn that was presented in chapter two. !Vfh are disc~tlragfd frois% 

investigating the goals sumomding the develspa~~mt of techntrlogy (e,g.,  

~ l i t a r y  controf) that are manifest in the technole?~ we use. 

If tectmnoiogy is viewed as inevitable progress (technophoria nr 

technology as triumph), then women's groups and sther social change groups 

Rnight either accept or pursue new coannru~cation ~pportunities m d e  

possible as a result of computer networking technology. Howcver, in doing 

this, it is likely that an "off the &elf? form of technology wiil be sel~cked: that 

is, little attempt will be made to determine whether computer nt?twor&ireg 

tc?cfms%ogy as it exists 6 1 1  best meet an individual's or organizatian's social 

goals. Again, technology is viewed as a product (in this perspective, one that 

brings with it prsmess), rather than a series sf social processes, lt wat3 

of the Amazon line: in foclnsing 0x1 sdling their product, Amazon Line 

organizers failed to consider social processes that might inhibit wsmew's uw 

of computer metwarka, such as lack of access to peer assistance, or ttre lack o f  

comfort many women experience when dealing with male computm 

professionals. The recognition sf these issues on the part of  the WB9S 

organizers has, no doubt contributed to the success 05 the Women's Bulletin 

Board SysJ;em, 

Similarly, the uselabuse (or *c-ichofom as neutral bol) argtiment 

systems. Based on the premise that the &Tects of k ~ h o l s g y  &ern not from 

eke kchlr;olsm per B e ,  but those in charge sf it, adlremnce tx, this view might 



leave organizations believing that by merely using computer ne1,workinej: 

technology within their organizational context, organizational goals and 

needs could be met, Such a view fails to recognize that in spite of who 

contrals a computer network, some network co~:Rgurations are well suited to 

some f o m s  of comnnurica5c?n, and ill-suited to other f o m s  of 

commuriication. 

This view appears to have been cennrnal amongst early researchers 

involved in invefitigating computer rnediabd connmmications, as well as 

activists interested in using computer networks in the context of social 

change work. In looking at previous research about human aspects of 

computer networks, we can see a transition from n focus on hardware and 

software concerns (technology- as product) to a greater recognition that 

technological bewlrspment and change is composed of a sehes sf processes 

that involve numerous social decisions that have an impact on how the 

resultant technology is both used and experienced, 

A great deal of early research concerned with computer-mediated 

communication fcwsed on the effects of computer r~etworking systems on 

users, a s  well as how to pr~perly implement computes ne$working systems. 

Although this work has been important in terms of con"Lmgsrar.y debates 

surrounding the design and implementation of computer networking 

systems, the notian of technoiogy as a product (rather than ;-a series of social 

processes) dominated m ~ c h  early research. As computer networking sys"ems 

were implemented and they failed 2.c deliver the desired outcomes, both 

reseamhers and acti-Asts have increasingly challenged the conceptx.x of 

technology as product, and begun to look instead at the ssciaI processes 





In addition to the range of methodological problems raised by Rice 

and Rogers (1985), such studies may be less objective than they appear since 

they often rely on respondents' impressions and recollections. In addition, 

quantitative studies do not deal with the introduction of such systems as 

processeI;, sr with the relationship between difTerent aspects o f  that process. 

They do not deal with relationships between the technology and group 

process nor with the social wntext where devel~prnent and lise takes place. 

An exception to  the bulk of reported research is The Network Nation: Human 

Communication Via Computer (Hiltz & TuroE, 1978). This study is one of the 

few examples of research concerned with computer networks where both 

qualitative and quantitative methods of inquiry were employed in a single 

study. 

In addition to grouping studies as quantitative or qualitative, other 

rnet.hods of categorization are pljssible. Tapscott (1982), for example, proposes 

a conceptual scheme for electronic office systems, that he applies to previous 

researchm This conceptualization may be uscfd in some contexts, such as 

the design and evaluation of electronic office systems. However, such 

concep!ualizations are of little use when working with nm-profit 

organizations whose goal is social chmge. 

.h important dimension of research about computer networks f~cuses 

on stategies for system desig: T8fost imp7nementations simply assume a "top- 

& ~ i s  conception of approaches to electronic office systems employs 
the following categories: 1) organizational comnnr~ca~ons  approaches; 2) 
functional approaches; 3 )  information resource management approaches; 4) 
decision suppost system approaches; and 5) quality of work life approaches. 
For each approach he outlines underlying assumptions, strengths and 
weaknesses, and variations of each approach. See Tapscott (1982) chapter 3. 



down" approach (described but not advocated by Tapscott, 1982). A rau1m1bt.r 

of researchers, however, fmis  on the need to take group or organixatioxanl 

processes into account. Johnson and Rice (19851, for example, describe 

aspects of such system design approaches in the case of word proceslsiiag 

systems. Johnson-Lenz and Johxls~a-~~enz (1984) attempt to deal with this 

systematbcally by introducing the general concept of groupware. Groupware 

is  the coupling of "intentional group processes and procedures to acfiicvc 

specific purposes" with software tools designed to support and facilitate tfrc 

group's work. The concept is based on the premise that software for group 

corrmunications via computer will best aid the group if the sofkware support8 

and facilitates processes and procedures used by the group. 

Tapscott's (1982) concept of srgware developed as part of  his "user- 

driven design process" is similar to groupware in its emphasis on prsccdurcs 

and other elements in addition to hardware and software: "Orgwarc consists 

of the procedures, workflow, job redesign, training str:,ltegim, 

implementation plan, educatnonal activities, system responsihilitics, and go 

sn which optimize the social component of the new work system" (p. % 7 \. 

Besides recognizing the importance of group goals and p r ~ ~ c e ~ s e s ,  

these approaches to design, whether of groupware or orgware, also include 

participatory design processes, and extensive sromrnunicatiorr between 

desig~ers  and users. A group's needs are articulated by a few of its members, 

and significant group characteristics (e .g . ,  size and lesder~hip style) are 

considered. M e s  group characteristics and processes are madit explicit in 

this way, prsced9xes and ~ t m ~ i u r e s  are chosen. Procedilre~ include chisices of' 

chmacterktics such as individual versus group work, anonymity versw 

s iped  responses, and so on. Johnson-lenz and Johason-Lenz (1984) include 

1: -.+ a ,isu s?lf standard group procedures that have been developed and kl~ed 



~uccessfuliy with g c i r q s  having, they say, B'ifFerentpxposes and 

characteristics. These procedures however are ge~~eral ly  based on 

asmmgtions that seem more suitable to businesses than to vslsmtmv or 

community groups. These proceda~res are matched with the ~ Q U P  process9 

and then the groupware desrgner chooses appropriate software tools from the 

range of available ch ices.  

These approaches are departures from the traditional emphasis on 

hardware and software done. This does net, however, guarantee that these 

strategies can be universally adopted. Tapecott's (1982) user-driven design 

process is developed explicitly fir use in a business setting and the suggested 

groupware procedures are also aimed at wry stnilctwed business 

applications. In both of them, ccmtsol of the design process still rests with the 

system designer, who ~dtirnatelgr is resps~nsible to higher management, rather 

than to the people he or sbe 4s working with, and creating a system. for. 

Overall organizational goals (most often of' productivity and efficiency) then 

dominate the design process. 

In contrast, many of the groups that are interested in adopting 

computer-based communicatirans networks far their work have as their goal 

social change. They operate outside of a profit geared market, and are often 

managed part idpat idy,  rather than via traditional management schemes 

that assme a separation of workers and management. Such groups have, 

consequently, quite a diflerent relationship tx the design process sand to 

technicd feasibility. Eficiency and success may be harder to define in terns  

of group process and group goals than in the situations envisaged by Tapscott 

( 1982 ) or Johnson-Lena, and Johnson-Lenz 4 l%M j, 

In addition, Noble (1985) and others have made the argument that 

the people who wili use a technology need to be actively invoived in its 



creation. If users are to he involved as more than informants, then the design 

strategy msst deal with the fact that potential users may have had littltl or 

no experience with the technology prior to the design process, and that if they 

are to participate in a meaningfd way, there is a period of edtlcatisn that 

must take place. 

Often, the intoduction of new computer systems has fallen ~ h o r t  of' 

meezing initial erspeciatians. To address this problem, ever the last dt3r.tadt.h 

increasing attention has been paid to the r d u  of end users in the 

devel~pnierit process. Integrating system users into the design process has 

followed a progression of pragmatic and theoretical steps (Kyng, 1988). 

Initially, managers and system developers sought naore information from 

users about their cument work, as a basis for developing systems that would 

to a greater degree meet the needs articulated by management (for example, 

see Tapscote, 1982). As problems continued in spite of thcs  oe'ffcwts, uscrrj 

became more closely tied to the development process as both infosrnant~ and 

evalraat~rs of new designs. However, user influence on dcveiopaxlcnt haw been 

low, and users who participated in development projects ctontstrlled by 

managernexat were unable to explore visions of their own a d  yrur.c;ut? their 

interests as a group (Kyng, 1988). 

In efforts to understand and overcome the limitations associa~tud with 

integrating users into the process of developing kchmlogy, scvcsak 

researchers have examined the theoretical basis of the design process, and 

developed a number of apprctaehes aimed zt creating a development priici?i-ii; 

that supports cooperative systems design, Researchem working in thk area 

(Bermap1~1 & Thoresen, 1988; Floyd, 1987; G n h n :  1988; Kyng, 1988; 

Suchan & Jordan, 1988) have argued t;hab; much of the early work 

concerned with human-csnrputxr interaction hilled ta develop a critical 



assessment of the technology that would Bead researchers tc srudy the ways 

that social context, power relations, and soclal bias may aEect the actual 

systems that are created. Even those who recognize that "user input" is a 

desirable goal. in developing new systems (Hiitz 1984; Kern & Hiltz 1982; 

'rapcott,, 1382; Rice, 1980) do not stress the importance of the context where 

that, input takes place. Those advocating cooperative design rejectthe view o f  

new technology as the inevitable result of experts applying "~bjeective" 

scientific principles. 

In the context of systems development, Berman and Thoresen (1988) 

refer to this technological determinism as the "kchology push" approach, 

characterized by assumptions such as "the desirability of using the 

technology is suficient to create csnmon objectives." Floyd (198'7) 

characierdzes system cdevehqxnent that reflects this techological 

determinism as the product perspective. It assurnes that interaction between 

a (computer) program and mw-ironmeant are assumed to be prescribed by the 

prograin des ip .  The referent system (the part of the world we take into 

account when developing progra~~isS is pre-selected for aspects relevant to the 

software, and the software itself remains outside of the analysis. M ~ s t  fixms 

of software design follow linear phases, and eml~ody the product ctriented 

view almost entirely (Suchman & Jordan, 1988). Out of this theoretical 

perspective comes an understanding of computer systems as hardware and 

software (that people must adapt to), as well as a distinction between the 

design of computer systems, the appiications OF computer systems, and the 

implementation of the t~chnoiogy. Finaily, this tradition emphasizes a 

distinction between experts (who perform desim tasks) and end users. 

An increasing number of analysts are working with a more complex 

view of technology, that suggests that any machine, tool, or system, designed 



in a specific context reflects that social context to R greater or Hesser detgrrt.1. 

Assumptions about sociah organization and distribution of yowcr, 

unconscious prejudice, and much more are all factors in the design of ncw 

techrmologies (Phble, 1985; Dickson 1974; Benstsn 1989; Debr~sson, Benstun 

and Vorst, 1987; Suchan and Jordan, 1988). Although some system 

designers have worked from an assumption that users are ct~ntraal ka the 

design process for some time, we are only beginning to r d f z c  thal 

implications of this view of technology (Kyng, 1988). 

This the~retical perspective of technology leads to what f3erman and 

Thssesen (19883 call the "demand pull" approach. Unlike the technology push 

approach to system design, it takes for granted the existence of a need th:tt 

manifests itself as  objectives. In addition, it focuses on cornplztrcr syste~rl 

deveEspment as organizational development. Floyd (1987) refers to this as the 

process perspective. Mere, the part of the world we take into ~ I C C O U I ~ ~  when 

developing programs is composed of human works learning, and 

comunicatisn: that are assumed to be subject to continuous change :as 

designers and users change their relation to the technology. Adhercarts to 

this view include in their definition of systems people, social relatiom and 

the applications of software, in. addition to hardware and software. Hathcs- 

than a. linear design process that sees systcm development and 

implementation as separate, &scset,e steps, this approach, views; systcrn 

development as  a cora_tinuous or rolling process, where design i~ only fally 

completed in use ( S u c h ~ a n  & Jordan: 1988). 

W3en systems are seen as complex relationships: of socio-#,ec?anicril 

processes, systems development requires an understanding of how g roup  

and organizations function, Tagscstt (1982) axid Johrrsan-Lenz and Johnson- 

Lena (1984) recognize this. Along with Scandinavian based rcscarchcrs 



iBenxmn & Thoresen, 1988; Gmdim, 1988; K p g ,  1988) they have been 

among the few exploring the integration of goup  stmcture and gsaHs into the 

development of complex systems. The matching of group needs and software 

posfiibilities, such as that advocated by cishnson-Lenz and Johnson-Lenz 

(1984) is a crucial ccincepf; in developing an action siiented approach tc~ 

cooperative systems design. 

However, Johnson-Lemz and Johnson-Lenz (1984) and Tapscott 

(1982) have in their approach left unchallenged the distinction between the 

privileged role of the technical expert and the end user. The systems analyst 

is the one who makes the ultimate design choices, and users act mainly as 

informants. The Scandinavians however, recognize the need for an approach 

that is action oriented, and warrants the development af activities that will 

comprise a participant process that can address a range of issues including 

questioning existing 'solutions', creating visions of difl'eirent htu-ss vis-a-vis 

the computer comunications system, and designing new systems, Such an 

approach challenges participants to break down barriers separating experts 

from users, as well as develspmeat &om implementation, Technical people 

are still needed in such a development process, kut can be. used as  resources, 

rather thaw as the sole arbiters of what is or is not dssirablc (Benston, 1986). 

This process is, in theory, compatible w ~ t h  orga~iizational processes that 

guide interaction between members of wsmerr'a orgmizaticns. 

To the extent that Johnson-lenz and Johnson-Lenz (1984) developed 

specific grocedwes, these vvese intended for business settings. Similarly, 

Scandinavian research concerned with cooperative systems development, 

although useful in terms of describing theory and context specific practices, 

has focused on systems development. in the context of waged workplaces 

(Bernrharnn & Thoresen, 1988; Gmdin, 1988; Kyng, '6988). The most hopeful 



initiatives in user cantmi over the design process are From Scandinavi2tn 

participator research projects in cooperative systems development (Bjerkncs, 

Ehn, & Myng, 1987). 

These initiatives range from the Utopia project, - cooperative systcnrs 

development in typographical equipment, to the Carpenters Workshop 

Project - a participatory design method for shop layout for small ciwpentry 

shops, to a "'cooperative systems developn~ent" in :a surgical unit in a large 

Norwegian municipal hospital iBerman & Thoreson, 1988). This last article 

described one of the few pro~ects that have occurnod where women we.rti eht: 

majority of user/designers. Similarly, there are a few British and Canadian 

examples where user control over the design process has actuakly Zwcn 

attempted in workplaces (see Hartman & Benston, forthcoming; Cssfcy, 

1980; Wainwright & Elliott, 1982). All of these have fallen victim to thc 

constraint of workplace labour/management power rclakionships. 

W o m n  Am CowumR NETWORKS 

To date there has been minimal research intended to establish a fiet 

of procedures that might allow the social organization and egalitarian 

principles sf women's groups to be taken into c:xxidrratkn in iuriplcnienting 

techoiogjcal change. And, although Scandinavian rcsearch doeti addre~s 

mechamrisnas that can be used to aid participants in making informed and 

real choices between system options, little has keen publibhed regarding tht? 

particular issues related to cooperative systems development in worncn's 

organizatims (for exceptions see Bjetknes & Brat'tteig, 1988; Suchrnai  & 

Jordan, EBB),  I know of ~ : o  published studies of cooperative ~ y ~ t e r n ~  

deveEspment in the context of voluntary women's organizations. 

There is considerable evidence for gender differences in appsoachm to 



science, kcholagy, and machines (Benston, 1982; Bush, 1,983; Collis, 1985; 

Kelles, 1986; Rothschild, 1983; and Z i m e m ~ a ,  1983). There is 

relatively lattle work that addresses gender issues around computer 

conarntlnications networks, even though gender BiRerenees seem to exist in 

this area. For example, where use is volua~tary, women seem to use such 

systems niuch jess than do men (Hiltz, Kerr & Johnson, 1955; Kern & Hiltz, 

1982; Smith & Bdka, 2988), Hiltz, Ken- and Johnson report a five to one 

malelfenaale ratio in "iheir sample. Such evidence is scanty, hawever, and 

Kerr and Hiitz (1982), who synthesized findings from a number of' studies of 

the impacts of computer-mediated communications on groups, dbund that 

generally gender differences were not studied. Recent work by Smith and 

Balka cL(19881, Wenston (19881, Brecher (1985) and Suchan  and Jordan 

(1988) that does address gender diffewnces in use of computer 

cornrriunicaticrns systems is theoreticdly important, but mot pragmatic in its 

focus. Even though not much information about gender issues in relation to 

computes-based communications exists, the attempt to create women-only 

services such as  the Amazon h e ,  the National Wonwn's Mailing List in the 

US., and services such as the Women's Bulletin Board System indicate that 

electronic communications needs for women are not being adequately me& 

through existing structures, 

Research on women and technology in general, and early research on. 

computer mediated communications suggests that gender differences may 

occur in the use of computer netwssks. More recent work (concerned with co- 

operative systems design) suggests that popdar .iriews of technology which 

focus on technology as product rather than h c b s s k g y  as process, may 

support, rather than challenge gender inequities in relation to eoxnputer 

mediated con~rnunications. 



Work by Suclwnan and Jordan (1988) begins to bring tagether 

material concerned with cooperative systems design. and gender and 

teclhno80g-y. They begin by pointing out that both the design and use of 

tecbokogy involve appropriation. Most technologies are desigmed ztt it 

distance from the situation of their use. For exiln~ple, csnaputer bulletin 

board systems were developed for computer hobbyists to exchange tcchnicd 

information. The Women's Bulletin Board System is :-in example of how 

computer networking technology has been appropriated. 

This Beads to an inevitable gap between scenarios of design and 

Gircwnastances of use. Regardless of the accuracy of' the designer's 

understanding of' end use, the gap exists and has to be filled by users; hence 

design is only Mly completed in use. Suchman and Jordan have observed 

that women Iack both thc authoritative knowledge in relation to cornpzntcw 

as well as imvolvement. These shrsrtcomings prohibit women from 

appropriating this technology. 

S u c h a n  and Jordan (1988) point out that in setkings where warnen 

are primasy participants, the legitimacy of their knowledge is sukxwdir~akd 

to claims on authoritative knowledge put forth by men. For exnmplc, in 

discussions that occurred in the Socwsrnen ncwsgroup, wornen participanth 

were frequently subjected to assertions of authority by men about both socid  

and technical issues. 

Suckn,man and Jordan ( 1988) argue that technological innovation ha& 

contributed to that subordination i ~ . ,  two important wayti. First? 

subordination occurs indirectly through the reprcsenhtims of knswllcdgc 

and expertise sumowding the design of new technology. More directly, 

subordination occurs in the form of ideological cornmitrment,.; that are 

manifest in the development and implementation sf' new technoPogies. For 



example, development of computer networks grew in part from a workplace 

based struggle between managers who were attempting to uphold military 

goals that included gffpgct control o f  network technologies, and hackers, who 

attempted to ensure that computers would continue to be available as a 

source of personal intellectusit stimulzatisn and afi~usement. Multi-node 

networks require that users possess a high degree of technical! expertise fix 

successful use. AS a result sf unequal access to techzhcal expertise, the 

techolog;v that results i ~ o m  a design process built upon the guarding of 

expertise is less likely h address the interests of women than the interests of 

men, In adchtion, the gap that exists between the design and use of 

kchndogres often leads women to reject technologies (that are often ill-suted 

to their needs). 

To ccpunter these diRculties, S u c h a n  and Ssrdara (19883 stress the 

impart;ance of den~ystifymg technology and legitimating wsmcn's knowledge 

in the system development process, Of the dour computer asetwor1cs discussed 

in part B, the network that most closely fo"ralowed this model (the Women's 

Bullletin Board System) was also in many respects the most successfid 

network. Suchman and Jordan argue that the demystificahn of tecixnology 

and the legitirnization of wornen's knowledge in the system development, 

psoeess will require a &matic shift in how we view knowledge and skills 

that go into system deveiopment. This ahif% will ifizhcde incorporating a 

sophisticated u i ~ d e r ~ t m d i ~ g  of the sodai world into the e;ystem development 

process, Finally, Sueban and Jordan suggest t h ~ t  we look gt 

computzrkat,im as an opportunity to articulate unacknowledged forms of 

expertise and to take that knowledge seriously in the design process. Such a 

pmcess would present a unique opportunity to trsmnen's groups in terns of 

clarifying organizational processes and role, and revaluing users' knowledge 



as authoritative. 

Both theory and research concerrred with gcnder and technology, 

particularly the work of S u c h a n  and Jordan (1988) points tes a clear ~ a c d  to 

go beyond consideration of women as sui5rfects sf  study in relation to 

kebology, to a -more action oriented approach that srzables wsnaen to be &?me 

creators of technology. The notion of social bias in machine design is ccrrtral 

to this approach and, as such, warrants additional coverage here. 

$OClAL BIAS IW[lhCHN DESIGN 

Noble (1919, 1984) has contributed a great deal to the devtllopment of 

a perspective that suggests that social hias is inherent t0 the process ~ f '  

machine design. Noble's (11979 & 1984) work on the social bias of rmchil~c 

design takes as  its starting point Rravesrnan's (1974) now c8assiu: notion: 

"technology, instead of simply producing social relations, is produced by the 

social relations represented by capital" (Bravcsman, 1974, p. 201. 

Noble's research (1979, 3984) on social choice in armchine design 

refl&s a comprehensive understanding of automaticdiy contmllcd machine 

tools. In his first b ~ o k ,  &nerim BY D& Noble (19773 shows that 

technology is not autonomous, but rather is the product of n social process, "a 

historically specific activity carried w t  by some people, and not others, firr 

particular piarposes" (Noble, 1979, p. 18). 

Irs describing the development of technoiogy Noble points {rut that 

there is always a range of possibilities i3r alternatives that are delimited over 

time. Some are selected while others are mot, based =n sscia! ch:rires of those 

with the power to choose. These choices o f  course refleet "their inteniir~m, 

ideology, soda1 position, and relations with other people in society.,. 

kckkno1og-y b e a s  the social 'imprint' of its suthors'7iNoble, 1979, p. 19). 



Noble (1979) asserts that with technology, the rc7d20nship betwew 

cause and eEect is not automatic, but rather is mediated by a ccmp2ex 

process whose outcome depends upon the relative strength o f  the parties 

involved, This, of course, implies that people can and do have an impact w 

the shape of kcho:sgy in their lives. Techndogical development is a socia: 

process, and, like ather soda1 processes i s  marked by choice, conflict, and 

struggle, and an indetermmate outcome (Noble, 1984). 

Linn (;f987), Suchman and cJordan (1988) and others have suggested 

we shift o w  attention from the ~i iew of technology as proch-ilct, t~ the 

processees stamo.lanmding the deaigp, development, and implernentar;j,arn of 

techologi-ical systems, These authors argue that the views typically held of 

technology prevent us from understanding the role that the processes 

surrounding the praduction of' technology play in producing techslngies that 

reproduce a gender and class differentiated society. 

Lirm (1987) providw a theoretical examination of Inow hIzarxists and 

socidiste have gone awry in their t,hecret;ical treatment of technology, as well 

as in their eRorts ta prsc!uce socially useful products. Suchman and Jordan 

('6988) illustrate through two case studies inow ideological eomanit:ner~ts 

override the realities of what women know m d  dictate a model of a $vsn 

activity. This in turn hecornes embodied in teck~olsgy and rsidorccs tbmt 

ideology. Central to their argument, as well as Benston's (19881, is the 

assertion that to design technology relevant to women's needs requires 

legitimization of the authority of warnen's Imowkdge, based on their 

everyday cxperiesxe. Ironicailly, one of the things women repeatedly attempt 

to use crjrnputer networks for is the exploration irf their everyday experiencese 

And, the two least successfid networks discussed in part B (Smwornen and 

CIS) are similar in that to a large extent they both discourage women from 



vajlidtitizg their everyday experiences. Finally, Benston (1989) focuses an 

qtrections of control of knswlcdga and expertise in the eonttlat of designing 

cr~mprst..er systems. Among her contributions are three a!itesnative conceptions 

of social relations surrounding t9-te design of new technolo~cal sy, ~tems .  

THE CONSEQUENCES OF VIEWING TECHNOLOGY AS DEAD LABQPSR 

Much of the feminist work that critiques tecWmno1ogy kn t e r a s  of class 

a d  gender re8at.iom takes as its inspiration Braverman's (21974) 

. Linm (1987) reminds us that the political consequences of 

viewing techology as a weapon wielded by capitalist management :and/or 

the patriarchy have been disastrous. Tec'trr~ohg-y has been held responsible 

for a range of anwanted workplace problems, including the deskilling af 

workers, job Igss, worsening health and safety conditions, speed-ups, the 

control and surveillance of workers and so on, '"11 nf which ficus on 

' ee~~ol logy and hardware, and its importance as fixed capiml" (Linn, p. 8283. 

Linn (19871, along with Beaston (1989) and Suchmm and Jordan 

19988) argue that there is more to techo8ngy than hardware. 'B,Eor'g the Iincv 

o f  Blash's (19833 analysis sf techolsgy, Linn sees technology as a cultural 

product. Linn makes a usehi distinction between Ei~ing labour (pcnplc) and 

dead lsboklr (tools and materials) to illustrate her deirn. She points out  that 

Braverman (1974) and his follower& have paid little atccixtion to the relations 

betweelrl living and dead labour, other thaa. tc emphasize the oppressive way% 

that capital's technology acts oa living laboar. The critical point that Linn 

makes in her discussion <a p i f i e  taken up by both Benstm (1986 & 1989) 

and Suczman and Jordan (P988!!, Is that only living labour can sci, purposes, 

reflec~, reconsider, e m ,  became only living labour iconscirausnes5) hw:s the 

pewer ta resysnd ts thz ~ar-iabilitizs in the social world. 



Linn 11987) points out that the network of relations in which the 

technology ia cultura! product) is embedded are neglected in favour of an 

emphasis on dead labour. Linn reminds us that the political consequence is 

to again accept unchallenged the physic-?H efficacy ~f the product. Linn 

cautions readers through a discussion of London's Technology Network, and 

the concept of socially useful production, that an emphasis on the physical 

eficacy of the product can still occur in an alternative setting. Discussions 

with PeaeeNet administrators, as well as data from Soc.women substantiate 

this daim. 

In describing her involvement with the TechoIogy Network, Linn 

(1981) discusses in detail the problems that result when a good idea is seen 

as a, starting point and project development progresses solely in k r i m  of the 

physical product. Prodwts are emphasized over processes a d  it becomes 

difficult to keep people in the foreground. TechnoEsgical change is conceived 

of as  merely a matter of different design and new production techmiquest 

rather than as a consequence of changed working relations. The real work 

(the efforts of those involved in setting lap a pmticuIar project, in k ~ m s  of 

organizing the work, eilsuring that everyone has information, etc.! is ignored. 

A focus on the physical product reinforces the apparent rigidity and 

immutability of technical work. hi some senses, Usenet has fdowed this 

development scenario. When the social assumptions that informed the 

development of computer networks are qwsiioned (as was the case with the 

Women's Bulletin Board System), computer nz-twfsrks are mme likely fx~ meet 

women's neecis. 

AUTMOR!TR'YEW KYOWLFDGE Am THE DESIGN OF TECHNOLOGICAL 
SYSTEMS 

S u c h a n  and Jordan (1 988) begin their discussion of the question of 



involvement. vvith the design process by introducing the c o ~ c y t .  off' 

authoritative knowledge. They describe authoritative knowledge as th;it 

knowledge taken to be legitimate, official, co:~sequenf.iaS, worthy cst' 

discussion, and useful for justifying actions by people engaged in h s k s .  Next., 

they assert that both the design of technology and the use of t.~r:hnololr;y 

involve appropriation; where technology is designed at a distance from t h ~  

situation of its use, an inevitable gap exists between system dcsigrz wad 

use.65 The gap will have to be filled by the user, as the technology Ls 

interpreted with respect to local ccsncems and circumstances. It, is in this 

sense that the design of technology is only fully completed in the use of that 

teeho200 .  Again, Soc,wornen is an excellent exaxnple aE this phenomenon. 

Although Ssc,women participants largely possess technical qm-tisc 

(authoritative knowledge) about computers, and have attwnptcd to 

appropriate Usenet technology to meet their needs, ideological comrnit,rnent,.; 

(expressed in the desire to build an uncontrollable mct,wcbrk) override 

women's realities, and dictate a model of'activity, that when cani~odicd in the 

techrology, results in a form of interaction that enforces an ideology of" 

control of women by men. 

Appropriation occurs either in the design or use of technology, and in 

either case is dtimatdy a matter of ownership, of integration of' a trtchnthgy 

into one's activities in a way that constitutes the basis of ancis cornpctcnec. 

S u c h a n  and Jordan !i988) maintain that it is this process [if appropriation 

that is noticeably absent from women's relations to ec~mgutcrs, FIJ~  example, 

W o m n k  Bulletin Board organizers expected thal! t.k! \WBS would he used 

65~his is inevitable, they claim, because to some extezt technol:;gies 
have $0 be designed for unknown users, in unknown circumstances. 



more by  omen% groups than it uws. The WBBS was not appropriated by 

~ ~ I I O P P ~ B L ' ~ ~  groups, and dld w t  k c o w  an essential element (basis of 

corrzpte nee) for luornen 's. groups in the ATe w YO& City area 

When the two concepts of authoritative knowledge and appropriation 

are taken together, argue S u c h a n  and Jordan, we CT begin to see that 

idecisgical. commitments override the realities of what women know, and 

dictate a model of activity that, when enlbodied in ieclbmologies erLxG3 that 

ideology. Again mlui-nfrzg to Ssc. wornen, although many 6 % ~ . w ~ m m  users 

poss~ssed authoritafiw kkraowkdgc in relation to contputers, and had 

ceppropriated the technology f i~r  their use, nonetheless an i&ol~gicetl 

cn~nrnttment to the noifon of free, unr~stricted speech as the basis for 

democratic conzrnunieation (put forth by Userxt founders and users) overrode 

what wor7z~n particzpanis in Soc. w s m n  discussions %mw': that Soc. women 

as a forum did not work for women. 

Af%er ii'dustmting this argument through two brief case studies - o m  

of" childbirth in the Yucatan, the other af office work - Suchman and Jordan 

(1988) argue that there i s  a politics of tech~dogy (that contributes to 

women's subordination) that comes &om this close relationship of ownership 

and control of technology to authoritative knowledge and cssnpeknce. They 

point out that techologicrth innouat%sn has been a resource for women's 

subordination, in two ways: indirectly throar,oh the representations of 

knowledge and expertise that the desigg of new technology i s  based upon 

(that fails to accaunt h r  the experiences of womeri, that are not v<ewed as 

authoritative knowledge), and directly, through she idedogicd commitments 

that manifest themselves in the development and impkmentation of 

technology. We .see this phnornptzon clearla, in r.& case of Soe.wo.mrt where 

i&ological conzrnitnzenis to create a difictdkt lo control mtwork resulted in a 



specific &sign. When wmim t ;k=3rcs~ed thvtr frzrst ration with that &.qign i:t 

the Soc,women nekltsgrilup, de,crplte f heir i'o/kfiw f ~ c h r ~ i c u  I kn<f~ ib- '&~$ tt ?id 

attempts do tlpprupriatc that technoJogy, their eerperz~r;rcc~, u ~ t w  cc>~rsir&*rwl 

invalid. 

Sucbman and Jordan (1988) suggest a strategy for system 

development that revolves around concepts similar do t..lmose introductd by 

Linn (1987). Were Linn &scusses the failure to  look at the rclirtims 

between living and dead labow, Suchman and Jordan in a senae arc 

advocating this as a starting point in the design process of technology. In the 

remainder of their article they discuss Scandinavian approaches to the 

design of technology, and include a discussion of product and process 

perspectives on software design, 

The product perspective of software design considers the inkr!ract,ion 

between a computer program and the en%<roramerjt, within which it, exists, as 

prescribed by the program's design. In contrast, the process gcrspeckivc on 

software design suggests a dynamic relationship between a program and  it^ 

environment. This latter view demands that we both ~pproprfatc women's 

kaswbedge as  part of the design process, and develop Dew types .if 

relationships between system designers (living labour) and the product they 

develcp (dead labour). In women's organizations, this would rcquirc an 

iterative design process that f~cuscd not only on the potential uscs of' 

computer networks within an orgaraization, but also c o n d e r e d  the fit 

between design optima and the group's desired comm.utrricazive goals, and 

applied a feminist analysis to the processes sr?mounding the debign of' the? 

networking system. Beaston's (1989) work proposes a modcl for approaching 

interactions that must take place between system designers, their groductfi, 

and system users. 



AI~TEKNAT~VK CONCEPTIONS OF AUTI~ORITY 

Benston (B989), like Linn (1987), opens her discussion by outlining 

Braverman's (1974) analysis of technology. M%er gonnting out that the need 

f i r  &ernate technologies that reflect altoensate values has been shown, she 

begins her task of Gemonstrating how the combination 3f a social bias view of 

technology and a feminist view of @ c h 0 1 0 ~  can be applied. After outlining 

Dickuon's (1974) concept of kcbnolom as providing a "vocabulary for social 

action," and illustrating this concept, Beriskn argues that one of the ways 

that a feminist approach to the design sf teeh~alogy would di&r from .more 

cortventional approaches is in its inclusion of an analysis of the role of 

experts and authorities in scientific and technical work. From here, Benston 

cmsiders science, technology, and authority, beginning with a discussion of 

the role of experts, and their relntir~nship t~ power in society, 

Among the many points Benstm ($989) makes is the idea that the 

term '"expert" refers to so-meone who is not simply extremely knowledgeable, 

but a person with privilege asd authority as well. As such, the expert is part 

of the structure of power and control in society. -After discussing gender and 

the current practices oi' science a d  k:i~eholo,~jl (that rest on the belief in 

domination and control of the physical world), Benston, like S u c h a n  and 

Jordan (1988), goes on to discuss the devaluing of women's knowledge. 

Uerzstm (1989) presents three alternative conceptions of science and 

scientific authsfity: the "science for the people" approach, the "science with 

the peoylc" approach. and the "science by the people" approach. Only the last 

of these, the "science by the peoplen model, challenges the notition of expertise, 

and the relations between living and dead Pabour. 

The ccncegt of "science for the peop!e" suggests a model of science 

~ 4 t h  a serise r;f social responsibility. Practicing scientists and technical 



experts attempt to develop soeiatly responsible applications af technology 

and/or make their expertise availabk wEwse needed to groups in the social 

change sector. In this model, scientists aittexnpt to shed their training ;and 

attempt to identi@ with those on the bottom, rather than those on the top. 

This model. popular in the social change cornm~anity (s tv  Ihwning, li'miilno, 

Fmedhd,  McCdlough, Mizrahi, & Shagirrt, (I991 ), 

j neither challenges Lhe tmditimrail 

separation of expert and lay person, nos the mystique of technical t ~ x p ~ r t i s ~  

(Bensbn, f983). As well as replacing "bad expertsv' with "good experts" this 

approach fails to remove barriers to women's participation that contempwary 

science presents (Benstonf. 

The "science with the people" approach attempts to heal tkw 

separation of experts from non-experts by having bath groups work tagether 

in an environment where (in theory) diEerent types of skiil te.g., ttdmical 

knowledge and user knowledge of a work process:1 are weighted equdy.  

People with specialized technical knowledge are utilized in a design process 

as resource people, available to comment on technical feasibility, but not to 

aictate the design process. This approach requires that the non-tcchnicd 

participants !earn a great deal about the technical aspects of whatwer is 

being designed, and requires cooperation and interaction arncmg a18 

participants. Personal values and ethical concerns can be brought into the 

design process through discussions sf participants' social g o d  5. Although t hit? 

approach offers many benefits (e.g., it reinforces the importance of everyday 

zon-sredentiated knowledge), its success requires an enornwus tirntj 

~ o m m i t ~ e n t  &om participants (Bcnston, 1989). Thib approach, though more 

consistent than the "science for the people" approach with feminist group 

process (that suggests that skills and knowledge should be shared, and that 



nnn-credentialed knowledge should be given auhhoriai,yf is likely to Be 

problematic in rams of the demands it  will place on already over-burdened 

workers in wornerr's organizations. 

The final approach, "science by the gecdp!en has as  its goal the 

reintegratlorr oT' science into everyday Me. Bensmn il989) argues that this 

approach i:+ must n~sefitlly understood as a possible future goal, that is the 

natural outgrowth of a revalcing of everyday knowledge. Science would no 

longer be a completely separate realm; specialized scientific knowledge wauld 

be rnade more accessible so that a person inhreshd in a scientific area would 

have access to knnwIedge that is now reserved far members of a credentialed 

elite. Under such drcumstances actual howledge (rather than the social role 

of an expert) would be recognized. 

CoMcLusaoN 

The development of computer networks occurred in the normal 

envirsx~rnmt of science - one that assumed that scientific discovery and 

application should serve the interests of scientists, who occupy a privileged 

piace in the power stnlcture of our culture. Computer networking technology 

is not neutraland value free, but in fact 6s anchored in a class and gender 

stratified society, and has a propensity towards recreating the relations of 

domination that have smrrournded its development. Though not 'limediately 

evident, the computer networks that exist today incorporate the values of 

those who created them. As women have inmeasingiy attempted to 

app.ropmi9te computer networking technology for alternative social goals 

(discussing women's issues and feminism), the social biases built into 

computer networking technology have become increasingly evident. 

Popular views of technology deter us fiom investigating the social 



conditions sumotw6ding the design and prodarrtwn of tcthnrctlt~gy. Orac 

consequence is that we have been dksccauraged from r~-riy%or-in~g how srcua.1- 

credentialed forms of Bx~owledge Csuch as a user's fk-"6?ulrugs : h u t  a ctwnprrtca- 

system, or her knowledge of work processes in her jsbi ;are sirnulf;%l~scrusly 

sodally and politically significant, and devalaaed, VVkcra we fitcus on sarci;zl 

goals as users (as Women's Bulletin Board organizm-s did>, and wcigfzt x h t w  

eqaally alongside technical issues in the dosign and. use of ccfmputcr 

networks, we have both an explanation of why pn.cs+,rd+ day compu$cr 

networks pose the limitations they do in terms of the diss=ussiora of wonwn'r 

issues and feminism (social goals were subordinated to technicaf Liw4E~ility1, 

and a model for the future development of such syst.erns (scimoe with the 

people). We are at once encouraged to gay increased atamtion to t h ~  ~ ~ . ( X ' i i l !  

processes srxrsuding the developmcznt of technology in ordcr 1'0 better mctat, 

our social gods though the use of computer networks. 



As more women gain access to computer networking teckumlogy, 

women's gmups have increasingly begun to cons~der using computer 

networking &chnchIogy in the context of feminist organizing. Although there 

arc still few examples of women's groups using computer networks, there are 

some lessons to be Xearmed from faoking at the use of computer networks by 

women who, through conversations via computer networks emerged as 

groups. In considering how women's organizations might use computes 

networking technology in the context of feminist social change i t  is important 

to consider how the computer networks in use currently by feminists are 

relevant to the larger picture of social change, the nature sf computer 

networks as tedmological systems, and what re%evance this has in terns of 

women's organizations using computer networks in the future. ARer 

addressing these issues it becomes possible to consider iri greater depth how 

women's groups might use computer networking technology in the context of 

feminist saeiat change in the future. 

BYOBIEN'S FAST USE OF C Q M B U ~ R  TdEWORKS: J % . P P R O % ) ~ ~ Y G  
TECHNOLOGY 

In looking a t  women's past use of computer networks it is useful to 

return to some of the concepts presented in chapter nim, Suchranan and 

Jordan (1988) argue that most kchnohgi'8~s are designed at a 82~mnce from 

the situation of their use, and that this leads to an inevitable gap between 



scenarios of design and uircwns.&ances of use. In the. case af thc use of 

computer networking techaoh~gy in the ccmtext of &minis& socird clmrtz~gc., thir 

has been the case, C o ~ p u t e r  networking ttvdmslogy was originally d ~ s i g m d  

%o support military r-~rnnautucation and the physrd structure of ct.;rriy 

computes networks (i .e.  Arpanet, reflected this goal, Hcrwewr, ins Jordan and 

Suc%lmnara point out, both the design arid use of technology also invtdvc 

appriopriation, Mthough Suckman and Jordan argue that the proccst; of  

apprapriatiorn is noticeably absent from women's rc!atirms to computers, it is 

important to recognize that in using computer networks to csnnrnarniciatc. 

about feminism and women's iss:a.es, worncgt haw begum to appe*opriittc 

computer networking tecbir~~sgy. One way of 1orh.ing at women's past use of 

compukr networking technology is i1-i terms af a p~~gres s ion  in ;~ppiropa"Ia&ing 

that k c h o l s m  w Setter suit the social goals of corwnemication cor-icerncti 

with feminism, ,Mthaugh computer netwsnks were not designed to support 

cornuslieation about feminism, networking technology WHR ~ ~ P P F ~ P P T ~ ~ L ~ C !  

first through use t o  meet that end, and is being cppmp~iated incrtwmgly 

through innovation to support feminist, goals. 

The predecessor of Soc. women I'Net.women) cmstiear kcd rmc of &hr: 

first attempts underhalaen by feminists to apprc~riate cc~mput~e. networking 

t ~ c h o l o g y  to meet a set of goals related t~ femirriisrn, that had not iwen 

account.ed for in the design of cornputer networking tcchzaology. It ~ u m ~  

plausible that the existence of Ssc.wornen was fueled by 3 tcchriology purh 

mentality, and b d e  on the assumption that the desiratsiiity of using thc* 

kchalogy wodd be sufficient, to ereate zornrnm objectives. Hiiwcver, a h  we 

have seen, Soc.wsmen boasts little in ehe way of common crbjectives. And, the 

very design of the technaology itself (a design that ensily accommodates 

n"osge;-y and drnost encourages an argunxntative style of communication) 



seems at tirncs to preclude the evolution of common objectives. 

The Fernail mailing Ifst can be seen as a subsequent stage in the 

appropriation sf  computer networking t e c h o l ~ g y  to meet feminist goals. 

@issatisfied with the results of Ssc.won~en, and still relying on avdabte  QE 

the shelf technolagy, Fernail partidpants entered into a continual negotiation 

of' socia1 issues 3rd group process in eRort.ts to use computes networking 

technology $4 discuss women's issues nnd feminism. Though we often think of 

technohgy in terms of hardware and product, it is important to recognize 

that in engaging in social processes to fill the gap between the dcsl,pl of 

deehnulogy for military punposes and its use as a vehicle for discussing 

women's issues and feminism, Fernail participants further appropriated 

computer networking technology. Reflecting on Bush's definition of 

technology that stresses social processes sumomding the design and use of 

technology, it, becomes clear that Fernail participants made cont~butiions to 

the design sf technology, through their use of it. 

Of the fbus computer networks considered in depth here, the 

Cr~mpusesve men's and women's section perhaps represents the greatest 

failure. Although Soc.wcsmen is an inhospitable place in many ways for 

feminrsts, it succeeds as an arena for struggle. Mthough an investigation of 

the reasons Soc.women participants engage in the debate on that network 

would be a fmitful direction bbr further research, at this time it  is only 

possible to speculate that participants may derive some benefit fism 

speaking strangiy about the issues addressed in that group, in a relatively 

safe environment. To the extent that both woaen men are able tx engage 

in heated debates about issues they feel passionate about, Socwomen 

 succeed^ as an arena of struggle. Although CIS participants also engage in 

debai;, both the low message volume a_nd small number of participants does 



not offer participants such a strtzng sense that their conccrnb (he thty in 

support of or  in opposition to feminism t are widely hdd.  111 addlrirm, o f  nP1 of 

the networks considered here, CIS participants appear to engage lcss ttrata 

participants sf the ~ t k i ? ~  gmlips in any kind of dtalogw relattd to altering 

the terrain of their cammunicaiive environment. They h:we parrch;tscri iicccss 

to a eommernicative infiaslructure, that, in the absence of' o ~ w m i a i g s  they 

have been either unable ta alter (several women reported failed ntkrrqd,s at 

communicating with CIS management about reinstituting a women-only 

fo rm) ,  or accepting their role as consumers, have not atternptcd to alter. 

Of the four computer networks considered here, 'he Wot-nmcn's hllctir, 

Board System grew out of what was perhaps the most conscious :i&t.cmpt t,ta 

appropriate eoxnputer tccfrx~okgy for use rekited to feminist soei;nl ~ h i l l ~ c t k .  

-Mthough minimal changes were made to the WHRS soitw;are, lht: sobtwarc 

itself was selected because it would accomn~odatc c.oll&ivc~ rrmtmagcrnent ol' 

the W B S ;  this was perceived as consistent with feminist orgmizatioaxd 

principles. Although participation in discussions on Soc.wnmem and Fcrnail 

was a byproduct of workplace-based access and w d  of rnoulh, and 

garticipaiion in CIS discussions among sther things was cicterminrd Ry ~ l i i b ' ~  

ability to pay, access to the WBBS was not dependent upon workplace-bawd 

access to a computer network. Once a par ticiyant had access to a colnprr tclr or 

temina! and modem, if ehey lived in the New York City local caiiing area, 

use sf the WBBS was free. Many participants appeared to acccse~ the WE13S 

threiugh PC Pursuit, a value added ca-mier marketed t:: cornp.,;ter t~~flcti i i  

board users allowing them to call bulletin boards in atbcbr cities and .;t&w for 

twenty-five dollars a month. In additisn, unlike the other networkr; d l ~ ~ w ~ e d  

here, W B S  f~~llllders attempted txt broaden the axessibility of the 'CWf3S by 

mailing flyers about it to women's organizations, and making on srte virjit~ t c ~  



di~trcr;wd users, whom they helped. In addition, social innovations suck as 

the t~attleground and controlled anonymity can be seen as further stages in 

the appropriation o f  computer networking technology for use in supporting a 

feminist dialogue. 

Many of the limitations of these networks in terms a f  their use in the 

context of feminism can be understood in terms of NahkYs (29'79 & 19841 

concept of ssclai bias in machine design. Fur example, many of the problems 

women confronted in Soc,w~men in terms of being unable to restrict who 

coi~tributed to that group, forgery and pseudo identities were directly related 

to social decisions that operationalized the values sf the! developers of Unix 

and Usenet, The fact that Unix remains one of the most dimcult computer 

systems in wide use reflects the importance hackers attached to the pleasure 

derived from Takere involvement with a project, rather than ease in 

accomplishing a goal. The gk-ohlcms associated with constructing addresses 

and paths between csmputess recei~ing the Fernail mailing list are a darect 

outgrowth of the initid goals that informeti the development of multi-node 

computer networks: of ensuring that in the event sf a nditary emergency, 

the failure of orie node would not cripple the entire system. One of the social 

consequences of this addressing scheme is that expertise is involved in 

getting a message to its desired destination. The profit imperadve of 

Co~apusenve Information Service results in higher costs f;o users in Sscatisns 

not sewed by the CIS owned value added calmier, Users in highly popdated 

urban centres are able to use CIS at a lower cost than users in mral 
r >  Bhe logical structure sf computer cehorks ,  together with the 

regulatory envircnment that value added carriers ar?d locat teleph~ae lines 

exist within, to a Imgc extent determine the general parm~eters of access to 

computer networks. The c i r c u m s ~ n ~ e s  surrounding the e~olutian d' value 



added carriers and the use of %,om1 phone lines as gateways mto ccnnmamity 

based bulletin board systems is a largely unexp!ored area. Ht is mterss~irrg to 

note that although in North America access to vslce telephone lines is in 

theory universal, access to data cor1s~punicati011 linw is swt nnlvcrsd. 

.Uthotsgh there arc some exceptions, it is primarily those with university and 

cqorate  a~ffiliations that have no-cost access to value ad$& ca;.rit.rs. Access 

to Usenet newsgroups and mailing lists such as Fensail is restricted to those 

locations serving as nodes in each of these networks. Community bawd 

networks such as Fidonet have attempted to provide a wide area rncssago 

delivery system that accomodates echo conferences (simi'aar to bundled 

mailing lists such as Fernail!. When this study began Fidorret was fraught 

with technical as well as organizational problems. Alttmugh incwasingly 

there are gate-ways between networks (such as Usenet and Fidsnet;, fiw the 

most part information is not shared between these networks. The awilakility 

uf data lines (and local phone lines in the case of community t-,uHetin board 

systerns)~fj acts as a filter to access of computer networks, ailowing somc 

groups of people access to some networks. 

Despite the valiant efforts of Community Memory activists to make 

computers in general and computer networking in particular accessible to the 

masses, issues of access have been a11 but abandoned as the use of computer 

networks has increased. With the exception o f  the Berkeley Community 

Memory project and its Vancouver offshoot, the conception of ccin*iputpr 

networking technology as a private ~ c ~ ~ o I G ~ ~  has beei-i left ilncha?iengeb. 

6 6 0 ~ ~  the last several years several attempts have hem made to 
restrict the use of low cost, residential telephone lines for community bulletin 
board s ysterns. 



Although 'puhllic access' computer temiinals have begun ta appear in places 

such as  airports, use of these facilities requires an account with a costly 

commercial value added carrier; the fact of the terminal's laci.ntion in a public 

place Fails to increase most people's cornmuricatiora possibilities or 

connectivity. The privatization of computer technology acts as a secondary 

filter, prohibiting all who do not use computers at  work and do not have 

computers at home from enjoying the potential benefits of computer 

networking. 

The physical structure of a computer network (including where 

terminak are located) has imphcations for who has access to which networks 

and at what cost. Although access Issues are csmpfex and are mediated by 

many factors, the choice of one network structure over another represents a 

choice about who will be able to comlllnicate eieetronically, and the form 

their communication takes. The structure chosen for a computer network is 

built upon and reflects assumptions about social organization and the 

distribution of power that should be explicitly addressed in future efforts b 

use computer networks in the context of feminism. Before going on to address 

these, it is useful to consider the processes that together bring about feminist 

social change. 

FEMINISM ON-LINE 

As I argued in chapter eight, there are a t  least three dimensions of 

feminism. Feminist social change occurs on an individual level as  individuals 

become aware of and concerned with gender-based inequalities. Individuals 

often seek out groups where they can both enjoy more egalitarian social 

relationships, and work towards more widespread social change. In working 

towards social change, groups engage in a complex series of relationships 



with one another and the stzte. Engaging in sc~i~~i t icss  related to iiw~inaist 

secisl change entails engaging in a series of irttsrcortncctcd relationships, 

that are likely to change in sorrre way if the means of con~munication that 

these relationships are based upon is a computes network. Although thc ust. 

of computer networks in the context of feminist swial changP to  datth has 

largely involved individuals who, with shared intcresth and access to 

networking technology, have come to form groups, these early pxpcrirrzcnt~ 

provide a starting point for a discussion of how the use of conlputer networks 

might alter the communication that constitutes these relationships. 

The Femail mailing list provides insights into how cornputm 

networks can ht used in relation to the individual dimension of feminism. 

Clearly, one of the potent. a1 beriefits of a net% ork like the Fernail mailing list 

is that it can brirzg feminism within reach of many women who would not 

otherwise have had access to either the communicative processes that 

characterized the Femail group, or the information contained in Femail 

messages. Sharing many charact~ristics with consciousness raising groups, 

despite the presence of male participants in the Femail group, marry women 

sharpened their awareness of and mecha~aisrns to cope with gender-based 

inequities through participation in Fenrail. Like CR groups, the content of 

discussions on the Fenmil mailing list consisted primarily of the personal 

experiences of group participants. 

Equality within CR groups was a goal reflecting the value of non- 

hierarchical organization. Despite the presence of a moderator in the Fernail 

group, co~t ro l  of the communicative environment remained horizontal. Likc 

CR groups, the Femai! mailing list allowed many of its participants to escape 

isolation. Although the extent that the personal and political were linked in 

Fernail is we know from message text that with the uupport of 



Fernail group members some women in the group did begin to restructure the 

social relationships in their lives. Although it is frequently assumed that 

computer mediated corr~munication will be impersonal, Fernail ogers proof 

that this need not be so. Although there are many issues related to access 

with a multi-mode wide area network such as Fenad if these can be 

addressed computer networks pstentia2ly oBer participants a sense of 

community, as well as  access to sdutions to day to day problems. 

In looking at the differences in communication that bring Soe.wornen 

and Fernail participants together within each of those groups, we can also see 

that mere access te the requisite technology neither results in common 

objectives, nor ensures that communicative goals will be met. In choosing the 

hardware, softwme and physical structure of a network to be used in 

communicating about feminism, it is important to both consider how 

communi~ations might be structured by k e h i c a l  choices, as well as social 

interventions, such as moderators and sysops. 

The Women's Bulletin Board System provides a sampling ofthe uses 

that a feminist computer networking utility might provide. Though sub- 

boards of the WEBS were used by women's organizations, we know little 

about how these groups made use of the WBPS, and the issues they 

confronted. However, the WBBS offered its users an erwironment where they 

could communicate about a wide range of issues, as well as find infirnation 

on a variety of topics. Though we know nothing about how effective sub- 

boards such as  the action alert board or events link boards were in increasing 

participation in the activities they advertised, these types of services have 

many potential benefits. Theoretically, such services could provide women's 

organizations with opportunities to increase both support for their work and 

access to it. If several organizations share access to a single network, the 



pstential exists to sh=e information between organizations, and perh;rys 

k m ~ a s e  the & d o p e  between organizations. Ironlcaliy, though p r ~ v i d ~ ~ l g  

muftiple groups with access to a single netwwk is prabably corasiderahly 

easier to do on a Iocai level than a psovfncid or natiarxa! icvP%, both ?!re. ~3i id  

for and potential benefit of irnprovcd communication on n pr.ovinci;rE or 

national network are greater. 

If we take as our starting point a view of technology that suggrsts 

that any machine, tool, or system designed in a specific context reflects that 

social context to a greater or lesser degree, and that ass~imptions about social 

organization and distribution of power, unconscious prejudice, and much 

more are all factors in the design of new technologies (Noble, 1985; Dickson 

1974; Benstm 1989; Debresssn, Benstsn and 'Vomit, 2987; Suchman and 

Jordan, 89881, this theoretical perspective leads us to the demand pull 

approach to designing technological systems. This appraiach focuses on 

computer system development as organizational development, and the design 

of technology as  a process, rather than a series of discrete events. 

The use of computer systems in general, and computer laetworks irr 

particular can contribute b organizational change in a number of important 

ways. In discussing the effects of computer technology oil clerical workers, 

Feldberg and Glenn (1983) point out that technological change affects work 

and workers on three levels: the occupational structure, the organizational 

structure and the work process. In considering the use of computer networks 

by feminist organizations, it is important to address the interaction of 

networking technology within each of these contexts. 

IEetlwning to material in chapter eight, feminist organizatkns can be 

structured in a variety of ways, each supporting a different distribution of 

power and responsibilities, and characterized by different patterns of 
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wmrnunication. O f  en the structure of feminist organizations loosely follows 

ttnthw the form o f  a traditional bureaucratic organization (characterized by a 

hierarchical structure set rules, pay that reflects position and so oa), or a 

collectivkt organizational stmetuse, characterized by distributed authority, 

consensus rather than hiertschy, fluid rather than fixed r d e s  and a minimal 

division of lahour. In the adoption of computer networks by feminkx 

organizatiornu, care should be taken to explicitly alter the organizati~nal 

structure and work processes in conjunction with computer networking, 

rather ttxm as an cnclesired outcome nf network Gse. 

For example, if an organization decides one of the ways it will 

partir ijiaate in the discourse or" a fe'emi~ist computer network will be through 

retyping informational flyers and advert,isements and placing them in a 

message sn a computer network, as a group, members of the organization 

will need to decide which individual or i n d i d u d s  will be responsible for this 

task. If a decision i s  made to have the task rotate between members, care 

nwst 4:e taken to ensure that ail those responsible for the task have the 

knowledge to do the task, and feel comfortable doing it. It is important te 

recognize that a task so seeningly small might well either interfere 34th 

other tasks, or overload an already busy worker, 

Rubinyi's 11989) findings that groups with a centrailzed decision 

nlaking process were more iiksiy to be strccessi'd in utilizing computer 

technology signal a warning; since many women's goups  do not conform to 

this model extra care sir~uld be tahn as feminist organizations that are 

operated with decentralized decision making adopt computer networks. 

In adopting computer networking systems, organizations should 

follow a participatory design process to ensure that the resulting computer 

network is consistent with orgmizati t id gods. Hather than a linear design 



procees that sees system dewlupnnent and innpicmentation as hr3pnr-ate, 

&scree steps, this approach views system dt.velupnt.nt as a ccmtieauous or 

rolling process, where design is only fully comprletcd in use (Stirhna:~n & 

Jcrrdan, 4988). Here. the part of the world we take lnto account when 

developing probrp.ams is composed of human work, learning ::and 

comunicatisn, that are assumed to be subject to contir~unus chmgc as 

designers and users change their relation to the technology. &la this v i c w  

people, social relations, and the applications of software, in addition to 

hardware and software are given psrrnacy. 

However, in engaging in a partiapatory design process to oreate z i  

computer networking system, feminist organizations should recall onci of thc 

valuable insights gained through earlier feminist organizing: that experience 

is  a s  important as  credentialled expertise. This insight can be put  into 

przrctice by engaging ir? a design process that follows the 'sciencaa with the 

people' model, rather than the traditional (and appealing) '%science for thc 

people" apprsach (Benstm, 1989). Organization.,: must he willing to dedicate 

tinre to this task, and consider it an  organizational priority, if they want to 

avoid the painful (and usually expensive) realization that the system does 

sdot meet their needs. 

in looking at CIS over time as  well as the American Association of 

University Women's experiences with computer networking, some important 

issues come up in relation to system ownership. The use of existing networks 

n a y  be iaitidfy app'eahg to woEen and women's organizations. Eowswr ,  as 

was the case first, with the women enly section ~f the Issues fiwurn, and later 

with the sale of The Source to CIS and CIS'S decision after one year to 

discontinue its support of the software being used by the AAUW, lack of 

system ownership and control leaves a group or ~rganization vulnerable to 



loslng their means of com*?lunicatioa, The advantage of such an  arrangement 

however is that the burden of running and maintaining the hardware and 

sofiware a computer network is run on is not left to an individual, and does 

not add to the workioad of already stretched staff in a woman's organization. 

COMPUTER N~mvoms h l D  FEMINIST %l@IAL CHANGE: DESIGN ISSUES 

One of the barriers Scheer (1990) identifies to the successfd design 

and implementation of computer systems in organizations is that often the 

goals of users and clevelopess are not fully supported by an  organization's 

management. Niany feminist organizations are in a good position to engage 

in a participatory design process because users are responsible for the 

organization's management. In the absence sf trditional barriers that occur 

between workers and management, participatory system design in a feminist 

organization is bound to be more successful than in tradktional organizations. 

Ristock (1991) advocates challenging the fdse  dichotomies of 

empowerment and power, and the individual and the crsllective in feminist 

organizations. Her work suggests that it is necessary to grapple with power 

relations in order to build solidarity and foster alliances ethin feminist 

collectives. Computer network design can potentially offer a feminist 

organization an excellent opportunity to claify organizational issues related 

to leadership, authority and power, as part of the process of participatively 

designing a computer networking system. 

Perhaps the largest issue the women's movement faces with respect 

to the adoption of computer networking technology is access. Access issues 

occur on several levels. The first relates to communication constraints 

imposed by the infrastructure of data lines and value added carriers. As P"ve 

pointed out above, access to computer networks is also determined by the 



location of computer networks and krrninak whether they ;are hcnttd in ;t 

public glace and available for use free of charge nu Consmunity Merawry 

terminals were, or whether they me located in a private home or ofice. 

Although many women's centres and srganizatiorzs in Cmar~da 

currently own microcomputers and in many eases moderns, for the most past 

these organizations do not have access to a compmter network. Although thc 

location of computers and mocians in women's centres and organizations may 

be an important step in widening the sphere sf access to feminist computer 

networks, the accessibility of the eqilipment and the existmce of ;a network to 

call do not guarantee that potential users will have access to cbc:mputc.s 

networking. The third level of access that naust be addressed if c m ~ g u t ~ r  

networks are to be successfully utilized for feminist dialogue and organizing 

is access to the knowledge and related support mechanisms that will allow a 

novice user successfdly to make a call to a csar~put,er network. The feasibility 

of providing adequate user support services increases when computer. 

network use occurs on a coordinated, rather than episodic basis. 

If French speaking and English speaking feminists wihh to 

communicate via  mnputer network, steps will have to he taken to ensure 

that the development of adequate bilingual software is developed. (SoliNet, 

nun by the Canadian Union of Public Employees currently uses  oftw ware that 

allows a user to interact with the computer in either French or English, but 

offers no translation capabilities.) 

Finally, comfnu6cation by computer oRers some interesting 

comnzunication possibilites that may enhance the ability of Canadian 

women's organizations to communicate a b u t  difficult issues. For example, 

an implementation of an on-line Delphi polling system that allows unsigned 

responses might allow system users to communicate candidly and honefitly 



a%wt:t difiicrrit issties while encouraging participants to think before 

speaking. A widely accessible crmputer network could increase the number o f  

voices represented in an organization's decision-making process. To realize 

these goals however, feminists will have to apply the Insghts gained from 

years of productive organizing, and at &he same time invest.iga8.e the social 

biases of' technological systems, that, leR unconsidered threaten to create 

computer networkiag systems that reproduce, rather than challenge power 

relations characteristic of western capitalist societies. 
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Computer chatting is a relatively new term, used by feminists and others 
who are interested in demystifying the world of computer 
tRilecummunications. I t  refers t~ conmunication between two or more people 
who use computer equiptmemt to overcome communications barriers, such as 
distance and telephone tag. Since the development of computer networks in 
1968, several related applications have emerged. 

Most forms of computer communications (e.g. electronic mail, computer 
bulletin boards, computer conferencing) revolve around the concept of 
sending messages from one computer to another. Despite their differences, all 
of these applications are similar in that they require: 

- A 'host' computer and some means of accessing it, either a terminal. or 
another computer. 

- Telephone lines or other communications links. - An interface, 
usually a device called a modem, between the computers and the 
telephone lines, 

- Computer p;.og-rams (software) specifically designed for the desired 
application. 

Most differences in applications are due only to differences in computer 
programs. 

The computer hardware and software determines limits such as  how many 
people can use the system a t  once and how much information can be stored 
on the computer a t  any given time. Since all of these applications utilize 
s indar  hardware and even software that is related, not surprisingly, overlap 
exists in the provision of these services. 



ELECTRONIC MAIL refers t,o sending messages clectrua~ies!ly from orw 
terminal, or computer acting as a terminal, to another to a reciyicnt spcxcificd 
by the sender. Like most mail sent through the postal service, i t  is pr i~ i i i t~  
Most computer systems which s&r any of the applicatiorns naexrtion~cd hwc 
also have an electronic mail (e-mail) program. Electronic mail can bc sent 
between users sharing one 'host' or central emnputer, or IbetWwn users with 
different hosts. In the latter case the sender specifics an address which 
contains information that specifies the route the message must follow; as well 
as  its fiaal destination. St must be 180% correct in syntax, symhds, 
capitalization and the name the intended recipient is known by on thcir 
system, or it, will not be delivered. 

COMPITER BLZLETIlPJ BOARDS (BBS) were designed Lo oxchangc 
rnessag and computer programs. 1nitial;iy they were set up by and dcvolc-3 to 
computer hobbyists, who left messages about equiptment for sale, t~ct'pnica1 
problems and solutions, and exchanged "1pubIie domain" or free software. As 
bulletin boards have evolved, the uses to which they are put have become? 
more varied, Unlike other forms of computer networks, using BBS is 
generally free of charge. The costs of starting and maintaining BBS are paid 
for by the SYSOP (short for "system operator"), who is often still simply a 
computer hobbyist, Though present day bulletm board systems sften allow 
users to send and receive private messages, their primary f~nct ion is for the 
exchange and dissemination of public information. Typically bulktin boards 
are mn on relatively small 'personal computers' using home telephones liner;, 
though some of the conmercial services also have burletin board software in 
addition to other semices. 

A COMPmE CONFERENCE is a c~llection of messages related to a 
particular topic. Typically a computer conference includes information about 
who reads and contributes to the messages, as well as a brief discription 04' 

the topic. These conference systems typically run on larger computers than 
do BRS and the messages/disc.ussions are more organized. Conference 
messages tend to be more topic specific than bulletin board messages, and 
tend ts read more like a conversation, where one comment follows from the 
last. Electronic bulletin boards, on the other hand, tend to read like ordinary 
bulletin boards with not-necessarily related cornment~ and messages. 
Computer conferences are sometimes called Yomms''. 

Some computer conferences are carried on in "real time," which means all 
participants are connected to the "host" or central computer a t  the same time, 
so messages are read and responded to almost instantly. This is less common 
than conference systems which allow participants to tosend messages to the 



host computes, where they are shred, read and comiented on by others a t  a 
later time. (Some e-mail programs, typicaily on large computers, also 
accomodate "seal time' conxntmications.) 

Another aspect of computer chatting has to do with searching for and 
retrieving text stored on z computer. Frequently some provision for searching 
can be fourid in e-mail and BBS programs. However, I t  may be limited to 
searching for the name of the sender of a message (email) or searching for a 
word that may appear in a message. Cowferencing systems which are more 
sophisticated than e-rnail and BBS may a94ow keywords to be associated with 
an entry. Users can then search 'discussions,' and if the word they are 
searcfdnmg Ebr is linked to any entries, they find those entries. 

Electronic mail, btdletin board systems and conferences all require some text 
editing facility. This allows users to correct @ping errors. The level of . 

sophistication of text editing varies with the computer used and the 
application. 

ON-EKNE DATA BASES are programs which store infomation (i.e. 
adrefises, bibliographies, abstracts, data) on a computer, and allow that 
information to be referenced in a variety of ways. Search and retrieval 
techniques form the backbone of these systems. Users can search for and 
retrieve idormatian that meets whatever criteria were specified for the 
search. The success of a data base system is dependent upon the success of 
the referencing or cataloguing of data, as well as the flexibility the program 
allows in retrieving it. 

CObMMERICAL COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS available to the 
general North American public typically include electronic mail, bulletin 
boards and conferencing, in addition to on-line searching sf data bases which 
contain a variety of newspaper and magazine articles, reference materials 
and advertisements. In addition, one network allows subscribers to carry on 
individual and group conversations in real time, by simulating a Citizens's 
Band (CB) radic. Subscribers can also review airline schedules for a311 airlines 
and book reaerva tions on selected airlines, as well as  order merchandise from 
selected stores. The cost of using commercial services vary, the least pensive 
being a one-time $40.00 hookup fee, and $6.00 per hour use fee. In addition, 
depending upon your location, a fee for use of speciai phone lines may also be 
charged. 



The basic ingredients required to hook computers together mc: 

At your end: 
- a computer, 
- a modem (anti a cable connecting it to your computer unlisss y m s  

modern is an internal me?,  
- a comiectian between the modem and the telephone lines or other 

communications link, 
- eomunications software to allow your computer to transmit and 

receive information, 

At the other end: 
- a computer to call--usually referred to as the "host" cemputer, 
- the software for the e-mail, conferencing or data-base system desired, 
- a modern connected both to the computer and to the telephone lines, 
- conurmmications software for transmitting and receiving information, 

Successfully connecting a computes to another computer which is rurming 
electronic communications software requires some knowledge of each of these 
basic components. 

The term NETWORK refers to an interconnected systzm of computers 3rd 

terminals. The simplest network consists of a host computer with a number 
of users (with their attached computers or terminals). The WEB in Canc ~1 d a or 
Peaeenet in the United States are examples of non-profit networks with a 
single host computer (in Toronto for the WEB and in Berkeley for Peacenet). 
More com1pi"icated networks involve a number of host computers (each with 
its own set of users) which have arranged to cornmlmicate with each other. 
Once you set up such a proceedwe for host to host communication, you have 
a network such as  BITNET or MAILNET (largely university cornputera) or 
Usenet (a wide variety of computers using an operating system called UNKX). 
In these more complicated networks, an e-mail user in Vancauver can send 
mail destined for someone in New York, say, by sending it to the local host 
with the correct address for the recipient. The mail is then forwarded from 
the Vancouver host to the host the recipient uses in New York and delivered 
ta the recipient through that host computer. 



MODEMS: enable computers to use telephone lines to exchange informnation 
with another computer. They change the signals that a computer produces 
into a form that can be sent over telephone lines, and then they change the 
signals sent over telephone lines back into a form that can be used by a 
computer at the other end. Electonically speacking, the modern changes the 
signals by modulating and demodulating them, hence the name modem. 
Modems also slow down computer generated signals to a speed which can be 
handled by regular telephone lines. 

In the simplest situation, if you call a computer bulletin board systern located 
in your town for example, your call is handled over regular voice lines. It 
leaves your house over wires, travels to the switching centre, and is routed on 
to the lines for the appropriate prefix. If you call a mainframe computer 
(typically a business, university or commercial network), the process may be 
slightly different. Your call leaves the house on normal voice lines and goes 
to the switching centre, where it is routed to what is referred to as  a data 
trunk line. These are similar to long distance telephone lines in many ways. 
However, they are a higher quality line which accomodates speedier 
transmission and hopefully ensures that your file is  not a mess when it  gets 
where it is going. Trunk lines are sometimes operated by phone companies. 
They are also operated commercially by a few companies. 

If you want to call a host computer that is out of town, you need to use the 
long distance lines. To improve the economics of such communications, 
'value-added' carriers such as  Datapac in Canada and Telenet and Tymnct in 
in the U.S. offer a transmission facility that uses existing liner; with 
specialized message processing services that improve the efficiency of' d:tta 
transmission and so dramatically lower the cost. Where these services arc 
available, the sender can dial a local telephone number which connects her or 
his computer to the value-added network's computer. There the data ir; 
converted to 'packets' with sender's and receiver's addresses attached and 
sent, along with many other packets, to the value-added network's computer 
at the destination city. There the data is sent to the receiver's modem and 
computer. In order to use this system, a univeraity or a business or 
commercial network must pay a subscription fee. Calls are automatically 
billed to the computer which is being called and, internally, to the account 
the user signs on to. This means that where such a value-added swvicc 
exists, an organization can run a network with a computer at one location 
and users having inexpensive access over a wide area. 

One can only take direct advantage of Datapac or similar ~ervicefi if they 
have an  account on the computer they are calling. Even where users do not 



have accounts on remote computers however such services can be a factor in 
the sending and receiving of electronic mail. Networks like Mailnet or Bitnet 
exist to send messages from one host computer to other hosts in distant 
locations and these messages travel on Datapac. They are dispatched h 
designated hosts in the system which act as 'nodes'. These are computers 
which are set up with special routing or switching progrms which process 
the addresses encoded with the message. If 1 send a message from Vancouver 
to Montreal, it n=ay go through three or four nodes on route. Because of the 
way in which messages are bundled together and sent at  Pow-rate hours, the 
costs are very low. In most cases, these costs are so low that access to such 
networks through universities is simply pa fkee fringe benefit of having an 
account on the university computer. 

STAND-IBLBl\aE MODEMS are generally housed in flat oblong metal or 
plastic boxes, usually an appropriate size to fit underneath a regular 
telephone. At the rear end of stand alone modems are sockets for three or 
four connections, including a power supply, a telephone line, and a place 
where a cable coming from your computer plugs in. An oWon switch may be 
located in the front or rear of the modem. 

ACOUSTIC COZTBEEWS, or acoustic coupled modems are used with 
telephone lines that can't be unplugged at the wall. Slightly larger than 
stand-alone modems, the distinguishing feature of acoustic couplers is the 
pressence of circular cups on top of the box which have a micr~phone and 
speaker in them. The hand-held portion of a standard telephone is placed in 
the cups, and information from the computer is sent into the box, and 
through the microphone into the reciever, where it is then carried over the 
phone lines in the same fmhion as a stand-alone modem. 

INTERNAL MODEMS are printed circuit boards designed to work inside a 
particular computer. Internal modems do not exist for all computers; however 
for some computers, such as the IBM PC and compatibles, many internal 
modems are available. Unlike standalone modems, internal modems 
generally have only two connectors, ich are visable on the back of a computer 
which has an internal modem. One jack is for the cable that plugs into the 
telephone line, and the other jack allows the user to plug a phone in, which 
can be used to make voice calls when the modem is not in use. 

The type of modem you purchase will depend on your needs. Stand-alone 
modems sometimes come without a cable or software, and can not be used 
unless you can unplug the phone fkom the wall. So, if you travel alot, you 
may want an acousticly coupled modem. However, acousticly coupled 



modems are sensitive to background noise, whi!e stand alone and internal 
modems are not. Internal moderns require no cable, a d  often come with 
software. However, they are not available far many computers, and, unlike 
other modems (given the right cable) they can not be used with a computer 
other than the one they are installed in. So, if you use more than one 
cornputer, or anticipate using a diEerent computer in the future, this is not 
the soluion. 

OTHER ASPECTS OF A MODEM 

PLACING A CALL with a modem can be done one of two ways. Vsing most 
stand alone modems and internal modems, the person who is 
operating the computer types a command to dial followed by a phone 
number on the computer keyboard, and then presses the return or 
enter key on the computer keyboard. If the volume on the modern is 
turned up, you will here the number being dialed, and either the ring 
or busy signal. With acoustically coupled modems, the number is 
dialed on the phone, as  if you were calling your next-door neighbor, 
however, the handset of the phone is placed in the cups on top of the 
modem. The term "autodial" refers to typing the number on tho 
keyboard, and "mamud" dial refers to dialing i t  on your phone. Most 
stand-alone and all. internal modems currently available are auto-dial. 
Some cammunicatims software allows users to enter several phone 
numbers in  a directory. The user then either indicates the destination, 
or through a variety of aethods, which number to call and the call. is 
placed. 

RECEPWNG CALLS from another coaputer and modem can only be done 
with a modern which is an originate/answer modem, as opposed to an 
originate only modem, which only accomodates outgoing calls. Most 
modems currently available are originate/answer modems. However, if 
you intend to receive calls with your modem, you shou.l& make sure 
this is the case. 

THE SPEED OF A MODEM, (often referred to as BAUD rate167 refers to 
how many bits of data per second (bps) are transmitted. The higher the 
baud rate, the faster the transmission. Typical modem speed8 are 300, 
I200 or 2400 baud. Given that 1200 or 2400 baud is faster, ~ u c h  
moderns will cut down on your long distance phone charges. The faster 
modems generally cost more than 300 baud modems. While a 300 baud 
modem is adequate for many uses. 1200 or 2400 baud modems really 

67This is technically incorrect, though it  is a standard use. 



make a difference if you are sending large amounts of idcrmation 
From one computer fx another. If you are using your modem mostly fir 
composing messages while you are connected to another computer, a 
300 baud modem will suit your needs. Another consideration is the 
computer on the other end. When connected to another computer, the 
baud rate your modem is operating at must match the baud rate of the 
computer at the other end. Many bulletin boards operate at  300 baud 
only, or 300 and 1200 baud. Many 1200 baud modems also can operate 
at 300 baud, which is very handy (2400's often can operate at  both sf 
the lower speeds). One problem with the 2400 rate is that data tends to 
get garbled during transmission at higher speeds, and phone lines in 
many areas cannot handle this speed. 

Most external modems have connectors known as RS-232-6 interfaces. These 
are oblong D-shaped connectors with either 1) 25 places for wire connections, 
either as holes (female) or pins (male) or 2) 9 connections, as holes or pins. 
Most microcomputers either come with these, or have "ports" on the back ~f 
the machine where they can be added on. In a perfect world, a cable with the 
appropriate (male or female) RS-232 connector on both ends would allow us 
to simply plug our computer and modem together, and they would work. 
Well, we don't live in a perfect world, and as it turns out, although the RS- 
232 connector has become standard, there is absolutely no standard for how 
the wires in your computer are connected to the RS-232 connector, or for how 
the wires in the modem are connected to its RS-232 connector. 

Each of the pinsholes in an RS-232 connector performs a different function 
during communications (actually only 3 to 12 pins are really used). If my 
computer has a female RS-232, with pin 2 asigned to transmit data, and my 
modem has a female RS-232 with pin 4 assigned to transmit data, then I 
would need an RS-232 cable with male connectors on both ends, where the 
wiring in the cable connects pin 2 on one end to pin 4 on the other end. What 
all this means is that when you buy a cable, you should be sure that it will 
work with your computer and modem. If it is an offthe-shelf cord, make sure 
it can be returned if it doesn't work. If you either Rave to or choose to have a 
cord made for you (look under either computer repair or elecbonica in the 
phone hook) you will need to take the manual that came \iith yc1w computer 
and the manual that caae with your modem with you to the shop. 

Cables wary in price, and it is often far less expensive to have a cable made. 
Even here though, the price may vary fh-om between $20.00 and $70.00. Also, 
some cables are more sophiscated than others. One of my cables has a toggle 
switch on it that flips the pin assignments, allowing me to use one cable for 



more than one computer. A "null modem" can sometimes be used to perform 
the same fm-ction. It is merely another connector, wired to reverse the pin 
assignments. 

There arc several functions performed by communications software. 
Minimally i t  is the link between your computer and your modem. %f you have 
an  internal modem, it probably came with comunications software, which 
may or may not meet your needs. If it dosen't, or if you have an external 
modem, you will have to get software. Software can cost as little as  nothing 
(public domain software) or as much as $800 or $900, for an integrated 
software package that includes communications software along with word 
processing, data b a ~ e  and spreadsheet software. Public domain software i s  
available from computer uses groups, computer bulletin boards, and, 
sometimes universities. 

The first thing about the minimal. communieations program is that it must be 
compatible with your computer and modem. One of the standard moderns, for 
example is the Hayes, which of course has built in a certain set of capabilities 
and cormnnands to execute these. If your software is not designed for the 
Hayes command set, you may be in trouble, or, if you have software designed 
for a Hayes and you've bought a Hayes compatible that really isn't, you may 
be in trouble. Again, try before you buy. 

Secondly, your cormnunications program will probably come on a disk, which 
must be formatted to run on your computer. If you are purchasing a program, 
make sure this is the case. If you are obtaining a free program, there are 
programs which you can buy which will change the format of a program, so it 
can be m n  on your machine. This type of program is well worth having 
around. If all you want to do is call another computer and while connected 
compose or read simple messages, virtually any communications program 
that is compatible with your modem and computer will allow you to do this. 

BASIC COWNICATIONS SOJEi"rWARE FEATURES 

When using your personal computer to enter or read messages to or from a 
mainframe computer, the minimal level of eomunications program must be 
supplemented by a 'terminal emulation' program if you are to have full use of 
the editing possibilities of the system you are signed onto, That ig, you must 
have software that allows your personal computer ta look like (or 'emulate') 
some kind of terminal that the mainframe recognizes. The differences 



between terminals have to do with the conventions for which digital codes 
arc? associated with which 'functions,' i.e. backspace, arrow keys ect. of the 
terminal. 

The instructions with your program will &ell you what keys will perform 
these and other fimctions. It is important then to realize that certain keys 
that perfom certain things on your computer when it is not taking to 
ansther computer, will not necessarily do these same things when you are 
talking to another computer. airrow Beys are a good example. On my 
particular compuber,with the software I use, If I make a mistake while I'm 
"on-line" and want to backspace, 1 use the control key and H key, not my 
backspace key. 

If you are planning to communicate with a mainframe computer system, and, 
for example, work from home, a terminal emulation program is almost a 
must. If you do purchase a terminal emulation program, make sure it 
emulates a terminal that the computer you will be talking to knows. If you 
plan to only call bulletin board systems, this feature won't make much, if any 
difference. 

FILE TRANSFER 

If you want to transfer files fkom one machine to another, there are some 
specific requirements that must be met. While your computer and the other 
computer don't need to be the same, the "transmission protocol" (dso known 
as  the data transfer protocol) must be the same at both ends. 

The data transfer protocol governs how data is sent and received.For 
example, among the things i t  is necessary to agree on is the signal for an 'end 
of line.' Like any other set of rules, if everyone dosen't follow them, the 
system fails to work. If you are not using the same transmission protocol that 
the host computer is using, and you try to send a previously created file horn 
the host to your computer (downloading) either it won't work, or, it will 
probably make a mess of whatever you are sending. (e.g. won't preserve 
formating, but instead will send a twenty page document as  one seven page 
continuous line). Several different transmission protocols exist. Perhaps the 
most popular, certainly as fm as bulletin board systems goes, is  a protocol 
called XBAOBEM. It is also refered to as  MODEM7, or the Christensen 
protocol, rafter its inventor. Another protocol that seems to be popular in 
University settings is called Kermit, (after the frog). Both o f  these psstacols, 
which are incorporated into base bones cozwnunications programs, are 
available for free, from cornputer bulletin boards and computer user groups. 
Universities sften distribute a program with whatever protocol they support, 
fkee of charge. So, if you can't find a copy of the program you need, a call to 



the nearest university may prove worthwhile. 

Some cornmications programs support a sort of no protocol transmission, 
which assumes your computer will act primarily as a remote terminal of the 
host computer. This type of program typically does not accsrnodate error 
checking. Commercially available programs may utilize the XMBDEM 
protocol, or other popular protocols. Some of tgaese even give you the option OF 
using one of several protocols, which allows you to use only this one program 
to up and download files from a variety of hosts. ProComan, whieh runs on 
IBM compatibles is an example. One thing to be conscious of is that some 
integrated programs also have a proprietary protocol, which no other 
program supports. This means that successfuli uploading and dr~wnloading 
using these programs can only occur when both your computer and the host 
computer are using this propam. (I recommend staying away from these.) 
And, some communications programs only allow yau to be in "terminal 
mode," where you are acting as a terminal- they don't allow you to up and 
download files. 

CBWIGIDUN.3 C O ~ ~ P C A T I O N S  SOFTWARE 

Unfortunately for simplicity of operation, there are a number of somewhat 
obscure items (called parameters) that your computer or terminal ;md the 
host computer must agree on. These can vary from host to host and the 
correct values of each of the parameters must be set (or in the standrad 
jargon, the co~wmuraications software must be 'configured') when first using 
the program. These parameters must be set the same on your computer and 
the host computer in order for you ts gain access to the other system. An 
important feature of a communications program is the ability to alter thefie 
settings. Most software does allow you ts change the settings, as well as 
easily determine what they are. The information about which parameter 
settings to use must be obtained from the operators of the host computer. In 
practice, all you need to know is what numbers to put in where but, for 
general information, a brief description of the parameters follows: 

DATA BITS- Computer information is transmitted as data bits. These bitti 
firm a code for a letter or symbol such as a period. The most common 
coding scheme for data bits is the seven-bit ASCII code. An eight-bit 
coding scheme is also common. The number of data bits, which must he 
the same ran both computers, is set by the user, through a command or 
menu item issued within the communications program. 

STOP BITS- Since each character is represented by a series of seven or eight 
data bits, (all of which are 0's or 1's) the computer needs to know 
where each character ends. So, in addition tA) the seven or eight bits 
which represent a character, one or two "stop bits" are sent which kl ls  



the computer that the coding for one character is ending, and the 
coding for the next character is begining. 

PARITY- In addition to data bits and stup bits, a parity bit can be sent dong 
with the coding hr a character. Parity is used to improve the accuracy 
of moving infomation from one computer to another. When parity is 
used, it attaches an extra bit set at  the value of 1 or 0 to each character 
of inf~rmation sent. (The parity bit is sent before the stop bit.) If parity 
is set to odd, if the sum of the data bits is odd, h o t  including the parity 
bit) a 0 is added; if parity is set to odd and the sum of bits is even, a 1 
is added, making the new sum odd. If all bytes do not sum to odd, the 
computer sends the byte again. Parity can be set at none, even, odd, or 
occasionally mark or ignore. 'Mark' means always send a parity bit 
whose value is one; ignore means ignore parity. If both computers are 
using parity, the parity settings on both computers must be set the 
same. 

DUPLEX- Half duplex refers to two way csmunications which occurrs one 
&rection at a time. CB radios operate in half duplex; a two way 
channel exists, but only one person can transmit at a time. Full duplex 
refers b a channel that can support simoultaneous transmission in 
both directions. Full dsplex is sometimes called echo-plex. 

XBNNOFF- This is a "Wow comtr01 character, which enable the receiving 
system to stop the flow of infomatiom from another system, so it can 
cakh up. 

There is a wide variety of comunications sofiware availa~le, ranging from 
'bare bones' implementations (such as Kermit) to 'cadillacs' such as 
ProComnl. The diiTerences between these two extreme types of software are 
significant. Some examples of differences in the two types of software follow. 

D W I N G  DIRECTORY- Each time you use your 'bare bones'software to 
call a host computer, you must type in the parameter settings before 
initiating the call. Then, you must type a modem csnunmd to te31 the 
modem to dial the number. Once the host answers, you must then type 
n some identifying ('sign-on') inafomation before you use the hest. 
ProComm, (cadillac variety) on the other hard allows the user to set 
the parameters required for a given host once, and store them along 
with the phone number and sign-om infomation in a directory. When 
the uses wants to initiate a call, they simply type "call host" (where 



hose is the name of the host as it has been listed in the directory) tarid 
the number is found, the parameters are set, the caii is initistcd. and 
the sign-on informakion is supplied to the host without tllc 
intervention of the uses. (The automatic sign-on feature may not 
always be pesaible in that rat may not be possible to set the timing 
properly, so your computer may be sending your 111 while the other 
computer is still greeting you.) While your bare bones software doesn't 
allow you to change the baud rate once you are connected to the host, 
ProComm does. This is a handy feature. If you are reading information 
from the screen, you want it to be slow enough to read as it goes by 
(300 baud). When you are uploading or down2oading information, you 
want to do it quickly, (1200 or 2400 baud) especia9ly if using a 
commercial network which charges a high hourly rate. 

CALL PLLhCE1"-hT FROM WEYI3OmD- M i l e  your modem may be 
desigaed to aillow you to t,vpe the phone number into your keyboard, 
your sclRware may or may not allow tRis feature. 

CALL PROGRESS I N F O m T I B N -  If your modern dosen't have a 
speaker or i t  cannot be hooked up to the computer's speaker, it may be 
designed to tell you the status of your call- whether it i~ being dialed, 
if it is ringing or. if it is busy. If this is the case, you probably want 
software which will allow you to take advantage of this. 

REDLALING- Some programs allow you to redial only aRer a busy signal, 
while other computers allow you to dial the last nurnber tried, 
regardless of what has occurred since then. Other programs will allow 
you t.o redid a certain number of times. 

CHAIN DIALING- some programs allow you to specify that if *,he number 
you tried was busy, to try another number. 

UNATTENDED DIALING- Some programs allow you to tell your computer 
to dial a number a& a cedam time, sign onto the syr;ibrn, and either 
print or capture the information as it comes in. These program8 arc! 
more expensive, but may save you long distance charges. T h i ~  may 
also be referred to as batch operation. 

DIAJLLNG PROTOCOL- this refers ta the way the computer ~ c n &  
commands to the modem, to establish the connection with the other 
computer. If you have a Hayes modem or compatible, typing ATDT 
tells the modem to dial the number that follows, using tone dialing 
rather than pulse dialing. Software designed for Hayes moderns may 
over ride these commands with a menu which you select option6 from. 



METHOD OF lNI'EMCTITeJG WITH TME P R O G m -  Programs are 
frequently menu-driven, which means select an option from a menu of 
possibilities. If a program is not menu-driven, it is cormmand driven; 
you must type in commands (such as  ATDT to call) rather than 
selecting a letter from a menu, which then tells the computer you are 
ready to call. 

DISPLAY C m m E -  This refers to capturing idomat ion  as  it goes across 
your computer's screen. This is very handy for creating lists of 
commands used toi interact with the other system. (Connect to the 
other system, "logl"our knninal session, explore a bit, and later edit 
the file. You will have a record ~f both where things are on the other 
system, and what the commands are.) This requires some type of 
protocol to ensure the i~domation is properly transmitted. 

PRINTER C ~ ~ E -  This refers to capturing infomation which comes 
across your screen onto the pri~!ter, as i t  appears on your screen. This 
also requires some type of protocol. 

BREAK SIGNALS- Can the software recognize a break signal, which tells 
the host computer to stop sending infomation to your screen? 

LOCLU MODE- While remaining connected to the host computer, can you 
"escape" to your computer to do things like delete files, begin or end a 
log sf the terminal session? 

HELP- Does the software allow you to ask it for help, once you're connected 
to another computer? 

DOCUMENTATION- Does information about how to use the program come 
with it? (If it's free software, it may not.) Does the information about 
using the program make sense to you? 

ANSWER MODE- Assuming you have an originate/answer modem, can the 
sofkware be used in answer mode? 

MAKING THE CONNECTION 

Once your hardware and software arc properly configured, your 
cornmunications parameters are set, and you've figured out what you want ts 
do with the system, the number is dialled. If the line is not busy, the word 
CONNECTION, or a greeting will usually appear on your screen. At this 
time, either your modern will send a high pitch squawk back, and then go 



silent, or you will depress a botton or issue a command to tell your computer 
to issue the squawk, which, after a few seconds will disappear. At this point., 
you should depress the return or enter key on your keyboard, until t ~ x t  
appears. 

On a bulletin board system, you will usually be greeted with a 'we8cnmt~' 
message, followed by a prompt for your name, and possibly wherc you art8 
calling &om. Then, you will be asked to enter a password, which may bc 
blanked out on the screen, for security reasons. YOU should write down your 
password somewhere. After this record keeping is taken care of, a menu of 
conunands will generally appear. It i s  a very good idea to tog your terminid 
session the first time you use a bulletin board system, so you later have a 
record of the commands which it understands. In general, if you get I&, 
typing a ?, H c Help will disday a more detailed record of commands. 

On a mainframe host, yuou will also be asked for sign-on information (name 
or account name plus password). After this is entered. you will find yourself 
comn~unicating with the operating system on the mainframe and so wili need 
to know at least the c o m a n d s  to get into the e-mail, conferenring system or 
whatever. You will also need to learn the comnnands in that e-mail or 
conf'erencing system. 

The first thing you ought to do is to obtain all of the written infi~rmation 
oflered by whoever runs or sells the system you are using. It is useful to have 
on hand manuals about your computer and the host computer, your software 
and the software the host uses, your modem, and a printer if you will be 
using one. In addition, a manual about your computer's operating systitrn li.c. 
DOS on an IBM compatible) may prove invaluable. This usually comes with 
your computer. 

An important thing to keep in nrind about documentation is that it is 
frequently very poorly written, and usually contains errors. Morc often that 
not the documentation fbr computer systems is written by people who were 
not involved in the development of the hardware or software. To mukc* 
matters worse, software is often revised while document;.,titrn is being 
written. Consequently, the version of your software may not correspond with 
your documentation. Unfortunately, quality control hasn't hit tkc computer 
industry yet. 

If you are initiating calls to another computer from a mainframe computer, 
either through business or academia, documentation will be available 
through that organization. While there is a wealth of informat.ion available 



about micro-computers in print for all ski11 levels, this is often not the case 
with mainframes. However, from my experience, there is a large volume of 
information ..mvailable. ORen the problem is locating what ysl: need fiom a 
enormous amount of text which may be written for a technical audience. 
mile this is problematic for non-technical users, persistence may pay 0% In 
addition, electronic mail systems can be used for sending messages to system 
operatorb and administrators requesting help. Finally, if the computer runs 
conferemcing software, several conferences can probably be found online 
which address problems other users have had, and how they have been 
solved. 

If you are calling a mainframe computer, you w l l  have h secure an  account, 
obtain information about parameter sett.ings, and find out what to do once a 
connection has been established. Unlike bulletin board systems which can be 
mastered quickly and provide decent on-line help (usually by typing ?, H, or 
Help), mainframes are less easily mastered through intuition and 
exploration. Again, obtain documentation from the system administrators, 
and look on-line as  well. Often you can get a 'recipe' sheet that provides exact 
instructions for the sequence required to sign on a r 3  access the e-mail or 
whatever system. 

if you are calling bulletin board systems which are public (&ee) you pretty 
much have to guess the parameter settings and rely on tlhe on-line help. Once 
you succeed in signing on, you may be greeted with a phone number for the 
Sysop (short for system operaterr which you can call with questions. In 
addition, you can make your own documentation by logging your session 
online, if your software allows this, If you log your session, type the 
commands for help. These will be captured in your computer's memory, 
where you can look at them or print them out later. 

One of the most important things to know about computer systems is that 
everyone needs help on a fairly regular basis with them. Even the 'experts' 
have people to go to in search of answers to unsolved problems. tJnlikc 
needing help on a highway when nobody stops, people are usually insre than 
willing to give advice when they can. Seeking advice, as  well as  giving it, is a 
learning experience. As one asks questions and takes initiative in solving 
problems, valuable insights are gained and computers begin to Ieose their 
mystery. 

There are several avenues to purslxe in obtaining help with computer 
networks. These vary with your situation, the type sf learning you prefer, the 
nature of the jxoblem and the type of hardware and software you have. 



Among the options are documentation (a fancy term for the instructions that 
come with your hardware and software). hooks, computer stores, computing 
centres a t  universities, special interest groups, cornputer bulletin boards and 
conferences, knowledgable frineds, and, one of my favorites, trial and error. 
(You are not likely to damage either your system or the network). Each of 
these is described below in relation to some of the contexts where they may 
be most usehl. 

BOOKS 

'While the lack of quality control in relation to documentation is inconvenient, 
this situation has led to a booming computer book industry. If you are using 
popular software and a popular computer, chances are there arc several 
books out that solve many of the mysteries the manufacturer has created. 
Many cities now have computer book stores, or book stores with large 
computerbook selections. In addition to browsing, a good way to find deeent 
books is to ask whoever does the book orders. Books that sell out quickly arc 
often among the better books. If you do go this route, be prepared to spend 
some money- computer books are fairly costly. 

The computer book market is geared towards microcomputer users. If you are 
using a university computer system to initiate your call, you aren't likely to 
find popular computer books helpful. However, popular books are an 
especially good place to look for pre-purchase information about micro- 
computers. Often books about using computer networks will have tables in 
the back comparing products. If this is the type of information you are 
seeking, make sure the book has come out recently. This type of book may 
also contain trouble shooting information in table form, listing symptoms, 
thingo to check, and probable causes. If you are having trouble initiating 
calls to another computer, or you have difficulty once the call has been made, 
this type of book is a good place to look. 

FO- AVENUES FOR HELP 

An obvious place to look dbr more information about computers and computer 
netvrmshs is in cornputer classes. Computer classes are offered by a variety of 
people anad organizations, including vendors, community centres, community 
colleges, employment agencies, universities (credit and non-credit courses,) 
computer stores, and oftea, through the local ministry of ducatinn. The 
content of courses varies consideribly. Qtw Beaming styles vary as well. 
Because we can not 'see' &he product before buying it, a few ground r u i e ~  are 
worth keeping in mind. 

One of the first things tx, determine is what you hope to get from a computer 
course. If your g d  is confidence, you might want to take a hands-on course 



about specific programs. If you are interested in knowing what happens aRer 
you hie the keys on the keyboard, you might find a pass/fail unive-:ty 
computer course for non-computing majors, or a community centre course, 
that provides that information. In considering what courses are appropriate, 
you may want to examine the tone used in a written course description. If it 
uses a lot of jargon, chances are the course will be that way. Also consider 
who the intended audience is. If you are not apt to feel comfortable in a room 
full of young executives, than a course aimed towards that population is 
probably not the one for you. If you are looking for a course about computer 
networks, you are likely to find fairly technical courses geared towards 
business users. Most of these courses deal with Local Area Networks (LANs). 
A local area network is a computer network which operates within a three 
mile area. Not surprisingly, these are most often found in business settings. 

HELP FROM FRIENDS ABTD HELPING YOURSELF 

We have found that one of the best ways to learn about computers is to sit 
down with a frier,d, have that friend show you a few things, and then turn 
you loose on the computer, when someone is around to answer my questions. 
After experiencing a little success, the manuals make a little more sense, and 
the difficulties seem less insurmountable. Often when encountering 
difficukies, it is useful to try to solve them yourself before going for help. 
More times than not your overall knowledge of the system you are working 
with increases in the process. 

Consult friends for help. Find people in computing serivces departments at  
the host institution. Going to frineds for computer help builds conmunity in 
a strange sort of way. It often leads to discussions about what people are 
working on. Tasks can often be accomplished in a variety of ways with 
computers, and it is both interesting and informative to see how others solve 
problems. Going to friends for computer help tends to lead to mutual 
exchanges. People tend to become proficient in certain areas. I showed a 
friend how to use the message system on my university computer a year ago. 
She recently taught me how to use the new version of the software. 

When micro-computers were initially used by hobbyist~s, these 'hackers' 
began special interest groups (SIGS) and user groups to exchange 
information, computer tricks and software. The industry has grown up 
around peer sharing, and, many of us wodd be lost without it. 



Call waiting, available through some telephone companies, will interupt a 
connection to another computer. Check to see if you have this fcaturtt. 

If you have "Call Waiting" on your telephone line, there is a new way to 
eliminate it when online. All that's required is a 4 digit code (1  190) added to 
the front of the phone number you are calling. This will cause a busy signal 
on incoming calls instead of aborting your connection or corrupting files. 

For tone dialing systems, *70 can be used instead but all pulse (rotary) 
systems must use 1170. This eliminates the need for a second phone line, just 
for using the phone for computer to computer connections. Anyone calling 
will know that you are home, however, their call to you willnot ruin your files 
or terminate your session with another computer. 

How do you disable the disable? Just hang up! You have to use the code evcry 
time you pick up the phone or redial. 

CALLING FROM A MULTI-LINE PHONE SYSTEM 

Calling another computer from a multi-line phone system can be frustrating 
or impossible. I have failed more frequently than I have succeeded in my 
attempts. Multi-line systems often have non-standard jacks, and outlets that 
are not conventionally wired. If use of a modem with such a system appears 
after a reasonable length of time to not work, I recommend having a standard 
jack installed by the phone company. Inexpensive 'restricted' phone service 
can be purchased. What this means is that you can be billed by the call, or 
you can purchase service which allows outgoing calls only.The telephone 
company may insist that you purchase a data line (and pay excessive ratm). 
A data line is not required, and i t  is advisable to insist that you don't need it. 
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